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INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing is so strongly an interdisciplinary science
that one cannot easily keep abreast of the activity without tak-
ing a large portion of the available time for reviewing the
literature. The Technology Application Center (TAG) has made
a major effort in order to provide a review of this rapidly
advancing field with its Quarterly Literature Review of the
Remote Sensing of Natural Resources. This service has been
initiated to provide the investigator with up-to-date informa-
tion in a readable and indexed form.
In an attempt to review the literature of remote sensing
from the many hundreds of sources and thousands of documents
available, a definition of boundaries was necessary. TAG,
reviewing abstracted literature sources (see Information
Sources), selects documented data and data gathering techniques
which are performed or obtained remotely from space, aircraft
or groundbased stations. All of the documentation is related
to remote sensing sensors or the remote sensing of the natural
resources. Meteorology and extraterrestrial sensing are
normally not selected. Sensors are primarily those operating
within the 10~8 to 1 meter wavelength band (ultraviolet
through radar). There are exceptions to this when overlapping
data is reported, and these have been selected.
Beginning January 1977, following the Information Source
descriptions are recent releases concerning remote sensing.
Included are NASA Tech Briefs, ARAC Industrial Applications
Reports, U.S. Navy Technical Reports, U.S. Patent reports,
and other technical articles arid reports that come to the
attention of the TAG staff. This section has not been key
worded or numbered.. •• "•-.-.•. •-
-;'•-• '.": •:/-:l:-:-~,.''. Editors
• '"' ••-.-..-... " Charles B. Fears
Michael H. Inglis
v
USSR GUIDE
This Quarterly Literature Review has been divided into eight
sections as shown in the table of contents. Within each section, the
abstracts have been provided an RS number. This number indicates the
section, as RS74-4 indicates Marine Science or Section 4 in the table
of contents. The numbers following the section identification place
the abstract in numerical order within that section.
RS75-4-Q23
abstract number
section number
year of quarterly issue
_Remote S_ensing
In the absence of page numbers, the section and number provide
ready access to the abstract.
All abstracts within this Quarterly Literature Review have
been "key-worded" by'the TAG staff. Key words include generalized
terms used or indicated by the title or abstract. The first author's
last name, shown on the abstract, is also used as a key word and is
indicated by an asterisk (*). This provides an author index within
the key word index found in Section 7, Alphabetical Index of Authors
and Key Words. Sample key-wording (key words used are underlined):
RS75-4-015 Evaluate the Application of SRTS-A Data for
Detecting and Mapping Sea Ice; James C. Barnes, Principal
Investigator
Section 8 contains an order form for the document service pro-
vided by the Technology Application Center. In order to facilitate
this service, complete Quarterly numbers, RS numbers and abstract
titles are necessary. ~
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INFORMATION SOURCES
The following list describes the information resources currently
used by the Technology Application Center for the Remote Sensing
Quarterly Review.
I. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
The NASA file, dating from 1962, contains more than
600,000 documents and grows at the rate of 70,000 new entries
each year. It is approximately 16% NASA-generated, the bulk
of the citations being reports collected by NASA from world-
wide sources for use in the aerospace program. These articles
are abstracted in two semi-monthly journals:
A. International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)
IAA is an abstractive and indexing service covering
the world's published literature in the field of aero-
nautics and space science and technology. Periodicals,
books, meeting papers, conference proceedings, trans-
lations of foreign journal articles, .and aerospace
reports are typically abstracted by IAA.
B. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR)
STAR is a comprehensive abstracting and indexing
journal covering current worldwide report literature
on the science and technology of space and aeronautics.
Publications abstracted in STAR include scientific and
technical reports issued by NASA and its contractors,
other U.S. Government agencies, corporations, universities,
and research organizations throughout the world. Pertinent
theses, translations, NASA-owned patents and patent
applications, and other separate documents are also
abstracted.
II. Engineering Index Monthly (EIM)
The Engineering Index Monthly is a compilation of abstracts
and items covering the world's significant technological literature
Vii
and conferences encompassing all engineering disciplines.
The EIM covers the technological side of Remote Sensing
with such subjects as new equipment and techniques, and
specific field applications of engineering methods and
devices.
III. Selected Water Resources Abstracts
Selected Water Resources Abstracts is published by
the Water Resources Scientific Information Center, Office
of Water Resources Research, U.S. Department of the Interior.
It includes abstracts of current and earlier pertinent .
monographs, journal articles, reports, and other publication
formats.
IV. Government Reports Announcements (GRA)
GRA is published by the National Technical ' Infor-
mation Service (NTIS) , Springfield, Virginia. The NTIS
collection now exceeds 730,000 titles, to which some 60,000
new reports are added annually. Abstracts cover environ-
mental surveys, energy source prospecting (minerals, geo-
thermal sources, etc.), oceanography, hydrology, climate,
agriculture, geology, tracing of tagged wildlife, and more
esoteric aspects of this field.
V. Bibliography and Index of Geology
Bibliography and Index of Geology is published by
the Geological Society of America in Boulder, Colorado,
and covers the earth science .literature of the entire world
and theses in North America.
VI. ERDA Energy Research Abstracts (ERA)
ERA covers scientific and technical reports origi-
nated by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration and its contractors, other U.S. Government agencies,
other governments, universitites, and industrial and re-
search organizations. In addition, books, conference pro-
ceedings, individual conference papers, patents, and journal
literature on a worldwide basis are abstracted and indexed.
Subjects covered by ERA include energy systems, conservation,
safety, environmental protection, physical research and
biology and medicine.
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AEROSPACE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS CENTER (ARAC)
Indianapolis Center for Advanced Research
Indiana University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis, 1201 East
REFLECTION CLASSIFICATION OF ROAD SURFACES
E. Frederiksen, Kai Sorensen. Light Res. Technol., V8, N4, p. 175-
186, 1976
A method of classifying road surfaces with respect to their light
reflection properties has been developed. The classification system
unifies the four existine N classes for dry road surfaces and four
new classes for wet road surfaces. The classification system has
been developed by statistical analysis of a great number of measure-
ments of road surfaces, in both dry and wet conditions. The system
of classes is intended for use in road lighting codes based on
luminance requirements, and especially such codes which contain
luminance requirements for both dry and wet conditions. The system
of classes will also be useful for investigations on optimal latern
light distributions and road lighting geometries. EI7705035001
Industrial Applications Report #1-5627
AMBIENT CARBON MONOXIDE MONITOR
Darrell E. Burch, Francis J. Gates, and John D. Pembrook. Aeronu-
tronic Ford Corp., Newport Beach, CA 30 p., July 1976
A portable instrument was designed and two units were built to monitor
the concentration of CO in ambient air. The air flows through a
sampling section that is approximately 43 cm long with a 28 pass
optical system that produces a total path of 12 meters. Gas filter
correlation methods are employed for the detection and discrimination
against other gas species in the air. An t^O monitor built into
the main instrument measures the concentration of 1^0 and automatically
accounts for a small amount of interferences, by all other atmospheric
gases is negligible. The minimum detectable concentration of CO is
less than 0.02 ppm. The instrument is powered either by batteries or
by a battery pack. N77-20420 ..••,
Industrial Applications Report #1-5630' . .
 ;
NAVY TECHNICAL DISCLOSURE BULLETIN
V2, N10, October 1977. Navy Tech. Cat. No. 1201 - Navy Case-No. .61474
HARDWARE INTERFACE BETWEEN A COMPUTER
AND A DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER
Paul Klose
APL, Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland
A high digital data conversion rate between a computer and a multi-
channel digital-to-analog (D/A) converter is achieved by an interface
xi
including a digital to analog data register (DADR) a R/L shift
register and first-in first-out (FIFO) formatter stage. The inter-
face is faster than more expensive software techniques.
NAVY TECHNICAL DISCLOSURE BULLETIN
VI, N8, December 1976. Navy Case No. 60134
IMPROVED ANGLE-ERROR DETECTOR FOR MONOPULSE RADAR
Dean R. Howard
David C. Cross
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC
A monopulse radar system which includes apparatus to determine the
elevation and azimuth angle errors of a target from the antenna
boresight and their respective polarities. The apparatus includes
linear detectors which receive elevation and azimuth different IF
signals and determine the magnitudes of the elevation and azimuth
angle errors therefrom. Also included in the apparatus are phase
detectors which receive the elevation and azimuth difference IF
signals and a reference IF signal from which the polarities of the
elevation and azimuth angle errors are determined.
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AEROSPACE AND HVCAR & R: SPINOFF '77, REAPING THE DIVIDENDS
Neil P. Ruzic, ASHRAE Journal, p. 3.0-35, August 1977
An important new tool for implementing the national energy conserva-
tion program is a product of space technology: Remote sensing to
determine heat loss through roofs, and thus improperly insulated
buildings. Other space transfers affecting heating, refrigeration,
and air-conditioning engineering include fuel cells, heat pipes,
turbine fabrication processes, spacesuits for heated clothing, fans
from aircraft propeller design, and a variety of solar energy
developments.
The heat-loss-through-roofs project is an imaginative transfer of
remote sensing techniques devised originally for weather and survey
satellites. It was first demonstrated through a NASA grant to the
Remote Sensing Institute at South Dakota State University. A thermal
infrared scanner is flown at low altitude over cities at night. Roof
temperatures are recorded on magnetic tape. In the resulting imagery,
called thermograms, sihouettes of individual buildings are seen easily.
Warm roofs appear in light tones; cool roofs are darker.
In a series of flights over parts of Nebraska and South Dakota spon-
sored by Cengas, the local utility company, more than a third of
the buildings were estimated to be losing excessive heat. In that
experiment, the utility mailed notices with its gas bills inviting
each customer to examine the survey result for his building. In the
Lincoln area, school, business, and home owners responded by reroofing
and insulating their buildings. Sales of insulation in the area in-
creased by 20%. Incentives were simply fuel cost savings. The
program began in 1975, well before conservation tax incentives were
imminent.
Other cities also are adopting the technique now. A NASA C-47 soon
will fly over demonstration areas in Cleveland. The State of Nebraska
is developing a plan to utilize National Guard aircraft to make
thermograms of every town in the State. Extensive thermograms have
been made at the National Space Technology Laboratory in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi, where the primary concern was to locate heat loss in
more than thirteen miles of underground high-temperature hot water
lines. Conventional spot-checks including excavation at selected
locations would have cost about $100,000 - compared with the thermal
scanning cost of $7,000.
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Section 1
GENERAL
Theory, General Surveys, Miscellaneous Studies
Page Intentionally Left Blank
RS77-1-468 RS77-1-471
N77-23576*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
AN OPERATIONAL EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE
SYSTEM: THE LANOSAT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM
W. G. Stroud Mar. 1977 23 p ' refs Presented at 14m
Space Congr. Lompoc. Calif.. 27-29 Apr. 1977 Submitted for
publication
(NASA-TM-X-71306: X-900-77-68) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 22A
The LANOSATS 1 and 2 have demonstrated the role of
remote sensing from satellite in research, development, and
operational activities essential to the better management of our
resources. Hundreds of agricultural, geological, hydrological.
urban land use. and other investigations have raised the question
of the development of an operational system providing continuous.
timely data. The LANDSAT Follow-on Study addressed the
economics, technological performance, and design of a system
in transition from R and 0 to operations. Economic benefits
were identified: and a complete system from sensors to the
utilization in forecasting crop production, oil and mineral
exploration, and water resources management was designed.
Author
RS77-1-469
N77-28548*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Houston. Tex.
SKYLAB EXPLORES THE EARTH
Washington 1977 531 p refs Original contains color
illustrations
(NASA-SP-380) Avail: NTIS MF A01: SOD HC $17.50 CSCL
08F
The quality and the quantity of photographic and observational
data that could be acquired by the crew of the many types of
earth features when supported by multidisciplinary scientific
training before lift-off, by real-time science mission planning, and
by a comprehensive onboard set of procedures, maps, and
photographs are evaluated. The visual observations experiment
aimed the following: (1) determine tha types of surface, air. and
water phenomena the crew could visually identify from the
Skylab orbit. (2) determine what visual observations, supplemented
by photography, could be accomplished to support scientific
investigations. (31 explore the use of several data parameters in
the study of multidisciplinary areas: and (4) determine the type
of crew training necessary to perform the visual observations
desired by scientists. Author
RS77-1-470
N77-285621 Swedish Space Corp.. Solna.
QUICK-LOOK CAPABILITY IN A EUROPEAN EARTH
RESOURCES SATELLITE DATA NETWORK Final Report
15 Apr. 1377 152 p refs
(Contract ESA-SC/128-HQ)
(FU15-4) Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF A01
The Swedish satellite data processing system is analyzed to
identify user requirements for quick-look data in the area covered
by the planned European network, and to assess the elements
required for an optimum quick-look system to meet user
requirements within the planned network. Author
RS77-1-472
N77-27479*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Earth Resources Lab.. Slidell. La.
DIGITAL OVERLAYING OF THE UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR GRID WITH LANDSAT-DATA DERIVED
PRODUCTS
Thomas W. Pendleton Jun. 1976 45 p refs
(NASA-TM-74761; Rept-1601 Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 08B
Software has been written in FORTRAN IV for a Varian 73
computer which reformats LANDSAT-data-denved surface
classifications and pictorial representations into a digital array
which corresponds to the Universal Transverse Mercator Grid.
Author
RS77-1-473
N77-26578*! Envronmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Amor. Infrared and Optics Div.
REMOTE SENSING IN MICHIGAN FOR LAND RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT Final Report. 1 Jun. 1972 - 31 May 1977
I. J. Sattmger. L 3. Istvan. N. E. G. Roller, and 0. S. Lowe
May 1977 81 p refs
(Grant NGR-23-005-552)
(NASA-CR-153392: ERIM-19340O-16-F) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 05A
An extensive program was conducted to establish practical
uses of NASA earth resource survey technology in meeting
resource management problems throughout Michigan. As a result,
a broad interest in and understanding of the usefulness of remote
sensing methods was developed and a wide variety of applications
was undertaken to provide information heeded for informed
decision making and effective action. Author
N77-23570** Institute Geografico y Catastral. Madrid (Spain).
THEMATIC MAPPING. LAND USE. GEOLOGICAL STRUC-
TURE AND WATER RESOURCES IN CENTRAL SPAIN Final
Report
Nunez DelasCuevas. Principal Investigator 6 Nov. 1976 286 p
refs Sponsored by NASA Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS Data Center.
10th and Dakota Avenue. Sioux Falls. S. D. 57198 ERTS
(E77-10167: NASA-CR-152668) Avail: NTIS
HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 08B
The author has identified the following significant results.
The images can be positioned in an absolute reference system
(geographical coordinates or polar stereographic coordinates) by
means of their marginal indicators. By digital analysis of LANDSAT
data and geometric pcsitioning of pixels in UTM projection,
accuracy was achieved for corrected MSS information which
could be used for updating maps at scale 1:200.000 or'smaller.
Results show that adjustment of the UTM grid was better obtained
by a first order, or even second order, algorithm of geometric
correction. Digital analysis of LANDSAT data from the Madrid
area showed that this line of study was promising for automatic
classification of data applied to thematic cartography and soils
identification.
RS77-1-474
N77-274871 DBA Systems. Inc.. Melbourne. Fla.
STUDIES IN ADVANCED PHOTOGRAMMETRIC TRIAN-
GULATION TECHNIQUES Final Technical Report. Mar. -
Oct. 1976
T. Riding and S. Munch/ Mar. 1977 145 p rers
(Contract F30602-76-C-0172)
(AD-A038138: RAOC-TR-77-72) Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 14/5
Analytical photogrammetry. spurred on by a rapidly evolving
computer technology has achieved major advances within the
past decade. Contained in this report is an attempt to def.ne
those near term challenges brought about by larger data sets,
such developments as the Global Positioning System, and
continued improvement in auxiliary sensors (e.g.. inertial platforms,
stratoscope units, etc.). Continued research commensurate with
these challenges are of paramount importance where a first order,
wide area mapping requirement exists. GRA
RS77-1-475 RS "77-1-479
N77-23574*# Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Lab. for Applications
of Remote Sensing.
DISSEMINATING TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION ON
REMOTE SENSING TO POTENTIAL USERS
J. D. Russell and John C. Lindenlaub 1977 12 p refs
(Contracts NAS9-14016; NAS9-149170)
(NASA-CR-T51340: IN-042777) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05B
The Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing developed
materials and programs which range from short tutorial brochures
to post-doctoral research programs which may span several years.
To organize both the content and the instructional techniques, a
matrix of instructional materials was conceptualized. Each row
in the matrix represents a subject area in remote sensing and
each column in the matrix represents a different type media or
instructional strategy. Author
RS77-1-476
N77-26594*# General Electric Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. LANDSAT
Operations Control Center.
LANOSAT-1 ANO LANOSAT-2 FLIGHT EVALUATION
REPORT Quarterly Report. 23 Jan. - 23 Apr. 1976
14 Jul. 1976 223 p refs
(Contract NAS5-21808)
(NASA-CR-152475; Doc-76SDS4248: QR-16) Avail: NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 05B
The LANDSAT-1 spacecraft was launched from the Western
Test Range on 23 July 1972. at 18:08:06.508Z. The launch
and orbital injection phase of the space flight was nominal and
deployment of the spacecraft followed predictions. Orbital
operations of the spacecraft and payload subsystems were
satisfactory through Orbit 147, after which an internal short
circuit disabled one of the Wideband Video Tape Recorders
(WBVTR-2). Operations resumed until Orbit 196. when the Return
Beam Vidicon failed to respond when commanded off. The RBV
was commanded off via alternate commands. LANDSAT-1
continued to perform its imaging mission with the Multispectral
Scanner and the remaining Wideband Video Tape Recorder
providing image data. Author
N77-27478*# Scientific Translation Service. Santa Barbara. Calif.
RESTEC (REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY CENTER).
VOLUME 1. NO. 1. 1976
Washington NASA May 1977 133 p refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from RESTEC (Remote Sensing Technology Center)
(Japan), v. 1. no. 1. 1976 p 1-75
(Contract NASw-2791)
(NASA-TT-F-17532) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
C58
Articles are presented on the use of LANDSAT photographs
in geology, remote sensing in agriculture, remote sensing of the
seas, the history of remote sensing, and other subjects. Author
RS77-1-477
RS77-1-480
N77-26593*# General Electric Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. GE
LANDSAT Operations Control Center.
LANOSAT-1 AND LANDSAT-2 FLIGHT EVALUATION
REPORT. 23 JULY - 23 OCTOBER 1976
30 Nov. 1976 220 p
(Contract NAS5-21808)
(NASA-CR-152474; Doc-76SOS4278) Avail: NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 05B
The LANOSAT-1 spacecraft was launched from the Western
Test Range on 23 July 1972. at 18:08:06.5082. The launch
and orbital injection phase of the space flight was nominal, and
deployment of the spacecraft followed predictions. Performance
evaluation of the spacecraft is presented. Author
N77-27473*| National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
LANDSAT 2 CUMULATIVE NON-US STANDARD CATALOG
Annual Cumulative Report. 22 Jan. 1976 - 22 Jan. 1977
22 Feb. 1977 1424 p
(NASA-TM-74758; GSFC/LN-C/013: NTISUB/C/139-013)
Avail. NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 058
The Non-U.S. Standard Catalog lists imagery acquired by
LANDSAT 1 and LANDSAT 2 which has been processed and
input to the data files during the referred month. Data, such as
data acquired, cloud cover and image quality are given for each
scene. The microfilm roll and frame on which^the scene may be
found is also given. Author
RS77-1-478
N77-27486'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
LANDSAT 2 CUMULATIVE US STANDARD CATALOG
Annual Cumulative. 22 Jan. 1976 - 22 Jan. 1977
22 Feb. 1977 878 p
(NASA-TM-74757: GSFC/LU-C/013: NTISU8/C/1 38-013)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 05B
The U.S. Standard Catalog lists U.S. imagery acquired by
LANDSAT 1 and LANDSAT 2 which has been processed and
input to the data Tiles during the referenced month. Data, such
as date acquired, cloud cover and image quality, are given for
each scene. The microfilm roll and frame on which the scene
may be found is also given. Author
RS77-1-481
N77-23455/SI Air Force Flight Test Center. Edwards AFB. Calif.
PHOTOGRAPHY IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH: SELECTED
BIBLIOGRAPHY ANO REFERENCE MATERIALS Final
Report
Louis Harris Cohen Jul. 1976 356 p
(AD-A034497; AFFTC-TIH-76-4) Avail: NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14/5
Contents: aerial and underwater photography: high-speed
photography—applications, equipment, principles and processes:
holography and lasers-principles and applications: optics-basic
principles, design, instrumentation problems, plastic optics and
fiber optics: reference materials—dictionaries, handbooks,
guidebooks, encyclopedias, glossaries and selected collections:
science and technology—astronomy, close-up photography,
infrared photography, photomicrography, photomacrography.
scientific research, symposiums, techniques in biology and
medicine, and television: high-voltage photography (Kirlian
photography): abstracts, indexes, bibliographical sources:
brochures, dissertations, speeches, masters theses, reports,
translations and technical notes: kmesiology—selected materials:
journals and periodicals-selected articles: selected list of journals
and periodicals for use as reference materials: photographic
reference materials: index. GRA
RS77-1-482 RS77-1-486
N77-27168*# Lockheed Electronics Co.. Houston. Tex.
THE STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES AND
AVAILABILITY OF THEIR DATA PRODUCTS
C. L. Hughes and C. E. Campbell Mar. 1977 152 p refs
(Contract NAS9-15200)
(NASA-CR-151459: JSC-12706: LEC-10344) Avail: NT1S
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 228
The latest available information about the status of unclassified
environmental satellite (flown by the United States) and their
data products is presented. The type of environmental satellites
discussed include unmanned earth resource aid meteorological
satellites, and manned satellites which can act as a combina-
tion platform for instruments. The capabilities and £ata products
of projected satellites are discussed along with those of currently
operating systems. Author
N77-2780S| Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Dept. of Electrical
Engineering.
IMAGE UNDERSTANDING AND INFORMATION EXTRAC-
TION Quarterly Report. 1 May - 31 Jul. 1976
T. S. Huang and K. S. Fu Griffis AFB. N. Y. RADC Jan.
1977 147 p refs
(Contract F30602-75-C-O150)
(AD-A036869: RADC-TR-77-17; O.R-3) Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 09/2
The objective of our research is to achieve a better understand-
ing of image structure and to use this knowledge to develop
techniques for image analysis and processing tasks, especially
information extraction. Our emphasis is on syntactic decomposition
and recognition of imagery based on scene analysis. It is pur
hope that the results of this research will form the basis for the
development of technology relevant to military application! of
machine extraction of information from aircraft and satellite
imagery. GRA
RS77-1-483
N77-23S66*# Atomic Energy Commission. Dacca (Bangladesh).
INVESTIGATIONS USING DATA FROM LANOSAT-2
Quarterly Report. Jan. - Mar. 1977
Anwar Hossain. Principal Investigator Apr. 1977 3 p refs
Sponsored by NASA ERTS
(E77-10152: NASA-CR-152698) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 058
The author has identified the following significant results.
LANDSAT imageries of Mirpur area of Dacca district were used
in connection with surveys for black plastic clay. The imageries
showed the broad pattern of small valleys cutting into Madhupur
clay. Land use maps of Haor areas of Sylhet and Mymensingh
districts were prepared. As a test case, two thana areas, namely
Nickley and Astogram. were classified in different categories such
as crop, settlement, and water. It does not show much agreement
with the Agriculture Dept. S statistics.
RS77-1-484
RS77-1-487
N77-2748S*| Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Arbor.
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER FOR
EARTH RESOURCES APPLICATIONS: AN ADVANCED
APPLICATIONS FLIGHT EXPERIMENT Final Report. 12 Jun.
1975 - 20 Apr. 1977
P. G. Hasell. Jr.. L M. Peterson. F. J. Thomson. E. A. Work.
and F. J. Kriegler Jun. 1977 98 p refs
(Contract NAS3-14594)
INASA-CR-151461: ERIM-115800-49-F) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 20F
The development of an experimental airborne multispectral
scanner to provide both active (laser illuminated) and passive
(solar illuminated) data from a commonly registered surface scene
is discussed. The system was constructed according to specifica-
tions derived in an initial programs design study. The system
was installed in an aircraft and test flown to produce illustrative
active and passive multi-spectral imagery. However, data was
not collected nor analyzed for any specific application. Author
N77-27472*# Lockheed Electronics Co.. Houston. Tex. Systems '
and Services Oiv.
GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE WORLD: A COMPLETE
INDEX
L E. Giddings May 1977 10S p
(Contract NAS9-15200)
(NASA-CR-151445: LEG-10508) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 05B
The most authoritative catalogs of photographs of all Gemini
missions are assembled. Included for all photographs are JSC
(Johnson Space Center) identification number, percent cloud cover,
geographical area in sight, and miscellaneous information. In
addition, details are given on cameras, filters, films, and other
technical details. Author
RS77-1-485
N77-28S56*# National Scientific Labs.. Inc.. Falls Church. Va.
FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR ACTIVE EARTH
OBSERVATION SENSORS Final Report
May 1977 109 p refs Prepared for JPL
(Contract JPL-954669)
(NASA-CR-153939) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
058
The foundation and rationale tor the selection of microwave
frequencies for active remote sensing usage and for subsequent
use in determination of sharing crwena and allocation strategies
for the WARC-79 are presented- Author
RS77-1-488 •
N77-27484*jjl National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
REMOTE SENSING OF THE ATMOSPHERE FROM ENVI-
RONMENTAL SATELLITES
Lewis J. Allison. Raymond Wexler. Charles R. Laughlin. and
William R. Bandeen Jun. 1977 124 p refs Submitted for
publication
(NASA-TM-X-71353: X-901-77-132) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL O4A
Various applications of satellite remote sensing of the earth
are reviewed, including (1) the use of meteorological satellites
to obtain photographic and radiometric data for determining
weather conditions: (2) determination of the earth radiation budget
from measurements of reflected solar radiation and emined
long wave terrestrial radiation: (3) the use of microwave imagery
lor measuring ice and snow cover; (4) LANDSAT visual and
near infrared observation of floods and crop growth: and 15)
the use of the Nimbus 4 backscatter ultraviolet instrument to
measure total ozone and vertical ozone distribution. Plans for
future activities are also discussed. D.M.L
RS77-1-489 RS77-1-493
N77-27A77*ff Transemantics. Inc.. Washington. O.C.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE OPERATIONAL
STUDY OF DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS IN BOLIVIA
Wasnington NASA Jun. 1977 13 p Transl. into ENGLISH
from Serv. Geoi. Bolivia. !La Psz). Dec. 1975 p 1-10z
(Contract NASw-2792)
(NASA-TM-75019) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 058
The system developed for the SMS/GOES satellite while
learning the limitations possessed by this system with regard to
the LANDSAT 1 and 2 satellites with respect to the transmission
distance and norizon angle is investigated. The advantages
possessed by this system in comparison with conventional
methods are evaluated so as to permit studying the feasibility
of introducing it into this country in the near future. Author
RS77-1-490
N77-243B1# Technology Service Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif.
DIGITAL SIMULATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION RADAR
IMAGERY Final Technical Report. Jun. 1975 - Jun. 1976
Jeffrey W. Bell Griffiss AFB, N. Y. RADC Oct. 1976 70 p
refs
(Contract F30602-75-C-0303)
(AD-A033714: TSC-PO-B486-2; RADC-TR-76-290) Avail:
NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL 14/5
This study was an exploratory development program with
the purpose of establishing the fundamental capability of
simulating SAR imagery of future systems for use in exercising
change detection processors. To this end the objectives of the
pro£.-am were twofold: (1) to develop algorithms and techniques
for simulating high resolution imagery for future SAR systems
' using aerial photography, topographical maps, and SAR imagery
from present systems as source data, and (2) to generate a set
of simulated imagery under a variety of conditions to demonstrate'
the methods. Author (GRA)
N77-23575*# Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Laboratory for
Aoplications of Remote Sensing.
THE FOCUS SERIES: A COLLECTION OF SINGLE-CONCEPT
REMOTE SENSING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
S. M. Davis 1977 S3 p
(Contract NAS9-14016: NAS9-14970: Grant
NGL-15-005-112)
(NASA-CR-151341: LARS-IN-052977) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 058
The FOCUS series is a collection of two-page foldout
documents each consisting of a diagram or photograph and an
extended option of three to four hundred words. The series was
Developed to present basic remote sensing concepts in a simple,
concise way. Issues currently available are collected m :his
information note. Author
RS77-1-491
N77-27475'# Transemantics. Inc.. Washington. D.C.
THE ROLE OF SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES. WITH
PARTICULAR REGARD TO THE AGRESITE PROJECT
Gianna Calabresi NASA Jul. 1977 10 p Transl. into ENGLISH
of Report, no. B/11156. Dept. of Political Sci.. Rome Univ..
1975 - 1976 p 143-156
(Contract NASw-2792)
(NASA-TM-X-75028) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
05A
Potential applications of LANDSAT remote sensing technology
to worldwide resources management are discussed. Some concern
is expressed regarding a potential threat to individual national
security. D.M.L
RS77-1-492
N77-27471'jjl General Electric Co.. Philadalphia. Pa. Space
Systems Organization.
LANDSAT 0 OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER STUDY
L Alexander. G. Brown. B. Clemson. J. Efner. N. Engelberg. J.
Owen, and T. Winchester 2 May 1977 97 p
(Contract NAS5-23412)
(NASA-CR-152543: Doc-77SDS4232) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 058
Various aspects of the planned LANDSAT D system are dis-
cussed. LANDSAT D incorporates the Thematic Mapper (TM) as a
sensor, it utilizes the Multi-mission Modular Spacecraft (MMS). it
makes use of tne Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) and it employs 3 rot-re advanced ground system. Each of
these represent significant improvements in the state-of-the-art.
Author
RS77-1-494
N77-23586# Army Engineer Topographic Labs.. Fort Belvoir.
Va. Computer Sciences Lab.
STEREO ANALYSIS OF A SPECIFIC DIGITAL MODEL
SAMPLED FROM AERIAL IMAGERY
Michael A. Crombie Sep. 1976 64 p refs
(AO-A033567: ETL-0072) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
08/2
Approximately 160.000 points were matched over a digitized
stereo model using correlation algorithms coded in FORTRAN.
for the CDC 6400. Each of the digitized stereo pair was represented
by over 4 million pixels, which were measured on a microdensitom-
eter and stored on disc in the Image Processing Center at ETL
The matched point coordinates'and the associated local coordi-
nates were also stored on disc. The derived digital model will
be used in the Interactive Image Processing Center to evaluate
a variety of problems in digital image processing of stereo
photography. G RA
RS77-1-495 .
N77-24460I Stanford Research Inst.. Menlo Park. Calif.
INTERACTIVE AIDS FOR CARTOGRAPHY AND PHOTO
INTERPRETATION Semiannual Technical Report. 12 May -
12 Nov. 1976
Harry G. Barrow Nov. 1976 52 p refs
(Contract DAAG29-76-C-0057: ARPA Order 2894)
(AO-A033727) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 14/5
This report describes the work performed -during the first
six months of our project on Image Understanding. The central
scientific goal of me research program is to investigate and
develop ways in which diverse sources of knowledge may be
brought to bear on the problem of interpreting images. The
research is focused on the specific problems entailed in interpreting
aerial photographs for cartographic or intelligence purposes, with
a view to the eventual development of a collaborative aid to
the cartographer or photo interpreter. A key concept is the us*
of a generalized digital map to guide the process of image
interpretation. Author (GRA)
RS 77-1-496 RS77-1-499
A77-43815 * Data management in pattern recognition and
image processing systems. A. L. Zobrist and N. A. Bryant (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena.
Calif.). In: Western Electronic Show and Convention, Los Angeles,
Calif.. September 14-17, 1976. Technical Papers. (A77-43601 20-33)
North Hollywood, Calif.. Western Periodicals Co., 1976, p. 13/3-1 to
13/3-4, 5refs.
Data management considerations are important to any system
which handles large volumes of data or where the manipulation of
data is technically sophisticated. A particular problem is the
introduction of image-formatted files into the mainstream of data
processing application. This report describes a comprehensive system
for the manipulation of image, tabular, and graphical data sets which
involve conversions between the various data types. A key charac-
teristic is the use of image processing technology to accomplish data
management tasks. Because of this, the term 'image-based informa-
tion system' has been adopted. (Author)
A77-34563 Ground mapping resolution accuracy of a
scanning radiometer from a geostationary satellite. F. G. Stremler, R.
J. Parent (Wisconsin, University, Madison. Wis.). and M. A. Khalil
(Mitre Corp., McLean. Va.). Applied Optics, vol. 16, June 1977, p.
1619-1627. Grants No. NOAA-NG-26-72; No. NOAA-3-35372.
Measures of the spatial and spatial rate (frequency) mapping of
scanned visual imagery from an earth reference system to a spin-scan
geostationary satellite are examined. Mapping distortions and coor-
dinate inversions to correct for these distortions are formulated in
terms of geometric transformations between earth and satellite
frames of reference. Probabilistic methods are used to develop
relations for obtainable mapping resolution when coordinate inver-
sions are employed. (Author)
RS77-1-500
RS77-1-497
A77-41256 Plant growth and soil humidity above wall
remnants - Preliminary results of a soil test as a contribution to
aerial-picture archeology (Pflanzenwachstum und Bodenfeuchte liber
Mauerresten - Voriaufige Ergebnisse eines Bodenversuchs zur Luft-
bildarchaologie). 0. lorenz and W. Solter (Oeutscher Wetterdienst,
Agrarmeteorologische Forschungsstelle, Bonn, West Germany). Bild-
messung und Luftbildwesen, vol. 45, July 1, 1977, p. 113-118. 8
refs. In German.
Archeological investigations conducted with the aid of aerial
photography are partly based on differences between the appearance
of the surface above old wail remnants and the appearance of the
surrounding area. These differences are the result of the effect of the
underlying wall structure upon the vegetation cover. An investigation
was conducted concerning the influence of wall remnants in and
under the ground on the soil humidity and the growth of certain
cereals as a function of the weather characteristics. The effects of the
wall remnants on the vegetation can be related to the restriction of
the root growth of the plants and also to a reduced ground-water
content of the soil layers above the wall remnants. The investigation
has the objective to clarify the relative importance of the two
factors. However, the currently available data are not yet sufficient
for a definite answer regarding this question. G.R.
RS77-1-498
A77-38340 Scatter and emission characteristics of natural
media at 3 millimeter wavelength. E. Schanda, G. Schaerer, and R.
Hofer. IRadiotekhnika, vol. 31, Sept. 1976. p. 3-10.) Telecom-
munications and Radio Engineering, Part II - Radio Engineering, vol.
31, Sept. 1976, p. 54-58. 9 refs. Translation.
Imagery of the thermal radiation of the earth at 3 mm
wavelength with a radiometer of 10 arcminutes angular resolution
has been performed. In particular the scatter and emission properties
of flat, rough and heterogeneous surface layers of natural media have
been studied. Examples of the mm-wave images of various sceneries
are presented. The results of the experimental scatter and emission
studies, the characterization of the emission properties of the media
and the classification due to the structuring are discussed. (Author)
RS77-1-501
A77-35454 .•? Comparison of color, color infrared, and
thermal infrared images. S. A. Morain (Arizona, University, Tucson,
Ariz.). Remote Sensing of the Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4,
Jan. 1977, p. 18-26.
The theoretical basis of color, color infrared, and thermal
infrared images is outlined. The information which can be provided
by each type of image is discussed, and their applications are
compared. Special attention is given to the reasons for which the
appearance of vegetation differs from one type of image to another.
C.K.D.
A77-35260 if Minimum area) of detection of a geosystem
from the results of iconometric analysis of remote-sensing data
(Minimum-area! vyiavleniia geosistemy po rezul'tatam ikonometri-
cheskogo analize diitantsionnykh dannykh). S. V. Vinogradov
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Geografii, Moscow, USSR). Akade-
miit Nauk SSSR. Doklady, vol. 233, Mar. 1, 1977, p. 253-256. In
Russian.
The minimum areal in the identification of a geosystem is
understood to mean such an area of the system in which both the
global concept of the geosystem and the integrity of the component
relations are retained. In terms of iconometric analysis, the minimum
areal is defined as the minimal sampling aggregate of the icono-
graphic elements of the geosystem, which (within a prescribed
probability and permissible deviation) is characteristic of the global
features of the system. In the present paper, the determination of the
minimum areal from the iconographic characteristics of an aerial
photograph is discussed and is demonstrated for an actual geosystem.
V.P.
RS77-1-502
A77-37422 A change detection and classification system
for side-look radar images. T. P. Truirt, D. T. Bissell, and G. E.
Tisdale (Westinghouse Defense and Electronic Systems Center,
Baltimore, Md.l. In: NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National
Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18-20,
1976. (A77-3735217-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers. Inc., 1976, p. 533-538.
A change detection method is described for side-look airborne
radar images, which is different from the conventional approach in
two basic ways. First, pattern recognition techniques are used
directly on the mission and reference images to isolate individual
objects. Then, a comparison is made between images on an
object-by-object basis. Second, the digital processing techniques use a
special-purpose preprocessor that extracts key image features and
reduces the image bandwidth by up to 100:1 over 6-bit gray levels.
B.J.
RS77-1-503 RS77-1-507
A77-33651 A radiometric interpretive legend for Landiat
digital thematic maps. C. J. Robinove (U.S. Geological Survey,
Reston, Va.l. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing.
vol. 43. May 1977. p. 593, 594.
A legend is suggested for use with computer-generated thematic
maps made from Landsat digital data that designates some of the
radiometric characteristics of each thematic map unit as well as the
described terrain attributes of each map unit. The relationship
between spectral band and radiance for each map unit is shown by a
two-dimensional polygon with the four Landsat multispsctral
scanner bands plotted on the ordinate and radiance levels on the
abscissa. The resulting shape is cclored to correspond with the map
unit color, thus facilitating the recognition and understanding of the
computer-generated map units. (Author)
A77-33620 Contribution to accuracy enhancement in ter-
restrial photogrammetric point determination (Zur Leistungs-
steigerung der terrestrisch-photogrammetrischen Punktbestimmung).
8. Wrobel and K.-H. EMenbeck. Bildmessung und Luftbildwesen, vol.
45. May 1. 1977, p. 69-77. 11 refs. In German.
Measured orientation parameters treated in a bundle block
adjustment with photo coordinates are discussed; requisite analytical
formulas are derived. Accuracy studies based on an example taken
from architectural photogrammetry demonstrate the advantage of
introducing additional information into the bundle block adjust-
ment: reduction of the number of ground control points or even
elimination of control points in close-range work; homogeneous
accuracy of triangulated points. It is shown that at least three images
can be bridged without measured orientation elements and without
ground control points, with only slight degradation. R.D. V.
RS77-1-504
A77-35767 * Investigation of earth from space - The co-
operative experiment carried out by scientists of the USSR and the
German Democratic Republic using the Soyuz-22 spacecraft (Issie-
dovanie zemli iz kosmota • Sewmestnyi eksperiment uchenykh SSSR
i GDR ru kosmicheskom korable 'Soiuz-22'). R. Z. Sagdeev.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Vestnik, no. 3, 1977, p. 6-19; Discussion, p.
19. 20. In Russian.
Major steps in the evolution of spectral observations of the earth
from a space platform are briefly reviewed. A description at the
layman's level of the multispectral space photosystem MKF-6,
developed in a cooperative program with the German Democratic
Republic for monitoring earth resources, is provided. The adaptation
of this svstem to the Soyuz-22 spacecraft is discussed in general
terms. During the Soyuz-22 mission, 2000 photographs, each
covering an area of 165 by 115 km with a resolution of 10-20 m,
were transmitted. The high quality of these photographs indicates a
bright future for systems similar to the MKF-6 in evaluating natural
resources and in monitoring crop growth. C.K.D.
RS77-1-508
A77-37599 = Calculation of the total illumination of the
earth surface when taking photographs from great heights and in the
solution of photometric problems (Podschet summarnoi osveshchen-
nosti zemnoi poverkhnosti pri fotografirovanii t bnl'shikh vysot i pri
reshenii fotometricheskikh zadach). A. I. Lavrov and G. I. Ovchinnt-
kov (Vsesoiuznoe Ob'edinenie Lesproekt, USSRI. Geodeziia i Aero-
fotos'emka, no. 1, 1S77, p. 87-89. 6 refs. In Russian.
A formula in which the type of atmosphere is taken into
consideration is proposed for calculating the total illumination of the
earth surface. The formula is helpful in determining exposures when
taking photographs from great heights. It yields illuminance value to
within 10%, which is of importance in the determination of
luminance factors of objects. V.P.
RS77-1-509
RS77-1-505
A77-36420 An automatic image registration and overlay
system. K. Y. K. Ng (Operational Research and Analysis Establish-
ment, Ottawa, Canada). Computers and Electrical Engineering, vol.
4, Mar. 1977, p. 71-85. 10 refs.
In this paper we present an automatic algorithm for registering
and overlaying imagery. The algorithm basically attempts to find by
successive approximations the best affine transformation or second
order polynomial relating to the two images. The method requires,
the specification of only a matching pair of control points, then new
control points are found approximately by extrapolating the old
affine transformation to larger areas and then using correlation to
find the best match. Thus an obvious advantage of this algorithm lies
in its automatic feature in locating and matching more potential
ground control points. This paper also discusses the effect of the
distribution of control points on the affine transformation. Finally,
the method is tested on Landsat data and the results are discussed.
(Author)
RS77-1-506
A77-35453 .? Radar image interpretation. S. A. Morain
(Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.). Remote Sensing of the Electro
Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977, p. 10-17.
A sample exercise in radar image interpretation is presented. The
image used was obtained with the Goodyear 'GEMS' side-looking
radar system at an altitude of 35.000 feet over Tucson, Arizona.
Characteristic types of terrain-system interaction represented in the
sample image are discussed. C.K.D.
A77-38193 A two-stage classifier for remotely sensed data.
0. Kazakos (New York, State University, Buffalo, N.Y.). In:
Modeling and simulation. Volume 7 - Proceedings of the Seventh
Annual Pittsburgh Conference, Pittsburgh, Pa., April 26, 27, 1976.
Part 1. (A77-38176 17-66) Pittsburgh, Pa., Instrument Society of
America, 1976, p. 281, 282.
Maximum likelihood classifications under the multivariate
Gaussian assumption are considered for the machine processing of
remotely sensed data. A description is presented of a new type of
classifier which by design takes into account computational costs.
The classifier makes use of a two-stage decision process. Attention is
given to the trade-off between computational cost and classification
accuracy. G.R.
RS77-1-510
A77-3S452 1 Diazo Landsat color composites. C. L. Ernst
. (Purdue University, West Lafayette. Ind.). Remote Sensing of the
Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977, p. 6-9.
The diazo development method, with which color images are
made easily and inexpensively from Landsat black and white positive
transparencies, is described. The process uses a special diazo film,
which is exposed to ultraviolet light (or direct sunlight) and
developed in ammonia gas. Color composites are obtained by
overlaying three separate diazo transparencies. The process does not
damage the original Landsat transparency; total cost is about SO. 30
per diazo. C.K.D.
RS77-1-511 RS77-1-515
A77-43699 Managerial applications of a 4-year regional
program in remote sensing. 0. 8. Fuller, 0. M. Harman. and K. 3.
Fuller {Maryland, University, Frostburg, Md.). Coastal Zone Manage-
ment Journal, vol. 3, no. 2, 1977, p. 183-196. 7 refs.
A study was conducted to determine the degree of regional
utilization of remote sensing data from the NASA Wallops four-year
old Chesapeake Bay Ecological Program. Forty-three managerial
agencies utilized the data in more than 80 projects related to regional
management. User and project emphases were categorized on a
primary and secondary basis. The results of the study indicate that
remote sensing is being practically applied to the accomplishment of
a diverse variety of managerial objectives by a significant proportion
of the public agencies of the middle-Atlantic states. (Author)
RS77-1-512
A77-35675 The uses of air photography /2nd edition/.
Edited by J. K. S. Saint Joseph (Cambridge University, Cambridge.
England). London, John Baker (Publishers), Ltd.. 1977. 194 p.
S16.3S.
The scope of air photography is examined and aspects of air
photography and cartography are investigated, taking into account
the effect of height distortion, the parallax bar, the assembling of
slotted templates, a modem analog-type plotting machine, single
image photogrammetry. flight lines of an aircraft on survey, the
schematic diagram of a stereoscope, the measurement of parallax,
and the working principles of the multiplex plotter. Attention is also
given to air photography and geology, air photography and geo-
graphy, air photography and soil science, air photography and plant
ecology, air photography and plant disease, air photography and
zoology, air photography in East African game management air
photography and archaeology, air photography and history, towns
and monumental buildings, and contemporary planning. G.R.
A77-35451 if C1R interpretation exercise - Landsat. J. W.
Frasca (California State College (Sonoma), Rohnert Park, Calif.).
Remote Sensing of the Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977,
p. 1-5.
A two-part lab exercise which may be used to develop skills in
interpreting satellite imagery at a variety of scales is described. Slides
of Landsat imagery of different terrains are used in a portable,
rear-screen slide projector unit equipped with an audio component
(cassette-type tape recorder) on which questions may be pre-
recorded. In the second part of the exercise, individual students view
Landsat MSS images using portable light tables. A series of questions
regarding the imagery is provided to each student by the instructor.
Anderson's Level I and II land-use classification system for remote-
sensor data is used as a lab text. C.K.D.
RS77-1-513
A77-42502 Optical window interferograim - A simple
method for their evaluation. J. M Geary (Food and Drug Adminis-
tration Bureau of Radiological Health, Rockville. Md.). Applied
Optics, vol. 16, Aug. 1977. p. 2134-2136. 5 refs.
The selection of optical windows for photographic aerial
reconnaissance is considered, taking into account an interferogram
whose fringe pattern represents phase variations across the aperture
or pupil of an optical component or system. It is pointed out that
fringe departure from parallelism and equispacing implies image
degradation. An approach for obtaining a simple measure of this
degradation is discussed. In the considered case, a window was
judged acceptable if the average magnitude of its wavefront deviation
was equal or less than a certain critical value. The establishment of
this criterion makes it possible to base future tests on similar
components only on interferometric considerations. G.R.
RS77-1-514
A77-40999 # The use of remote sensing to study earth
resources (Izuchenie prirodnykh resursov zemli metodami distan-
tsionnogo zondirovaniia). G. T. Beregovoi and lu. P. Kienko.
Geodeziia i Kanografiia, Apr. 1977, p. 1-9. In Russian.
The use of such remote sensors as photographic systems, TV
systems, infrared scanners, passive superhigh-resolution radiometers,
and radar for the study of earth resources is reviewed. Particular
attention is given to satellite remote-sensing and future directions in
the application of space technology to the study of earth resources
are considered. 3.J.
RS77-1-516
A77-37600 = Automatic interpretation of topographic land-
scape aerial photographs (K voprosu ob avtomaticheskom deshifri-
rovanii aerofotoizobrazhenii ploshchadnykh topograficheskikh
ob'ektov). V. I. Gorbunov, 3. N. Epifantsev, and V. A. Molodykh
(Tomskii Politekhnicheskii Institut, Tomsk, USSR). Geoderiia i
Aerofotos'emka, no. 1, 1977, p. 91-96. 8 refs. In Russian.
In the present paper, the concept of treating aerial photographs
of topographic areal features as random optical-density fields is used
to formulate, within the framework of probability and random-
process theories, a methodological approach to automatic interoreta-
tion. In this approach, interpretation may be centered on any one of
the three following issues: the identification of the boundaries of
random texture fields; the establishment of the class to which the
identified field belongs; and the numerical evaluation of the field
parameters of particular interest. Some specific aspects of solving the
automation problem are examined. V.P.
RS77-1-517
A77-37435 Variable apparent temperature targets for ther-
mal imaging sensors. W. J. Bentz, R. A. Nichols, and R. E. Siwecki
(USAF, Aeronautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio). In:
NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Elec-
tronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio. May 18-20, 1976. (A77-
3735217-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1976, p. 655-660.
This paper examines several infrared target configurations. The
targets were designed to meet various mission requirements with
minimal cost impact. One target design has been constructed and is
presently supporting initial testing of the Pave Low III Helicopter
Night Rescue program. The development of high resolution thermal
imaging sensors has added a new capability to many weapon systems.
Economy and efficiency demand full system evaluation prior to
production. Low cost testing and analysis methods are needed to
fulfill these requirements. This testing is accomplished by utilization
of resolution bar targets to compare basic system performance
against specification and mission requirements. The targets detailed
in this paper attempt to perform these functions. (Author)
RS77-1-518 RS77-1-520
A77-43401 # Investigation of the natural environment using
radio-physical methods /Review/ (Issledovaniia prirodnoi sredy radio-
fizicheskimi metodami /Obzor/). N. A. Armand. A. E. Sasharinov,
and A. M. Shutko (Akademiia Nauk S33R, Institut Radiotekhniki i
Elektroniki, Moscow, USSR). Radiofizika, vol. 20. no. 6. 1977. p.
809-841. 166refs. in Russian.
The paper discusses the microwave (radiometric and radar)
investigation of the earth surface. Attontion is given to the study of
trie physical and chemical properties of the ocean surface, sea surface
states and variations of die sea level, ice and snow cover, soil
moisture, vegetation, and geology. B.J.
RS77-1-519
REMOTE SENSING OF EARTH RESOURCES:
(1970-1973 SUPPLEMENT) A LITERATURE
SURVEY WITH INDEXES, SECTION 2, IN-
DEXES.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N-75-25236.
Price codes: AI8 in paper copy. A01 in microfiche.
NASASP-"036(01). February 1975.402 o.
Descriptors: 'Bibliographies. 'Remote sensing.
"Information retrieval. 'Documentation,
•Indexing, 'Great Lakes. Agriculture, Forestry,
Geology. Mapping, Instrumentation, Aircraft,
Geophysics. Water management!Applied). Data
processing. Information exchange. Aerial photog-
raphy. Satellites(Aruficial). Natural resources,
Hydrology. Minerals. Environment, Oceanog-
raphy, Ice. Glaciers, River basins. Estuaries,
Estuarine environment. Cities.
Identifiers: Earth resources program. Spacecraft,
Mineral resources.
The bibliography listed 4930 reports, articles, and
other documents introduced into the NASA scien-
tific and technical information system between
March and December 1973. Subject matter was
grouped according to agriculture and forestry, en-
vironmental changes and cultural resources,
geodesy and mineral resources, oceanography and
marine resouces, hydrology and water manage-
ment. data processing and distribution systems, in-
strumentation and sensors, and economic analysis.
The publication was issued in two sections: Sec-
tion I, Abstracts; and Section 2. Indexes. Each
entry in the Abstract section contains a citation
and an abstract The Index section contains five
indexes—subject, author, source, contract and re-
port number. (See also W77-09344) (Fnenticn-
ISWS)
W77-09345
REMOTE SENSING OF EARTH RESOURCES:
(1970-1973 SUPPLEMENT) A LITERATURE
SURVEY WITH INDEXES, SECTION 1, AB-
STRACTS.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington. D.C.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield. VA 22161 as N-75-25235,
Price codes: A99 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.
NASA SP-7036f.01) February 1975.654 p.
Descriptors: 'Great Lakes, 'Information
retrieval, "Indexing, 'Bibliographies, "Remote
sensing. 'Abstracts, Agriculture, Forestry. Geolo-
gy, Mapping, Instrumentation. Aircraft.
Geophysics, Water management!Applied). Data
processing. Information exchange. Aerial photog-
raphy, SateUites(Artificiai). Natural resources,
Hydrology, Minerals. Environment. Oceanog-
raphy. Ice. Glaciers, River basins. Estuaries,
Estuarine environment. Cities.
Identifiers: Earth resources program. Spacecraft,
Mineral resources.
The bibliography listed 4930 reports, articles, and
other documents introduced into the NASA scien-
tific and technical information system between
March 1970 and December 1973. Subject matter
was grouped according to agriculture and forestry,
environmental changes and cultural resources,
geodesy and cartography, geology and mineral
resources, oceanography and marine resources,
hydrology and water management, data processing
and distribution systems, instrumentation and sen-
sors, and economic analysis. The publication was
issued in two sections: Section 1, Abstracts: and
Section 2. Indexes. Each entry in the Abstract sec-
tion contains a citation and an abstract. The Index
section contains five indexes—subject, author,
source, contract, and report number. (See also
W77-09345) (Froehlich-ISWS)
W77-09344
RS77-1-521
EARTH RESOURCES-A CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington, D.C.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield, VA 22161 as N76-1744S,
Price codes: A07 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.
NASA SP-704K05), October 1975. 150 p.
Descriptors: 'Bibliographies, 'Great .
•Documentation. 'Information retrieval,
•Indexing. 'Remote sensing. 'Abstracts, Agricul-
ture, Forestry, Geology, Mapping, Instrumenta-
tion, Aircraft, Geophysics, Water manage-
ment( Applied). Data processing,- Information
exchange. Aerial photography, Satel-
lites(Artificial), Natural resources. Hydrology,
Minerals. Environment, Oceanography. Ice,
Glaciers, River basins. Estuaries, Estuarine en-
vironment, Cities.
Identifiers: Earth resources program. Spacecraft,
Mineral resources.
This bibliography listed 601 reports, articles, and
other documents introduced into the NASA scien-
tific and technical information system between
January 1975 and March 1975. Emphasis was
placed on the use of remote sensing and geophysi-
cal instrumentation in spacecraft and aircraft to
survey and inventory natural resources and urban
areas. Subject matter was grouped according to
agriculture and forestry, environmental changes
and cultural resources, geodesy and cartography.
geology and mineral resources, hydrology and
water management, data processing and distribu-
tion systems, instrumentation and sensors, and
economic analysis. (Froehlich-ISWS)
WT7-09346
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REMOTE SENSING METHODS AND PROBLEM
OF NATURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY, (IN
RUSSIAN),
Desert Inst., Ashkhabad (USSR).
N.G.Kharin.
Probl Osvocniya Pusfyn'. 3, p 3-7,1974.
Descriptors: 'Aerial photography, 'Remote
sensing. Data processing, 'Natural resources.
Radar, Spectroscopy, X-ray analysis. "Surveys.
Electromagnetic wave,.
Modern inventory of natural resources is based in
aerial photography. Remote sensing is a valuable
aid, using wide band registration of electromag-
netic waves and data processing. For this purpose
muluspectral, thermal and radar systems should
be used. Special regional centers for invenloring
natural resources should be organized, all the
resources of the region being estimated at one
dme.-Copyright 1975, Biological Abstracts. Inc.
W77-093U
RS77-1-523
AD-A039 578/OGA PC A11/MF A01
Analytics Inc Willow Grove Pa
Simulation of Advanced Integrated Recon-
naissance Systems. Volume I. Analytical
Model.
Final rept.,
Stephen W. Leibholz. and Sydney F. Martin. 4
Apr 69, 238p Rept no. 1004-1
Contract N62269-68-C-O441
Descriptors: 'Aerial reconnaissance. Tactical
reconnaissance, 'Computer programs. Air-
borne. Advanced systems. Integrated systems.
Computerized1 simulation. Infrared reconnais-
sance. Radar reconnaissance. Photographic
reconnaissance. Simulation.
Identifiers: AIRS computer program.
This volume describes the AIRS.(Airborne In-
tegrated Reconnaissance System) Performance
Model, an analytic-simulation tool for specify-
ing and evaluating future airborne tactical
reconnaissance systems. The model is also
used for studying multiple sensor systems and
their interactions in the context of an integrated
reconnaissance system. Performance is
: analyzed by computing for each sensor the de-
tectability, identifiability, and localizability
(CEP) of each target in a scenario, including the
effects of interactions with other sensors. In-
corporated in the model are provisions for
defining scenarios and missions. Variable
parameters are used to specify the charac-
teristics of targets, backgrounds, terrain,
weather, equipment, reliability, and data in-
tegration and transmission. The model then in-
tegrates the performance of all sensors to give
total system performance as a function of time-
late, and evaluates the marginal contribution of
each sensor. (Author)
AD-A041 80S/3GA PC A02/MF A01
Texas Univ At Austin Oept of Electrical En-
gineering
Interactive Computer Analysis r.' Aerial Color
Infrared Photographs,
S. A. Underwood, and J. K. Aggarwal. 8 Sep 75.
25p AFOSR-TR-77-0701
Contract F44620-71-C-0091, Grant NSF-GK-
42790
Original contains color plates: All OOC and
NTIS reproductions will be in black and white.
Availability: Pub. in Computer Graphics and
Image Processing. v6 p1 -241977.
Descriptors: 'Aerial photographs, 'Image
processing. 'Infrared photography. Interactive
graphics. Digital systems. Color photography.
Computer applications. Surface truth. Reprints.
Aerial photography using color infrared film
has proved to be successful for the detection of
insect infestations in citrus orchards by human
interpretation. The chlorophyll in vegatation
reflects in the infrared region of the spectrum,
and produces a red image on the film. The
paper describes an interactive digital computer
system that uses a three-color film digitizer to
measure the color of individual trees to detect
the presence of insect infestation. The input to
the computer is an aerial color infrared photo-
graph. The computer locates the outline of
each individual tree and measures the color
characteristics of each spatial point within the
tree outline. Each tree within the photograph is
analyzed interactively on the computer, and the
output shows the degree of infestation present.(Author)
RS77-1-525
AO-A039 356/1Q A PC A03/MF A01
.Air Force Academy Colo
Determination of True Elevations from Aerial
Photograph*.
Final rept..
Charles L. Smith. Mar 77,27p Rept no. USAFA-
TR-77-3
Descriptors: 'Aerial photographs, Elevation,
Parallax computers. Corrections, Computer
programs. Accuracy, Tilt, Stereoscopic map
plotters.
Identifiers: Parallax bar.
There are many problems involved in the deter-
mination of accurate elevations from tilted
photographs. Plotting machines such aa the
Wild A-7 are able to compensate for tilt and pro-
vide accurate elevations, however, these
machines are expensive and not available to
many researchers. This report describes a set of
procedures and a computer program for the
determination of ground elevations to the same
general degree of accuracy as that obtained
with plotting machines. The procedures involve
parallax measurements and location of points
within a stereoscopic model. (Author)
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E77-10137 PC A04/MF A01
Zurich Univ. (Switzerland). Oept. of Geography.
Snow Mapping and Land Use Studies In Swit-
zerland.
Final rept.,
Harold Haefner. Jan 77. SSp NASA-CR-152631
Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center. 10th and Dakota Ave., Sioux Falls.
S.0.57198.
Descriptors: 'Snow. Mapping, 'Switzerland.
'Land use. Earth Resources program.. Al-
gorithms, Classifications.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. A system was developed for opera-
tional snow and land use mapping, based on a
supervised classification method using various
classification algorithms and representation of
the results in maplike form on color film with a
photomation system. Land use mapping under
European conditions was achieved with a step-
wise linear discriminant analysis by using addi-
tional ratio variables. On fall images, signatures
of built-up areas were often not separable from
wetlands. Two different methods were tested to
correlate the size of settlements and the popu-
lation with an accuracy for the densely popu-
lated Swiss Plateau between + 2 or -12%.
30749 Smistad, O. (coordinator). Proceedings of the
NASA Earth resources survey symposium, Houston,
Texas, June, 1975; First comprehensive symposium on
the practical application of Earth resources survey data:
U. i Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No.
X-5S168, 435 p., illus., 1975. Individual papers within
scope of this Bibliography an cited under the separate
authors.
RS77-1-530
38340 Smedes, H. W^ Hiilstrom, R. L-; and Hanson, K.
J. The mixture problem in computer mapping of ter-
rain; improved techniques for establishing spectral sig-
natures, atmospheric path radiance, and transmittance:
U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No.
X-58168 (VoL I-B. Geology-information systems and
services), p. 1099-1159, illus., 1975. NASA Earth re-
sources survey symposium.
RS77-1-527
PC A02/MF A01
Commission. Dacca
E77-10138
Atomic Energy
(Bangladesh).
Investigations Using Data from LANOSAT-2.
Quarterly rept. Oct-Oec 76,
Anwar Hossian. Feb 77.5p NASA-CR-152632
Descriptors: 'Bangladesh. Coasts. Forests,
'Drainage patterns. Earth Resources program.
Land use. Salinity. Surface water.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. New lands for forestation were set
aside in the coastal area of Bangladesh, based
on LANDS AT mosaics (Chittagong - 195.000
acres. Noakhali - 450,000 acres, Barisal -
360.000 acres, and Patuakhali - 225.000 acres).
LANDSAT imageries were used for identifica-
tion of drainage patterns in both the old and
new Comilla district.
RS77-1-531
22909 Kover, A. N^ and Williams, R. &. Jr. Remote
sensing: Geotimes, VoL 22, No. 1, p. 39-41, illus.,
1977.
RS77-1-532
38289 Krohn, J. P. A view of the southern California
area through the "eyes" of remote sensing [abstr.]:
GeoL Soc. Am., Abstr. Programs, Vol. 7, No. 3, p. 336-
337,1975. The Geological Societyof'America. Cordilleran
Section, 71st annual meeting.
RS77-1-533
RS77-1-528
36855 Extension of Eklundh's matrix transposition algorithm and
its application in digital image processing. Twogood, R.E.; Ekstrom,
M P. (Univ. of California, Livermore). IEEE Trans. Comput; 950-
952(Sep 1976).
EJdundh'i &st matrix transposition algorithm for transposing
a 2/sup n/ x 2/sop n/ matrix is extended to the general case where
2/sup j/ 0 greater than or equal to 1) of its rows will fit into primary
storage. The performance characteristics of the extension are de-
scribed and subsequently compared with those of Eklundh, and its
use in a two-dimensional image filtering routine is described. 1
figure.
38342 Swain, P. H^ Wu, C L; Landgreb*, D. A4 « ai
Layered classification techniques for remote sensing
applications: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech.
Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL I-B. Geology-information sys-
tems and services), p. 1087-1097, illus. (incl. table). 1975.
NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-534
38228 Cannon,?. J. The application of radar imagery to
specific problems of interior Alaska: U. S. Natl.
Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-58168
(VoL I-B. Geology-information systems and services), p.
761-767. illus., 1975. NASA Earth resources survey sym-
posium.
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30751 Stone?, W. Remote sensing and applications: U.
S. NatL Aeronaut. Space Adra., Tech. Memo., No. X-
58168 (VoL II-A. Plenary-summaries), p. 7-9, 1975.
38265 Hankins, D. B. Space technology; putting it in
the educational perspective: U. S. NatL Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-S8168 (VoL l-B.
Otology-information systems and services), p. 1221-1223,
1975. NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-536
30748 Slzer.J. E. Remote sensing in Minnesota; evalua-
tion of programs and current needs: U. S. NatL
Aeronaut. Space Adm. Tech. Memo., No. X-J8168
(VoL II-B, Coaxal zone management: aatt and local uters
user smites), p. 340-350. illus., 1975. With discussion.
RS77-1-543
30772 Watklns, A. H. Data availability and the role of
the Earth Resources Observation Systems data center:
U. S. Natl. Aeronaut, Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No.
X-58168 (VoL II-B. Coastal tone management; slate and
local users; user services}, p. 372-378, illus. (incL tables,
sketch map), 1975.
RS77-1-537
26606 Sehagcn,P. Some recent developments in remote
sensing: Nature, VoL 266, No. 5599. p. 223-228. illus.
fincL' table). 1977.
RS77-1-538
RS77-1-544
38354 Wasbkurak, S. Meteorological satellites aid air-
borne operations in remote regions: Can., GeoL Surv.,
Pan., No. 77-1A (Report of activities. Part A), p. 93-94,
illus, 1977.
26627 Smith, D. P. ERTS satellite images: Calif GeoL.
VoL 28, No. 6, p. 137-139. illus. (incL table, sketch
map). 1975.
RS 77-1-539
RS77-1-545
30774 Wells, J. Remote-sensing applications for Texas:
U. S. Natl. Aeronaut Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No.
X-58168 (VoL II-B, Coastal zone management; state and
heal uters; user services), p. 297-299, 1975. With discus-
sion.
30741 Schweickart, R. L. Future remote-sensing pro-
grams: U. S. NatL Aeronaut Space Adm., Tech.
Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL II-A. Plenary-summaries), p.
79-82. 1975. RS77-1-546
RS77-1-540
30776 Winikka, C C; and Adam*, R. E. Remote sens-
ing in Arizona: U. S. NatL Aeronaut Space Adm.,
Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL II-B. Coastal zone man-
agement; state and local users; user senica), p. 300-314,
illus. (incl. sketch maps), 1975. With discussion.
25791 Sariuny, J. Legifenykepen es terkepen mert
tavoUag-, magassag- es dolesszog-tzamitasok oss-
zehaunlito vizsgalatanak ertekelese [Comparative stu-
dies based on distance and elevation measurements and
angle-inclination calculations on aerial photographs
and maps]: Hung, FoeldL Intez^ Evi JeL. VoL 1974.
p. 395-407 (incL f"gK«h sum.), tables, sketch map,
1976.
RS77-1-541
RS77-1-547
38355 Whitler, S. L. Lov-cost data analysis systems for
processing multispeciral scanner data: U. S. Natl.
Aeronaut. Space Adm, Tech. Memo, No. X-58168
(VoL l-B. Geology-information systems and services), p.
1355-1375. illus. (incL table), 1975. NASA Earth re-
sources suney symposium.
26577 Prebte. D. *Li Friedman, J. D,- and Frank, D.
Electronic thermal sensor and Undsatdata collection
platform technology. U. S. GeoL Surv, Open-File
Rep, No. 77-87,64 p, illus, find, tables, sketch map),
1977.
RS77-1-548
22922 Ogrosky, C E. Photomechanical density modifi-
cation of ERTS imagery: Assoc. Pac. Coast Geogr,
Yearb, VoL 38. p. 87-97, illus. (incL sketch maps),
1976.
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30688 Leone, F. Remote sensing in the State of Ohio: II,
System development: U. S. Nad. Aeronaut. Space
Adm., Tech. Memo.. No. X-58168 (VoL II-B. Coastal
zone management: state and local users user serriets). p.
352-355, 1975. With discussion.
38274 Jensen, M. L; and Laylander. P. Summary of
space imagery studies in Utah and Nevada: U. S. Natl.
Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-58168
(fal f-B. Geology-information systems and services), p.
673-712, illus. (incl. geol. sketch maps), 1975. NASA
Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-550
RS77-1-557
38305 Monget, J.-M.; and Roux, P. Ah unsupervised
classification of multispectral scanner data using corre-
spondence analysis (CLAMS): U. S. Natl. Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo.. No, X-58168 (Vol l-B.
Geology-information systems and services), p. 1237-1244,
illus. (incL table), 1975. NASA Earth resources survey
symposium.
37757 Jensen, J. R. The orthophoto and ortho-
pholomap; characteristics, development and aspects of
cartographic communication: 176 p.. Doctoral, 1976,
Univ. of California, Los Angeles, Calif. (Diss. Abstr.
Int. Vol. 37, No. 10, p. 4956B- 49S7B. 1977).
RS77-1-551
26533 Kroeck.D. Everyone's space handbook; a photo/
imagery source manual: 175 p., illus. (incl. tables), Pilot
Rock. Ini ,^ Arcata, Oilif. United States. 1976.
RS77-1-558
23176 Jactzold, R. Luftbild; Die venchuettete Stadt
Yungay, Peru [Aerial photograph; the buried town of
Yungay, Peru): Erde, Vol. 102, No. 2-3, p. 108-117. il-
lus. (incL plates, sketch maps), 1971.
RS77-1-552 RS77-1-559
31103 Heaslip, G. B. Satellites viewing our world; the
NASA Landsat and the NOAA SMS/GOES: Envi-
ron. Manage., Vol. 1. No. 1, p. 15-29. illus.. 1976: In-
cluding procedures' far acquiring NASA data.
38268 HitteL A. Canadian cooperative satellite pro-
grams [abstr.]: Geol. Soc. Am., Abstr. Programs, VoL
7. No. 6, p. 782.1975. The Geological Society of America,
North-central Section. 9th annual meeting.
RS77-1-553 RS77-1-560
30663 Hitchcock. H. C; Baxter. F. P.; and Cox. T. L.
. User requirements for project-oriented remote sensing:
• U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm.. Tech. Memo.. No.
X-53168 (Vol II-B, Coastal zone management; state and
local users user services), p. 319-325. illus., 1975. With
discussion.
38250 Fontanei, A^ Blanchrt, C; and Lallemand, C
Enhancement of Landsat imagery by combination of
multispectral classification and principal component
analysis: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech.
Memo.. No. X-58168 (VoL I-B. Geology-information sys-
tems and senices). p. 991 -1012, illus. (incL tables), 1975.
NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-554 RS77-1-561
30648 Go*slIng.P. Remote sensing in the State of Ohio;
I, Public policy: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm.,
Tech. Memo.. No. X-58168 (VoL II-B. Coastalam* man-
agtmene state and local users user unices), p. 351-352,
1975. With discussion.
38248 Fischer, W. A^ Angsimathana, P.; Carter, W. D.;
etaL Surveying Earth and its environment from space:
• Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Mem., No. 25, p. 63-72. illus.
(incl. sketch maps), 1976. Grcum-Pacific energy and
mineral resources.
RS77-1-555 RS77-1-562
38318 Rimtan, S. S.; Simon, K. W.; and Coroa, R. H.
Second generation digital techniques for processing
Landsat and MSS data: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space
Adm.. Tech. Memo.. No. X-58168 (Vol l-B. Geology-
information systems and services), p. 1161-1175, illus^.
1975. .VASA Earth resources survey symposium.
38246 England, A. W^ and Johnson, G. R. Microwave
brightness spectra of layered media: Geophysics, Vol.
42, No. 3 (Special issue on remote sensing), p. 514-521,
illus., 1977.
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38S98 Cheeseraan, C E^ and Keller, D. W. The total
Earth resources system of the 1980's; a view of the
future: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech.
Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL I-B. Geology-information sys-
terns and sen-ices), p. 1451-1472, illus.. 1975. NASA
Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-564
38209 Anuta. P. & Computer-assisted analysis tech-
niques for remote sensing data interpretation: Geophy-
sics, VoL 42, No. 3 (Special issue on remote sensing}, p.
468-481, illus. (incl. tables). 1977.
RS77-1-565
38247 Ericksou,J.D. Advances in automatic extraction
of Earth resources information from multispectral scan-
• ner data: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech.
Memo.. No. X-58168 ll'ot. I-B. Geology-information sys-
tems and services), p. 1245-1274, illus. (incl. tables),
1975. NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-1-566
23317 Holtmder, F.-K. Luflbild, Kcvo, Nordfumland
[Aerial photograph; Kevo, northern Finland]: Erde.
VoL 103. No. 2, p. 105-115, illus. (incL sketch maps).
1972.
RS77-1-567
25663 ATCTT.T. E. Interpretation of aerial photographs,
3rd edition: 392 p, flux, (incl. males). Burgess PabL
Co, Minneapolis, Minn, United States, 1977. First edi-
don 1962. stand 1968.
RS77-1-568
30659 Hall, J. L. Alaska's needs in remote sensing: U.
S. NatL Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo, No. X-
58168 (VoL II-B. Costal mm management; oat* and
localusenuarserrtcaj.p. 315-318, 1975. Wlthditeut.
ston.
RS77-1-569
30604 Bankston, P. T. Remote-sensing applications in
the State of Mississippi: U. S. NatL Aeronaut. Space
Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL II-B, Coastal
zone management; slate and local usem user services), p.
282-290, ilius. (incl. table, sketch maps), 1975. With
discussion.
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ID MO.- EI770SS7420 . 767-520
.PROCEEDINGS SEM DASHS ANNUAL OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE.
9TH. VOLUMES 1 THROUGH <5, 1977.
Anon
Alf.lE. New York, NY
Offshore Techno] Conf 9t:i Annu. Proc. Houston. Tex. May 2-5
1977. Sponsored by AIME. New YorX. NY. 1977 4 voi. 2335 p
CCDEN: OSTCBA
DESCRIPTORS: "-OFFSHORE STRUCTURES. OCEAN ENGINEERING.
PRO'JUCTIQN PLATFORMS. HYDRODYNAMICS. MINERAL EXPLORATION.
IDENTIFIERS: OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY
CARD ALERT: 512. 472. 631. soi
Tnis conference contains 316 paper by various authors in 4
volumes. The topics discussed in volume 1 include: Hydrocarbon
potenti-al offsnore: geological formations: earthquake
problems: environmental impact studies: remote sensing;
blowout and production control; deep ocean mining; marine
seismic signatures; soil mechanics; hydrodynamic ancj wind
effects on structures: ana seawater corrosion. Volume II
covers navigation systems: offshore production systems and
marine terminals; marine exploration; piles and piledriving;
oceanographic assign c r i t e r i a ; offshore safety: welding; and
.telemetry and positioning: Volume III covers mooring dynamics
of ships, structures and cables: plate tectonics; seafloor
foundation stabi I ity; dynam ics and vibrati ons of s t ruetures:
p i p e l i n e lay barge operations; d r i l l i n g operations: wire
rope technology: marine geology and geochemistry exploration
techniques; and arctic environmental conditions and processes.
Volume IV covers production platforms: pipeline stresses:
d i v i n g ; gravity structure analysis: corrosion control: wave
loading and dynamic analysis structures: and salvage and
underwater repair. Individual papers are indexed separately.
H3 77-1-571
ID MO.- EI771075123 775123
LZ.'.'E-5ffIZED COLLINEARJTY EQUATIONS FOR SCANNED DATA
Baker. James R.
Fort Lewis Coll. Durango. C a l i f •
ASCE J Surv Mapp Oiv v 103 n 1 Sep 1977 p 25-35 CODEN:
JSUEAX
DESCRIPTORS: ("MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES, 'Linearization).
MATHEMATICAL MODELS. MAPS AMD MAPPING.
IDENTIFIERS: GEOMETRY, LEAST SQUARES METHOD
CARD ALERT: 405. 921
The col linearity equations, based upon modification of those
common in conventional .pnotogrammetry. must accommodate the
continuous dynamic nature of the exterior orientation
elements. Therefore. some types of functional behavior
(polynomials, harmonics. etc. ) must be assumed for those
orientation elements. In order to investigate image ana
object point coordinate deformations, and to perform space
resection u t i l i z i n g the method of least squares, it is
desirable to generate linear approximations for these
col linearity equations. The technique presented for this
linearization utilizes a Taylor's series expansion about some
approximations for the variables involved. The functions
assumed to approximate the dynamic nature of the orientation
elements are included in the linearization through the use of
matrix premu1tiD1iers. The resulting linearized form of
analytic expressions may be used to analyze the geometric
aspects of scanned imagery. 14 refs.
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ID ;;o.- £1770967973 767973
ANALYTICAL PHOTQGRAMMETRY APPLIED TO SURVEY POINT
CO-ORDINATION.
Smi tn. G. L.
Aust Surv v 28 n 5 Mar 1977 p 263-272 CODEN: AUSUAK
DESCRIPTORS: (*PHOTOGRAMMETRY. *Interpretation) . (SURVEYING,
Tr i anguI at i on ) ,
IDENTIFIERS: ANALYTICAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY
CARD ALERT: 405, 743
It is stressed that analytical photogrammetry has become an
accurate method for coordinating ground stations.
Improvements in accuracy can be attributed to improved methods
of correcting for systematic errors and to the use of
sophisticated computer adjustment techniques. The author
describes how analytical photogrammetry can be applied to
cadastral and engineering coordination. The increased
accuracy being achieved w i l l also benefit mapping programs, by
permitting economies to be achieved in aerial triangulation.
2 refs.
RS77-1-573
ID ::0.- EI770862095 762095
REMOTE SENSING USE BY SOUIH DAKOTA STATE AGENCIES-
Scnmer. Fred A.; Isakson. Robert E.
SD State U n i v , Brookings
Pap ASAE For Winter Meet. Chicago. 1 1 1 . Dec 14-17 1976 Pap
76-3503 17 p CODEN: AAEPCZ
DESCRIPTORS: ("WATER POLLUTION. "-Water Qua.lity). (IRRIGATION
, Remote Sensing), (SATELLITES, Telemetering).
. CARD ALERT: 453. 821, 732. 655
A brief summary of a resource-management study funded by the
State of South Dakota and NASA is presented. The primary
objective is to assist state agencies in evaluating remote
sensing as a cost effective data source in operational
programs.
RS77-1-574
ID NO.- EI770858433 758433
RAOIOMETRIC INTERPRETIVE LEGEND FOR LANDSAT DIGITAL THEMATIC
MAPS.
Rubinove, Charles J.
US Geol Surv. Res ton, Va
Photogramm £ng Remote Sensing v 43 n 5 May 1977 p 593-594
CODEN: PERSDV
DESCRIPTORS: *MAPS AND MAPPING. REMOTE SENSING.
CARD ALERT: 405
A legend is suggested for use with computer-generated
thematic maps made from Landsat d i g i t a l data that designates
some of the radiometric characteristics of each thematic map
unit as w e l l as the described terrain attributes of each map
unit. The relationship between spectral band and radiance for
each map unit is shown by a two-dimensional polygon with the
four Landsat multispectra' scanner bands plotted on the
ordinate and radiance levels on the abscissa. The resulting
shaoe is colored to correspond with-the map unit color, thus
f a c i l i t a t i n g the recognition and understanding of the
computer-generated map units.
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RS77-1-575
ID NO.- EI771075032 775032
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR COMMERCIAL MAPPING FIRMS?
Anderson, Ed.-:ard G.
3ovay Eng, Inc. Albuquerque. NM
ASCE J Surv Mapp Div v 103 n 1 Sep 1977 p 1-6 CODEN:
JSUEAX
DESCRIPTORS: *MAPS AND MAPPING. AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. REMOTE
SENSING.
CARD ALERT: 405. 732, 742
H i s t o r i c a l l y , the traditional demarcation between government
mapping and commercial mapping has been at the 1:24,000 scale
topographic map. Larger scale mapping for commercial, city,
county, and state purposes has t r a d i t i o n a l l y been the
responsibility of the commercial mapping firms. Recent
advances in high altitude remote sensing and photography,
together with the government mapping elements obtaining newer
equipment with greater efficiencies and capabilities provides
for a concern that the government w i l l break from the
traditional . scale demarcation and provide urban mapping at
scales from 1 :1 , 000 to i:10.000. This poses an even greater
and more cri t i c a l question of the future role of the
Commercial mapping firms. The writer foresees a rapidly
growing demand for current and accurate mapping, and that
budget and personnel limi t a t i o n s being placed on the
government w i l l result in increased use of commercial mapping
firms to meet routine mapping requirements.
RS77-1-576
ID NO.- EI770857620 757620
DESIGN OF AN IMAGE DATABASE.
Lien. Y. Edmund: Utter. Donald F. Jr.
Univ of Kans, Laurence
Proc of the Workshop on Pict Data Oescr and Manage, Chicago.
I l l , Apr 21-22 1977 Publ by IEEE (Cat n 77 CH1187-4 C), New
York. NY, 1977 p 131-136
DESCRIPTORS: *!MAGE PROCESSING, (DATA BASE SYSTEMS, Design).
CARD ALERT: 7.23
This paper presents the design of an interactive database
which allows users to store, retrieve and manipulate images.
Concepts of database management are incorporated into an image
processing system; the result is an image database system
which differs s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the usual commercial database
Systems. The images in the database include LANDSAT satellite
images and images generated by digitization of maps. The user
interacts w i t h the database through an interactive query
language. The primary functions in the query language
include: overlaying images, editing images, coloring images,
displaying images, pixel value transformation and statistical
Operations. 13 refs.
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Section 2
GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
Mineral and Petroleum Resources, Geomorphology,
Geological Exploration, Polar Studies,
River-basin Hydrology, Mapping
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RS77-2-615 RS77-2-618
rJ77-26605*| Bittinger (M. W.) and Associates. Inc.. Fort Collins.
Colo.
SNOWPACK GROUND TRUTH DONNER PASS SITE. SODA
SPRINGS. CAUFORNIA Mission Report. 18 Jan. 1977
E. Bruce Jones Feb. 1977 14 p Original contains color
illustrations
(Contract NAS5-22312)
(NASA-CR-152532! Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
08L
Ground truth data taken near Soda Springs. California, on
January 18. 1977. in suoport of the NASA Airborne Instrumenta-
tion Research Program are presented. Ground truth data taken
in support cf this mission were as follows: (1) snow depths
were taken every 4OO feet: (2) snow densities were taken every
1.200 feet: (3) two snowpits were dug. and limited density,
vertical layer classifications, and soil observations were taken;
and (4) temperatures of the upper 6 inches of the snowpack
were taken at one location. Author
RS77-2-616
N77 2359CW Particle Measuring Systems. Boulder. Colo.
THE RESPONSE OF OPTICAL ARRAY SPECTROMETERS
TO ICE AND SNOW: A STUDY OF 2-D PROBE AREA-TO-
MASS RELATIONSHIPS Final Report. 22 Mar. - 30 Jun.
1976
Robert G. Knollenberg 3 Nov. 1976 36 p refs .
(Contract F19628-75-C-0141; AF Pro). 627AI
(AO-A034741: AFGL-TR-76-02731 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20/6
Theoretical and field data analysis were oerformed to
determine area-to-mass relationships for the response of 2-0
Optical Array Spectrometers to snow crystals. A single theoretical
relationship was found adequate to correct the measured area
to true area for all but stellar dendrites and needles. Area-to-
mass relationships established from the analysis of field data
were found to be well behaved. The application of software
without complete habit definition is discussed and shown to be
potentially feasible.
 GRA
RS77-2-617
N77-27466*| Colorado School of Mines. Golden.
REMOTE SENSING OF GEOLOGIC MINERAL OCCUR-
RENCES FOR THE COLORADO MINERAL BELT USING
LANOSAT DATA Final Report. 1 Jul. 1975 - 30 Sap. 1976
Robert H. Carpenter. Principal Investigators and David W. Trexler
30 Sep. 1976 161 p refs ERTS
(Contract NAS5-20955)
(E77-10176: NASA-CR-153274) Avail: NTIS A08/MF A01
CSCL 08G
The author has identified the following significant results.
LANOSAT imagery was examined as a practical and productive
tool for mineral exploration along the'Colorado Mineral Belt. An
attempt was made to identify all large, active and/or abandoned
mining districts on the imagery which initially were;discovered
by Surface manifestations. A number of strong pnotolinements.
circular features, and color anomalies were identified. Some of
these form a part of the structural and igneous volcanic framework
in which mineral deposits occur. No specific mineral deoosits
such as veins or porphyries were identified. Promising linear
and concentric features were field checked at several locations.
Some proved to be fault zones and calderas:.others were strictly
topographic features related to stream or glacial entrenchment.
The Silvenon Caldera region and the Idaho Springs-Central City
district were chosen and studied as case histories to evaluate
the application of LANDSAT imagery to mineral exploration:
Evidence of specific mineralization related to ore deoosits in
these two areas were observed only on low level photography.
N77-26572*# Utah Univ.. Salt Lake City. Dept. of Geology
and Geophysics.
APPLICATION OF STANDARD PHOTOGEOLOGIC
TECHNIQUES TO LANDSAT IMAGERY FOR MINERAL
EXPLORATION IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE
OF UTAH AND NEVADA Final Report
Laurence H. Lattman. Principal Investigator Jun. 1977 243 p
refs Original contains imagery. Original photography may be
purchased from the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S. 0. 57198
ERTS
(Contract NASS-20955)
(E77-10170: NASA-CR-153229) Avail: NTIS
HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 08G
The author has identified the following significant results.
Standard photogeologic techniques were applied to LANOSAT
imagery of the basin and range province of Utah and Nevada
to relate linear, tonal, textural. drainage, and geomorphic features
to known mineralized areas in an attempt to develop criteria for
the location of mineral deposits. No consistent correlation was
found between lineaments, mapped according to specified criteria,
and locations of mines, mining districts, or intrusive outcrops.
Tonal and textural patterns were more closely related to
geologic outcrop patterns than to mineralization. A statistical
study of drainage azimuths of various length classes as measured
on LANOSAT showed significant correlation with mineralized
districts in the length class of 3-6 km. Alignments of outcrops
of basalt, a rock type highly visible on LANOSAT imagery, appear
to be colinear with acidic and- intermediate intrusive centers in
some areas and may assist on the recognition of regional fracture
systems for mineral exploration.
RS77-2-619
N77-27474*# Kanner (Leo) Associates. Redwood City. Calif.
LANDSAT (ERTS) USED AS A BASIS FOR GEOLOGICAL
VOLCANOLOGICAL MAPPING IN THE CENTRAL ANDES
S. Kussmaul and C. E. Brockman Washington NASA Jul.
1977 19 p refs Trans!, into ENGLISH from Geol. Jahrb.
(Hanover. W. Germany), v. A33. 1976 p 133-144
(Contract NASw-2790)
(NASA-TM-75024) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 08G
LANDSAT images of the centra! Andes (N-Chile. W-Bolivia)
were effectively usec tor volcanological mapping of an area about
160.000 km. The map shown exhibits more and better details
than the older small scale geological maps of that area. Even
on a scale of 1:1.000.000 details greater than 200 m in size
are recognizable. The interpretation of LANOSAT images makes
it possible to establish relative age sequences of strato-volcanoes.
Finally, the images will also be helpful in prospecting for mineral
deposits and geothermal sources. Author
RS77-2-620
N77-26610# Colorado State Univ.. Fort Collins. Environmental
Resources Center.
DETERMINATION OF SNOW DEPTH AND WATER EQUIV-
ALENT BY REMOTE SENSING Final Report
Harold W. Steinhoff and Albert H. Barnes Jun. 1976 21 p
(Contracts 01-14-31-0001-3806: 01-14-31-0001-40C3)
(PB-264229/6: W77-05104: OWRT-A-013-COLO(2i) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 08L
By measuring the melt date and environmental variables.
one could predict snow depth and water equivalent, once these
equations were established for a given area. Melt date can be
measured by observation from two aerial flights at three-day
intervals in early spring. It is concluded that determination of
snow depth and water equivalent by remote sensing from aircraft
is possible. GRA
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RS77-2-621 RS77-2-624
N77-25607*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
REMOTE SENSING INPUTS TO LANDSCAPE MODELS
WHICH PREDICT FUTURE SPATIAL LAND USE PATTERNS
FOR HYDROLOGIC MODELS
Lee 0. Miller. Craig Tom. and Kaew NualchaweV May 1977
49 p refs Sponsored in part by the US Dept. of Interior, the
United Nations. Coio. State Univ.. and Kasetsart Univ.. Bangkok.
Thailand
(NASA-TM-X-71330: X-923-77^115) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 088
A tropical forest area of Northern Thailand provided a test
case of the application of the approach in more natural
surroundings. Remote sensing imagery subjected to proper
computer analysis has been shown to be a very useful means
of collecting spatial data for the science of hydrology. Remote
sensing products provide direct input to hydrologic models and
practical data bases for planning large and small-scale hydrologic
developments. Combining the available remote sensing imagery
together with available map information in the landscape model
provides a basis for substantial improvements in these applica-
tions. Author
N77-28551*<K Earth Satellite Corp.. Washington. D.C.
APPLICATION OF LANDSAT-2 DATA TO THE IMPLEMEN-
TATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
SURFACE MINING CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
ACT Final Report. Mar. 1975 - May 1977
Orville R. Russell. Principal Investigator. David A. Nichols, and
Richard Anderson May 1977 77 p refs Original contains
color imagery. Original photography may be purchased from
the EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls. S. D. 57198 ERTS
(Contract NAS5-21998)
(E77-10184: NASA-CR-153916) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 081
The author has identified the following significant results.
Evaluation of LANDSAT imagery indicates severe limitations in
its utility for surface mine land studies. Image stripping resulting
from unequal detector response on satellite degrades the image
quality to the extent that images of scales larger than 1:125.000
are of limited value for manual interpretation. Computer processing
of LANOSAT data to improve image quality is essential: the
removal of scanline stripping' and enhancement of mine land
reflectance data combined with color composite printing permits
useful photographic enlargements to approximately 1:60,000.
RS77-2-622 RS77-2-625
N77-27632 Ohio State Univ.. Columbus.
MONITORING OF CRUSTAL MOVEMENTS IN THE SAN
ANDREAS FAULT ZONE BY A SATELUTE-BORNE RANG-
ING SYSTEM Ph.D. Thesis
Muneendra Kumar 1976 152 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-2439
The Close Grid Geodynamic Measurement System is
conceived as an orbiting ranging device with a ground base
grid of reflectors or transponders (spacing 1.0 to 30km). which
are projected to be of low cost (maintenance free and unattended),
and which will permit the saturation of a local area to obtain
data useful to monitor crustal movements in the San Andreas
fault zone. A station network of 75 stations covering an area
between 36 deg M and 38 deg N latitudes, and 237 deg E and
239 deg E longitudes is envisioned, with roughly half of the
stations on either side of the faults. User radar is considered
to be the main.ranging system pending final selection from many
possible candidates. Geometric and short arc modes are the
two main methods for handling ranges and solution/adjustment
of the system. Dissert. Abstr.
N77-26577'# Stanford Research Inst.. Menlo Park. Calif.
MICROWAVE PROPERTIES OF ICE FROM THE GREAT
LAKES Final Report
R. S. Vickers Jan. 1975 36 p refs
(Contract NAS3-19O92: SRI Proj. 3571)
(NASA-CR-1352221 Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
08L
The increasing use of radar systems as remote sensors of
ice thickness has revealed a lack of basic data on the mi-
crowave properties of fresh-water ice. A program, in which the
complex dielectric constant was measured for a series of ice
samples taken from the Great Lakes, is described. The measure-
ments were taken St. temperatures of -5. -10. and -15 C. It is
noted that the ice has considerable internal layered structure,
and the effects of the layering are examined. Values of 3.0 to
3.2 are reported for the real part of the dielectric constant, with
an error bar of + or - 0.01. Author
RS77-2-626
RS77-2-623
N77-28S49 Columbia Univ.. New York.
SPECTRORADIOMETRIC DETECTION AND MAPPING OF
AREAS ENRICHED IN FERRIC IRON MINERALS USING
AIRBORNE AND ORBITING INSTRUMENTS Ph.D. Thesis
William Collins 1976 129 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-8248
An airborne spectroradiometei system was developed to take
simultaneous 500 channel measurements of ground targets in
the spectral regions between 4.250 A and 10.000 A. Survey
flights with the instrument over an exposed hydrothermal alteration
zone prove the value of high resolution aircraft measurements
to compliment LANDSAT surveys. The high resolution data are
necessaiy for determining the spectral properties of target
materials, for establishing that these spectral properties are unique
and will remain unique in the low spectral resolution LANDSAT
data, and for accurately determining the nature and magnitude
of spectral differences among targets under the broadband
configuration. Field measurements from the aircraft are spatially
integrated over contiguous 18 meter square fields of view along
Might lines planned to cover both background and altered rock
assemblages. Dissert. Abstr.
N77-26S84*! Florida Univ.. Gainesville. Engineering and
Industrial Experiment Station.
THE USE OF REMOTE SENSING IN SOLVING FLORIDA'S
GEOLOGICAL AND COASTAL ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
Status Report 1 Jul. 1976 - 31 Mar. 1977
H. K. BrooKS. B. E. Ruth. Y. H. Wang, and R. L Ferguson
(General Electric. Daytona Beach. Fla.) 31 Mar. 1977 28 p
refs Original contains color illustrations
(Gram NsG-7236)
(NASA-CR-153286; SR-1) Avail: NTIS HCA03/MFA01 CSCL
08C
LANDSAT imagery and NASA high altitude color infrared
(CIR) photography were used to select suitable sites for sanitary
landfill in Volusia County. Florida and to develop techniques for
preventing sand deposits in the Clearwater inlet. Activities
described include the acquisition of imagery, its analysis by the
IMAGE 100 system, conventional ohotoimerpretation, evaluation
of existing data sources (vegetation, soil, and ground water maps),
site -investigations for ground truth, and preparation of displays
for reports. Author
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HS77-2-627 RS77-2-630
N77-25616# Army Engineer Topographic Labs.. Fort Belvoir.
Va.
PHOTO ANALYSIS OF A DESERT AREA
Judy Ehlen Apr. 1976 74 p refs
IDA Proj. 4A1-61102-8-52D)
IAD-A035481: ETL-0068) Avail: NTIS HCA04/MF A01 CSCL
08/6
Information derived from 1:9.600 scale stereoscopic aerial
photography of a desert area near Yuma. Arizona, is presented.
Physiography, geology, climate, landform. drainage, erosional
aspects, vegetation, and cultural features are considered in the
context of local and regional environmental, engineering, and
military considerations. The second part of this report presents
a Held verification of the general geology, geomorphology. and
vegetation in the study area with a list of selected references.
Author (GRA)
RS77-2-628
N77-28555*jjf Kentucky Oept. of Natural Resources and
environmental Protection. Frankfort.
A FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF
SATELLITE IMAGERY TO MONITOR AND INSPECT
SURFACE MINING OPERATIONS IN WESTERN KENTUCKY.
VOLUME 2: APPENDICES Final Report
Birney R. Fish. Principal Investigator Jan. 1977 115 p refs
Sponsored by NASA Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS Data Center.
Sioux Falls. S. D. 51798 ERTS
(E77-10190: NASA-CR-153919) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 081
There are no author-identified significant results in this
report.
RS77-2-629
N77-27483*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md
MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE OBSERVATIONS OF HYDRO-
LOGIC FEATURES ON THE NORTH SLOPE OF ALASKA
Dorothy K. Hall and M. Leonard Bryan UPL Pasadena. Calif.)
May 1977 46 p refs Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-71351; X-913-77-1241 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 08H
Visible and near-infrared satellite data and active and passive
microwave aircraft data are used to analyze some hydrologic
features in Arctic Alaska. The following features have been studied:
the small thaw lakes on the Arctic Coastal Plain (oriented lakes).
Qiandalar Lake in the Brooks Range, several North Slope rivers.
surface water on the tundra, and snowcover on the North Slope
and in the Brooks Range. Passive microwave brightness
temperatures (T sub b) as seen on Electrically Scanned Microwave
Radiometer (ESMR) imagery are shown to increase with increasing
ic* thickness on all of the lakes studied. Aufeis. an important
hydrologic parameter in the Arctic, is observable in the Sagavanirk-
tok River channel on April ESMR imagery. LANDSAT imagery
with better (80 m) resolution is useful for measuring aufeis extent
using band 5 imagery obtained just after snowmelt in June. It
is shown that the extent of aufeis (as measured on LANDSAT
imagery) varies with meteorological conditions and. therefore,
may be a useful indicator of annual climate fluctuations on the
North Slope. Snow and ice breakup has been traced from the
Brooks Range Mountains to the Arctic Ocean Coast using
LA NO SAT band 7 imagery in May when melting begins in the
mountains. Author
N77-28554*)!/ Kentucky Oept. of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection. Frankfort.
A FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF
SATELLITE IMAGERY TO MONITOR AND INSPECT
SURFACE MINING OPERATIONS IN WESTERN KENTUCKY.
VOLUME 1 Final Report
Birney R. Fish. Principal Investigator Jan. 1977 196 p refs
Sponsored by NASA ERTS
(E77-10189: NASA-CR-153918] Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 081.
The author has identified the following significant results.
Surface mining violation estimates were scaled by scores assigned
by ten inspectors from western Kentucky to each violation. A
sensitivity analysis was made by varying the violation costs:
costs were varied by using three different average durations.
These durations were: (1) best estimated duration: (2) longest
possible duration as restricted by the one year permit renewal
and bond release regulations, and (3) shortest possible duration
when inspections were made. If a social cost cannot be reduced,
then the value of the social cost is irrelevant. Indications from
the increased inspection rate of 1975 were that the total amount
of fines collected per year remains constant independent of the
increased detection rate.
RS77-2-631
N77-27464 Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind.
DIGITAL PROCESSING OF SATELLITE MULTISPECTRAL
SCANNER DATA FOR HYDROLOGIC APPLICATIONS
Ph.D. Thesis
Luis Alberto Bartolucci-Castedo 1976 251 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-1682
The development of computer-aided procedures to extract
useful hydrologic information from satellite digital multispectral
data for applications to surface water inventory and snowcover
mapping in mountainous regions is presented. LANDSAT MSS
and SKYLA8 S-192 multispectral data were utilized. The results
indicated that the smallest water body that can be reliably
identified using computer-aided multispectral classification of
LAND SAT data should be at least three hectares (approximately
equal to or larger than 8 acres in size). Smaller wrter bodies
can be identified only in particular cases in which at least one
spatial resolution entirely covers the water surface. Use of a
mixture spectral class, however, allows reliable identification of
water bodies as small as one hectare (approximately equal to
2.5 acres) in size. Dissert. Abstr.
RS77-2-632
N77-27468*)? Milan Univ. (Italy).
GEOMORPHIC AND LANDFORM SURVEY OF NORTHERN
APPENNINE RANGE (NAR) Final Report
C. M. Marino. Principal Investigator and E. Zilioli Jun. 1977
30 p Sponsored by NASA Original contains color imagery.
Original ohotography may be purchased from the EROS Data
Center. Sioux Falls. S. D. 57198 ERTS
(£77-10178: NASA-CR-153276) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 08G
The author has identified the following significant results.
An approach to landslide hazard detection was developed through
the analysis of satellite imagery (LANDSAT 2) showing many
landslide areas that occur on marine silts and clays in northern
Appennine Range in Italy. A landslide risk score was given for
large areas by narrowing and extending well defined areas, whose
behavior and reflectivity variation was due to upper surface
cr.anges. Results show that this methodology allows evolution
pattern of clay outflows to be distinguished.
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RS77-2-633 RS77-2-637
N77-28559# Lockheed Missites and Space Co.. Palo Alto. Calif.
SOIUZ 22: A NEW CONTRIBUTION TO SPACE GEOGRA-
PHY
V. V. Ivanov and E. D. Suiidi-Kondrat'ev (1977) 2 p Transl.
into ENGLISH from Priroda (Moscow), no. 3. 1977 -p 21
Avail: MTIS HC A02/MF AO1: National Translation Center.
John Crerar Library. Chicago. Id. 60616
The use of space photographs in the detection of earth
resources and discontinuous tectonics is evaluated. I.M.
RS77-2-634
N77-24S5S*! Department of the Environment. Ottawa (Ontario).
HYDROLOGIC DATA RELAY BY SATELLITE FROM REMOTE
AREAS
R. A. Halliday. Principal Investigator 1977 22 p refs Presented
at Technical and Sci. Sessions on Water Resources World Water
Conf.. Mar del Plata. Argentina. 14-25 Mar. 1977 Sponsored
by NASA ERTS
(£77-10160: NASA-CR-153045) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 08H
The author has identified the following significant results.
Experimental use of LA NO SAT data collection system and the
GOES system has demonstrated the feasibility of using this
technology to relay hydrotogic data from remote areas on a
near real time basis. The system has proved to be accurate,
reliable, and cost effective.
RS77-2-635
A77-36283 ,- Interpreting aerial and space photograph! in
investigations of seepage flow (Deshifrirovanie aero- i kosmicheskikh
snimko* pri izuchenii podzemnogo stoka). R. G. Dzhamalov, I. S.
Zektser, and lu. L. Ob'edkov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Institut
Vodnykh Problem, Moscow. USSR). Razvedka i Okhrana Nedr, Jan.
1977. p. 45-52. 9 refs. In Russian.
Methods of interpreting photographs taken from aircraft and
spacecraft to aid hydrogeological investigations are reviewed. Such
problems as investigation of the underground water resources of a
given location, determination of the depth and degree of mineraliza-
tion of underground water, study of the character and extent of
interrelationship between subterranean and surface waters and of the
effects of natural and artificial factors on underground seepage flow
are discussed. The possibility of using space and aerial photos to
study the conditions of formation of underground waters it
examined. C.K.D.
RS77-2-638
A77-34S96 i Pulse-echo method of measuring ice cover
thickness (Radiolokatsionnyi impul'snyi metod izmereniia tolshchiny
ledianogo pokrova). A. N. Chizhov, V. G. Glushnev, and B. 0.
Slutsker (Gosudarstvennyi Gidrologicheskii Institut, Leningrad,
USSR; Rizhskii Institut Grazhdanskoi Aviatsii, Riga, Latvian SSP).
Meteorologiia i Cidrologiia. Apr. 1977, p. 90-96. 5 refs. In Russian.
The theory of a pulse-echo method for measuring ice thicknesses
on lakes, rivers, and water reservoirs is outlined. The parameters and
characteristics of an ice thickness measuring facility which uses shock
excitation of meter and decimeter wavelength transmitting antannas
to generate nanosecond pulses are described, and results obtained
from airborne measurements are examined. V.P.
A77-36434 Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Wilbur and
Orvitle Wright Memorial Lecture/. R. C. Seamans, Jr. (ERDA,
Washington. O.C.). Aeronautical Journal, vol. 81, Apr. 1977, p.
147-169. 92 refs.
Some ways that aerospace science can contribute to conserving
or obtaining energy are discussed. Developments leading to increased
fuel efficiency and the possibility of using alternative fuels for
aviation are considered, as is the use of fuel-efficient lighter-than-air
vehicles for transporting heavy cargo. It is suggested that remote
aircraft and spacecraft sensing can be used to prospect for fossil
fuels, geothermal resources, and uranium, and that data obtained
from earth resources satellites can be used for planning and
monitoring energy activities. The prospect of capturing solar energy
in space and transmitting it for use on earth is also examined. M.L.
RS77-2-639
A77-36123 Meteorite impact crater discovered in Central
Alaska with Landsat imagery. P. J. Cannon (Alaska, University,
Fairbanks, Alaska). Science, vol. 196. June 17, 1977, p. 1322-1324.
9 refs.
Several supporting observations indicate that Sithylemenkat
Lake, Alaska, occupies a meteorite impact crater formed near the
end of the Wisconsinan glaciation. The initial identification with
Landsat imagery is attributed to the unique perspective provided by
such imagery. (Author)
RS77-2-636 RS77-2-640
A77-33652 * Field measurement! of the spectral response of
natural waters. t_ A. Bartolucci, B. F. Robinson, and L. F. Silva
(Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind.l. Photogrammetric Engi-
neering ana Remote Sensing, vol. 43, May 1977, p. 595-598. 11 refs.
Contract No. NAS9-13301.
The spectral response (air-water interface reflectance and water-
volume scattering) of turbid river water (99 mg/liter suspended
solids) and relatively clear lake water (10 mg/liter suspended solids)
was measured in situ with a field spectroradiometer. The influence of
the river bottom on the spectral response of the water also was
determined by using a modified Secchi disc approach. The results
indicated that turbid river water had a higher spectral response than
dear lake water (about 6 percent) in the red (0.6-0.7 micron) and
near-infrared [0.7-0.9 micron) portions of the spectrum. Also, the
reflectance characteristics of the river bottom did not influence the
spectral response of the turbid river water when the water was deeper
than 30 cm. (Author)
A77-35456 # Moraine and outwash plains. W. M. McKinney
(Wisconsin, University, Stevens Point, Wis.). Remote Sensing of the
Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977. p. 42-45.
An aerial photograph on a scale of 1:20,000 over Portage
County, Wisconsin, a region, of postglacial topography, is analyzed.
The contours of the terminal moraine and outwash plains are
identified, as is an alluvial fan formed by a flow of glacial meltwater.
Land use patterns are pointed out and related to topographical
features. - C.K.D.
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RS77-2-641 RS77-2-643
DELINEATION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF A
BURIED PRE-GLACIAL VALLEY WITH LAND-
SAT-1 DATA.
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.
J. B. Peterson, F. E. Goodrick, and W. N.
McJhom.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Aericulture-Environmem. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 97-103,
September 1975. 4 fig, 6 ref. NASA NAS 9-14016,
N AS A NGL 15-005-186.
Descriptors: 'Soil surveys, 'Indiana. 'Remote
sensing, 'Glaciation, Pleistocene epoch. Soil clas-
sification. Land use. Soil types. Prairie soils. Gla-
cial drift. Aquifers, Geomorphology, Satel-
lites(Artificial).
Identifiers: LANDSAT, Udoll soils, Udalfs.
Timber soils.
The continuity of a narrow meandering strip of
Udoll (prairie) soils running east and west for ap-
proximately 40 miles across north central Indiana
in an area predominantly of Udalfs (timber soils)
was apparent in LANDSAT-1 (ERTS-1) data. The
dark Udo'l soils ocur in predominantly flat topog-
raphy, contrasting sharply in satellite imagery
from surrounding light colored Udali soils in the
characteristically rolling, undeveloped landscape
of the late Wisconsin till plains. This dark stretch
of prairie soil is believed to have formed in the
heavy textured, poorly drained glacial debris
which filled a major pre-glacial tributary of the
Teays River system. This valley was apparently
re-occupied and partly re-excavated by surface
drainage during intcrgialcial times, followng
retreat of the Kansan and Illinoisan age ice inva-
sions. Final filling of the valley occurred during
retreat of the East White sublobe of the Wisconsin
stage ice. The origin and the continuity of this
meandering stretch of prairie was not recognized
by soil scientists who, over a 60 year period,
mapped the three counties which encompass iL
Furthermore, geologists who had been searching
for the exact location of this buried valley had
been unsuccessful until the LANDSAT data pro-
vided an adequate synoptic view. Ready identifi-
cation and location of the valley has significance
to soil survey and land classifiction people as a
guide to soil classification and land use and to
geologists as a guide to location of a potentially
economically significant aquifer. (See also W77-
08408) (Humphreys-IS WS)
W77-08415
RS77-2-642
TROPHIC STATUS OF INLAND LAKES FROM
LANDSAT,
Wisconsin Univ., Madison. InsL for Environmen-
tal Studies.
L. T. Fisher, and F. L. Scarpace.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM-X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 443-450,
September 1975.3 fig, t tab, 2 ref.
Descriptors: "Lakes, 'Water quality, 'Wisconsin,
•Remote sensing. 'Data processing. Analytical
techniques. Data storage and retrieval. Costs. Sur-
face waters. Trophic level, Eutrophican'on, Satel-
lites(ArtiTicial).
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
A cooperative program involving university
researchers and natural resource managers utilized
LANDSAT data to produce an economical trophic
status assessment of 3.000 Wisconsin lakes. Com-
puter programs were developed which allow easy,
rapid access to LANDSAT data and which can be
used by non-research personnel for production
data extraction. Capital expenses were low. and
operating costs were very reasonable compared to
expenses to acquire on-site data of comparable
quality. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08434
SNOW SURVEY FROM SPACE, WITH EMPHA-
SIS ON THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF
SKYLAB EREP S192 MULTISPECTRAL
SCANNER DATA.
Environmental Research and Technology. Inc.,
Concord. Mass.
J. C. Barnes, and M. D. Smallwood.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2643-2659,
September 1975. 7 fig, 2 tab. 12 ref. NASA NAS 9-
13305.
Descriptors: 'Snow surveys. 'Remote sensing.
•Mapping, 'Nevada, 'Utah, Data processing.
Snow cover, Snow, Snowmelt, Analytical
techniques, Salelliles(Arlificial). Surveys,
Reflectance.
Identifiers: 'Sierra Mountains, 'White Mountains.
•Wasalch Mountains, Skylab.
The Skylab EREP S192 Multispectral Scanner
data have provided, for the first time, an opportu-
nity to examine the reflectance characteristics of
snowcover in several spectral bands extending
from the visible into the near-infrared spectral re-
gion to about 2 micrometers. The analysis of the
S192 imagery and digital tape data from five EREP
passes, two from the SL-2 mission and three from
the SL-4 mission, indicated a sharp drop in
reflectance of snow in the near-infrared, with
snow becoming essentially non-reflective in Bands
II (1.55-1.75 micrometers* and 12 (2.10-2.35
micrometers). The results were in good agreement
will! the results of laboratory experiments. Two
potential applications to snow mapping of mea-
surements in the near-infrared spectral region are
possible: (I) the use of a near-infrared band in con-
junction with a visible band to distinguish auto-
matically between snow and water droplet clouds:
and (2) the use of one or more near-infrared bands
to detect areas of melting snow. (See also W77-
08062) (Humphreys-IS WS)
W77-08082
RS77-2-644
APPLICATION OF THERMAL SCANNING TO
THE STUDY OF TRANSVERSE MIXING IN
RIVERS,
Wisconsin Univ., Madison.
I. W. Eheart.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, Houston, Texas, p 2317-2324. Sep-
tember 1975.32 fig, 1 tab, 1 ref. I append.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Model studies.
•Riven, 'Mixing, Mathematical models. Water
temperature. Thermal pollution. Dispersion,
Analytical techniques. Water pollution. Biochemi-
cal oxygen demand. Application methods.
Identifiers: Heat transport. Mass transport.
It was considered desirable to study and to predict
the two-dimensional movement of pollutants in the
region just downstream of a pollutant discharge
point. While many of the more common pollutants
do not exhibit a spectral signature, it was shown
that the temperature difference between the pollu-
tant and the receiving water could be successfully
exploited by applying a mathematical model of
mau transport processes to heat transport and
then testing and calibrating it with thermal
scanning data. (See also W77-08062) (Humphreys-
ISWS)
W77-08071
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RS77-2-645 RS77-2-647
THE USE OF LANDSAT DCS AND IMAGERY
IN RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT AND OPERA-
TION,
Army Engineer District. Waltham, Mass. New En-
gland Div.
S. Cooper. P. Bock. J. Horowitz, and D. Foran.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2443-2522.
September 1975.25 fig. 5 tab, 3 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, "Water manage-
ment(Applied), 'New England, 'Surface waters.
Water resources. Floods, Instrumentation,
Management, Operations, Networks, Satel-
lites< Artificial). Hydrologic data. Data processing.
Monitoring, Surveys, Mapping. Photography. Ice.
Snow cover. Lakes. Rivers. Water quality.
Evaluation.
Identifiers: 'Data collection systems. "Data col-
lection platforms, LANDSAT.
The New England Division (NED). Corps of En-
gineers has experimented with the LANDSAT-1
Data Collection and Imaging Systems for more
than two years following the launch of the satellite
in July 1972. The purpose of this experiment has
• been to evaluate the future usefulness of data
products received from satellites such as LAND-
SAT in the day-to-day operation of the NED water
resources systems used to control floods. NED
concluded that data collection by orbiting satellite
relay is both reliable and feasible. Using standard
photo equipment, experience in this investigation
has indicated that LANDSAT photo imagery may
be enlarged about five times, or to a scale of
1:200.000. This is sufficient for only rather large-
scale or gross feature patterns to be represented
'with the accuracy necessary for flood control
reservoir regulation purposes. This study has in-
dicated technological feasibility, albeit with the
expectation of further advances in imaging
systems and products. Pilot project test and
evaluation demonstrations under quasi-opera-
tional conditions were recommended. (See also
W77-08062) (Humphreys-IS WS)
W77-08076
RS77-2-646
QUANTITATIVE WATER QUALITY WITH
LA.NDSAT AND SKYLAB.
Kansas Univ.. Lawrence.
H. L. Yarger. and J. R. McCauley.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-53168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 347-370.
September 1975.21 fig, 2 tab, 16 rei.
Descriptors: "Water quality, "Remote sensing,
'Kansas, "Surface waters. Reservoirs, Water tem-
perature. Dissolved solids. Suspended solids,
Secchi disks. Phosphates, Potassium, Nitrates,
.Analysis, Monitoring. SatellitesfArtificial),
Chlorophyll, Measurement.
Identifiers: LANDSAT, Skylab.
l.ANDSAT Multispectral Scanner (MSS)
reflectance levels are useful for quantitative mea-
surement of suspended solids up to at least 900
ppm. MSS band ratios derived from computer-
compatible tape (CCT) can measure suspended
solids with 67% confidence level accuracy of 12
ppm over the range 0-80 ppm, and 35 ppm over the
range 0-900 ppm. Suspended solids contour maps
can be easily constructed from CCT's for water
bodies larger than approximately 100 acres. Ra-
tioning suppresses MSS reflectance level depen-
dence on seasonal sun angle variation and permits
measurement of suspended load the year round in
the middle latitudes. These LANDSAT results are
based on correlation studies between MSS CCT's
and 170 water samples taken from three targe Kan-
sas reservoirs coincident with 16 different LAND-
SAT passes over a period of 13 months. Skyiab
imagery, S190A and S192, from a single pass over
three reservoirs, compared favorably to LAND-
SAT results up to 100 ppm. No samples were ob-
tained with suspended solids greater than 100 ppm
during the Skylab overpass. Typical mid-continent
values for variables such as sun angle, wind speed,
and temperature, do not significantly affect the
correlation between satellite band ratios and
suspended solids. The relatively high inorganic
suspended solids, characteristic of mid-continent
reservoirs, dominate the reflected energy present
in the satellite spectral bands. Dissolved solids
concentrations up to 500 ppm and algal nutrients
up to 20 ppm are not detectable. The
RED/GREEN ratio may have a weak negative cor-
relation with total chlorophyll above about 8
micrograms/l (See also W77-OS408) (Humphreys -
ISWS)
WT7-0843I
FLOODING FREQUENCE OF HYPERSALINE
COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS DETERMINED BY
ORBITAL IMAGERY: GEOLOGIC IMPLICA-
TIONS,
University of Southern California. Los Angeles.
Dept. of Geological Sciences.
S. P. Vender Haar. and D. S. Gorsline.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield. VA 22161 as AD-A024
588, Price codes: A02 in paper copy. A01 in
microfiche. Southern California University Report
USC-GEOL 76-04, April 1976. Reprinted from:
Science. Vol 190. p 147-149. 10 October 1975.5 p.
2 fig, 12 ref. ONR-NOOOI4-76-C-0061.
Descriptors: Flooding. "Sedimentation. "Coasts.
Geology. Geography. Frequency, 'Mexico,
•Monitoring, 'Remote sensing.
Identifiers; 'Coastal environments. Orbital
imagery, "Baja California.
Available satellite imagery in the infrared and
near-infrared wavelengths provides a simple,
rapid, and low-cost method for monitoring the ex-
tent and duration of the flooding of-coastal
ecosystems. Hypersaline environments in Baja
California. Mexico are flooded as a result of com-
plex interactions between the higher of the two
spring tides each month and local winds. Such
flooding necessitates a reappraisal of ideas on
rhythmic lamination in algal mats, stromatolites,
and evaporite sediments preserved in the geologic
record. (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-07751
RS77-2-648
HYDROGEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATEL-
LITE LANDSAT 1 IMAGERY.
Department of the Environment. Ottawa
(Ontario). Water Resources Branch.
J. E. Charron.
Scientific Series No. 62, (English and French),
1976,9 p., 9 fig., 5 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. Hydrology,
"Geography, "Land resources. "Satellites,
Technology, Groundwater recharge. Artesian
welb. Freshwater. Mapping. "Canada.
Identifiers: "ERTS, -LANDSAT 1. Imagery'.
Manitoba, Ottawa, Ontario, Montreal, Quebec,
Winnipeg.
A correlation of LANDSAT I imagery with vari-
ous hydrogeological and surficial geology features
in the Winnipeg area, Manitoba, and the Ottawa
(OntarioVMontreal (Quebec) area of Canada is
presented. The study includes the identification of
;roundwater recharge and discharge areas and ar-
tesian zones; areas of freshwater discharge into
surface-water bodies: and the identification and
mapping of various types of surficia] deposits.
(WATDOC)
W77-07339
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RS77-2-649 RS77-2-651
THE LANDSAT-1 ML'LTISPECTRAL SCANNER
AS A TOOL IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF IN-
LAND LAKES,
National Eutrophication Survey, Corvallis. Oreg.
D. H. P. Boiand, and R. J. Blackweil.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58I68. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 419-442,
September 1975. 13 fig. 3 tab, 11 ref.
Descriptors: 'Classification, 'Lakes, 'Water
quality, 'Remote sensing, 'Minnesota, 'Michigan,
•New York, 'Wisconsin, Surface waters,
Eutrophicau'on, Trophic level. Data processing.
Monitoring. Surveys, Analytical techniques,
Saieuites(Anificial). Phosphorous, Chlorophyll,
Nitrogen. Conductivity.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
This study focused on relationships between
LANDSAT-1 multispectral scanner (MSS) data
and the trophic status of a group of lakes located in
the north-northcastem pan of the United States.
MSS data were used to predict the magnitudes of
two trophic state indicators, to estimate lake posi-
tion on a muitivariate trophic scale, and to auto-
matically classify lakes according to their trophic
state. Initially, principal component ordianuon
was employed to ascertain the trophic state of 100
lakes using the indicators: chlorophyll a, conduc-
tivity, inverse of Secchi transparency, total
phosphorus, total organic nitrogen, and produc-
tivity as measured by a standard algal assay yield
test. The resultant PCI values were indicative of
the lakes' positions on a muitivariate trophic scale.
MSS data for some 20 lakes were extracted from
computer-compatible tapes (CCT's) using a binary
marking technique. Output was in the form of
descriptive statistics and photographic concatena-
tions. MSS color ratios were incorporated into
regression models for the prediction of Secchi disc
transparency, chlorophyll a, and lake position on
the trophic scale. Lake trophic state-.MSS relation-
ships were also examined using three-dimensional
color ratio models. Automatic image processing
techniques were used in conjunction with MSS
data and trophic state index values to classify each
lake pixel-by-pixel. Classification products in-
cluded both gray scale and color-coded photo-
graphic prints. It appears that the LANDSAT-1
MSS has the capability of providing supplemental
data relating to water quality in inland lakes.
Further refinement in the sensor and the data
processing techniques should make multispectral
imagery collected from space platforms a valued
tool in lake survey and monitoring activities. (See
also W77-08408) (Humphreys - ISWS)
W77-08433
RS77-2-650
A FURTHER COMPARISON OF GLACIERVELOCITIES MEASURED BY RADIO-ECHOAND SURVEY METHODS.
British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge (England).
C. S. M. Doake, M. Gorman, and W. S. B.
Patcrson. «4
Journal of Glaciotogy. VoL 17, No. 75, p 35-38,
1976.1 fig. 7 ref.
Descriptors: «Ice, 'Surveys, •Glaciology. 'On-
site tests, 'Arctic. On-site investigations.
Velocity, Glaciers, Measurement, Instrumenta-
tion, Radar, Remote sensing. Drill holes. Evalua-
tion. Sounding.
Identifiers: 'Devon Island Ice Cap(Canada). Ice
cap. Radio-echo survey.
A comparison was made between ice velocities
that were measured by the radio-echo technique
and ice velocities measured by a survey method on
•Jie Devon Island ice cap. Arctic Canada. Results
were 2J8 + or - 0.11 m/a by radar and 2.17 + or -
0.20 m/a by survey. The discrepancy between the
two measurements is within the limits of statistical
significance, and the methods were considered to
give comparable results. (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08228
REMOTE SENSING INPUTS TO WATER DE-
MAND MODELING,
California Univ., Santa Barbara. Geography
Remote Sensing Unit.
J. E. Estes, J. R. Jensen, L. R. Tinney. and M.
Rector.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No NASA TM X-5S168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 25&5-2620,
September 1975. 8 fig, 8 tab, 4 ref.
Descriptors: 'Model studies, 'Hydrologic budget,
'California, 'Remote sensing. Water demand.
Data processing. Mapping, Crops. Land use.
Water balance. Agriculture, Irrigation, Census,
Saline soils. Aerial photography.
Identifiers: 'Kern CountyfCalif), LANDSAT.
Water resource managers require timely, accurate,
and cost-effective data to model hydrologic
dynamics in arid agricultural environments. In an
attempt to determine the ability of remote sensing
techniques to economically generate data required
by water demand models, a water model was
developed for Kern County Water Agency
(KCWA), California. The model is currently being
refined. Based upon an analysis of the KCWA
model, listings of all external quantities thai serve
as inputs to the model were compiled and analyzed
in the following manlier: (1) all data inputs were
precisely defined: |2) related data inputs were
grouped ind categorized: (3) present sources of
input data were identified: and (4) preliminary
determinations were made as to which inputs
could possibly be generated more efficiently utiliz-
ing remote sensing technology. As a result of this
analysis, it was determined that agricultural
cropland inventories utilizing both high altitude
photography and LANDSAT imagery can be con-
ducted cost-effectively. In addition, by using
average irrigation application rates in conjunction
with cropland data, estimates of agricultural water
demand can be generated. Techniques developed
are considered economical, accurate, and timely in
comparison to conventional methods (See also
W77-08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-O8080
RS77-2-652
THE AFGWC SNOW COVER ANALYSIS
MODEL,
Air Force Global Weather Central, Offutt AFB.
Nebr.
S. A. Luces, S. J. Hall, and J. D. Martens.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield. VA 22161 as AD-A017
942, Price codes: A03 in paper copy. AOI in
microfiche. Report AFGWCTM 75-1. June 1975.
22 p, 1 tab, 12 ref. 3 append.
Descriptors: 'Snow cover. 'Mathematical models,
'Computer programs. Analytical techniques. Nu-
merical analysis. Weather data. Remote sensing,
Salellites(Artificial), Snow, Sea ice. Climatology,
Data collections. Climatic data. Computers,
Weather, Model studies. Meteorology.
Identifiers: 'Snow cover analysis.
This report documented the Air Force Global
Weather Central (AFGWC) Automated Snow
Cover Analysis Model. It described the data input,
analysis procedures, problems, possible improve-
ments, and potential uses cf the model. The hemi-
spheric model became operational in March 1975.
It uses hourly surface synoptic data, meteorologi-
cal satellite video brightness data, and climatologi-
es] data to determine the depth and age of snow on
the ground on a hemispheric grid with 25 nautical
miles spacing. The resulting daily analyses provide
a Northern Hemisphere data base which is stored
on high speed computers and is available for many
meteorological and other scientific applications.
(Sims-ISWS)
W77-08223
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RS77-2-653 RS77-2-655
HYDROLOGY.
Geological Survey, Reston. Va. Water Resources
Qiv.
L.A.Heindl. ,. .
Encyclopedia Britannica Book of the Year, Earth
Sciences. (Chicago), p 264-265, 1977.
Descriptors: 'Water resources development.
•Water supply, 'Water pollution control. 'United
States, Reviews. Remote sensing. Satel-
lites(Artificial). Aerial photography. Waste
disposal. Surface waters, Groundwater, Ice. Snow
management.
This review of water-resources problems in the
United States summarizes the increasing demands
for water supplies, hazards of water pollution, and
measures being taken to cope with these problems.
Withdrawal of grouhdwaler doubled in the U.S. in
the past 20 years. By 1976 groundwater provided
between one-quarter and one-third of all water
used for all purpose!, and about half the people in
the U.S. depended on it for their domestic sup-
plies. The emphasis of investigation! during the
year was on the maintenance of groundwater
quality. This is particularly a problem where
wastes are being injected into the subsurface.
Widespread concern for the continuing supply of
clean fresh water resurrected interest in the use of
mineralized and saline waters for nonpotable
domestic, industrial, and agricultural purposes.
The use of combinations of data from Landsat 1
and 2 and other satellites demonstrated the practi-
cality of using remote sensing from satellites and
high-flying aircraft for preliminary hydrological
assessments of the water regimens of large areas.
Reports of working groups of the U.S. National
Committee for the International Hydrological
Decade stressed the need in the United States for
better coordination of research in snow-and-ice
hydrology, increased application of already
proven nuclear techniques in field studies and in-
vestigations, more realistically structured pro-
grams for drainage-basin research, and additional
emphasis on basis hydrology in the university cur-
ricula of future water resources expert!.
(Woodard-USGS)
W77-07494
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN
THE PAMPA OF ARGENTINA,
BundesanstaJt fuer Geowissenschaften und Roh-
stoffe. Hannover (West Germany).
W. Kruck. and W. Kantor.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2183-2197,
September 1975. 6 fig. 3 ref.
Descriptors: 'Hydrogeology. 'Remote sensing.
•Surveys, Evaluation, Terrain analysis. Water
supply. Water resources. Surface waters. Soil
types. Foreign countries. Foreign waters. Foreign
research.
Identifiers: 'Argentinian Pampa, 'Bajos, LAND-
SAT. Skylab.
In large areas of the Argentinian Pampa. the
salinizatiori of groundwater creates water supply
difficulties. Investigations of satellite imagery
(Landsat-1 and Skylab), which were based on an
extensive ground survey, revealed that differences
in the vegetation cover are closely related to depth
and salinity of gmundwater. Narrow elongated
depressions called 'bajos' are often the only indi-
cation of fresh groundwater. They can easily be
detected on the imagery. Due to their high resolu-
tion. Skylab photos allow a quantitative estimation
of fresh groundwater situated below the bajos. In
general, however. Landsat-t imagery sufficed for
evaluation. In the area of the Rio Tercero, a fossil
drainage pattern was discovered, and in Corrientes
province, soil types could be discriminated and
compared to the SOIL MAP OF THE WORLD. It
was concluded that the use of satellite imagery in
the future will reduce the number of observation
points for hydrogeological reconnaissance
mapping by up to 75£fc in areas with. similar
hydrogeological conditions. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-O8064
RS77-2-656
RS77-2-654
REMOTE SENSING OF TURBIDITY PLUMES
IN LAKE ONTARIO.
Geological Survey, Reston, Va. Water Resources
Div.
E. J. Pluhowski.
Meeting Preprint 2602 presented at the American
Society of Civil Engineers National Convention,
held in Denver, Colorado, November 3-7, 1975. 28
p. 13 fig, 6 ref.
Descriptors: Turbidity currents, 'Lake Ontario,
•Remote sensing, 'Satellites(Artiiicial).
'Photography. Littoral drift. Sediments, Thermal
stratification.
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT images. Turbidity
plumes. Thermal bar.
Space imagery and high-altitude photography pro-
vide an effective method of monitoring the dynam-
ics of turbidity plumes in Lake Ontario. The
Niagara River plume, as much as 200 square miles
(518 sq km) in area, is by far the largest turbidity
feature in the lake. Plume analyses corroborate the
presence of a prevailing eastward flowing long-
shore current along the entire south shore of the
lake. This current is most persistent at the Oswego
River outlet but is quite variable in the Rochester
embayment, where rapid shifts in water movement
were detected occasionally in LANDSAT images.
The position of the spring thermal bar, a zone of
maximum density water corresponding to the 4
deg C isotherm, was located near the Niagara
River outlet in images obtained during April 1973.
(Woodard-USGS)
W77-08752
TEST OF LANDSAT-8ASED URBAN
HVDROLOGIC MODELING.
'Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Dept. of Civil En- ;
gineering.
T. J. Jackson. R. M. Ragan, and W. N. Fitch.
Journal of the Water Resource! Planning and
Management Division. Proceeding! of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 103. No.
WRI, Proceedings paper No. 12950. May 1977, p
141-158.8 fig. 6 lab. 18 ref.
Descriptors: 'Watersheds(Basins), 'Areial
photography, 'Computer models. 'Remote
sensing. Hydraulics. Hydrology. Water resources.
Systems analysis. Planning.
Identifiers: Urban planning. Urban development.
Cow-effectiveness.
Many of the models designed to support the
hydrologic studies associated with urban water
remources planning require input parameters that
are defined in terms of land cover. Estimating the
land cover is a difficult and expensive task and any
innovation that can reduce these problems should
be of significant value to the water resources
planning community. The purpose of the reported
investigation was to compare conventional and
Landsat-based methods for determining the land
cover inputs of hydrologic planning and design
models. Comparisons were based on a case study
of the Fourmile Run Watershed in Virginia.
Results of the study indicated that for planning
model studies, the Landsat-based approach is
highly cost-effective. However, in the design
model investigations, the errors encountered when
the Landsat data are used were unacceptable. (See
also W77-07527) (Bell-Cornell)
W77-07528
28
RS77-2-657 RS77-2-659
FACTORS AFFECTING SNOW ASSESSMENT
FROM LANDSAT DATA.
National Environmental Satellite Service.
Washington, D.C.
D. F. McGinnis. Jr.. M. C. McMillan, and D. R.
Wiesnet.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2661-2668.
September 1975.3 fig, 31 ref.
Descriptors: 'Snow, 'Monitoring, 'Remote
sensing. Snow surveys. Snow cover. Satel-
lites(ArtiiJcial), Mapping, Optical properties.
Reflectance, Physical properties. Evaluation.
Forests, Radiation, Measurement.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
LANDSAT imagery has been used to map snow
extent with great accuracy. Present orbit and sen-
sor characteristics, however, restrict LANDSAT
as a snow monitoring satellite. A better un-
derstanding of the complexities affecting the
radiation reflected by a snowpack will enhance the
usefulness of remote sensing of snow from aircraft
and satellites. Problems of aspects and slopes may
hinder thematic mapping of snow but can be
resolved with available solar tables. Detection of
snow in forested areas via satellite is a problem
still under study. LANDSAT-1 and -2 have
revealed the potential for multispectral studies of
snow. With minor modifications of sensor and
orbit, future spacecraft could become
'SNOWSTATV Raising the detector saturation
threshold and extending the upper spectral limit of
the MSS will not only improve mapping of snow
extent, but also will provide the likelihood of
monitoring some aspects of the physical condition
of the snowpack. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-OS083
RS77-2-658
THE USE OF LANDSAT-1 IMAGERY FOR
WATER QUALITY STUDIES IN SOUTHERN
SCANDINAVIA,
Lund Univ., (Sweden). Dent, of Physical Geog-
raphy.
U. HeUden.
In: Proceeding* of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 451-468,
September 1975.12 fig. 15 ref.
Descriptors: 'Lakes, 'Water quality, 'Remote
sensing, 'Foreign countries. Surface waters.
Water pollution, SateUites(Artificial). Data
processing. Analytical techniques. Instrumenta-
tion.
Identifiers: 'Sweden, LANDSAT, Densitometer.
ID order to find out the possibilities of using
LANDSAT-1 images for environmental studies,
with special references to water quality studies,
test areas in southern Scandinavia were selected.
The MSS images of different bands were com-
pared under the magnification of an In-
terpretoscope, and densitometric analysts were
performed in a Schnellphotoraeter. The possibility
of tracing pollution plumes was studied in the
Oresund outs de Copenhagen. The effect of dif-
ferent sewers and the circulation of the polluted
water was analyzed in various situations. The
variation in reflectivity of a great number of lakes
to South and Middle Sweden was studied by
means of densitometric analyses, and significant
regional differences were found. The correlation
with with in situ measurements of water quality of
the sampled lakes was fairly good. (See also W77-
08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08435
FLOOD HAZARD STUDIES IN CENTRAL
TEXAS USING ORBITAL AND SUBORBITAL
REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY,
Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Geological
Sciences.
V. R. Baker. R. K. Holz. and P. C. Patton.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2253-2294,
September 1975. 27 fig, 2 tab. 30 ref. 1 append.
NAS9-I33JZ
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Mapping.
•Geomorphology, Texas. 'Floods.
Watersheds(Basins). Flood plains, Hydrographs.
SateUites(Artificial). Small watersheds, Channel
morphology. Distribution patterns. Channels,
Drainage density. Topography.
Identifiers: Skylab, 'Colorado Riverflex).
One approach to flood hazard evaluation in the
central Texas area is a parametric model which re-
lates flood hydrograph characteristics to quantita-
tive geomorphic properties of the drainage basns.
The study evaluted the network resolution capa-
bilities of the following data formats: (1) large-
scale (1:24.000) topographic maps, employing
Strahler's method of v°s,' (2) standard low altitude
black and white aerial photography (1:13,000 and
1:20.000 scales). (3) NASA-generated aerial in-
frared photography at scales ranging from 1 .-48.000
to 1:123,000. and (4) Skylab Earth Resources Exr
periment Package S-190A and S-I90B sensors
(1:750,000 and 1:500,000 respectively). Resolution,
measured as the number of first order streams or
as the total channel length identified in small
drainage areas, is strongly dependent on basin re-
lief. High-density basins on the Edwards Plateau
were poorly depicted on orbital imagery. How-
ever, the orbital network definition of low relief
basins on the inner Texas Coastal Plain is nearly as
accurate as results from large-scale topographic
maps. The Skylab earth terrain camera (S-190B)
and NASA-generated aerial infrared type 2443
imagery at 1:48,000 scale were found to be useful
for botanic soils, and geomorphic flood hazard
zonation. Studies of the Colorado river valley near
austin, texas, easily distinguished infrequent (100
to 500 year recurrence interval), intermediate (10-
30 year), and frequent (1 to 4 year) hazard zones.
(See also W77-08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08069
RS77-2-660
REMOTE SENSING OP TURBIDITY PLUMES
IN LAKE ONTARIO,
Geological Survey, Reston, Va.
E. J. Phuowskt.
Transportation Engineering Journal of ASCE,
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers, Vol. 102, No. TE3, Proceedings paper No.
12306, p 475-488, August 1976.13 fig. 6 ref.
Descriptors: 'Lake Ontario, 'Remote sensing.
•Currents, 'Beach erosion. Lakes, Riven. Tur-
bidity, Hydrology. Monitoring. Outlets.
Identifiers: 'Turbidity plumes.
Space imagery and high-altitude photography pro-
vide an effective method of monitoring the dynam-
ics of turbidity plumes in Lake Ontario. The
Niagara River Plume, as much as 200 sq miles (520
km) in area, is by far the largest turbidity feature in
the lake. Plume analyses corroborate the presence
of • prevailing eastward flowing longshore current
along the entire south shore of the lake. This cur-
rent is most persistent at the Oswego River outlet
but it is quite variable in the Rochester embay-
ment, where rapid shifts in water movement were
occasionally detected. The position of the spring
thermal bar, a zone of maximum density water
corresponding in the 4 C isotherm, was located
near the Niagara River outlet in images obtained
during April, 1973. (Bell-Cornell)
W77-07549
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RS77-2-661 RS77-2-663
APPLICATION OF EREP, LANDSAT AND AIR-
CRAFT IMAGE DATA TO ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS RELATED TO COAL MINING,
Earth Satellite Corp. Washington. O. C.
R. V. Amato, O. R. Russell, K. R. Martin, and C.
E. Wier.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-5S168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 309-327.
September 1975.8 fig, 2 tab, 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Coal mines. 'Kentucky, 'Indiana.
•Remote sensing, 'Environment, Land use. Strip
mines. Mapping. Monitoring. Spoil banks. Mining,
Water pollution sources. Surveys. Coal mine
wastes. Land management. Land reclamation.
Satellites(Aitificial), Aerial photography, Evalua-
tion, Topography.
Identifiers: LANDSAT, Skylab.
The synoptic and repetitive views of aerial remote
sensing records offer valuable environmental and
dynamic change data in areas of both surface and
underground coal mining. Depending upon the ac-
curacy of requirements, these data are available
through both low and high level aircraft surveys as
well as LANDSAT and EREP (SKYLAB)
imagery. Remote sensors can provide timely and
accurate information on surface mining status and
reclamation progress, coal mine ref-jse piles and
slurry ponds, acid water and silation problems,
and various aspects of environmental impact.
Remote sensing techniques were used to study
coal mining sites within the Eastern Interior Coal
Basin (Indiana, Illinois, and western Kentucky),
the Appalachian Coal Basin (Ohio. West Virginia.
and Pennsylvania), and the anthracite coal basins
of northeastern Pennsylvania. Airborne sensors
included multispectral scanners, muitiband
cameras, and standard mapping cameras loaded
with panchromatic, color, and color infrared films.
The research that was conducted in these areas is a
useful prerequisite to the development of an
operational monitoring system that can be em-
ployed periodically to supply state and federal
regulatory agencies with supportive data. Further
research, however, must be undertaken to syste-
matically examine those mining processes and fea-
tures that can be monitored cost effectively using
remote sensors and for determining what combina-
tion of sensors and ground sampling processes
provide the optimum combination for an opera-
tional system. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-
ISWS)
W77-08429
RS77-2-662
RIDGES ON ANTARCTIC ICE RISES,
British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge (England).
P. J. Martin.
Journal of Glaciology. VoL 17, No. 75, p 141-144,
1976.4 fig. 7 ref.
Descriptors: "Ice, 'Antarctic, Topography,
'Model studies. Glaciology. How, Deformation.
•Remote sensing. On-site investigations.
Identifiers: *Larsen ice shelf. 'Spaatz Island, Ice
rise, Saad model.
Satellite pictures have revealed the presence of
ridges on the summits of ice rises in Antarctica.
Because ice does not exhibit a critical stress, it
was concluded that the ridges must be produced
by a snow accumulation process rather than by ice
deformation. A sand-model analog was used to
simulate this behavior. The existence of a ridge on
an ice rise will produce an increase in the shear
stress below it. which in turn will tend to flatten
the surface profile. Thus, unlike the sand model,
the normal flow behavior of the ice will tend to
spread the surface ridge, so producing the very
shallow slopes observed. (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-091CO
VALUE OF LANDSAT IN URBAN WATER
•RESOURCES PLANNING,
Kentucky Univ., Lexington. DepL of Civil En-
gineering.
T. J. Jackson, and R. M. Ragan.
Journal of the Water Resource! Planning and
Management Division, Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 103, No.
WRI, Proceedings paper No. 12906. p 33-46. May
1977. 5 fig. 3 tab, 20 ref.
Descriptors: 'Water resources, 'Planning,
'Decision making, 'Walersbedi(Basuu),
'Economic efficiency, 'Remote sensing. Hydrau-
lics, Hydrology, Hydrologic data. Economics,
Value, Simulation analysis. Optimization, Flood
frequency. Flood control. Flood damage. Equa-
tions, Mathematical models. Systems analysis.
Probability, Risks, Virginia.
Identifiers: 'Urban areas. 'Economic analyst!.
•Bayesian decision theory. Information theory.
Opportunity loss matrix. Cost-effectiveneu.
Benefit maximization, 'Fourmile Ron
watershed(Va), 'Landsatdata.
Bayesian decision theory was used to study the
economic value of Landsat data in urban water
resources planning. The investigation focused
upon a case study of the Fourmile Run watershed
in the Virginia suburbs of Washington. D. C. Land
cover data were required to aid in the selection of
an optimal level of onsite detention storage to
mitigate flood damages. The problem was to deter-
mine the level of flood control thai maximized the
difference between annual benefit and annual
cost, the difference being the annual net benefit
which was used in calculating the opportunity
losses. An estimate of the percentage of impervi-
ous area was needed to determine tbeparameten
of the hydrologic simulation model utilized in
generating the flood frequency information.
Preposterior Bayesian analysis indicated that com-
puter-aided analysis of Landsat data was a highly
cost-effective method for determining the percent-
age of impervious area.(See also W77-07528).
(Bell-Cornell)
W77-07527
RS77-2-664
UTILIZATION OF LANDSAT DATA FOR
WATER QUALITY SURVEYS IN THE CHOP-
TANK RIVER.
General Electric Co., Beltsville. Md.
J. M. Johnson. P. Cressy, and W. C. Dallam.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58I6S. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 2325-2350,
September 1975.15 fig, 3 tab. 4 ref.
Descriptors: 'Water quality, 'Monitoring,
'Maryland. 'Rivers. 'Remote sensing. Surveys,
SaieUites(Artificial), Water analysis. Analytical
techniques. Data processing, Chlorophyll. Sedi-
ment load. Reflectance.
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT, 'Choptank RivertMd). •
Spectral analysis.
Computer processing of LANDS AT-1 muitispec-
tral digital data demonstrated the applicability of
remolciy sensed data to water quality survey in the
Choptank River, Maryland. Water classes derived
by automated analysis correlate to river nuisance
levels of chlorophyll a and sediment loading as
defined by the Maryland Department of Water
Resources and the Corps of Engineers. Results in-
dicated that an increase in chlorophyll
 a concen-
tration corresponds, relative to MSS 5. to
decreases in 4 and increases in 6 relative to the
trends with increasing sediment load. It appears
that for the purpose of water quality analysis,
under favorable atmospheric conditions, only
MSS 4. 5. and 6 are necessary. (See also W77-
08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08072
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RS77-2-665 RS77-2-667
IMPROVING ESTIMATES OF STREAMFLOW
CHARACTERISTICS USING LANDSAT-1
(ERTS-1) IMAGERY,
Geological Survey, Nashville, Tenn. Water
Resources Div.
E. f- HoHyday.
Journal of Research of the U S Geological Survey.
Vol 4, No 5. p 517-531, September-October 1976. 3
fig, 6 tab. 11 ref.
Descriptors: Streamflow forecasting. 'Remote
sensing. *Satellite(Artificial). 'Aerial photog-
raphy. 'Photogrammetry, Equations, Methodolo-
gy, Evaluation, Regression analysis. Statistical
models. Watersheds(Basins). Delaware. Mary-
land, Virginia.
Identifiers: 'Delmarva Peninsula, Landsat-1.
Imagery from the first Earth Resources Technolo-
gy £ateUite (renamed Landsat-l) was used to dis-
criminate physical features of drainage basins in
an effort to improve equations used to estimate
streamflow characteristics at gaged and ungaged
sites- Records of 20 gaged basins in the Delmarva
Peninsula of Maryland. Delaware, and Virginia
were analyzed for 40 statistical streamflow charac-
teristics. Equations relating these characteristics
to basin characteristics were obtained by a
technique of multiple linear regression. A control
group of equations contains basin characteristics
derived from maps. An experimental group of
equations contains basin characteristics derived
from both maps and imagery. Comparison of equa-
tions in the control group with corresponding
equations in the experimental group reveals that
for 12 out of 40 equations the standard error of
estimate was reduced by more than 10 percent. It
is concluded thai data from Landsat imagery can
substantially improve the accuracy of estimates of
some streamflow characteristics at sites in the
Delmarva Peninsula. (Woodard-USGS)
W77-06972
RS77-2-666
LAND USE CLASSIFICATION FOR
HYDROLOGIC MODELS USING INTERAC-
TIVE MACHINE CLASSIFICATION OK LAND-
SAT DATA.
Maryland Univ., College Park. Dept. of Civil En-
gineering.
T. J. Jackson, R. M. Ragan. and R. H. McCuen.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-O. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2365-2378,
September 1975.5 fig, 4 tab, 4 ref, 1 append.
Descriptors: 'Land use, 'Remote sensing.
•Hydrologic aspects. 'Maryland,
Watersheds(Basins). Aerial photography. Sur-
veys. Land classification. Analytical techniques.
Forests, Wetlands. Agriculture. Land. Pastures.
Identifiers: "Anacostia River, LANDSAT, Mul-
tupectral analysis.
Models designed to simulate the hydrology of
urban areas require input parameters describing
the land use and degree of imperviousness of the
watershed. Unfortunately, the magnitude and spa-
tial distribution of these parameters are rather dif-
ficult to estimate when a large watershed is in-
volved. Trade-offs between accuracy of the model
parameters and the time or money available for
their determination must be made. Because of the
necessity of such trade-offs, a study was
developed to investigate the use of computer aided
analysis of LANDSAT multispectral data in esti-
mating percent of imperviousness and associated
land uses needed in urban hydrologic modeling.
An interactive computer was used to delineate
seven land use classifications in the 342 sq km
Maryland portion of the Anacostia River Basin
from LANDSAT data. These results compared
favorably with those of an earlier study which ob-
tained, the same information through analysis of
aerial photographs which had a scale of 1:4800.
Approximately 94 man days were required to
complete the land use analysis using the aerial
photographs, while less than three man days were
required to accomplish similar tasks using the
LANDSAT data. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08074
THE USE OF REMOTE SENSING TO DETECT
HOW WIND INFLUENCES PLANKTONIC
BLUE-GREEN ALGAL DISTRIBUTION.
A. }• Home, and R. C. Wrigtey.
Verhandluagen Internationale Vereinigung Lim-
nologie. Vol. 19, Part II. p. 784-971, 1975. 4 fig.. 13
ref.
Descriptors: 'Cyanophyta, 'Remote sensing,
•Photometry. 'Winds, Algae, Spatial distribution.
Anabaena. Aerial photography, California, Pollu-
tant identification.
Identifiers: 'Clear Lake(Calif). 'Muluspectral
scanning, Aphanizomenon.
Biological and physical aspects of cyanophyta
movements in relaton to prevailing winds over a
summer in Clear Lake, California were measured
in aerial pictures taken with a multispectral camera
with four 100 m F. L. lenses and Kodak Type 2424
film- Images were recorded simultaneously in the
near-infrared (730-900mm). red (590-690 nml.
green (470-590 nm) and blue (400-470 am) bands.
Winds were measured using a recording anemome-
ter standing some 50 m above the lake surface on a
• peninsula adjacent to all three arms of the lake.
Water samples for phytoplankion and turbidity
measurement were collected by simple dip in the
upper few centimeters of lake water. Chlorophyll-
a was measured using 90% methanol extraction.
Results of the study showed that the role of the
wind dominates in the production of blue-green
algal concentration patterns and together with high
light intensities, provides a possible explanation
for the seatonally bimodal blooms of
Aphanizomenon and Anabaena. Very light noctur-
nal winds permit surface films which are killed by
high sunlight in summer. In the lower light of au-
tumn these films can be windblownk to areas of
higher photic zone nutrient concentrations.
(Harris-Wisconsin)
WT7-06697
RS77-2-668
THE APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING
TECHNOLOGY TO THE INVENTORY OF
PLAYA LAKES IN THE HIGH PLAINS OF
TEXAS.
Texas Water Development Board. Austin.
A. W. Wyatt. M. L. Ellis, and A. E. Bell.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2523-2530.
September 1975. 16 ref.
Descriptor!: 'Remote sensing, 'Playas, Texas,
'Projects, Data collections. Water manage-
mem(Applied), 'Lakes, Surface waters. Water
resources. Programs. Project planning. Water
resources development. Surface water availabili-
ty. Groundwater, Groundwater recharge. Satel-
lites! Artificial).
Identifiers: 'High PlainsfTx). LANDSAT.
The Texas Water Development Board is planning
a project to determine the feasibility of using
LANDSAT digital data to inventory the playa
lakes of the High Plains region of Texas. The pro-
ject will use the Detection and Mapping package
developed at NASA-Johnson Space Center. The
economy of the High Plains region is dependent on
groundwaler for irrigation, and the Ogallala
aquifer is being depleted faster than it is being
recharged. The playa takes represent a potential
source of artificial recharge for the aquifer, and an
inventory is the first step in that direction. (See
also W77-08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-OS077
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RS77-2-669 RS77-2-671
REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT BY THE
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES.
California State Dept. of Water Resources. Sacra-
mento.
B. Brown.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1973. Houston. Texas, p 2531-2360.
September 1975.4 tab.
Descriptors: 'Water resources, 'Remote sensing,
•California, 'Data collections. Water resources
development. Water. Planning. Mapping,
Hydrologic data, SaleUites(Anificial), Aerial
photography. Surveys, Costs. Land use. Cost
comparisons.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
For nearly 30 years, the California Department of
Water Resources has been using remote sensing
techniques in all phases of planning, constructing,
and operating various features of the California
Water Plan. Most of this experience has been with
low altitude aerial photography. Recently, the De-
partment has initiated a program to evaluate possi-
ble applications of imagery from high altitude air-
craft and satellite sensors. Results from seven ap-
plications studies, which compared the costs of
using high altitude imagery for various purposes to
the costs of using conventional data sources,
revealed the high altitude imagery to be more cost
effective in six cases and equal to conventional
data sources in one case. The results also revealed
that the imagery provides a level of quality not
generally achievable with unconnected, conven-
tional imagery. Although satellite application stu-
dies are not yet complete, preliminary results in-
dicate that some definite possibilities exist for em-
ploying satellite imagery on an operational basis
within the next few years. (See also W77-OS062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08078
A REAL EXTENT OF SNOW ESTIMATION IN
THE NORTHERN SIERRA NEVADA MOUN-
TAINS USING LANDSAT-1 IMAGERY.
California Univ.. Berkeley. Remote Sensing
Research Program.
E. F. Kau'bah.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resource*
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2621-2641.
September 1975. 4 fig. 9 tab. II ref. 1 append.
NASA NGL 05-003-404.
Descriptors: 'Snow cover. 'Remote sensing,
"Nevada, 'Snow surveys. Snow.
Walersheds(Basins), Estimating, Satel-
Utes(Artificial). Analysis. Analytical techniques.
Data processing. Areal. Distribution, Aerial
photography. Census. Moisture content.
Identifiers: 'Sierra Mountains(Nev). LANDSAT.
Quantification of the surface area of snow cover-
ing watersheds is believed to be a useful parameter
in estimating snow water content for inclusion in
water runoff prediction equations. The paper
documented an operational manual interpretation
technique which allows fast and accurate esti-
mates to be made of the areal extent of snow
parameter using LANDSAT-1 imagery. The analy-
sis procedures, the statistical results, and the as-
sociated costs of this research were presented.
One of the possible avenues for lowering the ex-
pense of estimating snow areal extent is to develop
a library of snow cover conditions, in which the
appearance of the snow pack is compared between
low altitude photography and satellite LANDSAT
imagery, along with other relevant data on an
image sample unit basis. Scattered cloud cover
over snowpack may present some difficulty to
present computer analysis: however, the human
has little difficulty distinguishing between the two
as they appear on LANDSAT-1 imagery. The in-
ventory methods describes for areal extent of
show estimation show great promise for providing
fast, economical, and accurate inventories of
snowpack extent- (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08081
RS77-2-670
RADIO-ECHO SOUNDING OF TEMPERATE
GLACIERS: ICE PROPERTIES AND SOUNDER
DESIGN CRITERIA,
Geological Survey. Denver. Colo.
R. D. Watts, and A. W. England.
Journal of Glaciology, Vol. 17. no. 75.'p 39-48,
1976. 5 fig. 5 ret.
Descriptors: 'Glaciers, 'Sounding,
•Electromagnetic waves, Glaciology. Design
criteria. Instrumentation, Theoretical analysis.
Mathematical studies. Remote sensing, Radio
waves.
Identifiers: 'Radio-echo sounding. Temperate
glaciers. Scattering theory. Back-scattering.
This is the first paper in a two-part series which
describes the design, operation, and testing of a
successful 5 MKz radio-echo sounder for tem-
perate glaciers. The first part dealt with the elec-
tromagnetic characteristics of temperate glaciers
at radio frequencies. Earlier workers' problems in
sounding through temperate ice were explained in
terms of electromagnetic scattering by water-filled
voids. "I he frequency dependence of the scattering
indicates that returns from scatterers diminish
rapidly at frequencies below about 10 MHz. A
system with the following characteristics was
recommended: a transmitted pulse with a center
frequency of about 5 MHz. duration of about 1
cycle, and a receiver which is untuned and which
measures field intensity rather than power. Spec-
tral methods for studying the size distribution of
scatterers were presented. (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08229
RS77-2-672
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NASA EARTH
RESOURCES SURVEY SYMPOSIUM. JUNE
1975, TECHNICAL SESSION PRESENTATIONS,
WATER RESOURCES. VOLUME I-D.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Houston, Tex. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas. September 1975
(3 Vol.). 535 p. Smistad. O.. Coordinator.
Descriptors: "Conferences, 'Remote sensing,
•Water resources. 'Surveys. Sateih'tes(Artificial),
Water quality. Land use. Groundwater resources.
Surface waters. Runoff, Snow surveys. Water
management(Applied), Reservoirs. Rivers. Mix-
ing. Floods, Soil moisture.
Identifiers: LANDSAT. Skylab.
The symposium reported herein combined the
utilization and results of data from NASA pro-
grams involving LANDSAT. the Skylab Earth
resources experiment package, and aircraft as well
as information from other data acquisition pro-
grams. The primary emphasis was on the practical
applications of Earth resources survey technology
of interest to a large number of potential users.
Also featured were scientific and technological ex-
ploration and research investigations with poten-
tial applications. Technical sessions presentations
were structured to provide governmental and
private organizations with a comprehensive pic-
ture of various applications in the management
and implementation of remote-sensing data use in
their own programs. Volume I-D contained techni-
cal papers related to water resources and water
resources management. (See W77-08063 thru W77-
080S4) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08OS2
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RS77-2-673 RS77-2-675
OPERATIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT AP-
PLICATIONS OF SNOWCOVERED AREA OB-
SERVATIONS,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Creenbelt. Md. Goddard Space Flight Center.
R. Range, V. V. Salomonson, and J. L. Foster.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources. Volume l-D. Re-
port No NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1973. Houston. Texas, p 2669-2685,
September 197S. 6 fig, 5 tab. 7 ref. NOAA/NESS
NA-776-74.
Descriptors: 'Water management(Applied).
•Snow, "Remote sensing. -Wyoming,
•Hydrologic aspects. Management, Organiza-
tions, Snow cover. Snowmelt. Runoff.
Watersheds(Basins). Satellites! Artificial). Analyti-
cal techniques. Data processing, Streamflow
forecasting. Seasonal.
Identifiers: •Wind River Mountain*Wyo).'
LANDSAT.
TLmcJy and accurate prediction of sTOwmelt ru-
noff has great value in the Western United States
for organizations or individuals involved in power
generation, irrigation, flood control, management
of domestic and industrial water supplies, and
recreation. An effort has been made to evaluate
the utility of satellite snowcover observations for
seasonal streamflow prediction. On a representa-
tive, large watershed (100.000 to 1,000.000 sq km)
it was found, based on six years of data, that
meteorological satellite observations of snow-
cover early in the snowmelt season exhibit a rela-
tionship to seasonal runoff, having a statistically
significant coefficient of' determination of 0.92.
Analyses of LANDSAT-l snowcover observa-
tions over the Wind River Mountains of Wyoming
revealed that for areas with infrequent cloud
cover, the extent of snowcover and its change with
time can be monitored on watersheds as small as
10 sq km in area! extent. The change in the snow-
cover with time as observed from LANDSAT-l is
found to reflect major differences in seasonal ru-
noff from high altitude (mean altitude greater than
3 km) and low altitude (less than 3 km) watersheds.
There are quantitative indications that LANDSAT
observations over small watersheds could be used
:n a manner similar to that employed for
meteorological satellite observations to related the
percent of a basin snowcovered on a given date to
seasonal runoff. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-IS WS)
W77-080S4
RS77-2-674
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OK WATER
QUALITY.
McMaster Univ., Hamilton (Ontario). Dept- of
Biology.
G. P. Harris. R. P. Bukata. and J. E. Bruton.
Transportation Engineering Journal of ASCE,
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers. VoL 102, No. TE3. Proceedings paper No.
12300. p 537-354. August 1976.16 fig. 28 ref.
Descriptors: 'Water quality. Hydrography.
•Biomass. 'Suspended solids. Limnology.
•Remote sensing. 'Lake Ontario, Turbidity,
•Chlorophyll. Sampling. Equations. 'Pollutant
identification. Data collections.
Identifiers: 'Pattern recognition. Radiance data,
•Landsat-1 data.
LANDSAT-l observations of water quality in-
dicate that hydrography, suspended solids, and
chlorophyll a can be measured with MSS bunds 4,
5. and 6. respectively. As a summary of both
published and unpublished work performed at
CCIW and McMaster University in the pattern
recognition studies 'of the LANDSAT-l digital
data collected over the Laurentian Great Lakes,
results are reviewed of the physical interpretations
ascribed to data of the pattern observed in various
combinations of the radiance bands while absent
in others. Band-by-band limnological interpreta-
tions of the patterns observed in the digital print-
outs of the LANDSAT-l apparent radiance data
are given. (Bell-Cornell)
W77-07554
THE APPLICATION OF ERTS-I DIGITAL
DATA TO WATER TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
IN THE POINT PELEE-RONDEAU AREA,
R. P. Bukata. W. S. Haras, and J. E. Bruton.
Verhandlungen Internationale Vereinigung Lim-
nologie. VoL 19, Part I, p. 168-178, 1975. 8 fig.. 14
ref.
Descriptors: 'Telemetry, 'Remote sensing,
•Satellites(Artificial). 'Land forming, 'Sediment
transport, 'Currents(Water). Sedimemology,
Fluid mechanics, 'Canada, Digital computers.
•Lake Erie. Lakes.
Identifiers: ERTS-1. Point Pelee-Rondeau
anaCCanada).
Digital data was telemetered from ERTS-I satellite
to develop a conceptual 'mirror-image* model
defining the temporal evolution of the Point Pelee-
Rondeau landforms on the Canadian shoreline of
Lake Erie. Data are given in a 4-band energy
response covering the visible and reflected infra-
red portions of the electromagnetic spectrum from
0.50 micron to l.l microns. The Band 5 Muluspec-
tral Scanner Subsystem data is directly correlated
to surface turbidity and the Band 6 MSS data
represent surface biomass concentration. Band 5
digital computer printout data illustrate bifurcating
sediment transport, the fluid mechanics flow
around Point Pelee and the delineation of the
Archimedes spiral/vortex flow pattern. Represen-
tations of color-infrared vertical aerial photo-
graphs illustrate convergence of relict beach
ridges. An illustration of the model shows a
•Quick-Look' ERTS-1 image, which depicts the
appearance of geophysical formations east of
Point Pelee and West of Rondeau, and the high
degree of spring runoff from the Lake Huron-
Lake St. Clair-Lake Erie sediment transport
system with the northern half of Lake St. Clair
being relatively sediment-free, and the sediment
deposition extending considerably further into
Lake Erie. (Auen-Wisconsin)
WT7-07981
RS77-2-676
RIVER BASIN SNOW MAPPING AT THE NA-
TIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SER-
VICE,
National Environmental Satellite Service,
Washington. D.C.
S. R. Schneider. D. R. Wieanet, and M. C.
McMillan.
NOAA Technical Memorandum NESS S3.
November 1976.19 p. 8 fig. I tab, 17 ref.
Descriptors: 'River basins, 'Snow surveys.
•Mapping. Satellites(Artificial), Snowfall. Snow
cover. Meteorology, Meteorological data. Flood
forecasting. Data collections.
Identifiers: 'National Environmental Satellite Ser-
viceiNESS), Photo-interpretative techniques.
Radiometer!. Snow measurement.
The development of the operational river basin
saow mapping program at the National Environ-
mental Satellite Service was described. Satellite-
derived a real snow cover measurements were pro-
vided for over 20 river basins to federal and state
agencies around the United States. The snow maps
were made, and results were disseminated within
24 hours of a satellite pass over a study basin. The
satellite sensors used in snow mapping, the
methodology, possible sources of error, and quali-
ty control techniques also were described. The key
element in the application of snow mapping to
hydrological forecasting was the decision to map
snow distribution basin by basin. This decision
made the data applicable to modeling and to the
buildup of data sets of climatic significance. Relia-
ble snow cover data had never before been availa-
ble to the climatologists and hydrologists. The
statistical analysis of such data sets should be a
powerful new tool that can be applied to river
forecasting in local basins as well as to continental
climatic studies. (Robens-lSWS)
W77-06915
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RS77-2-677 RS77-2-679
APPLICATION OF LANDSAT TO THE SUR-
VEILLANCE AND CONTROL OF EUTROPH1-
CATION IN SAGINAW BAY,
Deiiviix Aerospace Systems Div. Ann Arbor, Mich.
R. H. Rogers.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield. VA 22161 as N76-I2434.
Price codes: A02 in paper copy, AOI in microfiche.
Report BSR 4201. October 1975. 11 p, 4 fig, 4 lab,
7 ref. NASA NAS5-20942.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Water quality,
•Lake Huron. Satelliles(Artificial), 'Mapping,
Eutrophication. Nutrients, Chlorophyll.
Phosphorus. Water temperature. Correlation anal-
ysis. Regression analysis. Data processing.
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT, 'Saginaw Bay(Mich).
Computer techniques developed for mapping
water quality parameters from LANDSAT data
were demonstrated, using ground truth collected
in an ongoing survey of water quality in Saginaw
Bay (Lake Huron), Michigan sponsored by the US
Environmental Protection Agency. Chemical and
biological parameters were collected at 27 bay sta-
tions in concert with LANDSAT overflights. Ap-
plication un stepwise linear regression to 12 of
these parameters and corresponding LANDSAT
measurements resulted in relationships lhat can be
applied to map any one of the 12 water quality
parameters over the entire bay. The regression
correlation coefficients varied from 0.99 for total
phosphorus to 0.72 for chlorophyll a corrected.
Five of the water quality parameters are best cor-
related with LANDSAT Band 6 alone. One
parameter, temperature, relates to Band 5 alone,
and only two bands are justified for mapping the
remaining six parameters. (Sims-ISWS)
W77-0666J
CLASSIFYING AND MONITORING WATER
.QUALITY BY USE OF SATELLITE IMAGERY.
Wisconsin Univ., Madison. DepL of Civil and En-
vironmental Engineering.
J. P. Scherz. D. R. Crane, and R. H. Rogers.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N76-23663.
Price codes: A03 in paper copy. AOI in microfiche.
Bendix Aerospace Systems Div. Report BSR 4197.
September 1975. 26 p. 12 fig, 5 ref. NGL 50-002-
127, NAS 5 20942.
Descriptors: 'Trophic level. Reflectance,
•Remote sensing, 'Lake. 'Satellites, 'Water
quality. Spectroscopy, 'Monitoring, Wisconsin,
Methodology, Turbidity, Color, Algae, Plant pig-
ments. Analytical techniques. Pollutant identifica-
tion.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
The technique developed by Bendix Aerospace
Systems Division for application to LANDSAT
signals to define lake water quality is described.
By use of distilled water samples in the laboratory
and very clear lakes in the field, atmospheric and
surface noise effects can be removed, allowing the
residual signal to indicate only the material in the
water. When this material is living algae or weeds,
its. concentration is related to the trophic level of
the lake. The Bendix Mulnspectrai Data Analysis
Sysiem provided a color categorized image of
several hundred Wisconsin lakes. These lakes
were categorized for tannin or non-tannin waters,
and for the degrees of algae, silt, weeds, and bot-
tom effects. The optimum time to categorize lakes
was found to be late August, when the algae and
weed biomass is at a maximum. (Auen-Wisconsin).
WT7-09634
RS77-2-678 RS77-2-680
SNOW AND ICE HYDROLOGY IN THE
UNITED STATES-CURRENT STATUS AND FU-
TURE DIRECTIONS.
National Committee for the International
Hydrological Decade. Washington, D.C.
Work Groups on Snow and Ice Hydrology, Final
Report 1976. 73 p, 86 ref. 2 append.
Descriptors: 'International hydrologic decade,
•United States. 'Snow, 'Ice, 'Hydrology,
Glaciers, 'Research priorities. Reviews. Docu-
mentation, Research and development. Planning.
Instrumentation, Remote sensing. Surveys,
•Bibliographies.
Identifiers: 'Research needs.
The Work Group on Snow and Ice Hydrology was
organized to coordinate U.S. efforts in this field
and to promote the development of knowledge in
the area. The Work Group identified four major
areas in which it could make significant contribu-
tions: (1) Identification of research needs and ac-
complishments: (2) Improvement of the frag-
mented communications in the U.S. within the
field of snow and ice studies: (3) Elimination.,
wherever possible, of the duplication of effort;
and (4) Translation of research result! into applica-
tions and management technique*. The primary
function of this report wai to discharge the
responsibilities under the first objective. This was
done through a critical review of the field of snow
and ice hydrology, which resulted in identification
of major problems as well as research needs. On
the basis of this review, several recommendations
were made, which if implemented, will help to
satisfy the last three objectives. (Humphreyt-
ISWS)
W77-0756S
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING TURNS TO
ELECTRONICS,
Tibbetts Abbett, McCarthy and Stratton, Seattle,
Wash,
R. A. Heinz.
Civil Engineering-American Society of Civil En-
gineers. Vol. 47, No. 4, p 62-65. April 1977. 1 fig. 1
tab.
Descriptors: •Hydrography, 'Remote sensing,
•Surveys, Bathymetry, Water levels. Depth,
Equipment, Boats, Electronic equipment. Un-
derwater, Sounding. Sonar, Sound waves.
Microwaves, Radar. SateUites(Artificial), Aerial
photography. Surface waters. Coasts, Lakes,
Measurement.
The traditional technique for measuring water
depth K to use a lead-weighted line. The 'tag line.'
stretched along the water surface so that
soundings are made in orderly fashion, can be dan-
gerous. Such techniques are being replaced. Now,
electronic devices can be vised to make both the
horizontal measurements (in air) and the vertical
(through water). To improve stability of the boat in
which the surveying crew operates, multi-hull
boats and air-cushion craft are being used or con-
sidered. Types of horizontal positioning hardware-
including microwave and radar- were described, as
werr types of water depth measuring gear (among
them acoustical, aerial photography, satellite
imagery, side-scan sonar, and sub-bottom profil-
ing). (Sims-ISWS)
W77-09I05
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RS77-2-681
USE OF REMOTE SENSING TO QUANTIFY
CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TO DEFINE
GEOLOGIC LINEATIONS; DICKEY-LINCOLN
SCHOOL LAKES PROJECT, MAINE,
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab.
Hanover, N.H. Research Div.
H. L. McKim, and C. J. Merry.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield. VA 22161 as ADA-023
276, Price Codes: A03 in paper copy, A01 in
microfiche. Special Report 242. Part I, December
1975. 26 p, 19 fig, 5 tab, 11 ref.
Descriptors: "Remote sensing, "Construction
materials, 'Data construction, 'Maine, Damsites,
Earth dams, Dikes, Aerial photography, Satel-
lites(Artificial). Aircraft, Geology. Earthquakes,
Geological surveys. Geologic units. Geologic
mapping. Geologic formations, Frac-
tures(Geologic), Faulls(Geologic), Projects.
Reservoirs.
Identifiers: 'Geologic linealions, 'Dickey-Lincoln
School Lake Project(ME).
A potential site for construction of a series of
earth dams and dikes with a maximum height of
335 ft, the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project,
is being evaluated. The site is located on the St.
John River in Aroostook County. Maine, approxi-
mately 30 mi west of the town of Ft. Kent. The
project is primarily designed to generate
hydroelectric power, but it is also intended to pro-
vide flood control. During November 1974. a study
was initiated to apply state-of-the-art remote
tensing techniques to the delineation and quantifi-
cation of suriicial geology units to locate construc-
tion material within the headwaters of the St. John
River Basin. A photomosaic was prepared from
!966 black and white photography (scale 1:33.600).
Fourteen surficial geology units were delineated in
an 1100-sq mi area. The areal extent of each surfi-
cial geology unit within a 4-mi radius of the 3 dike
sites and within a 6-mi radius of the main dam site
was quantified using a planimelric color den-
siiometer. The volume of construction material
was computed based upon these areal determina-
tions and estimated depths. Considerable time was
saved using remote sensing techniques compared
; with conventional ground surveys. The volume
, estimates obtained from this investigation were
compared with the estimates of required construc-
tion material computed during the 1967 initial
design phase. The comparison showed that the
required construction material could be found
within the prescribed area around the dam and
dike sites. Because transportation of materials ii •
major cost in dam construction, the reduction m
transportation distances determined from tfaii
study could result in considerable saving*. (Sims-
ISWS)
W77-06888
RS77-2-682
THE USE OF SKYLAB AND LANDSAT IN A
GEOHYDROLOGICAL STUDY OF THE
PALEOZOIC SECTION, WEST-CENTRAL
BIGHORN MOUNTAINS, WYOMING,
Wyoming Univ.. Laramie. Dept. of Geology.
B. J. Tomes.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume l-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1973, Houston. Texas, p 2167-2182.
September 1975.9 fig, 1 tab, 11 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. •Wyoming.
•Surveys, 'Hydrogeology. Groundwater
recharge. Natural recharge. Base flow. Satel-
lites<Artificial), Terrain analysis. Mapping.
Geologic mapping.
Identifiers: 'Bighorn Mountains, LANDSAT.
Skylab.
Sites of geologic structures were identified using
Skyiab and LANDSAT imagery, and their rela-
tionships to groundwater recharge and discharge
were studied. The study area lay along the western
slope of the Bighorn Mountains, Wyoming. It was
found that runoff flowing from the Precambrian
core of the Bighorn Mountains sinks as it Hows
over outcrops of the Bighorn dolomite. A com-
parison of photo-geologic maps prepared from
Skylab and LANDSAT imagery and a geologic
map compiled by Danon (1906) illustrated that
photomapping, by itself, cannot supply adequate
detail, but it can supplement reconnaissance
mapping. Lineation maps were compiled from
LANDSAT and Skylab images and compared to
similar maps compiled by other investigators.'
Many of the lineations are expressions of tectonic
activity that affect fractures and. consequently,
groundwater recharge. Hydrologic features, in the
form of sinks and springs, on four creeks in the
study area were located on the lineation maps, and
their relationships to the lineation were observed.
A direct correlation exists between mapped linea-
tions and the hydrologic features. A comparison of
the interpretations of other investigators, made in-
dependently of the geohydrological study, also
showed a direct correlation. This observation in-
dicates direction of movement. The quantity of
groundwater recharge and discharge, expressed as
fracture concentration, may be estimated by com-
paring lineation maps to drainage and geologic
maps in areas where groundwater movement is
fracture controlled. (See also W77-OS062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08063
RS77-2-683
.REMOTE SENSING OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER
CHARACTERISTICS,
Colorado State Univ.. Fort Collins.
J. F. Ruff, M. M. Skinner. B. R. Winkley, D. B.
Simons, and O. E. Dorratcague.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2299-2315,
September 1975.9 fig, 4 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Mississippi River,
•Hydrography, *On-site data collections. Sur-
veys. Surface waters, Aerial photography.
Mapping, On-site investigations, Hydrologic
aspects, Currents(Waler). Topography, Sediment
distribution. Sediment transport.
Discharged Water). Channels. Flow, Evaluation,
Analysis, Vegetation. Rivers, Floods.
Aerial infrared photography and thermal infrared
imagery from an aircraft platform were obtained
over two selected reaches of the Mississippi River.
Interpretation of the photography and imagery
was performed to identify river characteristics
pertaining to the flow, sediment concentration,
and geometry. The remotely sensed data, coupled
with ground truth data, caii give an overview of
large rivers that can be used for maintenance and
design. Subsurface phenomena can be deduced
from features observed at the water surface. Sur-
face flow patterns are evident on all types of
photography, but color infrared photography is
most effective where suspended material concen-
tration differences exist. Shear zones, mixing
zones, regions of high velocity flow, slack water
areas, and localized flow patterns can be
identified. The effect of man-made structures on
the flow patterns is identifiable. Specular reflec-
tion indicates the portion of the river thai has the
most turbulence, the highest velocities, and the
highest sediment transport. When using specular
reflection as an interpretative key. prudent judge-
ment must be exercised. A 1:20.000 scale provided
sufficient detail for interpretation of flow patterns.
A qualitative evaluation of the sediment transport
and flow can be made at a given stage based upon
flow patterns at the surface, the local boundary
geometry, and the overall geometry. Mosaics of
color infrared prints for reaches of the river are
very useful for establishing the planimetric charac-
teristics of the channel, for evaluating the overall
effect of structures, for observing the pool-
crossing-pool sequence, for locating sources and
sinks of sediment, and for documenting and
evaluating the general behavior cf the river. As
flow stage changes, the shifting of the thaiweg can
be identified. (See also W77-08062) (Humphreys-
ISWS)
W77-08070
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RS77-2-684 RS77-2-687
NTIS/PS-77/0676/5GA PC N01/MF N01
National Technical Information Service. Spring-
field. Va.
Remote Sensing Applied to Geology and
Mineralogy (A Bibliography with Abstracts).
Rept. for1973-Jul 77.
Audrey S. HuncJemann. Aug 77.127p*
Updates NTIS/PS-76/0500 and NTIS/PS-
75/104.
Descriptore: 'Bibliographies. 'Minerat deposits.
•Geological surveys. "Remote sensing. Rock
properties. Rocks, Soil surveys, Geomorpholo-
gy. Geological faults. Tectonics. Abstracts.
Identifiers: Terrain analysis. LANDSAT satel-
lites.
The use of LANDSAT satellites (formerly Earth
Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS)) and
other remote sensing methods in geological
and mineralogical applications is discussed.
Abstracts cover rock and soil mapping, terrain
analysis, direct and indirect mineral explora-
tion, fault tectonics, and general geologic stu-
dies of various countries. A few abstracts per-
tain to equipment and techniques used in the
studies. (This updated bibliography contains
121 abstracts, al I of which are new entries to the
previous edition.)
RS77-2-685
NTIS/PS-77/OB77/3GA PC N01/MF N01
National Technical Information Service. Spring-
•field. Va.
Remote Sensing Applied to Hydrology (A
Bibliography with Abstracts).
Rept. for 1964-Jul 77,
Audrey S. Hundemann. Aug 77,161 p*
Updates NTIS/PS-76/0500 and NT1S/PS-
75/104.
Descriptors: 'Bibliographies, "Water resources.
•Remote sensing. Water quality. Soil water.
Flood plains. Ice reporting. Snow cover. Snow-
melt. Aerial photography. Abstracts.
The use of aerial and satellite imagery in water
resources planning and management is
discussed. The abstracts cover remote sensing
studies of water quality, soil moisture, flood-
plain delineation, ice cover, and determination
of snow depth and water equivalent. (This up-
dated bibliography contains 156 abstracts. aH
of which are new entries to the previous edi-
tion.) . .
RS77-2-686
AO-A039 90S/5GA PC A02/MF A01
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab
Hanover N H
Remote Sensing of Accumulated Frazil and
Brash lee In the SL Lawrence River,
Arnold M. Dean. Jr. Apr 77.24p Rept no.
CHREL-77-8
Descriptors: *lce formation. "Radar, Profilome-
ters. Remote detectors. Rivers. Canada. Accu-
mulation, Ice, Thickness. Determination. Data
reduction. Contours. Maps. Broadband. Air-
borne.
Identifiers: Frazil ice. Brash ice,, "Saint
Lawrence River. Remote sensing:
A broadbanded impulse radar system was used
for aerial detection of accumulated frazil and
brash ice in a 9.5-km reach of the St. Lawrence
River near Ogden Island. The remote sensing
and data reduction system developed for the
project provided data suffcient for production
ol a contour map having 1-ft intervals. With this
contour map, the accumulation pattern of frazil
and brash ice could be analyzed. Recommen-
dations are given for improving the per-
formance of the aerial profiling system.
(Author)
AO-A039 904/8GA PC A02/MF A01
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab
Hanover N H
Numerical Studies to Aid Interpretation of an
Airborne VLF Resistivity Survey,
Steven A. Arcone. Apr 77.18p Hept no. CHREL-
77-5
Descriptors: "Electrical resistivity.
'Surveytng(Geographic). Ground level,
Earth(Planet), Mapping, Airborne. Very low
frequency. Electromagnetic wave reflections.
Ground waves(Electromagnetic). Sky waves.
Anomalies. Numerical analysis, Electrical
grounding. Gravel. Sand. Permafrost. Site
selection.
Identifiers: "Resistivity exploration. "Geological
surveys.
Airborne resistivity surveys, which use the
wavetilt phenomena of radiowaves. are used as
a preliminary exploration technique to find
suitable areas for either engineering investiga-
tions or geologic reconnaissance explorations.
Survey results are usually presented as re-
sistivity flight line profiles or as contour maps
from which the interpretation or site selection
process must be initiated. To aid in this process
and provide additional understanding of the
correlation between data obtained from air-
borne and ground surveys, an analysis was per-
formed to determine a very-low- frequency air-
borne system's response to modelled resistivity
anomalies assumed to occur at the surface of
an idealized flat earth. Some of the assump-
tions used to simplify the analysis were based
on the results of past surveys. The influences of
survey altitude, anomaly size, and average
ground resistivity upon airborne resistivity pat-
terns were analyzed. The results show that the
average resistivity of a region plays an impor-
tant role in suppressing large resistivity con-
trasts for anomalies of approximately 1 sq. km.
area. Curves are presented to separate the ef-
fects of resistivity contrast and anomaly size,
and two examples are given to demonstrate
how these curves may be applied to the results
of actual surveys. (Author)
RS77-2-688
PB-267 504/9GA PC A04/MF A01
Environmental Research and Technology. Inc..
Concord, Mass.
Study of Near-Infrared Snow Reflectance
Using Skylab S192 Multispectral Scanner
Data.
Final rept..
James C. Barnes, and Clinton J. Bowley. Mar
77. 54p ERT-1474-F. NOAA-7704190S
Contract NOAA-6-35201
Descriptors: "Snow cover. "Infrared detection,
•Remote sensing. Reflectance. Optical scan-
ners. Meteorological data. Near infrared radia-
tion. Cloud cover. Digital techniques.
Identifiers: Multiband spectral reconnaissance,
Multispectral band scanners. Skylab program.
Western Region(United States).
Digital tape data (computer-compatible tapes)
from the Skylab S192 Multispectral Scanner are
analyzed to examine further the characteristics
of snow reflectance in the near-infrared portion
of the spectrum. The tapes used in the study are
from four Skylab passes crossing mountainous
terrain in the western United States, three in the
winter from the Skylab-4 mission and one in the
late spring from the Skylab-2 mission. In each
case the snow conditions are assessed through
interpretation of the accompanying Skylab
photography, snow reports and meteorological
data. The results of the investigation show that
the reflectance over a uniform snowpack is sig-
nificantly lower in the near-infrared than in the
visible or red-infrared portions of the spectrum.
The results of the analysis of one case also
demonstrate further the potential of using near-
infrared data to distinguish automatically
between cloud and snow.
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RS77-2-689 RS77-2-691
PB-266 769/9GA •' PC A04/MF A01
Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh
Mining and Safety Research Center.
Methods of Determining the Orientations of
Bedrock Fracture Systems in Southwestern
Pennsylvania and Northern West Virginia.
Rept. of investigations 1977,
B. M. Bench. W. P. Diamond, and C. M.
McCulloch. 1977, S2p BuMines-RI-8217
Descriptors: 'Aerial photography, 'Coal mines,
•Geological surveys, 'Pnotointerpretation. Min-
ing geology. Geological folds. Fracture zones.
Geologic structures, Stereoscopy. Exploration.
Safely, Pennsylvania, West Virginia.
Identifiers: Mine safety.
Photolineaments from stereoscopic examina-
tion of vertical aerial photographs, and those
found by the Ronchi grating study of aerial
photoindex sheets are described and
discussed. They are compared with the trends
of oriented fracture systems procured by mea-
suring the compass direction of joints in bed
rock. The relative reliability of the methods is
shown, and the results are presented in graphi-
cal, tabular, and written form. Analyses of field
measurements of strikes of bedrock joints in
the project area indicate for the most part two
intersecting sets of major joints oriented N 76
degrees W - N 15 degrees E. and N 57 degrees
W - N 27 degrees E. The analyses of lineaments
determined by stereoscopic examination of
aerial photographs show dominant trends of
lineament zones of weakness to be an average
of N 65 degrees W - N 20 degrees E. Analysis of
lineaments found .by Honchi grid viewing of
aerial photoindex sheets indicate dominant
trends of N 70 degrees W - N 27 degrees E. The
three methods described and used gave similar
findings, and verify the work of previous
authors. These features are significant in the
study of areas of underground coal mining
since they indicate patterns of weakness that
may extend into the subsurface coalbeds. The
presence of lineaments has a direct relation-
ship to and thus has a bearing on mining
problems including roof instability and the
emission of methane gas.
RS77-2-690
PB-2B7 083/6OA PC AOS/MF A01
State Univ. of New York. Coll. of Environmental
Science and Forestry, Syracuse.
Satellite Remote Sensing of Snoweover In the
Adirondack Mountains.
Final rept,
Douglas E. Meisner. 15 Mar 77. lOOp NOAA-
77041118
Grant NOAA-04-5-158-43
Descriptors: 'Adirondack Mountains, 'Snow
cover, "Spaeeborne photography, Meteorologi-
cal satellites. Remote sensing, Snowfielda, In-
frared mapping. New York.
Identifiers: NOAA-4 satellite.
The intent of the research reported was to as-
sess the potential of mapping snow from
NOAA-4 Imagery in the heavily forested Adiron-
dack Mountains of northern New York State.
This effort entailed the acquisition and analysis
of conventional snow survey data, radiometer
observations acquired from tower platforms
over open snow fields and various forest cano-
pies, low altitude photography, high altitude
photography, Landsat imagery and NOAA-4
imagery. Digital data from visible band NOAA-4
satellite imagery were compared to ground data
collected at 20 snow survey sites. Low correla-
tions were found between image brightness
and measurements of snow depth and descrip-
tions of site characteristics. Even sites of
uniform cover type demonstrated no systematic
influence of vegetation on image brightness.
This research indicated Landsat observations
over forested sites which did not show a
decrease in reflected infrared response over
snow covered areas. This is apparently due to
the density of forest cover in the area studied.
(Cofor illustrations reproduced in black and
white.) .
37288 The world is a bit cracked. Norman. J. (Imperial Coll.,
London); Chukwu-Ike, M. New ScL; 73: No. I038, 320-322(10 Feb
1977).
Lineaments detected in satellite pictures of the eirth show
evidence of crustal fractures and possible sources of minerals and
thermal energy. Examples of lineaments in Nigeria are illustrated
and discussed. (JOB)
RS77-2-692
38393 (PB—261579) Correlation of mathematical models for
water temperature with aerial infrared water temperature surveys.
Cataldo, J.C; Zavesky, R.R.; Goodman. A.S. (Polytechnic Inst. of
Brooklyn, N.Y. (USA)). Dec 1976. 70p. Q 04/MF A01.
A feasibility study to predict subsurface temperatures from
given surface temperatures obtained by remote sensing of a thermal
plume was performed. A phenomenologicai model based on field
measurements of heated surface discharges into Lake Michigan and
Ontario and an analytic dispersion-type far field model were investi-
gated. A predictive model was developed for phenomenoloi.; - ,
relationships for surface areas within isotherms. A series of exoon
rial equations relating the surface area to the subsurface area C""
formulated which can predict subsurface temperatures with - "
degree C to at least ten feet below the surface. A far field nydrotC--'
mal analytic model considering longitudinal advection and disri'
sion in the transverse and vertical direction was also develooei
RS77-2-693
38391 (PB—255591) Remote sensing report, Lake Ontario. A
study of thermal discharges from Giona Nuclear Power Station.
Oswego Steam Power Station, and Nine Mile Point Nuclear Power
Station. (National Field Investigations Center-Denver, Colo.
(USA)). Apr 1975. 88p. (EPA—330/3-75/002). NTIS 55.00.
An airboriie remote sensing study of thermal discharges into
Lake Ontario, from powerplants on its southeast shore was conduct-
ed. Thermal infrared imagery of the lakeshore in the vicinity of the
three existing plants was obtained with the thermal channel of an
internally calibrated multispectral scanner mounted in a research
aircraft During each flight, water temperatures were measured at
the three powerplants by ground crews. The airborne imagery and
water temperature data were used to characterize the recorded
thermal fields or plumes. Color illustrations reproduced in black and
white. (GRA)
RS77-2-694
25772 Onestt, J. £; Castillo, J^ and Onestl, N. J.
Metodo para confeccionar mosaicos aerofotograficos
compensados por medio de cinco puntos planimetricos
de apoyo de campo pan pianos base fotogeoiogicoj
[Method for making aerial photographic compensated
mosaics by using five planimetric field support points
for photogeologic base maps]: in II Congrao Ibero-
Americano de geologia economic*; La geologU en el
desarrollo de los pueblos; Tomo VI (Anonymous), p.
243-252 (incL Portuguese. English sum.), illus., Dep.
Arg. ScL PubL, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 1975.
RS77-2-695
38304 Mitra, S. N. Remote sensing in search for miner-
als: Indian Miner., Vol. 28. No. 3, p. 61-67, 1974.
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RS77-2-696 RS77-2-703
37894 Merifield. P. M.; and Lamar, O. L. Active and
inactive faults in southern California viewed from Sky-
lab: U. S. Nail. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo.,
No. X-58168 (VoL I-B. Geology-information systems and
services), p. 779-797, illus. (incL geoL sketch maps),
1975. NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
38310 Offield, T. W^ Abbott. E. A,- GiUespie, A. R^ a
aL Structure mapping on enhanced Landsat images of
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resource exploration using advanced infrared sensing
[abstr.]: Boa (Am. Oeophys. Union, Trans.), VoL 56,
No. 12 (Fall annual meeting), p. 10S9. 1975.
RS77-2-774
RS77-2-768
23695 Dockter, R. D4 and Banks, N. G. Map showing
photo lineaments in the Tortolita Mountains Quadran-
gle, Arizona: U. S. GeoL Surv, Open-Ffle Rep* No.
77-152, tect. map 1:62400, 1977.
23308 Fezer, P.; and Hermann, V. Luftbild; Kuppen-
landschaft mit Waesserwiesen im Biotitgranit des
Nordschwarzwaldes [Aerial photograph; hummocky
landscape with irrigated meadows in the biotite granite
of the northern Black Forest]: Erde, Vol. 102; No. 1,
p. 1-5, plates, 1971.
RS77-2-769 RS77-2-775
30633 DollTe-Dobrovol'skiy, A. V^ and Strel'nikor, S. L
Metodika sovmestnogo ispol'zovaniya raznomasshtab-
nykh kosmicheskikh snimkov i aerosnimkov pri
geologtcheskikh issledovaniyakh [Methods of joint util-
ization of multi-colored satellite images and aerial
photographs for geological studies]: Issled. Prir. Sredy
Kosm. Sredstvami; GeoL GeomorfoL. VoL 2. p. 93-102,
illus. (incL plates, geoL sketch maps), 1974.
38252 Geodaxa Internationa]. Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey of the Brownfield national topographic
map, NI 13-9, Texas and New Mexico: variously pagi-
nated, illus. (incL tables; geol. maps, geophys. surv.
maps), 1976. (Rep. No. GJBX-33 76) available Jmm: U.
S. Energy Res. Dev. Admin., Grand Junction. Goto.,
USA. Two volumes with microfiche in pocket: work per-
formed under Bendix Field Eng. Corp. Subcontract No. 76-
Oll-S.
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RS77-2-776 RS77-2-782
382S3 Geodata International. Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey of the Clovis national topographic
map, NI 13-6, Texas and New Mexico: variously pagi-
nated, iHus. (incl. tables; geol. maps, geophys. surv.
maps). 1976. (Rep. No. CJBX-33 76) available fromU.
S. Energy Res. Dev. Admin., Grand Junction, Colo.,
USA. Two volumes with microfiche in pocket; work per-
formed under Bendix Field Eng. Corp. Subcontract No. 76-
011-S.
37813 Braconne, 84 Cavalier, M; Dubesset, NL; et al
Creating a syscem for the geological exploitation of sa-
tellite images; automatic mapping and geophysical data
comparison: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech.
Memo., No. X-58168 (Vol J-B, Geology-information sys-
tems and services), p. 903-931, illus. (incl. table, sketch
maps), 197S. NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-2-777
25710 FrteeJJ, V. A, Jr.; Sims, J. D^ NUsen, T. IL;»
aL Preliminary photointerpretation map of landslide
and other surficial deposits of the Mare Island and Car-
quinei Strait 15-minute quandrangles. Contra Costa,
Marin, Xana, Solano, and Sonoma counties, California:
U. S. Geol. Surv.. Misc. Reid Stud. Map, No. MF-595,
environ. gebL map 1:62,500, 1974. Two sheen
RS77-2-783
27055 FrankoTtc, E. A. An aerial photograph interpreta-
tion and physical model study of Lake Michigan shore-
line erosion in the villages of Whitcflsh Bay, Fox Point,
and Shorewood, Wisconsin: Master's, 1975, Wiscon-
sin: Milwaukee.
RS77-2-784
RS77-2-778
26447 Boctteher, A. J.; Haraliek. R. M; Paul, C A,- rt
aL Use of thermal-infrared imagery in ground-water
investigations, northwestern Montana: J. Res. U. S.
Geol. Surv., Vol. 4, No. 6, p. 727-732, illus. find, sketch
map), 1976.
39483 Becntold, I. C; Reynolds, J. T^ and Wagner, C
G. Application of Skylab imagery to resource explora-
tion in the Death Valley region: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (Vol l-B,
Geology-information systems and services), p. 665-672,
geol. sketch map, 1975. NASA Earth resources survey
symposium.
RS77-2-779
23315 Grant, S. C; Flnkcnblnder, D. L; and Eilders, D.
0. Photogrammetric mapping of sinkhole development
in Floyd County, Iowa: Iowa Geol. Surv., Newsl., VoL
1, No. 2, p. 22-23, illus. (incl. map), 1977.
RS77-2-785
25709 Frizzell, V. A, Jr. Reconnaissance photointer-
pretation map of landslides in parts of the Hopland,
Kelseyville, and Lower Lake 15-minute quadrangles,
Sonoma County, California: U. S. Geol. Surv., Misc.
Field Stud. Map, No. MF-594, environ, geol. map
1:62.500, 1974.
RS77-2-780 RS77-2-786
38255 Geodata International. Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey of the Tucumcari national topographic
map, NI 13-3, Texas and New Mexico: variously pagi-
nated, illus. (incl. tables; geoL maps, geophys. surv.
maps), 1976. (Rep. No. GJBX-33 76) available/ram.-U.
S. Energy Res. Dev. Admin. Grand Junction, Colo.
USA. Two volumes vith microfiche in pocket: work per-
formed under Bendix Field Eng. Corp. Subcontract rVd 76-
OIl-S.
RS77-2-781
38254 Geodata International. Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey of the Amarillo national topographic
map, NI 14-1, Texas: variously paginated, illus. (incl.
tables; geoL maps, geophys. surv. maps), 1976. (Rep.
No. GJBX-33 76) amiable from: U. S. Energy Res.
Dev. Admia,, Grand Junction, Colo., USA. Two
volumes vith microfiche in pocket work performed under
Bendix Field Eng. Corp. Subcontract No. 76-OII-S.
38653 Gagnoa,B. Aerial evaluation of landslide risks in
Quebec [abstr.]: Colloq. QuaL Que., Resumes Com-
mun.. No. 3, p. 28-29, 1976.
RS77-2-787
30676 Kahle, A. B. A simple thermal model of the
Earth's surface for geologic mapping by remote sensing:
J. Geophys. Res., VoL 82, No. 11. p. 1673-1680, illus.
(incl. table). 1977. (Paper No. 6B0892). <
RS77-2-788
39203 Jost, H4 and Hen, R. Use of Skylab imagery for
Quaternary geology of SE Brazil coastal areas [abstr.]:
BoL Parana. Geocicnc, No. 33, p. 60-61, 1975. Inter-
national symposium on the Quaternary.
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RS77-2-789
CODEN: CAMJAS
Applicat i ons),
10 NO.- EI771075048 776048
SEMI-QUANTITATIVE GEOLOGICAL , INTERPRETATION OF
PHOTOLINEAMENTS.
Anderson, D. T.
Univ of f/lanit, Winnipeg
Can Min J v 98 n 6 Jun 1977 p 50, 52
DESCRIPTORS: (*PHOTOGRAMMETRY, *Mining
CARD ALERT: 405, 742, 501
Photolineaments or photolinears consist of well-definea
linear elements related to the overall concept of photo
patterns. These procedures produce a simple and practical
representation of the essential features of the frequency ana
directions of lineal elements on aerial photographs or
imagery. These thematic maps may be combined directly with
the available geological information (i. e..ground truth) ana
additional inferences regarding structure and lithology may be
readily drawn from them. These procedures are amenable to
automation by computer techniques. 4 refs.
RS77-2-790
76BG86
ACCUMULATED FRAZIL AND BRASH ICE IN THE
NH
XCRPAP
ICE, REMOTE SENSING,
ID NO.- EI770968686
REMOTE SENSING OF
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.
Dean. Arnold M. Jr.
US Army Cold Reg Res & Eng Lab. Hanover
CRREL Rep n 77-8 Apr 1977 19 p CODEN
DESCRIPTORS: ("RIVERS, *Ice Formation),
(RADAR, Meteorological),
IDENTIFIERS: COLD REGIONS RESEARCH,
FRAZIL ICE
CARD ALERT: 407, 443, 444. ?ie. 732
A broadbanded impulse radar .system was used for aerial
detection of accumulated frazil and brash ice in a 9. 5-km
reach of the St. Lawrence River near Oqden Island. The remote
and data reduction system developed for the project
data sufficient for production of a contour1 map
1—ft intervals. W i t h this contour map. the
:ion pattern of frazil and brash ice could be
Recommendations are given for improving the
RADAR PROFILOMETERS,
sens i ng
prov i d-=d
hav.i ng
accumu1 at
analyzed.
performance of the aerial profiling system. 7 refs.
RS77-2-791
774280
SCANNER RESEARCH AT COLORADO STATE
St.
1977
Louis, Mo.
p 145-148
ID f-iO.~ EI771074280
AIRBORNE INFRARED
UNIVERSITY.
Skinner. Maurice M.
Colo State Univ. Font Coll ins
Proc of the Bienn Infrared Inf Exch, 3rd
Aug 24-26 1976 Publ by AGA Corp, Secaucus, NJ
DESCRIPTORS: 'HYDROLOGY. INFRARED IMAGING.
CARD ALERT: 444, 471, 741
An AGA 680 thermovision system and a Texas
l i n e scanner flown in conjunction w i t h
photography for locating groundwater recharge/discharge to. the
Madison limestone formation in the Powder River basin of
Wyoming are described. Magnetic tape records of selected
reaches are presented. Conclusions ana recommendations for
future work in the area are describee. 23 refs.
Instruments RS25
color infrarea
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RS77-2-792
ID ::0.- EI770970324 770324
URANIUM EXPLORATION V.'ITH COMPUTER-PROCESSED LANDSAT DATA.
Vincent. Robert K.
Gocsnectra Corp. Ann Arbor. Mich
Geophysics v 42 n 3 Apr 1377 p 536-541 • CODEN: GPYSA7
DESCRIPTORS: (-URANIUM DEPOSITS, *Spectrum Analysis). (
SATELLITES, Computer Applications). (URANIUM MINES AND MINING.
Wyoming). GRANITE,
CARD ALERT: 414, 504, 944. ess. 723. 492
A soectral signature is constructed for an oxidized topsoil
found in the v i c i n i t y of near-surface uranium deposits in
porous. arkosic sandstones of the Wind River Basin, Wyoming.
A iie,-; type of contour map, created from Landsat computer
compatible tapes. designed to connect regions of equal
percentage of ground area covered by a specified, target of
interest. is applied to a Landsat frame covering .the entire
basin. The resulting maps sho.v relatively high'percentages of
ground cover by this particular topsoil in regions adjacent to
open pit uranium mines in tne Gas H i l l s region, as we.l 1 as on
or near known uranium prospects (as yet undisturbed) in the
basin interior. A 10,000-pixel tesv .•.:•-•. west of Lander,
Wyoming is found to contain only Qr-A .: '-, ,.• 0. 01 percent
recognition rate) identified as the i^piso;! of interest. A
whole-frame recognition map produces a much higher (0. 53
percent) recognition rate. indicating that the false alarm
rate for this signature is s t i l l significantly high, although
better than what can be exported from photointerpretation of
singie ratio images or color composite ratio images. This
Sleft double quotes signature Sright double quotes has been
applied to Landsat frames in other geographical areas with
known uranium mines in porous sandstone, and oxidized topsoil
r.as been recognizsd near these mines. 3 refs.
RS77-2-793
ID M O . - EI770967678 767i578
STRUCTURE MAPPING ON ENHANCED LANDSAT IMAGES OF SOUTHERN
BRAZIL: TECTONIC CONTROL OF MINERALIZATION AND SPECULATIONS OF
METALLQGENY.
. O f f i e l d . Terry W.; Abbott. Elsa A.: Gillespie, Alan R.;
Logue-"Cio. Sabino 0.
US Geol Survy, Denver, Co'o .
Geophysics v 42 n 3 Apr 1977 p 482-500 CQDEN: GPYSA7
DESCRIPTORS:. (*ORE DEPOSITS. * Remote Sensing). (SATELLITES.
Comr.ut-.T-i-,) , (MINERAL .EXPLORATION. Computer Applications), (
GEOPHYSICS, Exploratory), (GEOLOGY. Tectonics),
CARD ALERT: 481. 504, 732. 655. 723. 501
Computer enhancement, particularly contrast-stretching,
reveals a previously unnoticed east-'.-jest structural zone
across a Landsat image of the southern Brazilian Precambrian
shield. In this zone occur the only Known economic or
near-economic deposits or gold, tin, and copper. Such
deposits are typically .localized by small east-west structural-
elements. Noneconomic copper occurrences elsewhere in the
region appear to be related to major northeast- and
nortn/;est-trading lineaments mapped on Landsat images.
Mineral exploration should be primarily directed at the main
east-west lineament, but two other possible east-west .zones
might be worthwhile targets also. The major east-west
lineament projects through a break in the continental shelf,
across the A t l a n t i c along a large transoceanic fracture zone
and into the African continent along a mapped tecton-ic trend
that goes through an area that produces copper, gold, and t i n .
Global geophysical data suggest that tne mapped east-west
tre'ic in South America is a surface reflection of structures
that developed in the tectosphere 'in Precambrian time and that
have persisted u n t i l the present. 33 refs.
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RS77-2-794
ID NO.- EI770969529 769529
HIGH SENSITIVITY GAMMA-RAY SPECTRO.METRY SEM OASHS STATE OF
THE ART AND TRIAL APPLICATION OF FACTOR ANALYSIS.
Duval. Joseph S.
US Geol Surv, Denver, Colo
Geophysics v 42 n 3 Apr 1977 p 549-559 ' CODEN: GPYSA7
DESCRIPTORS: 'SPECTROMETERS, GAMMA RAY. RADIATION DETECTORS.
(MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES, Applications), (GAMMA RAYS.
Detect ion ) ,
CARD ALERT: 622, 944. 921, 932
The remote sensing of terrestrial gamma rays has application
in geo'ogic mapping, mineral exploration, reactor site
monitoring, location of 1ost radioactive sources, measurement
of the water equivalence of snow, and soi1 mapping. There is
a need to reexamine the use of detectors other than t h a l l i u m
activated sodium iodide detectors (e. g. ... plastic
scinti1lators) to improve the corrections used for altitude
variations and to present the data as apparent Concentrations
of potassium. uranium, and thorium rather than as counts per
unit of time. In an attempt to improve data analysis, the
technique known as factor analysis is applied to airborne
gamma-ray spectrornetric data from a survey in South Texas.
This analysis technique allows the geologist/geophysicist to
perform a coordinate transformation from the four count rates
Sleft brackets potassium (K), equivalent uranium (eU).
equivalent thorium (eTh). and total.count Sright brackets ana
the three ratios. (eU/K, eU/eTh, eTh/K) to a system of three
independent coordinates. These three coordinates are
constrained to reproduce the total variance of the original
data. and the data can be separated into groups using the
criterion that s i m i l a r data points have s i m i l a r coordinates.
The distribution .of the separated groups can be mapped for
comparison with other information such as the mapped geology.
This map of the groups represents a synthesis of all of the
radiometric data. 22 refs.
RS77-2-795
ID NO.- EI770967056 767056
APPLICATION OF PLANE TABLE PHOTOGRAMMETRY TO OPEN PIT
MAPPING.
McCarter, M. K.
Kennecott Copper Corp. Bingham Canyon, Utah
AIME SEM DASHS Soc of Win Eng. Monogr 1 on Rock Mech Appl 'in
Win, Pap presented at Symp on Rock Mech. 17.th, Snowbird. Utah.
Aug 1976 Publ by AIME SEM DASHS Soc of Win Eng, New York, NY.
1977 p 93-98
DESCRIPTORS: ('MINES AND MINING. *0pen Pit). (PHOTOGRAMMETRY-
, Mining Applications), MAPS AND MAPPING,
IDENTIFIERS: PLANE TABLE PHOTOGRAMMETRY
CARD ALERT: 502. 742. 405
The d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered in open pit mapping can be
substantially reduced by u t i l i z i n g a moaified form of plane
table photbgrammetry. This technique employs photographs taken
from the ground as the base upon which details are recorded.
The information is later transferred to plan maps using the
plane table principal of location by intersection. Any change
in topography can be accommodated by simply taking additional
photographs. Proper spatial representation in plan view can
be dtermined later when updated maps and surveyed control are
available. In - addition. horizontal photographs from the
ground portray vertical surfaces as they are normally viewed
thus providing maximum area for recording details. Any detai.l
which can be identified on the photograph can be located
correctly even though the actual feature is physically
inaccessi ble.
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RS77-2-796
ID NO.- EI770967S62 767862
SHALLOW CAREONATE-3ANK-MARGIN GROWTH AND STRUCTURE, LITTLE
BAHAMA BANK. BAHAMAS-
Hine. A'bert C.; Neumann, A. Conrad
Uni v of NC. Chapel Hi I 1
AAPG B u l l v 16 n 3 Mar 1977 p 376-406 CODEN: AAPGBS
DESCRIPTORS: (-PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. -Subaqueous), (PETROLEUM
PROSPECTING. Offshore), (GEOPHYSICS, Seismic),
CARD ALERT: 481. 512,'484
Extensive high-resolution seismic profiling and bottom
sampling of tne shallow northern margin of L i t t l e Bahama. Bank
have revealed a complexity and diversity in structure, facies.
and -growth history that cannot be encompassed w i t h i n any
single model. Cores, aerial photographs, LANDSAT imagery, ana
SCUBA diving observations provided supplemental data. Five
bank-margin types have been identified. The dominant
processes responsible for the v a r i a b i l i t y of these bank-margin
types are discussed. 67 refs.
RS77-2-797
ID HO.- EI770854179 754179
PROPOSED RESEARCH CAPABILITIES OF THE NA£ CONVAIR 580.
Hard.-, ick. C. 0.
Nat I Res Counc of Can, Nat! Aerounaut Establ. Ottawa, Qnt .
Nat! Res Counc Can Div Mech Eng 0 Bu l l OME/NAE 1976 (-4)
1970 p 37-45 CODEN: OBMEAJ
DESCRIPTORS: <*AIRCSAFT. -Electronic Equipment). GEOLOGICAL
SURVEYS. MAGNETOMETERS, (COMPUTERS. Aerospace Applications), (
AIR NAVIGATION. Research). (RADAR. Surveillance Application).
CARD ALERT: 652. 715, 431. 942. 723. 431 .
In addition to a number of new roles, the Convair 580 w i l l
be taking over the research functions which were carried out
unti I recently by the NOrth Star aircraft. The North Star was
used p r i m a r i l y for aeromagnetic research using an extremely
sensitive. oriented, o p t i c a l l y pumped. cesium vapour
magnetometer which was o r i g i n a l l y developed at NAE. The
research projects based upon the use of the magnetometer
included submarine detection and long-range . geological
surveys. The new research functions of the Convair aircraft
include magnetic detection, navigation research, satellite
communications. acoustic detection (e. g. . precision stores
dronoing to accomodate active acoustic devices), search and
rescue beacon evaluation. and - general-purpose d i g i t a l
laboratory capability including control of ' some research
functions. In addition, the Department of National Defence
has requested time on the aircraft for advanced development of
side-looking radar (SLAR) and for evaluation of electronic
surveillance techniques.
RS77-2-798
ID NO.- EI770857193 757193
COMPARISON OF LANDSAT' IMAGES AND NIMBUS THERMAL-INERTIA
MAPPING OF OMAN.
Pohn, Howard A.
d Res US Geol Surv v 4 n 6 Nov-Oec 1976 p 661-665 CODEN:
JRGSAW
DESCRIPTORS: (*GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; *0man). (SATELLITES,
Imaging Techniques).
IDENTIFIERS: LITHOLOGY, THERMAL INERTIA MAPPING
CARD ALEST: 431. 655
Therra1-inertia maps can be used in conjunction with Landsat
photographs to resolve ambiguous identification of lithologies
in remote areas. 3 refs.
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RS77-2-799
ID MO.- EI770965523 765523
REMOTE SENSOR APPLICATIONS TO TECTONISM AND SEISMICITY IN
THE NORTHERN PART OF THE MISSISSIPPI EMBAYMENT.
O'Leary, Dennis W.: Simpson, Shirley L.
US Geo] Surv. Denver, Colo
Geophysics v 42 n 3 Apr 1977 p 542-548 CQDEN: GPYSA7
DESCRIPTORS: (-GEOLOGY. ^Tectonics). (SATELLITES. Remote
Sensing). SEISMOLOGY.
CARD ALERT: 431. ess, 732. 434
A comparative study of Landsat images, SLAR image strips,
ana Skylab photographs made to help develop a regional
tectonic model and to evaluate the seismic hazards of the
northern part of the Mississippi embaymsnt as far south as the
Ouachita front is described.
distriDUtion of lineaments
tectonics of the area. The
northwest-or ien ted 1i neaments
jointing. whereas the variable
groups suggest a variety of
The qeomorphic character and
reflects the structure and
fairly consistent trends of
suggest the infl.uence of
north- and northeast-trending
influences including jointing,
f a u l t i n g . and surficial factors that control stream
orientation. Anomaly trend distribution show some correlation
with me azimuth frequency diagrams of lineaments in the
enitjayment. These data suggest basement control along
gradients of magnetic anomalies where they parallel mapped
lineaments. The tectonics pattern of the area is generally
revealed in the landscape, of which the lineaments seem to be
a particularly important part. 5 refs.
RS77-2-800
ID NO.- EI770967003 767003
RTUTNAYA GEOKHIMICH6SKAYA AEROS1'EMKA. Sleft brackets
Geochemical Aerial Surveying Based on Measurements of Mercury
Vapor Concentration Sright brackets .
Aoramovskii. B. P.: lonov, V. A.; Nazarov. I. M.: Fursov, V.
CODEN: RZONAV
"Remote Sensincj),
Inst of Appl Geophys ( GUG'.IS ) . USSR
Razved OXhr Nedr n 1 Jan 1977 p 30-33
DESCRIPTORS: (*MINERAL EXPLORATION.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, Mercury Determination).
732-, 801 . 549
aircraft measurements of the .mercury vapor
the atmospheric boundary layer over various
the USSR during f l i g h t at various altitudes
CARD ALERT: 501,
The results of
concentration in
types of soiIs in
are analyzed. 4 refs. In Russian.
RS77-2-801
ID no.- £1770858432 758432
METHOD OF SMOOTHING DIGITAL THEMATIC MAPS.
Davies. w. A.; Peet, F. Q.
Univ of Alberta. Edmonton
Remote Sensing Environ v 6 n 1 1977 p 45-49 CODEN: RSEEA7
DESCRIPTORS: *MAPS AND MAPPING. REMOTE SENSING.
CARD ALERT: 405, 742
A method has been developed for the smoothing of digital
thematic maps such as those derived from LANDSAT data. The
method permits one to specify a minimal area for each feature
represented on the map. After application of the method all
the regions belonging to any given feature have areas equal to
or greater than the minimum for the feature. In this report
..he results are presented for a particular example. 7 refs.
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RS77-2-802
ID :;0.- EI770966001 766001
SATELLITE POTENTIALS IN SNOVJCOVER MONITORING AND RUNOFF
PREDICTION.
Rango. A. ; It ten, K. I.
G'jddard Space F l i g h t Cent. Greenbelt. Md
Nord Hydro! v 7 n 4 1976 p 209-230 CODE.N: NOHYBB
DESCRIPTORS: ("HYDROLOGY. "Remote Sensing). (SATELLITES.
Applications). (SNOW AND SNOWFALL. Monitoring). RUNOFF.
CARD ALERT: 444. 471, 655
Earth resources s a t e l l i t e s have provided a .means for the
timely. efficient, and accurate monitoring of .watershed
sno'.vcovered area. Sever£il techniques are available for
analysing the data ranging from simple photointerpretation to
automated d i g i t a l methods. Although photointerpretation
methods are completely suitable and recommended for many
applications, it- is believed that a highly interactive d i g i t a l
processing system, when combined with a skilled remote sensing
applications specialist, w i l l provide maximum operational use
of satellite snowcover observations. Several studies have
shown that satellite-observed snowcovered area is
significantly, related to various expressions of seasonal
streamf1cw. The results indicate that snowcovered area could
be incorporated into conventional snowmelt runoff prediction
methods as an additional index parameter for improving
streamflow estimates. Refs.
RS77-2-803
10 NO.- £1770356777 756777
Hr'DROGEOMORPHlC METHODS FOR THE REGIONAL EVALUATION OF FLOOD
HAZARDS.
Baker . Victor R .
Un i v of Tex. Aust t n
Environ GeoI v 1 n 5 1976 p 261-281 CODEN: ENGEDC
DESCRIPTORS: (*FLOODS-. 'Mathematical Models). (GEOLOGY.
Geomorphology) . HYDROLOGY, (WATERSHEDS. Analysis).
IDENTIFIERS: FLOOD HAZARD EVALUATION
CARD ALERT: <142. 481, 444. 921. 723
The iieft double quoteS upstream Sright double quoteS
approach to flood hazard evaluation involves the estimation of
hydro logi-c response in sm?, II drainage basins. This study
demonstrates the application of geomorphology to such, studies
in a region of unusually intense flooding in central Texas.
One approach to flood hazard evaluation in this area is a
parametric model relating Mood hydrograpn characteristics . to
quantitative geomorphic properties of the drainage basins. A
preliminary model uses m u l t i p l e regression techniques to
predict potential peak flood discharge from basin magnitude,
drainage density, and ruggedness number. After mapping small
catchment networks from remote sensing imagery, input data for
the model are generated by network d i g i t i z a t i o n and analysis
by a ccmputer-assisted routine of watershed analysis. Refs.
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RS77-2-804
10 NO.- EI770963995 763995
APPLICATION OF PLANE TABLE PHOTOGRAMMETRY TO OPEN PIT
MAPPING.
McCarter, M. K.
Kennecott Copper Corp, Bingham Canyon. Utah
Proc Symp Rock Mech 17th. Prepr: Site Charact. Snowbird.
Utah. Aug 25-2" 1976. Publ by Univ of Utah, Utah Eng Exp Stn.
Salt Lake C i t y , 1976 Sess 28 Pap 6, 6 p CODEN: PSRMA6
DESCRIPTORS: (-COPPER MINES AND MINING. *0pen Pit). (
PHOTOGRAMMETRY. Mining Applications), ROCK MECHANICS,
CARD ALERT: 504. 502, 483, 405, 742. 501
Min i n q a c t i v i t y and basic geometry of open-pit mines
represent major obstacles in geotechnical mapping. A modified
form of plane table photogramir.etry is described here that can
be utilized to substantially reduce the d i f f i c u l t i e s
encountered in open-pit mapping. This technique employs
Photographs taken from the ground as the base upon which
details are recorded. The plane table photogrammetric method
has proven to be a practical tool for detailed investigation
of potentially unstable areas and routine geological mapping.
8 refs.
RS77-2-805
ANDEBSON, A.T./SCHOLTZ, D.T./BOCaBAB, B.
1975
LAUDSAT ISVEHTOBY OF SOBfACB^BIHED AREAS OSIBC EXTESDIBLE DJGITAt TECHHIQOES.
GOODABO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GSEEHBELT, 9ABXLAHD. 21 P.
SURFACE BINBD AHEAS/30HITORIHG/HEB072 SENSXHG/DZSTOBBEB LAHDS/HAPS/HABILAHD/
IH?OBBATIOH HETBIEVAL/SOHFACE EHVIHOSBEMT
-
'-'*' ''-'••' ft-
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Section 3
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
Soils Studies, Crop-disease Detection, Range Resources,
Forest-fire Monitoring, Wildlife Studies
R
-
i-i
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RS77-3-243 RS77-3-246
N77-27481*# ECON. Inc.. Princeton. N.J.
A DISTRIBUTION BENEFITS MODEL FOR IMPROVED
INFORMATION ON WORLDWIDE CROP PRODUCTION.
VOLUME 1: MODEL STRUCTURE AND APPLICATION TO
WHEAT
John Andrews 30 Jun. 1976 99 p refs
(Contract NASw-2558)
(NASA-CR-153903; Rept-76-104-1A) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 028
The improved model is suitable for the study of benefits of
worldwide information on a variety of crops. Application to the
previously studied case of worldwide wheat production shows
that about $103 million per year of distribution benefits to the
United States would be achieved by a satellite-based wheat
information system meeting the goals of LAC1E. The model also
indicates that improved information alone will not change world
stock levels unless production itself is stabilized. The United
States benefits mentioned above are associated with the reduction
of price fluctuations within the year and the more effective use
of international trade to balance supply and demand. Price
fluctuations from year to year would be reduced only if production
variability were itself reduced. Author
RS77-3-244
N77-25606*# Kansas State Univ.. Manhattan.
RESPONSE Of WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT GRAIN
YIELDS TO METEOROLOGICAL VARIATION Final Report
Ariin M. Feyernerm. Edward T. Kanemasu. and Gary M. Paulsen
Feb. 1977 142 p refs .
(Contract NAS9-14282)
(NASA-CR-151429) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
02C
Mathematical models which quantify the relation of wheat
yield to selected weather-related variables are presented. Other
sources of variation (amount of applied nitrogen, improved
varieties, cultural practices) have been incorporated in the models
to explain yield variation both singly and in combination with
weather-related variables. Separate models were developed for
fall-planted (winter) and spring-planted (spring) wheats. Meteorol-
ogical variation is observed, basically, by daily measurements of
minimum and maximum temperatures, precipitation, and tabled
values of solar radiation at the edge of the atmosphere and
daylength. Two different soil moisture budgets are suggested to
compute simulated values of evapotranspiration: one uses the
above-mentioned inouts. the other uses the measured tempera-
tures and precipitation but reolaces the tabled values (solar
radiation and daytength) by measured solar radiation and
satellite-derived muittspectral scanner data to estimate leaf area
index. Weather-related variables are defined by phenological
stages, rather than calendar periods, to make the models more
universally applicable. Author
N77-27482*# ECON. Inc.. Princeton. N.J.
A DISTRIBUTION BENEFITS MODEL FOR IMPROVED
INFORMATION ON WORLDWIDE CROP PRODUCTION.
VOLUME 2: APPLICATION TO VARIOUS CROPS Final
Report
John Andrews 30 Jun. 1976 126 p refs
(Contract NASw-2558)
(NASA-CR-153902; Rept-76-104-181 Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 02B
ECON's distribution benefits model has been applied to
worldwide distribution of corn. rye. oats, barley, soybeans, and
sugar, and to domestic distribution of potatoes. The results indicate .
that a LANDSAT system with thematic mapper might produce
benefits to the United States of about S119 million per year,
due to more efficient distribution of these commodities. The
benefits to the rest of the world have also been calculated.
. with a breakdown between trade benefits and those associated
with internal use patterns. By far the greatest part of the estimated
benefits are assigned to corn, with smaller benefits assigned to
soybeans and the small grains (rye. oats. and.barley). Auinor
RS77-3-245
RS77-3-247
N77-27461 California Univ.. Los Angeles.
WOODY VEGETATION PATTERNS IN THE CONIFEROUS
FOREST ZONE OF THE SOUTHERN SIERRA NEVADA Ph.D.
•' Thesis
Paul Harvey Leskinen 1976 239 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-1643
The composition of various types of woody vegetation under
different ecological conditions in the Southern Sierra Nevada
was compared. Open slope vegetation in two traverses across
the Sierra was sampled in a series of short transects grouped
around stations at 500 foot (150 ml contour intervals. It was
found that altitudinal zonation is not well defined in the Southern
Sierra Nevada. Overall the most significant changes in vegetation
occur from east to west at any given altitude, rather than from
north to south, with climate, topography, the frequency of lightning
fires, and. to a minor extent, lithology as the main environmental
variables. There is no way to handle properly the spatial distribution
of the woody plant species in terms of the traditional 'association.'
Selection of dominant species would be purely arbitrary. The
various plant species are present in response to individual edaphic
and climatic requirements. Dissert. Abstr.
N77-24B60*# Battelle Columbus Labs.. Ohio.
BENEFITS OF AN IMPROVED WHEAT CROP INFORMA-
TION SYSTEM Final Report
Ivan L Kinne Dec. 1976 39 p refs
(Contract NASw-2800)
(NASA-CR-153006; BCL-OA-TFR-76-12) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 02C . 4 ... :'_ '.
The ECON work and the results of the; independent reviews
are summarized. Attempts are made to put this information into
layman's terms and to present the benefits that can realistically
be expected from a LANOSAT-type. remote sensing-system.
Further the mechanisms by which these benefits can be expected
to accrue are presented. The benefits are given "including'the
nature of expected information improvements, how and why they
can lead to benefits to society.-and the estimated magnitude of
the expected benefits. A brief description js presented of the.
ECON models, how they work, their results, and a summary of:
the pertinent aspects of each review. The ECON analyses show
that substantial benefits will accrue from implementation of an
improved wheat crop information system based on remote
sensing. Author
RS77-3-248
N77-26692*# Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical Coll..
Tex.
MEASUREMENT OF GROWTH. MEASUREMENT AND
BIDIRECTORAL SCATTERING PARAMETERS OF WHEAT
Final Report
Jan. 1977 28 p
(Grant NsG-9008)
(NASA-CR-151351) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
02C
This project was conducted to measure ambient air tempera-
tures at standard 2 meter heights and surface radiative
temperatures (thermal infrared radiation) over a maturing winter
wheat canopy and bare sandy soil. The purpose of the project
was to relate ground truth measurements to satellite derived
surface radiative temperatures. The goal was to develop model*
from which satellite-derived measurements could be used to
predict wheat growth patterns and yields. As a corollary advantage,
the data for soil moisture and temperature, wind velocity, relative
humidity, canopy characteristics and yields were also collected
and added to the agronomic data bank used to develop practices
which would enhance yields of grain in South Texas. Author
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RS77-3-249 RS77-3-252
N77-24557*# Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Arbor. Infrared and Optics Oiv.
WHEAT SIGNATURE MODELING AND ANALYSIS FOR
IMPROVED TRAINING STATISTICS Final Report. 15 May
1975 - 14 May 1976
Richard F. Nalepka. Principal Investigator. W. A. Malila. R. C.
Cicone. and J. M. Gleason May 1976 170 p refs EREP
(Contract NAS9-14123I
(E77-10162: NASA-CR-150997: ERIM-109600-66-F) Avail:
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 02C
The author has identified the following significant results.
The spectral, spatial, and temporal characteristics of wheat and
other signatures in LANOSAT multispectral scanner data were
examined through empirical analysis and simulation. Irrigation,
patterns varied widely within Kansas: 88 percent of wheat acreage
in Finney was irrigated and 24 percent in Morton, as opposed
to less than 3 percent for western 2/3's of the State. The
irrigation practice was definitely correlated with the observed
spectral response: wheat variety differences produced observable
spectral differences due to leaf coloration and different dates of
maturation. Between-field differences were generaily greater than
within-Field differences, and boundary pixels produced spectral
features distinct from those within field centers. Multiclass
boundary pixels contributed much of the observed bias in
proportion estimates. The variability between signatures obtained
by different draws of training data decreased as the sample size
became larger: also, the resulting signatures became more robust
and the particular decision threshold value became less impor-
tant.
RS77-3-250
N77-28557*# Kanner (Leo) Associates. Redwood City. Calif.
TAXONCMIC CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS USING DIGITAL
INFORMATION FROM LANDSAT DATA. HUAYLLAMARCA
AND EUCAUPTUS AREAS MLS. Thesis - Bolivia Univ.
Samuel Quiroga Quiroga Washington NASA Jul. 1977 96 p
refs Transl. into ENGLISH of "Oasificacion Taxohomica de Suetos
Utilizando Inform. Digital de Datacs LA NO SAT-Area Huayllamarca
y Eucaliptus". Cochabamba (Bolivia).
(Contract NASw-2790)
(NASA-TM-75029) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
08M
The applicability of LANDSAT digital information to soil
mapping is described. A compilation of all cartographic information
and bibliography of the study area is made. LANOSAT MSS
images on a scale of 1 -.250.000 are interpreted and a physiograph-
ic map with legend is prepared. The study area is inspected
and a selection of the sample areas is made. A digital map of
the different soil units is produced and the computer mapping
units are checked against the so* units encountered in the field.
The soil boundaries obtained by automatic mapping were not
substantially changed by field WOT*. The accuracy of the automatic
mapping is rather high. ' Author
RS77-3-251
N77-26689*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Houston. Tex.
LACIE: A LOOK TO THE FUTURE
R. 3. MacDonald and F. G. Hall 29 Apr. 1977 38 p refs
Presented at 11th Intern. Symp. on Remote Sensing of Environ..
Ann Arbor. Mich.. 25-29 Apr. 1977
(NASA-TM-74623: JSC-11685) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF AOT GSCL 088
The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) is
described. The experiment's approach to production monitoring
is described briefly, and its status is reviewed as of the conclusion
of 2 years of successful operation. Examples of acreage and
yield monitoring in the Soviet Union are used to illustrate the
experiment's approach. Author
N77-27469*# Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Arbor.
THE USE OF UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING AS A
CLASSIFIER FOR LACIE MSS DATA
Alex P. Pentland. Principal Investigator Oct. 1975 12 p refs
EREP
(Contract NAS9-14123)
(E77-10179; NASA-CR-151329: ERIM-109600-39-R) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 • CSCL 058
The author has identified the following significant results.
This classification method appears to give accurate field center
results and to give practical, statistically consistent and accurate
estimates of crop proportions. The accuracy of this method is
attributable to certain qualities of the particular clustering
algorithm. These Qualities are freedom from assumptions about
Gaussian data, and the continual updating of distribution estimates,
including updating the number of modes. This method is relatively
tolerant of errors in the determination of crop type, as crop
identity is used only for identifying clusters, and not for computing
signatures.
RS77-3-253
N77-26588*# Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Arbor Infrared and Optics Oiv.
REMOTE SENSING OF WETLANDS
Norman E. G. Roller Mar. 1977 165 p refs
(Grant NGR-23-005-522)
(NASA-CR-153282: ERIM-193400-14-T) Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 14E
The concept of using remote sensing to inventory wetlands
and the related topics of proper inventory design and data
collection are discussed. The material presented shows that aerial
photography is the form of remote sensing from which the greatest
amount of wetlands information can be derived. For extensive,
general-purpose wetlands inventories, however, the use of
LANDSAT data may be more cost-effective. Airborne multispectral
scanners and radar are. in the main, too expensive to use -
unless the information that these sensors alone can gather
remotely is absolutely required. Multistage sampling employing
space and high altitude remote sensing data in the initial stages
appears to be an efficient survey strategy for gathering non-point
specific wetlands inventory data over large arias. The operational
role of remote sensing insupplying inventory data for application
to several typical wetlands management problems is illustrated
by summary descriptions of past ERIM projects. Author
RS77-3-254
N77-23585| Netherlands Interdepartmental Working Group on
the Application of Remote Sensing. Delft.
THE SPECTRAL DIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE OF ROW
CROPS. PAHT1: CONSEQUENCES OF NON-LAMBERTIAN
BEHAVIOUR FOR AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION.
PART 2: MEASUREMENTS ON WHEAT AND SIMULA-
TIONS BY MEANS OF A REFLECTANCE MODEL FOR ROW
CROPS
W. Verhoef and N. J. J. Bunnik Jun. 1976 144 p refs
(NIWARS-Publ-35) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01
The one-layer Suits model for canopy reflectance was applied
to simulate a multispectral scanning flight over an agricultural
area. Non-Lambertian behavior and misclassification were studied
on the basis of unprocessed and preprocessed data from the
reflectance simulations. A new experimental model for the
calculation of the directional reflectance of row crops, based on
the one-layer Suits model, is presented. This model was applied
to simulate measurements of the spectral directional reflectance
on mechanically sowed wheat at several growth stages in the
summer of 1974. In general, input and outnut data of both
model and field data agree well. Specular reflection at leaves,
not incorporated in the present model, appears to be a significant
factor for crop reflectance. Author (ESAI
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RS77-3-255 RS77-3-258
N77-23567*# Texas A&M Univ.. College Station. Remote
Sensing Center.
APPLIED REGIONAL MONITORING OF THE VERNAL
ADVANCEMENT AND RETROGRADATION (GREEN WAVE
EFFECT) OF NATURAL VEGETATION IN THE G R E A T
PLAINS CORRIDOR Final Report. Feb. 1975 - Dec. 1976
John W. Rouse. Jr.. Princioal Investigator. D. W. Deering. R. H.
Haas. R. I. Welch. J. C. Harlan. and P. R. Whitney Jan. 1977
235 p refs Original contains imagery. Original photography
may be purchased from the EROS Data Center. 10th and Dakota
Avenue. Sioux Falls. S. D. 57198 ERTS
(Contract NAS5-20796)
(E77-10153: NASA-CR-152699: RSC-3018-6) Avail: NTIS
HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 08F
The author has identified the following significant results.
LANDSAT 2 has shown that digital data products can be
effectively employed on a regional basis to monitor changes in
vegetation conditions. The TV16 was successfully applied to an
extended test site and the Great Plains Corridor in tests of the
ability to assess green forage biomass on rangelands as an index
to vegetation condition/ A strategy for using TV16 on a
regional basis was developed and tested. These studies have
shown that: (1) for rangelands with good vegetative cover, such
as most of the Great Plains, and which are not heavily infested
with brush or undesirable weed species, the LANDSAT digital
data can provide a good estimate (within 250 kg/ha) of the
quantity of green forage biomass. and (2) at least five levels of
pasture and range feed conditions can be adequately mapped
for extended regions.
N77-27466*# Agricultural Research Service. Weslaco. Tex.
SOIL. WATER. AND VEGETATION CONDITIONS IN SOUTH
TEXAS Final Report. 13 Jan. 1975 - 13 Jun. 1977
Craig L Wiegand, Harold W. Gausman. Ross W. Learner. Artr-.ur
J. Richardson. James H. Everitt. and Alvin H. Gerbermann. Principal
Investigators Jun. 1977 120 p refs Original contains color
imagery. Original photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center. Sioux Falls. S. 0. 57198 ERTS
(NASA Order S-53876-AG)
(E77-10175: NASA-CR-153273) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 08F
The author has identified the following significant results.
The best wavelengths in the 0.4 to 2.5 micron interval were
determined for detecting lead toxicity and ozone damage,
distinguishing succulent from woody species, and detecting
sirverleaf sunflower. A perpendicular vegetation index, a measure
of the distance from the soil background line, in MSS 5 and
MSS 7 data space, of pixels containing vegetation was devel-
oped and tested as an indicator of vegetation development and
crop vigor. A table lookup procedure was devised that permits
rapid identification of soil background and green biomass or
phonological development in LANOSAT scenes without the need
for training data.
RS77-3-259
RS77-3-256
N77-23584# Netherlands Interdepartmental Working Group on
the Application of Remote Sensing. Delft.
A MODEL STUDY ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CROP
CHARACTERISTICS AND CANOPY SPECTRAL REFLEC-
TANCE. PART 1: DEDUCTION OF CROP PARAMETERS
FROM CANOPY SPECTROREFLECTANCE DATA. PART 2:
DETECTABILITY OF VARIATIONS IN CROP PARAMETERS
BY MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING
W. Vethoef and N. J. J. Bunnik Dec. 1975 101 p refs
(N!WARS-Publ-33) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The canopy reflectance model developed by G. H. Suits was
used to establish relationships between canopy reflectance and
agricultural crop parameters. These relationaships were calculated
for perpendicular view and a fixed sun angle. Attempts to find
methods of deduction of crop parameters from canopy spectrore-
flectance data, based on the Suits model, have not yet led to
satisfactory results. This is mainly due to the variability of leaf
and soil optical characteristics. The detectability of variations in
certain crop parameters was studied by identifying the scanner's
noise equivalent reflectance difference with a canopy reflectance
difference caused by variation of a crop parameter. The results
obtained should be used in an indicative way. Author (ESAI
N77-27480*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lynaon B. Johnson Space Center. Houston. Tex.
RESULTS OF LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERI-
MENT ILACIE) DROUGHT ANALYSIS (SOUTH DAKOTA
DROUGHT 1976)
David R. Thompson Sep. 1976 39 p Original contains color
illustrations
(NASA-TM-74760: LACIE-00437: JSC-11666) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 08H
LA CIS using techniques developed from the southern Great
Plains drought analysis indicated the potential for drought damage
in South Dakota. This potential was monitored and as it became
apparent that a drought was developing. LACIE implemented
some of the procedures used in the southern Great Plains drought
The technical approach used in South Dakota involved the
normal use of LACIE sample segments ( 5 x 6 nm) every. 18
days. Full frame color transparencies (100 x 100 nm) were used
on 9 day intervals to identify the drought area and to track
overtime. The green index number (GIN) developed using the
Kauth transformation was computed for all South Dakota
segments and selected North Dakota segments. A scheme for
classifying segments as drought affected or not affected was
devised and tested on all available 1976 South Dakota data.
Yield model simulations were run for all CRD's Crop Reporting
District) in South Dakota. Author
RS77-3-260
RS77-3-257
N77-27460 Kansas Univ.. Lawrence.
EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF VEGETATION
BOUNDARY ZONES USING AERIAL AND ORBITAL DATA
SOURCES Ph.D. Thesis
Norman Edward Hardy 1976 124 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-2221
Parts of- four areas: Texas. Kansas. Wyoming and Alberta,
have been selected as test sites. Environmental variations have
been shown to exist between the four independent test areas.
Climates, geology, soils and vegetation have been discussed at
length and variations between sites have been considered.
Dissert. Abstr.
N77-27483 Kansas Univ.. Lawrence.
VARIABILITY OF THE ACCURACY OF DELINEATING
AGRICULTURAL FIELD BOUNDARIES FROM SATELLITE
IMAGES OF THE UNITED STATES Ph.D. Thesis
David Eugene Schwarz 1976 204 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 77-2275
A study of agricultural land use and its interpretation from
satellite images indicates that the same level of accuracy of
agricultural land use data cannot be extracted from comparably
high quality satellite images from diverse environments in the
southern United States. The agricultural landscapes were
analyzed in terms of the interpretability of the primary sermsnts
which compose them- agricultural fields or their equivalent, such
as woodlots. The degree to which interpreted field boundaries
conformed with actual field boundaries was evaluated both
qualitatively and quantitatively, including optical data process-
ing- Dissert. Abstr.
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RS77-3-261 RS77-3-264
N77-26580*# Kansas State Univ.. Manhattan. Evapotranspira-
tion Lab.
ESTIMATED WINTER WHEAT YIELD FROM CROP GROWTH
PREDICTED BY LANDSAT Final Report. Mar. 1976 - Mar.
1977
Edward T. Kanemasu May 1977 131 p refs
(Contract NAS9-14899)
(NASA-CR-151431) Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL
02C
An evapotranspiration and growth model for winter wheat
is reported. The inputs are daily solar radiation, maximum
temperature, minimum'temperature, precipitation/irrigation and
leaf area index. The meteorological data were obtained from
National Weather Service while LAI was obtained from LANDSAT
multispectral scanner. The output provides daily estimates of
potential evapotranspiration. transpiration, evaporation, soil
moisture (SO cm depth), percentage depletion, net photosynthesis
and dry matter production. Winter wheat yields are correlated
with transpiration and dry matter accumulation. Author
N77-25€04*# Lockheed Electronics Co.. Houston. Tex. Systems
and Services Div.
A PRELIMINARY TRAINING GUIDE FOR UTILIZING
HIGH-ALTITUDE. COLOR-INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY IN
COMPILING SOIL MAPS
J. E. Weaver. W. H. Parkhgrst. J. F. Ward, and R. H. Almond
Apr. 1977 113 p refs
(Contract NAS9-15200)
(NASA-CR-151420: LEC-8283) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 08B
Instruction for acquiring and analytically processing small-
scale color-infrared photography to perform a soil resources
inventory over forests of the southern U.S. is provided. Planning
the project: acquiring aerial photography, materials, equipment
i and supplemental data: and preparing the photography for
analysis are discussed. The procedures for preparing ancillary
and primary component overlays are discussed. The use of
correlation charts and dichotomous keys for mountain landforms.
water regime, and vegetation.is explained. 'Author
RS77-3-262 RS.77-3-265
N77-26S96| Netherlands Interdepartmental Working Group on
the Application of Remote Sensing. Delft.
ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE WITHIN CROP-SPECTRA:
A COMPARISON STUDY OF DIFFERENT MULTISPECTRAL
SCANNERS
J. N. P. Beers May 1975 46 p refs
(NIWARS-Publ-30) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
In order to study the spectral signatures of vegetation
canopies, reflectance data of 11 crops were gathered during
the 1973 growing season using the NIWARS double beam type
spectrometer. Using the spectra obtained, it was possible to
determine for each crop or group of crops the part of the spectrum
which is most significant. From this knowledge the use of the
channels of different multispectral scanners is concluded in relation
to the relative information content of the channels. This information
summary leads to quick classification, resulting in a comparison
of the multispectral scanners. Author (ESA)
N77-24565*# Scientific Translation Service. Santa Barbara. Calif.
THE INVESTIGATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT BY SPACE
MEANS: GEOBOTANICS. GEOMORPHOLOGY. SOIL
SCIENCE AGRICULTURAL LAND. AND LANDSCAPE
SCIENCE
S. V. Zoni, L A. Vedeshin. and A. M. Grinberg Washington
NASA May 1977 309 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH of
collection of papsrs presented at the Methods of Utilizing
Aerospace Data Meeting. Moscow. 17-24 Nov. 1975
(Contract NASw-2791)
(NASA-TT-F-17529) Avail: NTIS HC A14/MF A01 CSCL
05B
Collection of papers presented at the Methods of Utilizing
Aerospace Data Meeting in Moscow. Topics covered include all
aspects of the interpretation of aerial photographs from satellites
for agriculture and related fields. Author
RS77-3-263
N77-23S69*# -Geological Survey. Reston. Va.
DETECTION OF SHORT-TERM CHANGES IN VEGETATION
COVER BY USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY Final Report.
1 Jul. 1972 - 30 Jun. 1974
Raymond M. Turner. Principal Investigator and Frederick M.
Wiseman Jun. 1975 52 p refs Sponsored by NASA Original
contains imagery. Original photography may be purchased from
the EROS Data Center. 10th and Dakota Avenue. Sioux Falls.
S. D. 57198 ERTS
(£77-10165; NASA-CR-152666) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 02C
The author has identified the following significant results.
By using a constant band 6 to band 5 radiance ratio of 1.25.
the changing pattern of areas of relatively dense vegetation cover
was detected for the semiarid region in the vicinity of Tucson.
Arizona. Electronically produced binary thematic masks were used
to map areas with dense vegetation. The foliar cover threshold
represented by the ratio was not accurately determined but field
measurements show that the threshold lies in the range of 10
to 25 percent foliage cover. Montana evergreen forests with
constant dense cover were correctly shown to exceed the threshold
on all dates. The summer active grassland exceeded the threshold
in the summer unless rainfall was insufficient. Desert areas
exceeded the threshold during the spring of 1973 following heavy
rains: the same areas during the rainless spring of 1974 did
not exceed threshold. Irrigated fields, parks, golf courses, and
riparian communities were among the habitats most frequently
surpassing the threshold.
RS77-3-266
N77-2S582*| Operations Research. Inc.. Silver Spring. Md.
AGRICULTURE AVIATION STUDY AND PROGRAM PLAN.
VOLUME 1: PROJECT SUMMARY Final Report
6 Jun. 1976 51 p 2 Vol.
(Contract NASw-2880)
(NASA-CR-153283) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL
02C
An assessment of the impact of agricultural aviation on
agricultural productivity, and the technology needs of agricultural
aviation are presented. . Authort.
RS77-3-267
A77-41178 Scattering of radio waves by an underlying
surface covered with vegetation. V. A. Andrianov, N. A. Armand,
and I. N. Kibardina. I'Radiotekhnika i Elektronika. vol. 21. Sept.
1976, p. 1816-1821.) Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics, vol.
21. Sept. 1976, p. 12-16. 7 refs. Translation.
(For abstract see issue 04. p. 560, Accession no. A77-15728)
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RS 77-3-268 RS77-3-271
A77-41255 Surface temperature and vegetation distribu-
tion in Freiburg im Breisgau - Two-component pictures as an aid in
the evaluation of MSS data (Oberflachentemperatur und Vegetations-
verteilung in Freiburg i. Br. - Zweikomponentenbiider als Hilfsminel
bei der Auswertung von MSS-Oaten). H. Gossmann and W. Niibler
(Freiburg, Universitat, Freiburg im Breisgau, West Germany). Bild-
messung und Luftbildwesen. vol. 45, July 1, 1977, p. 105-113. 16
refs. In German.
The thermal differentiation of an urban area during the midday
heating phase is considered and related to an image of vegetation
distribution. This approach makes it possible to estimate the effect
of vegetation-cover differences on the maxima of surface and air
temperature. The data concerning the vegetation cover were obtained
with the aid of a multispectral line-scanning device which was carried
by an aircraft. Surface and air temperatures were measured at 50
ground-control points. The reported investigation involved a point-
wise superposition of the temperature and the vegetation maps as a
basis for a study of the significance of the vegetation for the thermal
budget of the considered urban area. G.R.
A77-37591 ;f Microwave remote sensing of productive mois-
ture reserves in the soil (Mikrovolnovaia distantsionnaia indikatsiia
zapasov produktivnoi vlagi v pochvel. K. la. Kondrat'ev, lu. I.
Rabinovich, E. M. Shul'gina, and V. V. Melent'ev (Giavnaia Geo-
fizicheskaia Observatoriia. Leningrad, USSR). Akadnmiia Nauk
SSSR. Doklady, vol. 233, Apr. 11, 1977, p. 828-830. 6 refs. In
Russian.
The paper describes a procedure for aircraft remote sensing of
moisture reserves in agricultural soil from microwave radiation. To
compute reserves of productive and total moisture in a 1-m-thick
surface layer, a two-parameter model of the moisture profile is
proposed, based on the correlation between the moisture profile and
the profile .of the least field moisture capacity. As one of the
parameters, the moisture of the layer 5-10 cm is used, determined
from radiometric measurements at 18 cm wavelength. The second
parameter is the gradient of the average profile of the least field
moisture capacity of the given soil type. Experimental testing of the
procedure in northern Kazakhstan is described. P.T.H.
RS77-3-269
A77-42015 * Theory for passive microwave remote sensing
of near-surface soil moisture. E. G. Njoku (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.) and J.-A.
Kong (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.). Journal of Geophysical Research.
vol. 82, July 10, 1977, p. 3108-3118. 19 refs. NSF Grant No.
76-01654; Contracts No. JPL-95324; No. NAS7-100.
The theory of microwave thermal emission from a nonscattering
half-space medium is developed for application to regions with
nonuniform subsurface soil-moisture and temperature variations. A
coherent stratified model is presented which is valid for nonuniform
temperature profiles and rapidly varying moisture profiles, under
which conditions the commonly used emissivity and radiative-
transfer approaches become inaccurate. For naturally occurring
profiles the stratified model gives more accurate results than the
other approaches at frequencies below about 4 GHz. Experimental
results from ground-based radiometric observations of a controlled
target area compare systematically with brightness temperatures
predicted from the theoretical model to within approximately 10 K.
Results of dielectric-constant measurements of the sand are given at
seven frequencies in the microwave range and for moisture contents
in the range from 0% to 30% by volume. By using this model, the
thermal microwave emission spectrum is computed for a number of
representative moisture and temperature profiles in the frequency
range from 0.25 to 25 GHz. (Author)
RS77-3-270
A77-34628 * # Remote sensing techniques applied to multi-
spectral recognition of the Aranjuei pilot zone (Tecnieas de
teledeteccion apiicadai a un reconocimiento multiespectrai da la
zona piloto de Aranjuez). G. L. Lemos (Institute Geografico y
Catastral, Madrid, Spain), J. Salinas (Madrid, Universidad Politecnica,
Madrid. Spain) and M. Rebollo (Madrid, Universidad Autbnoma.
Madrid. Spain). lAA/lngenieria Aeronautics y Astronautics, vol. 29,
Mar. 1977, p. 13-30. In Spanish. NASA-supported research.
A rectangular (7 x 14 km) area 40 -km S of Madrid was
remote-sensed with a three-stage recognition process. Ground truth
was established in the first phase, airborne sensing with a multispec-
tral scanner and photographic cameras were used in the second
phase, and Landsat satellite data were obtained in the third phase.
Agronomic and hydrological photo interpretation problems are dis-
cussed. Color, black/white, and labeled areas are displayed for crop
recognition in the land-use survey; turbidity, concentrations of
pollutants and natural chemicals, and densitometry of the water are
considered in the evaluation of water resources. R.D.V.
RS77-3-272
A77-43804 * Radar system specifications for hydrology and
agriculture. F. T. Ulaby, P. P. Batlivala, and T. F. Bush (University of
Kansas Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence, Kan.). In: Western
Electronic Show and Convention. Los Angeies, Calif., September
14-17. 1976, Technical Papers. (A77-43801 20-33) North Holly-
wood. Calif., Western Periodicals Co., 1976, p. 4/3-1 to 4/3-12. 12
refs; Contracts No. NAS9-10261; Mo. NAS9-14052.
Using truck-mounted radar spectrometers, an experimental
program was conducted from 1971 to 1976 to define radar system
specifications for hydrological and agricultural applications. Data
were acquired over the 1-18 GHz region, 0 deg (nadir) to 70 deg
range and for all linear polarization combinations. The discussion
here concerns radar parameter: for crop classification and for soil
moisture determination. B.J.
'RS 7 7-3-273"
A77-34519 An- equation for potential evaporation from
soil, water, and crop surfaces adaptable to use by remote sensing. S.
B. Idso. R. J. Reginato, and R. 0. Jackson (U.S. Water Conservation
Laboratory, Phoenix, Ariz.). Geophysical Research Letters, vol. 4,
May 1977, p. 187, 188. 5 refs.
The paper examines a technique for estimating rates of daily
evaporation from bare soils that appears readily adaptable to remote
sensing. The technique requires knowledge of daily solar radiation,
moist surface albedo, and maximum and minimum surface and air
temperatures. New data is presented for four vegetative surfaces from
three different locations and for a water surface that indicate that
the technique may also apply to crop and water surfaces. B.J.
RS77-3-274
A77-36432 • Soil spectra contributions to grass canopy
spectral reflectance. C. J. Tucker and l_ D. Miller (NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.). Photogrammetric Engineering
and Remote Sensing, vol. 43, June 1977. p. 721-726. 10 refs. NSF
Grants No. GB-7824; No. G8-31862X; No. GB-31862X2; No.
GB-41233X; No. BMS-73-02027A02.
The soil or background spectra contribution to grass canopy
spectral reflectance for the 0.35 to 0.80 micron region was
investigated using in situ collected spectral reflectance data. Re-
gression analysis was used to estimate accurately the unexposed soil
spectral reflectance and to quantify maxima and minima for
soil-green vegetation reflection contrasts. (Author)
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RS77-3-275 RS77-3-277
A77-35458 # Atchafalaya wetlands mapping exercise. W. T.
Mealor, Jr. (Southern Mississippi, University. Hattiesburg. Miss.).
Remote Sensing of the Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977,
p. 64-70.
An applications-oriented exercise using aircraft-generated color
infrared photography is presented. Students apply knowledge of the
edaphic and spectral characteristics of vegetation as surrogates to
infer the dynamic ecological conditions in a wetlands area in the
Atchafalaya River Basin. Four broadly-defined vegetation com-
munities are used to identify areas of recently accreted land,
relatively well-drained natural levees, and potential sites of increased
land accretion. Surface turbidity features are also explored. Finished
products are a map of vegetation and water turbidity and a land-type
map. The amount of area in each classification is determined. C.K.D.
RS77-3-276
USEFULNESS OF LANDSAT DATA FOR MONI-
TORING PLANT DEVELOPMENT AND RANGE
CONDITIONS IN CALIFORNIA'S ANNUAL
GRASSLAND,
Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, S. Dale. EROS
Data Center.
D. M. Carneggie, S. D. DcGloria, and R. N.
ColwelL
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 19-«1.
September 1975.5 fig, 10 ref, 3 plate.
Descriptors: 'Range management, •Grasslands.
•Remote sensing, "California, Monitoring.
Ranges, Land use. Vegetation, Growth rates.
Growth stages. Mapping, Forages, Plant growth.
Data processing. Satellites*Artificial).
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
LANDSAT imagery and magnetic tapes were
analyzed to determine their utility for monitoring
and assessing range condition within the annual
grassland in California. LANDSAT data, forage
samples al selected range sites, and ground spec-
tral reflectance data were all examined in order to
verify the usefulness of LANDSAT imagery (1)
for determining range condition and growth stage,
and (2) for assessing relative forage production.
The results of ground spectral reflectance data
compared with green forage production data
showed a close correspondence between spectral
reflectance ratios and green biomass. Changes in
ground spectral reflectance data also correspond
with observed changes in growth stage and condi-
tion of the forage species. Moreover, LANDSAT
spectral reflectance data provides quantitative
signals of significant growth stages in the develop-
ment of annual forage species. Relative dif-
ferences in forage production are also indicated by
the LANDSAT spectral radiance data. Provided
that cloud-free LANDSAT coverage is available
during critical growth stages of the annual plants,
LANDSAT data can be used to: (I) assess dif-
ferences in range condition on a regional basis; (2)
compare differences in production between graz-
ing regions for a given year; and.(3) compare dif-
ferences in condition and production for a given
site between years. Moreover, the length of the
green feed period can be determined: and this in-
formation, along with ground samples of forage
production and climatic data, can provide the in-
puts to simple models for estimating forage
production or for determining the remaining length
of the green feed period beyond a definable
threshold date late in the growth cycle of the an-
nuals. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08411
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES FOR PRE-
DICTION OF WATERSHED RUNOFF.
Texas A and M Univ., College Station.
B.J. Blanchard.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Voiame 1-D. Re-
port No! NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2379-2406
September 1975. 5 fig. 1 tab. 5 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Runoff coeffi-
cient. 'Watersheds(Basins). 'Oklahoma. Runoff
forecasting. Runoff, Land classification. Analyti-
cal techniques. Analysis, Aerial photography,
Sateiiites(Artificial), Small watersheds. Agricul-
tural watersheds.
Identifiers: 'ChickashafOkla), LANDSAT.
The advent of new remote sensing devices
developed in the past decade offers the possibility
that watershed characteristics, such as vegetative
cover, soils, soil moisture, etc.. may be quantified
rapidly and economically. Experiments with visi-
ble and near infrared data from the LANDS AT-1
multispectral scanner have indicated that a simple
technique for calibration of runoff equation coeffi-
cients is feasible. When tested on 10 watersheds in
the Chickasha. Oklahoma area, the technique
using LANDSAT data produced more accurate ru-
noff coefficients than conventional methods. A
similar approach was used to relate passive
microwave antenna temperatures to runolf equa-
tion coefficients by using data from tiie Passive
Microwave Imaging System mounted in the NASA
P3A aircraft. Eight highly instrumented
watersheds in the Chickasha study area were used.
Study of these data and the data systems indicated
that passive microwave antenna temperatures may
be more effective throughout the year for calibra-
tion of watershed runoff coefficients than systems
using visible and near infrared light. (See also
W77-08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08075
RS77-3-278
THE CORRELATION OF SKYLAB L-BAND
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES WITH AN-
TECEDENT PRECIPITATION,
Oklahoma Univ., Norman.
M. J. McFarland.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re^
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 2243-2252,
September 1975.5 fig, 21 ref. NAS 9-13360.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Soil moisture,
'Satellites< Artificial). Measurement, Evaluation.
Microwaves. Radiation. Antecedent precipitation.
Antecedent moisture content. Soil moisture.
Moisture content.
Identifiers: Skylab.
The SI94 L-band radiometer flown on the Skylab
mission measured terrestrial radiation at the
microwave wavelength of 21.4 cm. The terrain
emissivity at this wavelength is strongly dependent
on the soil moisture content, which can be inferred
from antecedent precipitation. For the Skylab data
acquisition pass from the Oklahoma panhandle to
southeastern Texas on 11 June 1973. the SI94
brightness temperatures were highly correlated
with antecedent precipitation from the preceding
eleven day period, but very little correlation was
apparent for the preceding five day period. The
correlation coefficient between the averaged an-
tecedent precipitation index values and the cor-
responding SI94 brightness temperatures between
230 K and 270 K, the region of apparent response
to soil moisture in the data, was -0.97. The equa-
tion of the linear least squares line fitted to the
data was: API (cm) = 31.99-0.114 T. where API is
the antecedent precipitation index and T is the
SI94 brightness temperature. (See also W77-
08062 M Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08068
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RS77-3-279 RS77-3-281
TIMBER TYPE SEPARABILITY IN
SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES ON LAND-
SAT-l MSS DATA,
Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc. Houston, Tex.
E. P. Kan. and R. O. Oillman.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas, p 135-157.
September 1975. 7 fig, 3 tab, 19 ref. NASA NAS 9-
12:00.
Descriptors: 'Forest management, 'Pulp and
paper industry, 'Remote sensing, 'Southeast
U.S., "Texas, Mapping, Lumber, Lumbering,
Softwood, Hardwood, Classification, Data
processing. Analytical techniques, Photogram-
metry. Forestry, Forests. Land use. Industrial
crops. Satellites(Artificial), Vegetation regrowth.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
A quantitative, computer-aided study was made
on the spectral separability of timber types and
condition classes in the Southeastern United
States, using LANDSAT-1 multispectral scanner
data. Conclusions were obtained on accuracies at
different levels of mapping detail and the choice of
parameters affecting mapping accuracies, such as
spectral bands, number of bands, and seasons of
data. It was concluded that LANDS AT-1 could be
used effectively to discriminate the gross forest
features of softwood, hardwood, and regenera-
tion. The only significant detectable age difference
would be between an established forest and a
young (or denuded) forest, i.e., regeneration. The
red or near infrared bands would be better for dis-
crimination; phenological early and late spring
data would be better than winter (summer and au-
tumn data were not available for analysis). A tem-
poral analysis would be superior to single-season
analysis. Lastly, two spectral bands would be most
cost effective for computer analysis. The study
site, Sam Houston National Forest of East Texas,
is a typical forest in the Flatwoods Zone. Southern
Region, U.S. Forest Service. The widely accepted
computer scheme of training-field, maximum
likelihood classifier was employed, while cross-
classification accuracies and divergence measures
were computed to evaluate timber type separabili-
ty. (See also W77-08408) (Humphrey s-ISWS)
W77-C8418
ARE CLEAR-CUT AREAS ESTIMATED FROM
LANDSAT IMAGERY RELIABLE.
Pacific Forest Research Centre, Victoria (British
Columbia).
Y.J.Lee.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 105-114,
September 1975.7 fig, 1 tab. 3 ref.
Descriptors: •Clear-cutting. 'Lumbering,
•Canada, 'Remote sensing. Forest management.
Area), Estimating, Data processing. Satel-
Utcs(Artificial), Mapping. Surveys.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
The reliability of LANDSAT imagery for estima-
tion of clear-cut areas was evaluated bv com-
parison with data obtained from high-altitude
photos. logging historical maps, and from field in-
spections. A mature forest, owned by Pacific
Lugging Company, was selected as a test site
because of its continuous clear-cut operation. The
forest is about 50 km northwest of Victoria,
British Columbia. Canada, and consists of 9092 ha.
Ground tmih was based on high-altitude photos
and the Pacific Logging Company Logging History
Map for 1973, with a scale of 1:63.360. LANDSAT
imagery from band 5. recorded by multispectral
scanner, was obtained on September 4, 1972 and
on August 12. 1973. Areas clear-cut within the past
year were overestimated by 12.9% (105 ha), those
clear-cut 1-year or more by 2.2% (76 ha), whereas
uncut mature timber was underestimated by 3.6%
(176 ha). Three clear-cut areas were missed in the
company map and two in the LANDSAT enhance-
ment The difference between area estimates was
significant when all 26 areas were included, but
not when 2 overestimated areas were excluded
from the analysis. The ability to identify the status
and to estimate the size of current and past clear-
cutting activity has been definitely established.
The acreages for clear-cut and uncut mature
timber determined from LANDSAT imagery are
reliable, and the LANDSAT color enhancement
technique is a useful tool in up-dating clear-cut
areas for long-term planning in forest manage-
ment. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-lSWS)
W77-08416
RS77-3-280
CURRENT METHODS USED IN THE SOIL
CONSERVATION SERVICE TO ESTIMATE
SEDIMENT YIELD,
Soil Conservation Service, Fort Worth, Tex.
E. C. Nicholas.
Paper No. 76-2532, American Society of Agricul-
tural Engineers 1976 Winter Meeting, Chicago, Il-
linois, December 14-17,1976.8 p, 2 fig, 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Sediment yield. 'Sedimentation
rates. 'Soil conservation, 'Estimating, Forecast-
ing, Equations, Erosion. Soil erosion. Suspended
load, Depo9ition(Sediments). Methodology,
Reservoirs, Land management. Farm manage-
ment. Aerial photography, Curves.
Identifiers: 'Universal soil lots equation. Gross
erosion. Sediment delivery ratio.
The four basic procedures currently used in the
Soil Conservation Service to estimate sediment
yield depending on the environment and available
data are: (1) gross erosion and sediment delivery
ratio estimates. (2) predictive equations. (3)
suspended sediment load measurements, and (4)
sediment accumulation measurements. For verifi-
cation, it is desirable to use more than one method.
(Visocky-ISWS)
W77-06657
RS 7 7- 3- 2 82
MONITORING VEGETATION CONDITIONS
FROM LANDSAT FOR USE IN RANGE
MANAGEMENT,
Texas A and M Univ., College Station.
R. H. Haas, D. W. Deering, J. W. Rouse. Jr.. and
J. A. Schell.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 43-52,'
September 1975.1 fig. 1 tab.
Descriptors: 'Range management. 'Remote
sensing. 'Vegetation. Texas, 'Great Plains,
Monitoring, Growth stage. Forages, Plant growth.
Analytical techniques. Mapping. Ranges. Satel-
lites(Aruficial). Statistics.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
A summary of the LANDSAT Great Plains Cor-
ridor projects and the principal results were
presented. Emphasis was given to the use of satel-
lite acquired phenological data for range manage-
ment and agri-business activities. A convenient
method of reducing LANDSAT MSS data to pro-
vide quantitative estimates of green biomass on
rangelands in the Great Plains was explained. A
Transformed Vegetation Index (TVI6), which is
useful for detection and quantitative assessment
of green biomass differences, was developed.
Detailed statistical analysis showed that the TVI6
parameter, along with limited weather data, is
adequate to qualitatively assess range land feed
conditions. The ability to estimate green biomass
in increments of 250 to 300 kg/ha with a 95%
probability from TVI6 data and readily available
weather data was indicated. (See also W77-OS408)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08412
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RS77-3-283
OPERATIONAL -^O.NSIu-.L:> •.; iJNS FOR THE
APPLICATION OF REMOTELY SENSED
FOREST DATA FROM LANDSAT OR OTHER
AIRBORNE PLATFORMS.
Saint Regis Paper Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Southern
Timbertands Div.
G. R. Barker, and T. P. Fethe.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 115-133,
September 1973,6 fig, 2 tab, 10 ret.
Descriptors: 'Forest management, 'Pulp and
paper industry, 'Remote sensing. 'Lumbering,
'Southeast U.S., Mapping, Forests, Trees, Pine
trees, On-site investigations. Analytical
techniques. Data processing. Sampling. Surveys.
Photogrammetry, Land use. SateUitesCArtificial).
Aerial photography.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
The forest data base requirements necessary to
manage efficiently a large, timber based forest in-
dustry of the 1970's have transcended by a con-
siderable margin those data required two decades
ago. These data demands have grown, both in
quantitative terms and in the level of precision ac-
ceptable to successfully undertake the multiple
decision making processes required. From the
traditional generation of area/volume and frequen-
cy tables used in immediate planning for harvest
and cultural activity, data are now subjected to the
rigors of long-range planning manipulations, as
these data represent the major input to such
planning models. To be effective in such planning
activity, the data must be provided in a timely
manner. Concurrent with the increase in data de-
mand and the speed of preparation, has been the
ever increasing difficulty in securing and reducing
these data within the timetables demanded.
Remote sensing techniques at all levels seemed to
offer the most promising prospect in satisfying the
data requirements and in alleviating the difficult
task of collecting the data. After a thorough review
of the technology of remote sensing and the state
of the art of interpretation, it was realized that the
best hope for a practical; implementable scheme
was to approach the problem in three phases, all
interrelated, but independent enough to allow for
the progressive modular development of a multi-
level sampling system. At each stage, operational
feasibility will be evaluated so that necessary revi-
sions can be integrated into the system as needed.
(See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-1SWS)
W77-08417
RS77-3-284
HYDROLOGIC LAND USE CLASSIFICATION
OF THE PATUXENT RIVER WATERSHED
USING REMOTELY SENSED DATA.
General Electric Co.. Beltsville. Md.
W. C. Dallam. A. Rango, and L. Shima.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2351-2364,
September 1975.7 fig, 1 tab. 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Land use. 'Remote sensing.
*Hydroiogic aspects, 'Maryland.
•Watenheds(Basins), Aerial photography, Sur-
veys. 'Classification, Analytical techniques,
'Land classification. Forests. Surface waters.
Wetlands, Pastures, Urban mapping. Evaluation.
Flood plains.
Identifiers: 'Patuxent River. LANDSAT, Mul-
tispectral analysis.
The Patuxent River Watershed, located in central
Maryland between Baltimore and Washington.
D.C. is approximately 2330 sq kn in area and 175
km long. This region is not at a critical point
because of concerns such as water management
and quality, flooding, and land use within the
watershed. Data from the NASA-directed LAND- :
SAT and Earth Resources Aircraft Programs have
been used to provide a new dimension in informa-
tion collection and processing for the management
of watersheds. Digital data from LANDSAT-1. ID
number 1260-15201. were analyzed along with
selected IR photography from U-2 flight number
74-060B taken 28 April 1974, which was digitized
in three channels. Processing of the data was ac-
complished using a mullispectral analysis system.
Land use themes consisting of surface water, wet-
lands, forest, residential, cropland/pasture, urban.
and extractive were developed and delineated.
through the watershed. Area measurements of
watershed themes were obtained and will serves as
a calibration input to a deterministic hydrologic
model on a sub-watershed. Using the derived re-
sidential and urban theme areas from LANDSAT,
an estimated basin imperviousness was also calcu-
lated. Thematic maps were produced at 1:62.500
scale. Floodpronc areas were also classified and
i delineated at a scale of 1:24.000. Comparison with
standard flpodprone area maps at the same scale
has indicated a few areas of discrepancy. Such in-
formation can be used for updating or checking
floodprone area boundaries as well as monitoring
changes in floodplain areas. This cooperative
study has provided participating state and local
agencies with remote sensing information as ap-
plied to hydrologic problems and has resulted in a
technology exchange. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08073
RS77-3-285
DELINEATION OF DECIDUOUS WETLAND
FORESTS IN NORTHEASTERN CONNEC-
TICUT,
Connecticut Univ., Storrs. Inst. of Water
Resources.
P. H. Anderson.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as PB-267 662,
Price codes: A06 in paper copy. A01 in microfiche.
Master of Science Thesis. 1977. 123 p. 19 fig, 15
tab, 7 append; 86 ref. OWRT A-058-CONNO), 14-
31-0001-4007.
Descriptors: 'Wetlands, 'Freshwater.
•Boundaries, 'Soil types. 'Soil water, 'Remote
sensing. 'On-site investigations. Plant popula-
tions. Topography, 'Connecticut, 'Forests.
Identifiers: 'Inland wetland identification.
'Delineation methodology, 'False color infrared
imagery, 'Biological-physical gradients.
'Wetland-upland transition. Zones. Deciduous
wetland forests. Index of abundance. Ground
truth. Soil pH, Crown cover.
Inland wetlands in Connecticut, presently defined
by soil type, are delineated according to the Na-
tional Cooperative Soils Survey of the U.S.D.A.
Soil Conservation Service, a method which can
produce many discrepancies in the location of in-
land wetland boundaries. This study examining al-
ternate delineation methods, was designed to (1)
investigate vegetation distribution and selected
physical and chemical properties of wetland soils
and bordering uplands and the interface between
the two, and (2) provide the ground truth necessa-
ry for the identification and delineation of decidu-
ous wetland forests using false color infrared
(FCIR) imagery. In study sites located within the
Town of Mansfield. Connecticut, line transects
were laid out across wetland to upland transition
zones, with plant species and layers identified,
their positions recorded, and crown cover deter-
mined. Discriminant analysis appUed to abundance
data showed which members of plant species best
separate wetlands from uplands and which were
represen'auve of natural plant associations.
Results from the soil studies reveal that the wet-
land soil to upland soil gradient changes signifi-
cantly in soil pH and in soil water content. Soil
water and topographic position govern plant dis-
tribution along these gradients, accounting for the
distinct separation of wetland and upland plant as-
sociations. Of the criteria studied, vegetation dis-
tribution and crown cover, soil water content, and
relief are the most useful for delineating deciduous
wetland forests and are valuable in using remote
sensing imagery, (de Lara-Connecticut)
W77-08'.94
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RS77-3-286 RS77-3-288
THE RATIONALE FOR ATTEMPTING TO
DEFINE SALT MARSH MOSQUITO-BREEDLNG
AREAS IN GALVESTON COUNTY BY
REMOTE SENSING THE ASSOCIATED
VEGETATION.
Lockheed Electronics Co., Houston. Tex.
G. K. Arp.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975. Houston, Texas, p 289-299.
September 1975.2 tab, 23 ref.
Descriptors: 'Salt marshes, 'Insect control,
•Mosquitos, "Remote sensing, 'Texas. Mapping,
Environment. Grasses, Vegetation, Marsh plants.
Aerial photography. Entomology, Surveys. Wet-
lands. Aquatic plants.
Identifiers: 'Galveston County(Tex).
This paper concerned the rationale for attempting
to define salt marsh mosquito breeding areas in
Galveston County, Texas. It concluded a botanical
survey of the marsh plant communities, their rela-
tionship to flooding, and their exposure to salt
water. Particular emphasis was given to Distichilis
spicata, a widespread marsh grass. Evidence sug-
gests that breeding areas of Aedes sollicitans. salt
marsh mosquitos, are associated with Distichlis.
and that both species respond to similar ecological
conditions in the salt marsh. Analysis of the Gal-
veston salt marsh community revealed five major
plant associations, ranging from sea level to 91 cm
(3 ft) in elevation. The associations are Spartina al-
terniilora, Distichlis spicata, Spartina patens, salt
flats, and Spartina spartinae. From aircraft over-
flights at various altitudes, characteristics that
identify Distichlis spicata and Spartina patens
were defined. These characteristics may be used in
identifying the associated mosquito-breeding areas
either visually or by remote sensing, (See also
W77-08-W8) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08428
MAPPING OF THE WILOLAND FUEL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SANTA MONICA
MOUNTAINS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
ESL, Inc., Sunnyvale. Calif. Earth Resources
Technology Applications.
J. D. Nichols.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 159-166.
September 1975.3 tab.
Descriptors: 'Forest management. 'California.
•Remote sensing, 'Forest fires, 'Mapping.
Analytical techniques. Analysis, Satel-
lites(Artificial). Data processing. Trees, Grasses,
Brush. Fuels, Vegetation. Classification.
Identifiers: LANDSAT, 'Wildland fuels.
LANDSAT digital MSS data were successfully
used to map and evaluate the wildland fuels of the
Santa Monica Mountains in Southern California. A
mixed classification scheme was used where train-
ing areas of known vegetation types were entered,
and the maximum likelihood classifier run, fol-
lowed by an evaluation of the results and an unsu-
pcrvised retraining of the classifier using an image
of the probability of misclassification. Estimation
of maturity class and crown closure percents of
the major cover types were assigned to each com-
puter class by associating the photo interpretation
of 159 large-scale photo samples, -.yith the
resultant computer classes using analysis of vari-
ance and analysis of categorized data. The result
of the computer classification and statistical analy-
sis was then transformed from the LANDSAT
Coordinate California State Plane Coordinate
system for use in a digital format in the
FIRESCOPE data retrieval and fire modeling
system. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08419
RS77-3-287
COMPUTER ANALYSIS AND MAPPING OF
GYPSY MOTH DEFOLIATION LEVELS IN
PENNSYLVANIA USING LANDSAT-1 DIGITAL
DATA,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Greenbelt, Md. Goddard Space Flight Center.
D. L. Williams.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 167-181.
September 1975.3 fig. 1 tab. 22 ref.
Descriptors: 'Forest management, 'Pennsylvania,
'Mapping, 'Remote sensing. Insects, Data
processing. Surveys, Forests, Entomology, Spa-
tial distribution, SateUites(Artificial), Foliar,
Leaves.
Identifiers: 'Defoliation. LANDSAT, 'Gypsy
moths defoliation.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the ef- :
fectiveness of using LANDSAT-1 multispectral
digital data and imagery, supplemented by ground
truth and aerial photography, as a new method of
surveying gypsy moth (Porthetria dispar (L.)
(Lepidoptera: Lymantriidae) defoliation, which
has greatly increased in Pennsylvania in recent
years. Since the acreage and severity of gypsy
moth defoliation reaches a peak from mid-June
through the first few days of July, the July 8,1973,
LANDSAT-1 scene was chosen for analysis.
Results indicated that LANDSAT-1 data can be
used to discriminate between defoliated and
healthy vegetation in Pennsylvania, and that
digital processing methods can be used to map the
exte.it and degree of defoliation. (See also W77-
08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08420
RS77-3-289
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTED CLASSIFICA-
TION OF VEGETATION USING AIRCRAFT
ACQUIRED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
DATA,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Bay Saint Louis, Miss. Earth Resources Lab.
W. G. Cibula.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-5S168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 183-201,
September 1975.11 fig, 3 tab, 8 ref.
Descriptors: 'Forest management, 'Remote
sensing, 'Mapping. 'Mississippi, Aerial photog-
raphy, Forests, Vegetation, Spatial distribution.
Land use. Plant groupings. Classification, Trees,
Canopy, Analytical techniques. Training.
The use of aircraft 24-channel multispectral
scanner data in conjunction with computer
processing techniques to obtain an automated clas-
sification of plant species associations was
discussed. The classification of various plant spe-
cies associations was related to information
needed for specific applications. In addition, the
necessity of multiple selection of training fields for
a single class in situations where the study area
consists of highly irregular terrain was detailed. It
was mentioned that a single classification will be
illuminated differently in different areas, resulting
in the existence of multiple spectral signatures for
a given class. These different signatures result
because different qualities of radiation upwell to
the detector from portions that have differing
qualities of incident radiation. Techniques of train-
ing field selection were outlined, and a classifica-
tion obtained from a natural area in Tishomingo
State Park in north Mississippi was presented.
(See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08421
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RS77-3-290 RS77-3-292
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REMOTE
SENSING IN AGRICULTURE,
Anderson. Clayton and Co.. Houston, Tex.
R. A. Phelps.
in: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975. Houston. Texas, p 239-242,
September 1975.10 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Agriculture,
'Mapping, 'Crops. 'Arizona. Cotton, Aerial
photography. Farm management. Vegetation,
Spatial distribution. Molds. Satellites(Artificial).
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
During the past few years, Anderson, Clayton and
Company has utilized in their remote sensing pro-
gram imagery from several types of platforms
from light aircraft to the LANDSAT (ERTS) satel-
lites. Inexpensive imagery was preferred over ex-
pensive magnetic tapes. Emphasis was on practi-
cal application of remote sensing data to increase
crop yield by decreasing plant stress, disease,
weeds, and undesirable insects, and by improving
irrigation. Imagery obtained from low altitudes via
aircraft provided the necessary resolution and
complements but did not replace data from high al-
titude aircraft, Gemini and Apollo spacecraft,
Skylab space station, and LANDSAT satellites.
Federal government centers are now able to
supply imagery within about thirty days from date
of order and deserve to be commended. Neverthe-
less, if the full potential of space imagery in practi-
cal agricultural operations is to be realized, the
time span from date of imaging to user application
needs to be shortened from the current several
months to not more than two weeks. (See also
W77-08408) (Humphrey s-ISWS)
W77-08425
RS77-3-291
.AN EVALUATION OF TOTAL SOLAR
REFLECTANCE AND SPECTRAL BAND
RATIOING TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATINGSOIL WATER CONTENT,
Agricultural Research Service, Phoenix. Ariz.
Water Conservation Lab.
R. J. Reginalo, J. F. Vedder. S. B. Idso, R. D.
Jackson, and M. R. Blanchard.
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 82, No. 15
p 2101-2104. May 20, 1977. 5 fig, 12 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Sofl moisture,
'Solar radiation, 'Arizona. Reflectance, Soils, Ir-
rigation. 'Moisture content, 'Soil water.
Microwaves. Radiation, Infrared radiation. Mea-
surement, Drying, Soil science. Estimating,
Evaluation.
Identifiers: Pyranometers, Multispectrai scanners.
For several days in March of 1975, reflected solar
radiation measurements were obtained from
smooth and rough surfaces of wet, drying, and
continually dry Avondale loam at Phoenix,
Arizona, with pyranometers located 50 cm above
the ground surface and a multispectral scanner
flown at a 300-m height. The simple summation of
the different band radiances measured by the mul-
tispectral scanner proved to be as good as the
pyranometer data for estimating surface soil water
content if the multispectral .scanner data were
standardized with respect to the intensity of in-
coming solar radiation or the reflected radiance
from a reference surface, such as the continually
dry soil. Without this means of standardization,
multispectral scanner data are most useful in a
spectral band raiioing context. The results in-
dicated that, for the bands used, no significant in-
formation on soil water content could be obtained
by band ratioing. Thus the variability in soil water
content should insignificantly affect soil-type dis-
crimination based on identification of type-
specific spectral signatures. Therefore, remote
sensing, conducted in the 0.4-to 1.0 micrometer
wavelength region of the solar spectrum, would
seem to be much more suited to identifying crop
and soil types than to estimating of soil water con-
tent. CSims-ISWS)
W77-09957
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NASA EARTH
RESOURCES SURVEY SYMPOSIUM, JUNE
1975, VOLUME I-A, TECHNICAL SESSION
PRESENTATIONS, AGRICULTURE-ENVIRON-
MENT.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Houston. Tex. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfeild, VA 22161 as N76-17588,
Price codes: A23 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.
Report No. NASA TNI X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975. Houston, Texas. September 197S
(3 Vol.). 595 p. Smistad, O., Coordinator.
Descriptors: 'Conferences, 'Remote sensing,
'Agriculture, 'Environment, Satellites(ArtificiaT).
Land use, Water quality. Mapping, Range
management. Land management. Marshes, Wet-
lands, Data processing. Monitoring. Forests,
Vegetation, Revegetauon, Resources, Land
resources.
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT, Skylab.
The reported symposium combined with utiliza-
tion and results of data from NASA programs in-
volving LANDSAT. the.Skylab Earth resources
experiment package, and aircraft, as well as infor-
mation from other data acquisition programs. The
primary emphasis was on the practical applica-
tions of Earth resources survey technology, which
is of interest to a large number of potential users.
Also featured were scientific and technological ex-
ploration and research investigations with poten-
tial promising applications. Technical sessions
were structured to provide governmental and
private organizations with a comprehensive pic-
ture of various applications in the management
and implementation of remote-sensing data use in
their own programs. Volume I-A contained techni-
cal papers related to agriculture and environment.
(See WT7-08409 thru W77-08438) (Humphreys-
ISWS)
W77-08408
RS77-3-293
AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS OF
REMOTE SENSING-A TRUE LIFE ADVEN-
TURE.
General Electric Co., Behsville, Md.
E. S. Schaller.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 233-238,
September 1975.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Agriculture,
•Mapping, 'California, Crops, Spatial distribu-
tion. Classification, Census, Vegetation, Farm
management. Cotton, Aerial photography. Satel-
lite s(Artificial).
Identifiers: 'San Joaquin Valley(Calif), LANDr
SAT.
In mid-1973. General Electric undertook a study of
agricultural applications of remote sensing with a
major agricultural firm. The study continued for
eighteen months and covered the areas of crop
monitoring and management as well as large-scale
crop inventories. Pilot programs in the application
of aircraft remote sensing and LANDSAT data
were conducted. An operational aircraft survey
program for ranch management has subsequently
been implemented by the agricultural firm.
LANDSAT data were successfully used to
produce a 97% accurate inventory of cotton over
4.8 million acres of California's San Joaquin Val-
ley. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08424
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RS77-3-294
SOIL MOISTURE DETECTION FROM
SKYLAB,
Kansas Univ., Lawrence.
J. R. Eagleman. and W. C. Lin.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 2233-2241,
September 1975.8 fig. 5 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Soil moisture.
*SateUites(Artificial). Measurement, Evaluation,
Aerial photography. Microwaves, On-site in-
vestigations. Basic data collections. Surveys,
Moisture content.
Identifiers: Skylab. Nimbus-5.
An investigation was designed for the Skylab
satellite to determine the feasibility of remote
sensing of the soil moisture content of the surface
• from various microwave sensors. Skylab data for
. the experiment were collected during passes 5,10,
16, and 38 across the two test sites selected in east-
ern Kansas and western Texas. Pass 38 covered
bo LI test sites, giving five data sets for the analy-
sis. As Skylab data were being taken, the moisture
content of the soil was sampled by ground crews
for each 2.5 centimeter depth from the surface to
15 centimeters at interval of about 6 kilometers
along two different routes in the test sites. Skylab
data were collected by passive microwave
radiometers at wavelengths of 2.1 and 21 cm by the
S193 and S194 microwave sensors. An active
microwave system also collected scatterometer
data at a wavelength of 2.1 cm. Aircraft un-
derflights and a Nimbus-5 satellite provided addi-
tional data from microwave sensors corresponding
to the Skylab passes. The analysis of microwave
data revealed that the longer wavelength L-Band
passive radiometer gave the best correlation with
soil moisture content of the upper 2.5 cm depth of
soil. These correlations were quite good and were
apparently influenced very little by other factors
such as terrain, vegetation, and cloud cover, with
the only major disadvantage of the L-3and
radiometer being the size of the resolution cell.
The shorter wavelength radiometers were in-
fluenced more by cloud cover and vegetation, but
they did have the advantage of a smaller size of
resolution cell. The relationship between the soil
moisture content and the radiometric antenna tem-
perature was used to calculate soil moisture levels
from satellite altitudes with several applications
suggested by this capability. (See also WT7-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08067
RS77-3-295
EVALUATION Of THERMAL X/5-DETECTOR
SKYLAB S-I92 DATA FOR ESTIMATING
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND THERMAL
PROPERTIES OF SOILS FOR IRRIGATION
MANAGEMENT,
South Dakota State Univ., Brookings. Remote
Sensing Institute.
D. G. Moore. M. L. Morton. M. J. Russell, and V.
L Myers.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources, Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 2561-2583.
• September 1975. 7 fig. 5 tab. 14 ref. NASA NAS 9-
13337. .
Descriptors: •Evapotranspiration. 'Remote
sensing, 'Data processing, Texas. Data collec-
tions. Evaluation. Analysis, Land use, Irrigated
land. Soil moisture. Soil temperature. Manage-
ment, Energy budget, SateUites(Anificial), Aerial
photography.
Identifiers: Skylab.
An energy budget approach to evaluating the
SKYLAfl X/5-detector S-192 data for prediction
of soil moisture and evapotranspiration rate was"
pursued. A test site which included both irrigated
and dryland agriculture in Southern Texas was
selected for the SL-4 SKYLAB mission. Both
vegetated and fallow fields were included. Data
for a multistage analysis, including ground. NC-
I30B aircraft. RB-57F aircraft, and SKYLAB al-
titudes, were collected. Ground data were used to
characterize energy budgets and to evaluate the
utility of an energy budget approach for determin-
ing soil moisture differences among twelve
specific agricultural fields. It was concluded that:
(1) Wavelengths greater than 1.5 micrometers were
required to spectrally distinguish between wet and
dry fallow surfaces. (2) The thermal data provided
a better estimate of soil moisture than did the
reflective bands. (3) Thermal data was dependent
on soil moisture, but not on the type of agricultural
land use. (4) The emiltance map, when used in
conjunction with existing models, did provide an
estimate of evapotranspiration rales. (5) Surveys
of high soil moisture areas can be accomplished
with space-altitude thermal data. If both soil
moisture and land use are to be surveyed, at least
one reflective channel must be included in the
analysis. (6) Thermal data will provide a reliable
input into irrigation scheduling. (7) The thermal
and spatial resolution of the S-192 X/5 detector
SKYLAB data is appropriate for monitoring soil
moisture and for irrigation scheduling. (8) The time
of data collection for soil moisture surveys should
be close to midday. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08079
RS77-3-296
THE USE OF SKYLAB DATA TO STUDY THE
EARLY DETECTION OF INSECT INFESTA-
TIONS AND DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF
HOST PLANTS,
Agricultural Research Service. Weslaco, Tex.
Southern Region Citrus Insects Research.
W. G. Hart. S. J. Ingle, and M. R. Davis.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975, Houston, Texas, p 203-219,
September 1975.8 fig, 5 ref.
Descriptors: 'Vegetation, 'Plant groupings,
'Texas. 'Remote sensing. Insects, Infection,
Classification. Spatial distribution. Citrus fruits,
SateUiteslArtificial), Aerial photography. Instru-
mentation. Agriculture. Mapping, Photography.
Identifiers: 'Insect infestations, 'Host plants.
Skylab.
A study of the detection of insect infestations and
the density and distribution of host plants was un-
dertaken, using Skylab data, aerial photography,
and ground truth, simultaneously. Additional
ground truth and aerial photography was acquired
between Skylab passes. For the evaluation of S-
190B data, two 100 square-mile areas within the
task site were selected. Area 1, of high density
citrus, wax located northwest of Mission, Texas.
Area 2, located 20 miles north of Weslaco, Texas,
contained different varieties of citrus, winter
vegetables, sugarcane, irrigated pastures, and
brush-covered land. Skylab S-I90A data was also
evaluated for similar information over the entire
Rio Grande Valley and adjacent areas of Mexico.
Satellite data such as that obtained from Skylab S-
190B offers promise for detection of some insect
pests and the distribution of host plants of various
insect pests. With comparative observations of
film types and seasonal influences on reflectance
characteristics, many crop varieties can be
identified with Skylab S-190B data. Vegetative
patterns in border areas can be detected with
Skylab S-I90A and S-190B data. This information
can be useful in detection avenues of entry of pest
species and areas of stress that require greater
vigilance in stopping the spread of destructive spe-
cies. The influence of some environmental factors
on crops thay may be confused with pest injury or
related factors can be detected and identified with
Skylab S-190B data. (See also W77-08408)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08422
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A STUDY OF THE UTILIZATION OF EREP
DATA FROM THE WABASH RIVER BASIN.
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. Lab for Applica-
tions of Remote Sensing.
L. F. Silva.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA 22161 as N76-19508.
Price codes: A08 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.
Final Report. Project SR397, 1976. 143 p. 48 fig. 53
tab. 28 ref, I append. NASA NAS9-13301. NASA
NGL15-005-112.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing.
*Satellites(Artificial), 'Instrumentation, 'Indiana,
Vegetation, Crops, Forests. 'Land use. Water
resources. Cities, Urbanization. Atmosphere,
Classification, Soil classification. Analytical
techniques. Radiation. Photography.
Identifiers: 'Skylab. 'LANDSAT. 'Wabash River
Basin(Ind).
Data from the Earth Resource Experiment
Package (EREP) on Skylab were used to study the
utilization of these data in the Wabash River
Basin. The study of the spacecraft multispeclral
data sets indicated that better land use delineation
using machine processing techniques can be ob-
tained wi th data from mullispectraj scanners than
digitized S190A photographic sensor data. Belter
results were obtained for both a late spring scene
and. to a much more significant degree, a winter
scene. Comparable results were obtained from the
LANDSAT 1 and Skylab SI92 scanners for the
late spring scene even though the SI92 scanner
contained channels with a broader spectral range
and smaller spectral resolutions. The results of the
multi-emulsion photographic data set were a little
better than the multiband photographic data set.
The results of the comparison of the interim and
filtered SI92 data indicated that the data were im-
proved some for machine processing techniques.
It is questionable, however, whether the improve-
ment obtained was worth the time and resources
spent in the filtering effort. The results of the SI92
X-5 detector array studies over a wintertime scene
indicated that a good quality far infrared channel
can be very useful. The results of the S19I spec-
troradiometer study indicated that the data from
the SI9I was usable, and it was possible to esti-
mate the path radiance. The results of the channel
significance study indicated that channel It, a
middle infrared band, was very useful in all three
data sets. Based on these studies, it was recom-
mended that future space earth resource systems
include multispectral scanners which contain
channels in the middle infrared and the far infrared
in addition to channels in the visible and near in-
frared. (Simi-lSWS)
W77-06670
RS77-3-298
MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING OF SOIL
MOISTURE,
Kansas Univ.. Lawrence.
F. T. Ulaby, P. P. Batlivala, J. CihJar. and T.
Schmugge.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2207-2232.
September 1975.24 fig. 12 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Soil moisture.
•Vegetation effects. 'Kansas. 'California.
Moisture content. Soil temperature. Aerial
photography. Evaluation, Measurement, Satel-
lites(Anificial), Com(Field), Soybeans.
Microwaves. Radiation.
Identifiers: Nimbus-5.
Plant growth, partitioning of rainfall into surface
runoff and infiltration components, and evapora-
tion loss to the atmosphere, among other,
processes, all depend on the amount of water .
present in the soil. This paper examined the poten-
tial application of microwave remote sensing
devices in estimating soil moisture content over
extended areas. Experimental measurements in-
volving both active and passive microwave sen-
sors acquired from a variety of platforms were
presented. Evaluation of the total available experi-
mental data acquired by microwave sensors from
ground-based, airborne, and spacebome platforms
revealed that, under the majority of surface cover
conditions, microwave sensors are capable of de-
tecting soil moisture variations. The accuracy as-
sociated with a quantitative determination of.
moisture content is. however, subject to the cho-
ice of sensor parameters (frequency, incidence
angle, and polarization) and to ground conditions
(surface roughness, vegetation cover, and soil
temperature). It was concluded that continued
work towards an operational satellite soil moisture
mapping system involves the establishment of op-
timum sensor (active and passive)/senscr parame-
ter combination(s) and testing over a wide range of
terrain characteristics. (See also W77-08062)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08066
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ESTIMATING VEGETATIVE BIOMASS FROM
LANDSAT-1 IMAGERY FOR RANGE MANAGE-
MENT,
Nebraska Univ.. Lincoln. Conservation Survey
Div.
P. M. Seevers, J. V. Drew, and M. P. Carlson.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 1-8, Sep-
tember 1975.1 fig, 2 tab, 6 ref.
Descriptors: 'Estimating, 'Range management,
•Nebraska. 'Remote sensing. 'Vegetation
regrowth. Vegetation. Agriculture. Measurement,
'Biomass, Management, Land use. Mapping,
Vegetation establishment. Data processing.
Ranges. Grasses. Range grasses. Satel-
lites! Artificial).
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT.
Evaluation of LANDS AT-1. band 5 data for use in
estimation of vegetative biomass for range
management decisions was carried out for five
selected range sites in the Sandhills region of
Nebraska. Analysis of sets of optical density-
vegetative biomass data indicated that com-
parisons of biomass estimation could be made
within one frame, but not between frames without
correction factors. There was high correlation
among sites within sets of radiance value-vegeta-
tive biomass data and also between sets, indicating
that comparisons of biomass could be made within
one frame, but not between frames without cor-
rection factors. There was high correlation among
sites witnin sets of radiance value-vegetative
biomass data and also between sets, indicating that
comparisons of biomass estimation could be made
within one frame, but not between frames without
correction factors. There was high correlation
among sites within sets of radiance value-vegeta-
tive bio.nass data and also between sets, indicating
that comparisons of biomass could be made within
and between frames. LANDSAT-1 data were
shown to be a viable alternative to currently used
methods of determining vegetative biomass
production and stocking rate recommendations for
Sandhills rangeland. To be of maximum benefit,
however. LANDSAT data must be available to
decision makers within seven to ten days after
acquisition. (See also W77-OS408) (Humphreys-
ISWS)
W77-08409
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RS77-3-300
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BY HABITAT
L'NITS-A PRELIMINARY PLAN OF ACTION,
C. D. Frentress, and R. G. Frye.
tn: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975. Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston, Texas, p 245-262,
September 1975.4 fig, 34 ref, 2 append.
Descriptors: Wildlife habitats, 'Remote sensing.
•Texas, 'Land use. Mapping, Vegetation. Trees,
Classification, Management, Wildlife manage-
ment. Environment, Maps, Spatial distribution.
Oak trees. Juniper trees. Aerial photography.
Satellites!Artificial). Analytical techniques.
Identifiers: Travis County(Tex), LANDSAT.
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recog-
nizes the need for managing populations of wil-
dlife species by defined area units. A data stratifi-
cation scheme is required to investigate species
populations for the purpose of identifying unit
boundaries. Vegetation type maps are commonly
used to stratify data collection points and. sub-
sequently to delineate boundaries of homogeneous
populations. Procedures for yielding vegetation
type maps were developed, using LANDSAT data
and a computer assisted classification analysis
(LARSYS) developed by Purdue University.
Ground cover in Travis County. Texas, was clas-
sified OR two occasions, using a modified version
of the unsuperv;sed approach to classification.
The first classification produced a total of 17
classes. Examination revealed that further group-
ing was justified. A second analysis produced 10
classes which were displayed on printouts which
were later colorcoded. The final classification was
82% accurate. While the classification map ap-
peared to satisfactorily depict the existing vegeta-
tion, two classes were determined to contain sig-
nificant error. A review of the procedures in-
dicated that ihe major sources of error could have
been eliminated by stratifying cluster sites more
closely among previously mapped soil associations
that are identified with particular plant associa-
tions. This could have served as a safeguard to
prevent overlooking a vegetational class. (See also
W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
WT7-08426
RS77-3-301
UTILIZATION OF LANDSAT IMAGERY FOR
MAPPING VEGETATION ON THE MILLIONTH
SCALE,
Kansas Univ., Lawrence, Space Technology
Labs.
D. L. Williams, and J. C. Coiner.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 53-65,
September 1975. 4 fig, 14 ref. NASA NGL 17-004-
024.
Descriptors: 'Mapping, 'Vegetation, 'Remote
sensing, 'Natural resources. Land use, Areal,
Satellites(Artificial). Distribution patterns.
Forests, Classification, Surveys.
Identifiers: 'LANDSAT. 'Uoesco, Physiog-
nomic.
The United Nations Education, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization (UNESCO) has recently
published a vegetation classification system. This
system, based on the physiognomy of the vegeta-
tion, is designed to provide a comprehensive
framework for the preparation of vegetation maps
of any pan of the world at scales of 1:1.000.000 or
less. The utility of the system lies in the fact that
optimal agricultural land uses are always related to
the natural vegetation. The system is designed lor
use with maps covering large areas. The large map
area, however, poses a severe problem in uniform
data collection, especially if large-scale imagery is
employed as a mapping base. Since LANDSAT
images have a basic utilization scale of
1:1.000.000, identical to that of the projected
maps, they would serve as a uniform bast for all
pans of the world if they contained the informa-
tion necessary to delimit vegetation formations.
To determine if the information content of the
imagery is sufficient to permit mapping according
to the Unesco classification, a series of test sites
was examined. These sites included examples
from the humid tropics, arid and semi-arid sub-
tropics, and temperate zones. In every case, the
feasibility of this application of LANDSAT
imagery was verified. The imagery may, therefore,
be used as a mapping base for the preparation of
vegei2tion maps on the millionth scale (See also
W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08413
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LANDSAT-I DATA, ITS USE IN A SOIL SUR-
VEY PROGRAM,
South Dakota State Univ., Brookings. Dept. of
Plant Science; and South Dakota State Univ.,
Brookings. Remote Sensing InsU
F. C. Westin. and C. J. Frazee.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58I6S. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 67-95,
September 1975. 16 fig, 2 tab, 6 ref. NASA 5-
21774, NASA 42-003-007.
Descriptors: 'Soil surveys, 'South Dakota.
•Mapping. 'Remote sensing. Soils, Maps, Sur-
veys, Soil relief. Soil texture, Lind use. Data
processing, Satellites(ArtificiaJ). Analysis.
Analytical techniques. Synoptic analysis. Dis-
tribution patterns. Soil types.
Identifiers: LANDSAT, Thematic soil maps.
The three objectives for this study were: (1) to in-
vestigate the unique characteristics of LANDSAT
imagery as they aid in recognizing soil survey
boundaries; (2) to explore the use of LANDSAT
imagery for low intensity soil surveys; and (3) to
investigate LANDSAT imagery as a base map for
publishing thematic soil maps. Using many of the
characteristics of LANDSAT imagery, a low in-
tensity soil survey of Pennington County. South
Dakota, was completed in 1974. LANDSAT-1
color composite transparencies, single band trans-
parencies, and enlargement prints were in-
terpreted to produce a soilscape map for 400,000
hectares. Areas of similar photographic charac-
teristics were delineated on mylar over a color
composite using a light table and a three-power
magnifying glass. The field checking was done by
a resource team of soil, geology, and range science
specialists. The color composite transparency was
adequate for locating most of the boundaries
between soilscape areas. The soilscape map was
interpreted to give general guidelines for land
evaluation. It was concluded that a LANDSAT
photographic background for soil-related informa-
tion greatly enhances its use since much can be
deduced about hydrology and land use. (See also
W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08414
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DISCRIMINATING COASTAL RANGELAND
•PRODUCTION AND IMPROVEMENTS WITH
COMPUTER AIDED TECHNIQUES,
Lockheed Electronics Co.. Inc., Houston, T:x.
Aerospace Systems Div.
C. A. Reeves, and D. P. Faulkner.
!n: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12,1975, Houston, Texas, p 9-17, Sep-
tember 1975.4 fig, 4 ref.
Descriptors: 'Range management, 'Remote
sensing. 'Texas, 'Coasts, Coastal marshes. Land
use. Vegetation, Classification, Data processing,
Satellites(Arlificial). Ranges, Mapping, Measure-
ment. Computers.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
This study successfully demonstrated that broad
rangeland types can be accurately separated to ac-
ceptable levels on LANTJSAT bulk data with a
computer aided classification procedure. Although
this was a pilot study, the output classification
could be used by land managers as an input to their
rangeiand inventory. It was also determined that
this first step just 'scratched the surface' in ex-
tracting inventory information. A second step to
further refine the classification is needed to dif-
ferentiate improved pastures from the native ran-
gelands. A third step would be to monitor changes
as native rangeiands are convened to improved
pastures and as climatic or seasonal aspects in-
fluence these lands. These steps are necessary for
the development of a dynamic model based on in-
puts from remotely sensed data and to predict
variations in carrying capacity of rangeiands as af-
fected by seasonal variations and range improve-
ment practices. This model could take advantage
of the unique multispectral and repeat coverage
characteristics of the LANDSAT type satellites.
The product of this model have the potential of
aiding the range manager to become a more effi-
cient and more accurate decision maker at lower
cost. (See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-O84IO
RS77-3-304
SATELLITE MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS
OF SOIL MOISTURE VARIATIONS.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Grcenbelt. Md. Coddard Space Flight Center.
T. J. Schrnugge, J. M. Meneely, A. Rango, and R.
Nelf.
Water Resources Bulletin. Vol. 13, No. 2, p 265-
281, April 1977. 11 fig. 1 tab, 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Soil moisture.
"Central U.S., Soils, Vegetation, Vegetation ef-
fects. Satellites! Artificial). Aircraft. Microwaves,
Rainfall. Antecedent precipitation. Precipita-
tion( Atmospheric), Soil water. Crops. Soil
moisture meters. Measurement, Monitoring,
Water resources. Agriculture.
Identifiers: 'Microwave radiometers.
Results from studies in the minois-lndiana and
Texas-Oklahoma areas indicated that satellite
microwave observations at the 1.55 cm wavelength
are responsive to relative moisture variations in
the near surface layer of the soil. Because signifi-
cant vegetation cover absorbs the !.55 cm
microwave emission from the soil, the target area
must be predominately bare soil or low density
vegetation cover for meaningful measurements to
result. The 25 km resolution of the satellite sensor
limits application of the microwave'techniques to
large areas such as watersheds or agricultural dis-
tricts rather than individual fields. In general, at
1.55 cm. there is an inverse relationship between
microwave brightness temperature and changes in
soil moisture levels (as indicated by antecedent
rainfall) in agricultural regions before planting of
crops or during the early growing season when
vegetation cover is sparse. Even early season ob-
iervations should He of great value in deciding on
the time and type of crop planting and for initial ir-
rigation scheduling when the root zone is still in
close proximity to the surface. (Sims-ISWS)
W77-09335
AD-A039 994/9GA PC A02/MF A01
Illinois Univ At Urbana-Champaign
Automatic Soil Identification from Remote
Sensing Data,
Kam W. Wong. T. H. Thornburn, and M. A.
Khoury. 1976, 9p ARO-11597.1-GS
Grant DAAG29-74-G-0135
Availability: Pub. in Photogrammetric En-
gineering and Remote Sensing. v43 n1 P73-SO
Jan 77.
Descriptors: 'Soil classification. Remote detec-
tors. Digital systems. Erosion, Statistical analy-
sis. Identification. Reprints.
Identifiers: Remote sensing.
A reliable method of automatic soil identifica-
tion can be developed by the combined appli-
cation of remote sensing and digital terrain
data. Research results have demonstrated that
small differences in soil types can be distin-
guished by the use of quantitative terrain fac-
tors which are computed from digital terrain
data. Continuing research effort is directed
towards the improvement of the terrain factors,
the development of statistical prediction
techniques, and testing the effectiveness of
these factors in the identification of soils.(Author)
RS77-3-306
AD-A041 859/OGA PC A02/MF A01
Army Electronics Command Fort Monmouth N
J
Analysis of Observed Soil Skin Moisture Ef-
fects on Reflectance.
Research and development technical rept.
S. E. Taylor. J. M. Davis, and J. 3. Mason. Jim
77,21 p Rept no. ECOM-5822
Descriptors: 'Soils. Moisture, 'Reflectance. Soil
classification. Calibration, Surface truth.
Images, Scientific satellites. Texture, Modifica-
tion, Acceptance tests.
Identifiers: 'Soil moisture. Ground truth.
'Remote sensing.
A light reflectance device has been applied to
various soil surfaces, and the results have been
correlated to independent measurements of
skin moisture content Results show that for the
configuration used moisture effects are masked
by those of surface texture. Modifications are
recommended. (Author)
RS77-3-307 RS77-3-309
PB-267 822/5GA PC A06/MF A01
Purdue Univ., Lafayette. Ind. Lab. (or Applica-
tions of Remote Sensing.
Analysis of Multlspectral Data Using Com-
puter Techniques: Virginia Test Site.
Interim rept. Jan 73-Jun 74,
Ray L. Frederking; Terry R. West, and
Christopher J. Stohr. Nov 74.119p LARS-
196200-1-T-VTS, FHWA/RD-75-15
Contract DOT-FH-11-7565
See also PB-267 821.
Also available in set of 5 reports PC E10. PB-267
819-SET.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. "Soils. Terrain.
Highways. Digital techniques. Statistical analy-
sis. Topography. Infrared detection. Mapping.
Photogrammetry. Virginia.
Identifiers: Multiband spectral reconnaissance.
Ground truth. Imagery, Computer aided analy-
sis. Augusta County(Virginia).
Multispectral remote sensing data were col-
lected over the Virginia Test Site during the
spring and fall of 1970 (April 7-8 and December
14-15). The Virginia Test Site is located in
northwestern Virginia in Augusta County near
the town of Stauton. Twelve miles in length, the
flight line trends northwestward at right angles
to the prominent structural trends of the Ap-
palachian Mountain System. Soils consist of
residual material formed by weathering of the
parent bedrock. Local relief ranges from 100 to
600 feet and the elevation from 250 to 1950 feet
above sea level. Presumably because of the
relatively steep slopes in the area, a large per-
centage of the surface was covered either by
forest or pasture growth with only a minor frac-
tion used for row-crop production. Geologi-
cally, the Virginia site consists of folded Cam-
brian and Ordovician age sedimentary rocks
with minor amounts of Quaternary alluvium, ac-
cumulated along the stream channels. The pur-
pose of the research was to analyze multispec-
tral data from the Virginia Test Site using the
current capabilities of the LARS computer-
assisted analyses techniques.
E77-10150 PC A11/MF A01
Bureau of Land Management. Denver. Colo.
A LANOSAT Study of Ephemeral and Perenni-
al Rangeland Vegetation and Soils.
Final rept. 1 Mar 75-1 Dec 76.
R. Gordon Bentley. Jr., Bette C. Salmon-
Drexler, William J. Bonner. and Robert K.
Vincent. 1 Dec 76.232p BLM/YA/300-1700-
1012. NASA-CR-152650
NASA Order S-53966-A
Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center, 10th and Dakota Ave., Sioux Falls.
S.D.57198.
Descriptors: 'Vegetation. 'Soils. 'Rangeland.
'Montana, 'Arizona, Earth Resources program.
Maximum likelihood estimates. Mapping. Mul-
tispectral band scanners.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. Several methods of computer
processing were applied to LANDS AT data for
mapping vegetation characteristics of perenni-
al rangeland in Montana and ephemeral range-
land in Arizona. The choice of optimal
processing technique was dependent on
prescribed mapping and site condition. Single
channel level slicing and ratioing of channels
were used for simple enhancement. Predictive
models for mapping percent vegetation cover
based on data from field spectra and LANDSAT
data'were generated by multiple linear regres-
sion of six unique LANDSAT spectral ratios.
Ratio gating logic and maximum likelihood
classification were applied successfully to
recognize plant communities in Montana. Max-
imum likelihood classification did little to im-
prove recognition of terrain features when
compared to a single channel density slice in
sparsely vegetated Arizona. LANDSAT was
found to be more sensitive to differences
between plant communities based on percent-
ages of vigorous vegetation than to actual
physical or spectral differences among plant
species.
RS77-3-308
677-10139 PC A02/MF A01
Delaware Univ.. Newark. Center for Remote
Sensing.
Variability of Wetland Reflectance and Its Ef-
fect on Automatic Categorization of Satellite
Imagery,
V. Klemas, and P. Bartlett. 10 Jan 77,3p NASA-
CR-152633
Contract NASS-20983
Descriptors: 'Wetlands. Spectral reflectance,
Delaware, Earth Resources program. Automata
theory, Multispectral band scanners. Classifica-
tions. ' .
Identifiers: 'Land use. Mapping.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. Land cover categorization of data
from the same overpass in four test wetland
areas was carried out using a four category
classification system. The tests indicate that
training data based on in situ reflectance mea-
surements and atmospheric correction of
LANDSAT data can produce comparable accu-
racy of categorization to that achieved using
more than four wetlands cover categories (salt
marsh cordgrass, salt hay, unvegetated, and
water tidal flat) produced overall classification
accuracies of 85% by conventional and relative
radiance training and 81% by use of in situ mea-
surements. Overall mapping accuracies were
76% and 72% respectively.
RS77-3-310
E77-10168 PC A03/MF A01
South Dakota State Univ., Brooktngs. Remote
Sensing Inst.
Investigation of Remote Sensing Techniques
as Inputs to Operational Resource Manage-
ment Models. -"
Interim rept. 11 Jun-10 Dec 76,
F. A. Olschmer, R. E. Isakson. and J. C.
Eidenshink. Fob 77. 32p SDSU-RSI-77-01.
NASA-CR-152669
Contract NAS5-20982
Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center, 10th and Dakota Ave.. Sioux Falls.
S.D. 57198.
Descriptors: 'Resources management. 'South
Dakota. Cost effectiveness. Models.
Trees(Plants). Agriculture. Remote sensing.
Earth Resources program. Mapping. Digital
data. Drainage.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. Successful operational applica-
tions of LANDSAT data were found for level 1
land use mapping, drainage network delinea-
tion, and aspen mapping. Visual LANDSAT in-
terpretation using 1:125,000 color composite
imagery was the least expensive method of ob-
taining timely level 1 land use data. With an
average agricultural/rangeland interpretation
accuracy in excess of 80%. such a data source
was considered the most cost effective of those
sources available to state agencies. Costs do
not compare favorably with those incurred
using the present method of extracting land use
data from historical tabular summaries. The
cost increase in advancing from the present
procedure to a satellite-based data source was
justified in terms of expanded data content.
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RS77-3-311 RS 7 7-3-312
RUNOFF POTENTIAL BY MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES Final
Report
Bruce J. Blanchard 1 Jun. 1977 37 p refs
(Contract NAS9-14898)
(NASA-CR-151426: 3SC-3345) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 08H
Characteristics such as storage capacity of the soil, volume
of storage in vegetative matter, and volume of storage available
in local depressions are expressed in empirical watershed runoff
equations as one or more coefficients. Conventional techniques
for estimating coefficients representing the spatial distribution of
these characteristics over a watershed drainage area are subjective
and produce significant errors. Characteristics of the wear surface
are described as a single coefficient called the curve number.
Author
39412 Nleuwenhuis, E. Una investigacion sobrc la utili-
dad de las imageries de radar en la clasificacion de tier-
ras [Utilization of radar images in classification of soils]:
HI Primer seminario Latinoamericano FAO/PNUD
sobre la evaluacion ststematica de los recursos tierras y
aguas (1 SELESTA), Mexico, D.F., 8-14 Noviembre,
1971 (Flores Mata, G, chairperson), p. 265-284, i'.lus.
(inch tables, sketch maps). Seer, de Recursos Hi-
draulicos, Mexico, 1971.
RS77-3-313
SOILS SUITABLE AT MICROWAVE
ID NO..- £1771077436 777436
RELAXATION MODELS FOR MOIST
FREQUENCIES .
Bhagat. P. K. : Kadaba, P. K.
U;i i v. of Ky. Lexington
Mater Sc i Enq v 23 n 1 Apr 1977 p 47-51 CGDEN: MSCEAA
DESCRIPTORS: (+SOILS, -Moisture). (MICROWAVES. Remote
Sensing). MATHEMATICAL MODELS, (MATERIALS, Electric Properties
CARD ALERT: 483, 711, 922
Relsixation models based on modif
equation have been used in analysis
constant results on various types
frequencies. A computer-based algori
provide accurate analysis through
Results of t h i s study suggest that K.
the Osbye equation seems to f i t
moisture content soils. Below 1 GHz
phenomena such as residual surface
of bound water. 11 refs.
ications of the P. Debye
of the complex d i e l e c t r i c
of soils at microwave
thm has been developed to
complex curve f i t t i n g .
Berg.-nann modification of
experimental data on 12%
one may need to consider
effects and intermediate
RS77-3-314 '.. . .
ID HO.- EI771076900 776900
LANOSAT AGRICULTURAL LAND-USE SURVEY.
Richardson. A. J.; Wiegand, C.. L.; Torline, R. J . ;
Gautreaux. M. R.
Tex-ASM Univ. Weslaco
Photograrrm Eng Remote Sensing v 43 n 2 Feb 1977 p 207-216
CODEfl: PERSOV
DESCRIPTORS: -REMOTE SENSING. AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING.
CARD ALERT: 405, 742,. 621. 901
Mu I t i spectral scanner (i.!SS) data collected by the first
Earth Resources Technology S a t e l l i t e (LAMOSAT-1) on January 21
and May 27. 1973. were 'used for classification and acreage
estimation studies of crop .and soil categories in Hidalgo
County, Texas. Classification results, based on approximately
1400 fields, improved, using fields larger than 15 acres, w i t h
more thgn 25 percent plant cover, and w i t h plants taller than
30 rm in both January and May 1973. Ground and LANDSAT
acreage estimates for citrus, combined cotton and sorghum, and
idle cropland categories were not significantly different for
the respective dates of January, May, and January. Results
indicate a potential for an agricultural .LANDSAT survey system
for !ar.d-use categories l i k e citrus, combined cotton and
sorghum, i d l e cropland, and vegetables. 15 refs.
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RS77-3-315
ID DO.- EI771076899 776399
REMOTE SENSING SURVEY OF MELALEUCA.
Capehart. Barney L.; Ewel, John J.: Sedlik. Barry R.: Myers.
Ronald L.
Univ of Fla. G a i n e s v i l l e
Photogramm Eng Remote Sensing v 43 n 2 Feo 1977 p 197-206
CODEN: PERSDV
DESCRIPTORS: "REMOTE SENSING.
CARD ALERT: 405, 742
Remote sensing was used to attempt to define the area!
extent of the introduced tree Melaleuca .quinquenervia in
selected portions of south Florida. It was possible to
identify some areas occupied by Melaleuca, but not w i t h
adequate precision for purposes of detailed mapping. Efforts
using the GE IMAGE-100 Pattern Recognition System were largely
unsuccessful in identifying a unique signature for Melaleuca
because the tree is found on a wide variety of sites, it
occurs in various degrees of mixture with other species, ana
in widely varying densities and size classes. 6 refs.
RS77-3-316
ID MO.- EI770856592 756592
VEGETATION CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH BARRIER-DUNE CONSTRUCTION
ON THE OUTER BANKS OF NORTH CAROLINA.
Schrceder . P. . Michael; Dolan. Robert; Hayden. Bruce P.
Univ of Va. ChanVottesvi 1 Ie
Environ Manage v 1 n 2 1976 p 105-114 CODEN: EMNGDC
DESCRIPTORS: (*ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING. 'Management). (
COASTAL ENGINEERING. Management ) . AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
CARD ALERT: 901, 912. 472. 821
Manmade dunes are used to stabilize the barrier islands of
the mid-Atlantic coast of the United States so that they are
more amenable to development. Although .this strategy has
stabilized extensive sections of the barrier-island substrate,
it has also caused significant ecological changes. The rate
and pattern of the resulting vegetation changes along the
Outer-Banks of North Carolina were determined using sequential
.aerial photography. Successional trends have been altered in
favor of more stable wood communities. 10 refs.
RS77-3-317
Large-Area Resource Inventory of the Sudd Region in Sudan Using .Landsat Data. D.G. Moore*, A.A. Klingebiel,
3.K. Worcester, and V.I. Myers, Remote Sensing Institute, South Dakota State University.
A reconnaissance resource inventory of 160,000 km^ of the Sudd region of southern Sudan was conducted. . Portions of
12 LANDSAT scenes were photographically contrast stretched and tone matched to prepare 1:500,000 scenes-matched mosaics of
wet- and dry-season black and white (Band 7—0.8 - 1.1 am) and false-color infrared imagery. The mosaic was used as a
base map to sunnarize historical resource data and Tor mapping photo-landscape units. Aircraft flights at 1000-m
altitude above ground level were conducted to further describe the landscape, especially in regions that were
inaccessible on the ground. Ground surveys were conducted where communication paths permitted. Seven nonths were
required to conduct surveys and prepare a preliminary soil cap with a legend based upon soil landscape units. Guides
for planning and conducting large-area surveys are outlined. The inultiteinporal and nultispectral LAHDSAT data are
normally available for any region of the world and are of suitable spatial and spectral resolution for reconnaissance
inventories.
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RS77-3-318
Reduction cf Variability ir. Large Area Crop Inventories by Use of Agrophysical Units. G. A. May*, J. M. Downs,
J. D. Murphy, and R. L. Packard. USDA LACIE Project Office, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
During the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) 1975-76 crop year, agrophysical units (AFU's) were developed
and tested. Each unit is a unique geographical area having definable agronomic and physical characteristics. APU's vere
derived from interpreting and synthesizing Landsat imagery, soil naps, and meteorological data. 'These units developed
over the Great Plains reduced the number of sample segments needed to neet a coefficient of variation of 5 percent.
Wheat yields were found to be more homogeneous within an APU than yields within a CHD. Other benefits included a high
correlation between historical acreage and APU's and improved methods for monitoring episodal events.
RS77-3-319
Appl ica t ions of Machine P rocessed Sate l l i te Data to Soil Survey Operat ions in the Ar id Southwest.
E. H. Horvath, D. F. Post, H. Lucas, L. H. Humphrey, and R. A. Keismiller, Univ. of Arizona, USDI-BLM, and Purdue Univ.
Machine processed multispectral scanner satellite data for a 200,000 hectares study area in southeastern Arizona
was evaluated to determine its use for an ongoing soil survey. The area is rangeTand with desert shrubs, desert grass-
land and chaparral vegetation, and Usto11ic,~Lithic, and Typic Haplargid, Typic Calciortnid, and Lithic Torriorthent
type soils. Four representative training sites about 4,000 hectares in size were selected and computer processed spec-
tral class maps at 1:24,000 produced. After field studies of the training areas were completed spectral classification
imaps for the entire survey area were generated and used in in-field mapping operations in conjunction with standard
soil survey procedures. Significant time savings, more consistent differentiation of similar soil mapping units,
identification of inclusions within mapping units, and an unbiased statistical analysis of soil mapping accuracy are
possible benefits of this technology to the soil survey program.
RS77-3-320
Winter 'Jheat Yield Estimation from Landsat and Simulated Landsat Follow-On Data J.C. Harlan and W.D. Rosenthal*,
Remote Sensing Center, Texas A&M University
In support of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE), regression equations were developed, using Landsat
and simulated Landsat Follow-On helicopter-borne spectrometer data to estimate wheat yields and determine crop condi-
tion. Spectral data of wheat fields in Texas, Kansas, and North Dakota were transformed into field-by field "vege-
tation index" values. Regression analysis was applied with yield as the dependent variable and "vegetation index"
values from two or more biophases as the independent variables. R2 values of .70 or higher were achieved for each
location. Although vegetation indices from both Landsat and Follow-On sensor data resulted in similar yield determi-
nation ability, the Follow—On sensor bands provided additional information concerning crop condition, not attainable
by Landsat. Separate regression analysis was applied with the simulated Landsat Follow-On values as dependent vari-
ables and stand quality, canopy height, growth state or percent ground cover as Independent variables. Correlations
predicted from laboratory research were verified.
RS77-3-321
Interpretation of Remote Sensing Products to Detect Saline Seeps. K. J. Dalsted, Remote Sensing Institute,
South Dakota State University.
Saline seeps have been appearing on Northern Great Plains landscapes with increasing frequency in recent
years. Remote sensing techniques were investigated as a means of locating saline seeps in various developmental
stages. Two low-altitude flights (September 9, 1975 and May 19, 1976) collected color infrared photography
(CIRP) (.51-.90 ym) and thermal infrared imagery (8.7-11.5 urn) over 22 sections in Stark County, North. Dakota.
A thorough ground survey of the study area provided baseline data; this data was compared to imagery-derived
seep delineations by two unbiased photo-interpreters. The CIRP proved to be an efficacious medium which pro-
vided sufficient contrast for the accurate location of mature seeps. Thermal imagery used in conjunction with
CIR? did not significantly increase the accuracy of seep location. Thermal infrared imagery did provide the
only means of locating young seeps (or seeps which are just forming); however, other similar temperature-related
anomalies necessitated field checking with the imagery 'in-hand1.
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RS77-3-322
Procedures for Evaluating Second Generation Soil Surveys. M. E. Collins,* and T. E. Fenton, Iowa Stace Univ.
Second generation soil surveys in most Iowa counties are those mapped in the 1930's and 1940's on a plane table
base map. Field work on Tama County's latest survey was completed in 1937-39 and published in 1950. This survey
has been considered a modern soil survey, but is not based on the standards demanded today. This research involved
determining if there is a need for a new soil survey. Study areas were located along the Iowa River floodplain
and the Wolf Creek watershed. Mapping was done on color infrared photography at a scale of 1:15840. A legend was
developed and modifications in this legend were made as necessary. Thirty-three soil profiles were studied and
samples collected to determine the physical and chemical properties. Laboratory analyses included particle size
distribution, hydrogen ion activity, available phosphorus, total phosphorus, exchange acidity, and total carbon
content. Field investigations and lab analyses indicated that a new soil survey is needed in lama County, Iowa.
RS77-3-323
Relation of Crop Canopy Variables to the Multispeetral Reflectance of Small Grains. J.S. Ahlrichs*, C.S.T. Daughtry,
M.E. Bauer, Purdue University.
Reflectance spectra of spring and winter wheat canopies over the wavelength range of 0.4 to 2.5 urn were acquired
during each of their major growth stages with truck-mounted spectrometers. Data from replicated, factorial experiments
were acquired in 1975 and 1976 for winter wheat at Garden City, Kansas and spring wheat at Williston, North Dakota.
The treatments included, planting date, nitrogen fertilization, variety, and soil moisture. Agronomic characterization
of the wheat canopies included measurements of growth stage, plant height, fresh and dry biomass, leaf area index, and
percent ground cover. Observations of surface soil moisture, color, and roughness were also made. Correlation and
regression analyses were used to relate the agronomic variables to reflectance.
Leaf area index, as well as the other measures of the amount of vegetation present, was highly correlated with
reflectance in the chlorophyll absorption and near infrared portions of the spectrum. Reflectance at these wavelengths
accounted for at least 85Z of the variation in leaf area Index.
„,« ^ f^%f3^ '"'t" --Alfp^ ^^ . v\f&w**-7 ^^ \ n^'it'js-^
. -•.l^ 'ft^  v. •' •'U3^ .
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RS77-4-231 RS77-4-234
N77-26576'| Texas Univ.. Austin.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF OPERATIONAL
TECHNIQUES FOR THE INVENTORY AND MONITORING
OF RESOURCES AND USES FOR THE TEXAS COASTAL
ZONE Quarterly Report. Jun. 1976 - Feb. 1977
Peggy Harwood. Principal Investigator (General Land Office.
Austin. Tex.). Patricia Malm (General Land Office. Austin, Tex.).
Robert Finley. Samuel McCulloch. David Murphy. Bill Hupp, and
John A. Schell (Texas A and M Univ.. College Station) May
1977 101 p refs EHTS
(Contract NAS5-20386)
(£77-10174: NASA-CR-153262) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL OSA
The author has identified the following significant result*.
Four LAND SAT scenes were analyzed for the Harbor Island area
test sites to produce iand cover and land use maps using both
image interpretation and computer-assisted techniques. When
evaluated against aerial photography, the mean accuracy for three
scenes was 84% for the image interpretation product and 62%
for the computer-assisted classification maps. Analysis of the
fourth scene was not completed using the image interpretation
technique, because of poor quality, false color composite, but
was available from Mre computer technique. Preliminary results
indicate that these LANDSAT products can be applied to a variety
of planning and management activities in the Texas coastal
zone.
N77-26600]jl Helsinki Univ. of Technology. Espoo (Finland).
Radio Lab.
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER THEORY AND MEASURE-
MENTS OF SEA ICE CHARACTERISTICS Project Sea lc»
1975
Mami Tiuri. Martti Hallikainen, and Antti Laaperi 1976 49 p
refs Sponsored by the Fin.n-Swed. Board for Winter Navigation
Res.
(Rept-S-89: ISBN-951-750-742-9) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
A project for studying the relation between the physical
properties and microwave brightness temperature of sea ice in
the Bay of Bothnia in 1975 is described. The results of the
experiments and the theory for obtaining the brightness
temperature of the sea ice are given. The results indicate that
the brightness temperature measured at 600 MHz is related to
the thickness cf ice. During the experiments the ice temperature
was fairly close to the melting point and hence the brightness
temperature at 4.7 GHz can be correlated within the ice thickness
for thin ice only. For ice ridges the SCO MHz radiometer shows
thick ice and the 4.7 GHz radiometer thin ice. This can be
employed for detecting ice ridges. The theory predicts that for
ice thinner than about 30 cm the brightness temperature oscillates
as a function of ice thickness. Hence a radiometer operating on
a narrow band-width probably cannot be used for determining
the thickness of thin ice. Author (ESA)
RS77-4-232
N77-23573*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lanqley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
RESULTS FROM THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION REMOTE SENSING EXPERI-
MENTS IN THE NEW YORK BIGHT. 7-17 APRIL 1976
John 8. .Hall. Jr.. comp and Albin 0. Pearson, comp. Apr.
1977 190 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-74032) Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL
058
A cooperative operation was conducted in the New York
Sight to evaluate the role of remote sensing technology to monitor
ocean dumping. Six NASA remote sensing experiments were
flown on the C-54. U-2. and C-130 NASA aircraft, while NOAA
obtained concurrent sea truth information using helicopters and
surface platforms. The experiments included: (Da Radiometer/
Scatterometer (RADSCAT). (2) an Ocean Color Scanner IOCS).
(3) a Multichannel Ocean Color Sensor (MOCS). 14) four Hasselblad
cameras. (5! an Ebert spectrometer: and (6) a Reconafax IV
infrared scanner and a Precision Radiation Thermometer (PRT-5).
The results of these experiments relative to the use of remote
sensors to detect, quantify, and determine the dispersion of
pollutants dumped into the New York Sight are presented.
Author
RS77-4-235
N77-26585*# Virginia Inst. of Marine Science. Gloucester Point.
APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING TO ESTUARINE
MANAGEMENT Annual Report
John C. Munday, Jr.. Hayden H. Gordon, and Harold F. Hennigar
Jun. 1977 74 p refs
(Grant NG L-47-022-005)
INASA-CR-153287. AR-5) Avail: NTIS HCA04/MFA01 CSCL
OSA
Remote sensing was used in the resolution of estuarine
problems facing federal and Virginia governmental agencies. A
prototype Elizabeth River Surface Circulation Atlas was produced
from photogrammetry to aid in oil spill cleanup and source
identification. Aerial pnoto analysis twice led to selection of
alternative plans for dredging and spoil disposal which minimized
marsh damage. Marsh loss due to a mud wave from a highway
dyke was measured on sequential aerial photographs. An historical
aerial photographic sequence gave basis to a potential Com-
monwealth of Virginia legal claim to accreting and migrating
coastal islands. Author
RS77-4-236
RS77-4-233
N77-24661»# ECON. Inc.. Princeton. NJ.
AN EVALUATION OF SEASAT-A CANDIDATE OCEAN
INDUSTRY ECONOMIC VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
Final Report . : ; , "
1 Apr. 1977 249 p refs - : ;• :
(Contract NASw-3047) r" "-'" ''
(NASA-CR-153009: Rept-76-242-1) Avail: NTIS
HCA11/MFA01 CSCL 05C i-
A description of the candidate economic verification experi-
ments which could be performed with SEASAT is provided,
experiments have been identified in each of the areas of
ocean-based activity that are expected to show an economic
impact from the use of operational SEASAT data. Experiments
have been identified in the areas of Arctic operations, the ocean
fishing industry, the offshore oil and natural gas industry, as
wail as ice monitoring and coastal zone applications. Author
N77-28S66# National Environmental Satellite Service. Washing-
'ton. D. C
NOAA PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR SEASAT-A
RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
Mar. 1977 97 p refs
(PB-265414/3; NOAA-77030210) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF AQ1. CSCL 228
A.program development plan is written for marine applications
. of NASA's .SEASAT-A spacecraft, designed for launch in 1978.
SEASAT-A is the first space research platform dedicated to ocean
science and application. Specific objectives are: (1) explore, map.
and chart the global ocean and its living resources: (2) manage,
use. and conserve those resources: 13) describe, monitor, and
predict1 conditions in the atmosphere, ocean, sun; and space
environmental issue warnings against impending destructive
natural events; (5) develop beneficial methods of environmental
modification: and (6) assess the consequences of inadvertent
environmental modification over a period of time. GRA
77
RS77-4-237 RS77-4-240
N77-24553*? Army Engineer District. San .Francisco. Calif.
CALIFORNIA COASTAL PROCESSES STUDY. LANDSAT 2
Final Report. Feb. 1975 - Jan. 1977
Douglas M. Pirie (Earth Science Consulting and Technology. Costa
Mesa, Calif.) and David O. Steiler, Principal Investigators Apr.
1977 164 p rafs Original contains imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS Data Center.
10th and Dakota Avenue. Sioux Falls. S. 0. 57198 ERTS
(NASA Order S-54062A)
(E77-10158: NASA-CR-153043) Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 08J
The author has. identified the following significant results.
By using suspended sediments as tracers, objectives were met
by qualitative definition of the nearshore circulation along the
entire coast of California with special study sites at Humboldt
Bay. the mouth of the Russian River. San Francisco Bay. Monterey
Bay. and the Santa Barbara Channel. Although LANDSAT primarily
imaged fines and silts in the surface waters, the distribution of
sediments allowed an examination of upwelling. convergences
and coastal erosion and deposition. In Monterey Bay and Humboldt.
Say. these coastal phenomena were used to trace seasonal trends
in surface currents.
N77-28564*| National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
REMOTELY SENSED AND LABORATORY SPECTRAL
SIGNATURES OF AN OCEAN-DUMPED ACID WASTE
Beverly W. Lewis and Vernon G. Collins Washington Jul. 1977
38 p refs
INASA-TN-0-8467: L-11373) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 138
An ocean-dumped acid waste plume was studied by using
a rapid scanning spectrometer to remotely measure ocean radiance
from a helicopter. The results of these studies are presented
and compared with results from sea truth samples and laborato-
ry experiments. An ocean spectral reflectance signature and a
laboratory spectral transmission signature were established for
the iron-acid waste pollutant. The spectrally and chemically
significant component of the acid waste pollutant was deter-
mined to be ferric iron. Author
RS77-4-241
RS77-4-238
N77-23587# Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan. Ann
Arbor.
BASIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR REMOTE SENSING OF
COASTAL AREAS Quarterly Report. 16 Jul. - 15 Oct.
1976
R. A. Shuchman. D. R. Lyzenga. and F. J. Thomson 1976
6 p refs
(Contract N00014-74-C-0273)
(AD-A032447: EHIM-108900-8-U Avail: NTIS
HC A01/MF A01 CSCL 17/8
During the quarterly period 16 July - 15 October 1976.
three principle activities took place. The .second year interim
report was printed and distributed. Work was completed on
obtaining critical optical properties of beach minerals to be used
as inputs into the Beach and Environment Models. In the water
modeling area, the water-atmosphere model was tested and used
in a study for the Naval Coastal Systems Lab., and analysis of
model results in the context of MRA development has begun.
In connection with this task, a letter was sent to the Editor of
Applied Optics on the reflectance of a flat ocean in the limit of
zero water depth. GRA
RS77-4-239
N77-26591)? Naval Oceanographic Office. Washington. D. C.
AERIAL ICE RECONNAISSANCE AND SATELLITE ICE
INFORMATION MICROFILM FILE
Peter A. Mitchell Aug. 1976 39 p refs
(AO-A037300: NOO-HP-17) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 08/12
Interest in the polar regions has increased manyfold in recent
years principally due to the newly developing economic incentives
and revived military significance of the Arctic and the continu-
ing scientific research in the Antarctic. Improvement and further
development of operational sea ice forecasting techniques that
allow our naval forces to operate safely in these areas depend
heavily upon the maintenance of historical ice data files. The
Aerial Ice Reconnaissance and Satellite Ice Information Microfilm
File effectively substitutes for the terminated Oceanographic Office
annual reports of the Arctic and Antarctic ice observing and
forecasting programs. This publication provides the researcher
with listings of available microfilm in one of the Navy's more
extensive ice data- files and describes the procedures to follow
to obtain copies of the original chart analyses of aerial ice
reconnaissance and satellite ice data. Author (GRA)
N77-23583# Netherlands Interdepartmental Working Group on
the Application of Remote Sensing. Delft.
REMOTE SENSING OF OIL POLLUTION AT THE SEA
SURFACE 2. DAMPING OF WATER WAVES BY AN OIL
LAYER AS A POSSIBLE INDICATOR FOR SLAR OBSERVA-
TIONS Ph.D. Thesis • Univ. of Technoi.
A. C. Pronk Jul. 1975 12 p refs
(NIWARS-Publ-22) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The damping action of oil pollution on sea waves is discussed
in view of observation from the air. It is found that oil layers of
all thicknesses damp a part of the wave spectrum. Only in the
case of thicker layers is the damping related to the nature of
the oil. The distance over which the sea waves damp out after
an oil slick has entered seems a useful indicator for the oil
properties. Author (ESA)
RS77-4-242
N77-24662*# Old Dominion Univ. Research Foundation. Norfolk.
Va.
THE USE OF SKYLAB IN THE STUDY OF PRODUCTIVITY
ALONG THE EASTERN SHELF WATERS OF THE UNITED
STATES Final Report
Harold G. Marshall and David E. Bowker Mar. 1976 28 p
refs
(Contract NAS1-11707)
(NASA-CR-152848) Avail. NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
08A
Data sampling from the Rappahannock River and Assateagua
Island areas are discussed correlating Skylab and ground based
measurements. At all sampling stations, information was obtained
on composition and density of phytoplankton. total chlorophyll,
salinity and water temperature. The results of the water analysis
are presented in tables. M.C.F.
RS77-4-243
N77-23582# Netherlands Interdepartmental Working Group on
the Application of Remote Sensing. Delft.
REMOTE SENSING OF OIL POLLUTION AT THE SEA
SURFACE 1. REVIEW OF REMOTE SENSING METHODS
EMPHASIZING RAOAR
J. vanKuilenburg Jul. 1975 29 p refs
(NIWARS-Publ-21) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
The problem of monitoring oil pollution is described and the
remote sensing methods applicable for that purpose are reviewed.
A detailed discussion is presented on raoar observations of oil
slicks and of the surrounding sea surface. A selected bibliography-
is given. Author (ESA!
RS77-4-244 RS77-4-247
N77-26750# Virginia Univ., Charlottesville. Dept. of Environmen-
tal Sciences.
CLASSIFICATION OF COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS
Bruce Hayden and Robert Dolan Jan. 1977 101 p refs
(Contract N00014-69-A-0060-0006; N00014-75-C-0480: NR
Pro) 389-158: NR Proj. 389-170)
(AO-A036770: TR-13: TR-14; TR-15: TR-16: TR-17: TR-18)
Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 08/6
Contents: Crescentic Coastal Landforms: Classification of
Coastal Landforms of the Americas: Recent Secular Variations
in Mid-Atlantic Winter Extratropical Storm Climate; Storm Wave
Climates at Cape Hatteras, North Carolina: Recent Secular
Variations: Multivariate and Spectral Analyses of Some Seasonal
Aspects of Wave Climates: and January-Thaw Singularity and
Wave Climate Along the Eastern Coast of the U.S.A. GRA
RS77-4-245
A77-33653 * Remote sensing of estuarine fronts and their
effects on pollutants. V. Klemas and D. F. Polls (Delaware,
University, Newark, Del.). Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote
Sensing, vol. 43, May 1977, p. 599-612. 16 refs. NSF Grant No.
GI-41896; Contracts No. NAS5-21937; No. NAS5-20983.
Estuarine fronts represent regions of extremely high gradient or
discontinuity in various parameters of physical interest, the most
important being the water velocity and density fields. Such fronts
strongly influence pollutant dispersion by capturing oil slicks and
other pollutants concentrated in surface films and drawing them
down into the water column. Aircraft and boats were combined to
study the behavior of different types of fronts in Delaware Say and
their effect on pollutants in order to provide a basis for improving an
oil drift and spreading model. Imagery from the Landsat satellites
provided the most effective means of determining the location and
extent of frontal systems over all portions of the tidal cycle. This
information is being used to modify the oil drift and spreading
model. (Author)
A77-34148 • if The N.A.SJV. earth and ocean dynamics pro-
gramme. F. O. Vonbun (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbslt, Md.). (Royal Society, Discussion on Methods and
Applications of Ranging to Artificial Satellites and the Moon,
London, England, Feb. 26, 27, 1976.1 Royal Society (London!,
Philosophical Transactions, Series A, vol. 284, no. 1326, May 11,
1977, p. 607-619. 15 refs.
Practical applications of NASA space systems, science, and
technology to the study of ocean* and solid earth are discussed.
Goals involving earth dynamics include earthquake hazard assessment
and alleviation, and global surveying and mapping, while goals
involving ocean dynamics include the determination of ocean
currents and circulation, and the monitoring of ocean surface
conditions. Satellites used to obtain data are described, and project!
such as the study of open ocean tides and earth motion determina-
tion are reviewed, with consideration given to the techniques (e.g.,
laser ranging, satellite-to-satellite track) used in these studies. Several
physical phenomena, the extent to which they presently can be
measured, and possible future requirements for more accurate
measurements are examined. M.U
RS77-4-248
A77-39875 # Surveying and remote sensing techniques for
coasts and seas (Vermessungs- und Fernerkundungsverfahren an
Kiisten und Meeren). G. Konecny (Hannover, Technische Universitat,
Hanover, West Germany). Hannover, Technische Universitat, Zeit-
schrift, vol. 4, no. 1, 1977, p. 3-10. In German.
Problems of geoid determination in regions of the sea and in
coastal regions are considered. The basic measurements concerning
the various types of angles, distances, and altitude differences are
related to the direction of the gravity force. A description of
surveying procedures for the determination of the location and
altitude of fixed points is presented, taking into account the
approaches used to overcome the special problems related to position
determinations in coastal regions and in regions of the sea. The
determination of coastal and sea topography is discussed and
attention is given to remote sensing techniques which attempt to
obtain object information on the basis of the spectrum of electro-
magnetic waves. G.R.
RS77-4-246
RS77-4-249
A77-36573 Recent progress in the remote sensing of ocean
surface currents. G. A. Maul (NOAA, Atlantic Oceanographic and
Meteorological Laboratories, Miami, Fla.). Marine Technology So-
ciety Journal, vol. 11, no. 1. 1977. p. 5-13. 24 refs.
Major ocean currents have surface manifestations that make
them observable by spacecraft sensors. Under certain conditions, any
one or a combination of the following may be used to identify the
current's boundary: changes in sea surface temperature, salinity,
color, sea state, sea surface topography, wave refraction patterns, and
modifications to the lower atmosphere. Infrared sensors have been
used most extensively to study ocean circulation; however, new
instruments such as passive and active microwave sensors can sense
temperature, salinity, sea state, and surface topography, and multi-
spectral visible scanners and spectroradiometers are providing new
information on ocean color and sea state. Man's role as an observer
and photographer provides the highest spatial resolution to date for
describing visible changes across boundaries as well as sea and swell
patterns. (Author)
A77-34520 Satellite observation of internal wave refrac-
tion in the South China Sea. R. Fett and K. Rabe (U.S. Navy, Naval
Environmental Prediction Research Facility. Monterey, Calif.). Geo-
physical Research Letters, vol. 4, May 1977, p. 139-191. 7 refs.
A visible image for May 21, 1973 obtained from the DMSP
satellite suggests the occurrence of internal waves refracting around
the Prat as Islands in the South China Sea. Arguments are presented
suggesting that the waves are tidally forced along the .density
interface prevalent for that area during the spring season. (Author)
RS 77-4-250
A77-40815 3 Use of ultrasound for the investigation of
small-scale turbulence in the ocean (O primenenii ul'trazvuka dlia
issledovaniia melkomasshtabnoi turbulentnosti v okeane). A. V.
Volkova. Morskie Gidrofizicheskie Issledovaniia, no. 4, 1976, o.
112-118. 8 refs. In Russian.
An Expression is obtained for acoustic scattering on turbulent
inhomogeneities of temperature and velocity of turbulent flow in the
ocean. Semiempiricai hypotheses are used to establish the functional
relationship between acoustic scattering and mean gradients of
temperature and velocity- The development of a probe of ocean
turbulence using principles of ultrasonic scattering is discussed. 3.J.
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RS77-4-251 RS77-4-255
A77-35457 ff The San Antonio Bay test site in the Texai
coastal zone. R. Holz (Texas, University, Austin, Tex.). Remote
Sensing of the Electro Magnetic Spectrum, vol. 4, Jan. 1977. p.
52-63.
Information and field data gathered in the course of an
investigation of techniques for using Landsat data for inventory and
monitoring of Texas coastal zone areas are used in a laboratory
exercise in the interpretation of satellite imagery. An area on the San
Antonio Bay was selected for its varied landscape in which land use
and ecological patterns are being actively modified by dynamic
physical processes (formation of an extensive delta by the San
Antonio and Guadaloupe Rivers) and human enterprises (shell
dredging). The use of maps to enhance interpretation techniques and
aid in object identification is suggested. C.K.D.
RS77-4-252
A77-40514 * Determination of ocean wave height! from
synthetic aperture radar imagery. A. Jain (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Space Sciences Div., Pasa-
dena, Calif.). Applied Physics, vol. 13, Aug. 1977; p. 371-382. 24
refs. Contract No. NAS7-100.
A calculation is presented for the cross-correlation of the radar
images obtained by processing the same signal data over different
portions of the chirp spectrum bandwidth as a function of the center
frequency spacings for these portions. This is shown to be propor-
tional to the square of the product of the characteristic function for
ocean wave heights and the pupil function describing the chirp
spectrum bandwidth used in the processing. Measurements of this
function for ocean wave imagery over the coast of Alaska, the North
Atlantic, and Monterey Bay, California, and correlation with th«
significant wave heights reported from ground truth data indicate
that the synthetic aperture radar instrument can be used for
providing wave height information in addition to the ocean wave
imagery. (Author)
A77-35698 # Investigation of the optical emission of the sea
(K voprosu issledovaniia opticheskogo izlucheniia moria). V. V.
Polovinko. Geodeziia i Aerofotos'emka. no. 6, 1976. p. 109-114. 5
refs. In Russian.
An experiment was conducted during March 1975 to determine
the relation between the optical emission of the Caspian Sea and the
turbilization and pollution of the sea surface by oil. The measuring
instrumentation consisted of a radiometer with variable field for
measuring the energetic characteristics of the emission in the 0.4-1.2
micron range, a scanner for operation in the 0.4-1.8 micron range,
and an ellipsometer for measuring the polarization characteristics of
the emission. The GM-61 wave-graph was used to measure wave •
excitation. 8J-
RS77-4-253
A77-35475 H The use of laser radar for determining the
pollution of the sea surface by oil products (O primenenii lazernoi
lokatsii dlia opredeleniia zagriazneniia poverkhnosti moria nefteprc-
duktami). 0. I. Abramov, V. I. Evemin, L, I. Lobov, and V. V.
Polovinko (Vsesoiuznyi Elektrotekhnicheskii Institut, Moscow;
Gosudarstvennyi Okeanograficheskii Institut, USSR). Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Fiiika Atmosfery i Okeana, vol. 13, Mar.
1977, p. 331-334. 5 refs. In Russian.
A backscanenng lidar technique using a laser emitting at a
wavelength of 0.3472 micron was used to study the pollution of the
sea surface by oil products. Backscattering spectra were obtained
under laboratory conditions and for the Bosphorus region, and used
to determine the thickness of oil-product films on the water surfaces.
3J.
RS77-4-254
A77-36985 ft Some results of the interpretation of high
resolution imagery data from NOAA spacecraft P. R. S. Salter
(Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berks., England). Weather, vol. 32,
June 1977. p. 208-216. 7 refs.
A method is described for estimating sea-surface temperatures
from infra-red high-resolution imagery obtained from very-high-
resolution radiometer sounding data. Since visible-spectrum data is
nor required, the method can be equally applied to both-day-time
and night-time imagery and at high latitudes in winter. Although
precise determinations of temperature are not obtained by this
approach, the accuracy of the results is considered sufficiently good
so that the method can be used in conjunction with vertical
temperature profile radiometer sounding data for better retrieval of
upper air temperature. M.L,
RS77-4-256
A77-38244 Remote sensing of ocean color. W. A. Hovis
(NOAA, National Environmental Satellite Service, Washington, D.C.)
and K. C. Leung (Computer Sciences Corp., Silver Spring, Md.i.
Optical Engineering, vol. 16, Mar.-Apr. 1977, p. 158-166. 7 refs.
Investigations with aircraft were conducted during 1971 and
1972 to determine the feasibility of an observation of subtle changes
in ocean reflectance through the entire atmosphere. The investiga-
tions employed a nadir viewing spectrometer scanning the range from
400 to 700 nanometers. It was found that there was sufficient
information in the backscattered energy emerging from the top of
the atmosphere to determine the color of the ocean to a sufficient
degree to remotely sense areas of chlorophyll concentration. A
spatially scanning, muitispectral radiometer was built to carry out
further investigation:. A description is presented of ocean color
scanner studies which were conducted with the new instrument. A
U-2 aircraft flying at an operating altitude of 19.3 km was employed
in the studies. G.Ft.
RS77-4-257
A77-36795 Sea surface temperature during MODE-1. A.
Voorhis and E. Schroeder (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
Woods Hole, Mass.). Oceania, vol. 19, Spring 1976. p. 82-86.
Long-term variations in mean sea-surface temperature are
studied to obtain information about energy exchange between ocean
and atmosphere, and thereby to learn more about past and future
' world climate patterns. The contours of the mean March 1973 sea
surface temperatures in the western Atlantic and the Caribbean Sea
are compared to the contours representing the surface dynamic
topography relative to 1500 decibars that was computed from the
location pattern of temperature and salinity lowering:. It is con-
duded that, in at least some parts of the ocean, surface currents from
large-scale eddies are responsible for large-scale, slowly changing
patterns in the sea-surface temperature, and that these varying
temperature patterns introduce an additional uncertainty into the
use of surface temperature data, measured by satellite or rapid ship
surveys, for gaining an understanding of long-term changes in the
mean sea surface.
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RS77-4-258 RS77-4-261
A77-36429 Landsat goes to tea. J. C. Hammack (U.S.
Defense Mapping Agency. Hydrographic Center, Washington, D.C.).
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, vol. 43, June
1977. p. 683-691. 16 refs.
Attention is called to the inadequacies of current surveys and
charts of the world's oceans, and the main directions of national and
international efforts to improve the quantity, currency, and accuracy
of worldwide hydrographic survey data are examined. In particular,
the use of Landsat MSS film imagery in pursuing this goal is singled
out. Landsat high-gain imagery has been found to be helpful in
detecting and mapping shoals in dear water to depths equal to or
greater than those required for most surface shipping. A project
consisting in the revision of the Chagos Archipelago chart is
described, revealing that the extents of banks and reefs as revealed by
Landsat can be significantly different from what they are shown to
be on current charts. P.T.H.
RS77-4-259
Analysis ol Synthetic Aperture Radar Ocean
Wave Data Collected at Marlneland and
Georges Bank.
Final rept.,
Robert A. Shuchman. Robert F. Rawson. and
Eric S. Kasischke. Apr 77,171 p 123000-11-F,
NOAA-77052503
Grant NOAA-O4-6-158-44078
Descriptors: "Ocean waves. 'Radar cross sec-
tions. Synthetic aperture radar. Sea state.
Backscattering. Remote sensing. Algorithms-
Identifiers: Gulf Stream. Georges Bank.
A program involving the processing and analy-
sis of SAR data collected by the ERIM X-L Imag-
ing Radar at Georges Bank and Marineland has
been carried out. The purpose of this work was
to extract useful information about ocean
waves. A focusing algorithm was developed
and backscatter measurements were made
using an optical processor. A number of in-
teresting conclusions have been made, includ-
ing (1) the 180 degrees wave-direction ambigui-
ty can be resolved by a study of defocusing in
the processor. (2) non-linear wave refraction
does not occur across the Gulf Stream bounda-
ry. (3) the modulation depth is greater for X-
band than for L-band and greater for range-
direction waves than for azimuth-direction
waves, and (4) X-band (HH). L-band (HH). and
L-band (HV) produce significant backscatter
and discernible images while X-band (HV)
produces little backscatter.
RS77-4-260
THE CITIZEN'S GUIDE TO NORTH
CAROLINA'S SHIFTING INLETS.
North Carolina State Univ. at Raleigh. Center for
Urban Affairs and Community Services.
S. Baker.
North Carolina University Sea Grant Publication
No. UNC-SG-77-08. March 1977. 32 p. Also as
Center for Urban Affairs and Community Services
Information Report No. 2. Chiefly aerial photos.
SG-O4-6-058-44054.
Descriptors: 'Aerial photography.
•Inlets(Waterways), 'Barrier islands, 'North
Carolina. Erosion, Coasts, Sedimentation, 'Maps.
This pamphlet is intended for the use of citizens
who do not have a scientific or engineering
background. Aerial photographs are marked 10
show the numerous significant changes in the posi-
tion and size of barrier island and inlets caused by
various coastal processes. (NOAA)
W77-09327
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE AND COMPLEX
REFRACTIVE INDEX IN THE INFRARED FOR
SALINE ENVIRONMENTAL WATERS,
Missouri Univ.-Kansas City. Dept. of Physics.
M. R. Querry. W. E. Holland. R. C. Waring, L. M.
Earls, and M. D. Querry.
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 82, No. 9. p
1423-1433, March 20, 1977. 8 fig, 3 tab, 14 ref.
OWRT A-091-MCK2). USGS 14-08-0001-12636.
Descriptors: 'Saline water, 'Reflectance,
•RefracU'vity. 'Infrared radiation, 'Great Salt
Lake. 'Pacific Ocean. 'Atlantic Ocean, Optical
properties. Sea water. Aqueous solutions. Labora-
tory tests. Salinity, Salts, Lakes, Oceans,
Phosphates, Mine water. Effluents. Remote
sensing. Chemical analysis. Data processing.
Analytical techniques.
Identifiers: 'Dead Seadsrael). 'San Francisco
Bay(CaUf).
By using distilled water as the standard reflector,
relative specular reflectance spectra in the 2- to 20-
micrometer wavelength region of the infrared
were measured for surface water samples col-
lected from the San Francisco Bay. the Pacific
Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, the Great Salt Lake
(Utah), the Dead Sea (Israel), and an effluent pit
of a phosphate mine in central Florida. Phase dif-
ference spectra and spectral values of the complex
refractive index were computed for each water
sample by applying a Kramers-Kronig analysis to
the relative reflectance spectra. Spectral values
for the complex refractive index suitable for Mie
scattering calculations were tabulated for each
water sample. The reflectance fpectra of the natu-
ral saline waters bore great similarity to spectn for
individual aqueous solutions containing NAC1.
K2S04. NH4H2P04. NaNo3, and NaHCC3.
Chemical analyses of the water samples also were
presented in tabular form. (Sims-ISWS)
W77-082M
RS77-4-262
TESTING OF A TECHNIQUE FOR REMOTELY
MEASURING WATER SALINITY IN AN
ESTUAR1NE ENVIRONMENT,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Bay Saint Louis, Mo. Earth Resources Lab.
G. C. Thomann.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield. VA 22161 as N76-22634.
Price codes: AU3 in paper copy, A01 in microfiche.
Report No. 118, January 1975. 37 p. 11 fig, g tab. 4
ref.
Descriptors: 'Salinity, 'Remote sensing.
*Estuarine environment. 'Resources develop-
ment. Baseline studies. Environmental effects.
Estuaries. Mississippi.
Identifiers: 'Outer Continental Shelf. 'Mississippi
Coast
An aircraft experiment was flown on November 7,
1973 to test a technique (Thomann. 1973) for
remote water salinity measurement. Apparent
temperatures at 21 cm and 8-14 micro m wave
lengths were recorded on eight runs over a line
along which the salinity varied from 5 to 30 o/oo.
Boat measurements were used for calibration and
accuracy calculations. Overall RMS accuracy over
the complete range of salinities was 3.6 o/oo.
Overall RMS accuracy for salinities greater than
o/oo, where the techniques is more sensitive, was
2.6 o/oo. Much of this error is believed to be due to
in ability to exactly locate boat and aircraft posi-
tions. The standard deviation over the eight runs
for salinities approximately 10 o/oo is 1.4 o/oo:
this error contains a component due to misiocau'on
of the aircraft also. It is believed that operational
use of the technique is possible with accuracies of
1-2 o/oo under conditions specified in the paper.
(Sinha-OEIS)
W77-08903
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RS 77-4-263 RS77-4-265
COMPARISON Of REMOTELY SENSED CON-
•TINENTAL-SHELF WAVE SPECTRA WITH
SPECTRA COMPUTED BY USING A WAVE
REFRACTION COMPUTER MODEL,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Station. Va. Langley Research Center.
L. R. Poole.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Technical Note NASA TN. D-8353. December
1976. 43 p. 10 fig. 12ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'Continental shelf,
•Computer models. 'Refraction(Water waves).
Geophysics, Shoals. Energy.
Identifiers: 'Wave spectra. Wave retraction, Mid-
Atlantic Ocean.
An initial attempt was made to verify the Langley
Research Center and Virginia Institute of Marine
Science mid-Atlantic continental-shelf wave
refraction model. The model was used to simulate
refraction occurring during a continental-shelf
remote sensing experiment conducted on August
17, 1973. Simulated wave spectra compared
favorably, in a qualitative sense, with the experi-
mental spectra. However, it was observed that
most of the wave energy resided at frequencies
higher than those for which retraction and shoal-
ing effects were predicted. In addition, variations
amonc the experimental spectra were so small that
they were not considered statistically significant.
In order to verify tne refraction model, simulation
must be performed in conjunction with a set of sig-
nificantly varying spectra in which a considerable
portion of the total energy resides at frequencies
for which refraction and shoaling effects are like-
ly. (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-089I1
RECTILINEAR LEADS AND INTERNAL MO-
TIONS IN THE ICE PACK OF THE WESTERN
ARCTIC OCEAN,
Department of the Environment, Victoria (British
Columbia). Inst. of Ocean Sciences.
J. R. Marko, and R. E. Thomson.
Journal of Geophysical Research. Vol 82. No 6, p
979-987. February 20,1977.9 fig. 1 tab. 14 ref.
Descriptors: 'Sea ice. "Arctic Ocean, "fee cover.
•Remote sensing, Satellites(Anificial), Rock
mechanics. Movement. Winds, Water circulation.
Currents(Water), Stress. Shear stress. Cold re-
gions. Arctic.
Identifiers: 'Ice leads. Faultsdce), Fracturesdce).
Rectilinear leads. Brittle fracture, LANDSAT,
•Ice packs.
Large-scale (100 Inn) rectilinear lead patterns are a
common feature of the Arctic Ocean ice cover. It
was shown that many of the characteristics of
these patterns can be explained by analogy with
rock mechanics. In particular, the existence of two
intersecting lead sets, the typical intersection an-
gles of 28 deg. and the observed relative shearing
motions are consistent with faulting associated
with semibrittle failure. Further support for this
explanation has been obtained by using NOAA
and Landsat satellite imagery over an approxi-
mately 100-icm-square area of the Beaufort Sea.
These data provided coverage of 2 days of ice
deformation prior to the formation of a lead at 14
deg to the axis of compression. Strains of 4% over
the 2-day period were within the range attributed
to rock distortion preceding semibrittle failure. It
was suggested that the range from brittle to plastic
type behavior is feasible within the Arctic Ocean
sea ice, depending upon the applied rate of strain
and/or the ambient confining pressures. (Suns-
ISWS)
W77-07373
RS77-4-264
SEDIMENT MEASUREMENT IN ESTUARTNE
AND COASTAL AREAS.
EG and G Washington Analytical Services Center,
Inc-.Rockville.Md.
P. E- Shelley.
Available from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield. VA 22161 as NASA CR-
2769. Price codes: A06 in paper copy. A01 in
microfiche. National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, Wallops Flight Ctr.. Wallops Island,
Va.. Contractor Report No. NASA CR-2769,
December 1976. 102 p. 17 fig. 6 tab, 60 ref. NASA-
NAS6-232S.
Descriptors: 'Estuaries. 'Coasts, 'Sediment
transport, •Sediments, 'Measurement, Manage-
ment. 'Remote sensing.
A survey of uses of estuarine and coastal areas is
given. Problems associated with these uses are
discussed, and data needs for intelligent manage-
ment of these valuable areas are outlined.
Suspended sediment measurements are seen to be
one of the greatest needs. To help understand the
complexity of the problem, a brief discussion of
sediment mechanics is given, including sediment
sources, characteristics, and transport. The impact
of sediment mechanics on its direct measurement
(sampling and analysis) is indicated, along with
recommendations for directly obtaining represen-
tative data. Indirect measurement of suspended
sediment by remote sensors is discussed both
theoretically and in the light of some recent ex-
periences. The need for an integrated, mul-
tidisciplinary program to solve the problem of
quantitatively measuring suspended sediment with
remote sensors is stressed, and several important
considerations of such a program and benefits to
be derived therefrom ore briefly addressed. It is
recommended that the present, very preliminary
look be expanded into a full-blown program plan
for developing a timely and affordable solution to
the problem. (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-07748
RS77-4-266
• SATELLITE AND CURRENT DROGUE STU-
DIES OF OCEAN-DISPOSED WASTE DRIFT,
Delaware Univ.. Newark. Center for Remote
Sensing.'
V. Klemas, G. R. Davis, and R. D. Henry.
Journal Water Pollution Control Federation, Vol.
49. No. 5. p 757-763, May 1977.3 fig. 1 tab, 13 ref.
NASANASS-20983.
Descriptors: •Currents(Water). 'Ocean currents.
•Waste disposal, 'Remote sensing. 'Atlantic
Ocean. SateUites(Anificial). Circulation. Water
circulation. Ocean circulation. Aircraft, Dye
releases. Tracers, Coasts, Continental shelf.
Monitoring, Water pollution. 'Path of pollutants.
Oceans.
Identifiers: Current drogues.
The mounting interest in extracting oil and other
resources from the continental shelf and continu-
ing use of shelf waters for waste disposal is creat-
ing a need for cost-effective, synoptic means of
determining currents and monitoring pollutants in
the shelf regions. A sateUite-aircraft-dmgue ap-
proach was developed which employs remotely
tracked expendable drogues together with satellite
and aircraft observations of waste plumes and cur-
rent tracers, such as dyes or suspended sediment.
Tests conducted on the continental shelf and in
Delaware Bay indicated that the system provides'a
cost-effective means of studying current circula-
tion, oil slick movement, and ocean waste disper-
sion under a wide range of environmental condi-
tions. (Sims-ISWS)
W77-09358
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RS77-4-267 RS77-4-269
VERIFICATION BY REMOTE SENSING OF AN
OIL SLICK MOVEMENT PREDICTION
MODEL.
Delaware Univ.. Lewes. Marine Studies Complex.
V. Klemas. G. Davis, and H. Wang.
Available from Ihe National Technical Informa-
tion Service. Springfield, VA 22161 as N76-I2444.
Price codes: A02 in paper copy. A01 in microfiche.
Report to NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center.
Greenbell, Md., October 1975. 2 p. NASS-2W83. ^
Descriptors: 'Oil pollution. 'Remote sensing,
"Water pollution sources. Monitoring, 'Oil spills.
Model studies.
Identifiers: 'Prediction models. LANDSAT satel-
lites.
LANDSAT, aircraft, ships and air-dropped cur-
rent drogues have been deployed to determine cur-
rent circulation and to track oil slick movement on
four different dales in Delaware Bay. The results
were used to verify a predictive model for oil slick
movement and dispersion. The model predicts the
behavior of oU slicks given their size, location,
tidal stage (current), weather (wind) and nature of
crude. Both LANDSAT satellites provided valua-
ble data on gross circulation patterns and conver-
gent coastal fronts which by capturing oil slicks
significantly influence their movement and disper-
sion. (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-07745
PRELIMINARY CATALOG OF SEABIRD
COLONIES AND PHOTOGRAPHIC MAPPING
OF SEABIRD COLONIES,
Fish and Wildlife Service, Anchorage. Alaska. Of-
fice of Biological Services and Coastal
Ecosystems.
C. J. Lensink. and J. C. Bartonek.
In: Environmental Assessment of the Alaskan
Continental Shelf. Principal Investigators' Reports
for the Quarter Ending Sept. 1976. Vol 1. Marine
Mammals, Marine Birds, p 485-524, November
1976. 21 fig. 2 tab. 01-5-022-2538/01-06-022-11437.
Descriptors: 'Alaska, 'Baseline studies,
•Resources development. Data collections.
'Ecological distribution, 'Environmental effects.
Water resources. Bird. Distribution patterns.
Population, Surveys.
Identifiers: 'Outer Continental Shelf, Environ-
mental assessment. Environmental impact,
•Bristol Bay(AIas).
This report contains the preliminary catalog of
seabird colonies in the Bristol Bay Basin and a
summary of other activities during the quarter.
The location and relative size of marine bird colo-
nies bounding the Bristol basin are summarized
and information is given about their location, com-
position, size, and amount of land occupied. (See
also W77-06793) (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-068I6
RS77-4-268
•AN AERIAL CENSUS OF SPOTTED SEALS.
PHOCA VITULINA LARGHA,
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game. Fairbanks.
J. J. Bums, and S. J. Harbo. Jr.
In: Environmental Assessment of the Alaskan
Continental Shelf. Principal Investigators' Reports
for the Quarter Ending Sept. 1976, Vol I. Marine
Mammals, Marine Birds, p 125-26, November
1976.03-5-022-53.
Descriptors: 'Alaska, 'Baseline studies,
•Resources development. 'Data collections,
•Ecological distribution, 'Environmental effects,
Water resources. Mammals, Sea ice.
Identifiers: 'Outer Continental Shelf, Environ-
mental assessment. Environmental impact,
'Seals(Spotted). 'Bering Sea, Seasonal distribu-
tion, Phoca vitulina largha.
Determination was made of the seasonal density
and distribution of spotted seals, Phoca vitulina
largha. in the ice front of eastern Bering Sea. Dur-
ing later winter and early spring, this seal occurs in-
considerable numbers, within the proposed Bristol
Bay, St. George Basin and Navarin Basin lease
areas. All data collected have been transcribed
from field record forms to computer forms. These
forms have been keypundhed and verified. (See
also W77.06793) (Sinha-OEIS)
W77-06800
RS77-4-270
ICE MOVEMENTS IN THE BEAUFORT SEA
1973-1975: DETERMINATION BY ERTS
IMAGERY,
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ot-
tawa (Ontario). Earth Physics Branch.
L. W. Sobczak.
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 82, No. 9. p
1413-1418, March 20,1977.4 fig. 1 tab. 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Sea ice, 'Movement. 'Winds.
•Remote sensing. 'Arctic, Ice cover. Polar re-
gions. Cold regions. SateUites(Artificial). Ice.
Spring, Data processing. Analytical techniques.
Identifiers: 'ERTS, 'Beaufort Sea, Sea ice move-
ments.
Remote sensing (ERTS) imagery was used to map
the distribution of leads in the sea ice over the
Beaufort Sea during late February through early
April in 1973, 1974, and 1975. A comparison of the
bearings and speeds of ice movements obtained
from ERTS-based maps wish those of geostrophic
winds calculated from average daily and weekly
atmospheric pressure charts indicated that the ice
drifts at about 1/100 of the speed of the
geostrophic winds in a direction about 20 degrees
to the left. During early March 1973, before exces-
sive ice breakup, the sea ice moved slowly, about
0J km/d, but during periods of rapid ice fracturing
(March and April 1975), the sea ice moved at rates
as high as 18.2 km/d. (Siras-ISWS)
W77-07769
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RS77-4-271
NTIS/PS-77/0532/OGA PC N01/MF N01
National Technical Information Service. Spring-
field. Va.
Remote Sensing of the Ocean. Part 1. Physi-
cal, Chemical, and Geological Properties (A
Bibliography with Abstracts).
Rept. for t970-May 77.
Robena J. Brown. Jun 77,237p*
Supersedes NTIS/PS-76/0468. and NTIS/PS-
75/446, and Updates COM-73-11676. ..
Descriptors: "Bibliographies, 'Oceans. 'Remote
sensing. Sea ice. Marine biology. Surface tem-
perature. Algae. Tectonics, Geological faults.
Aerial photography. Radiosondes, Underwater
sound. Radiometry. Infrared mapping.
Microwave radiation. Light transmission. Sea
water.
The studies describe remote sensing methods
as they are applied to ocean temperature, sea
ice. marine biology, marine geology, and sound
and light transmission. Techniques of measure-
ment using radiometry, microwave spectrosco-
py. radar systems, infrared spectroscopy, and
photography are described. These measure-
ments are made from both aircraft and satel-
lites. (This updated bibliography contains 232
abstracts. 36 of which are new entries to the
previous edition.)
photography.
Identifiers: NOAA satellites. LANDSAT 1 satel-
lite.
A comparison of satellite-derived data with ob-
servations made aboard the NMFS research
vessel DAVID STARR JORDAN are discussed,
particularly the procedures used for processing
shipboard data. Meteorological conditions dur-
ing the month-long cruise are reviewed. Addi-
tional results in the analysis of LANOSAT-1
MSS data over the Gulf of California are given.
Careful evaluation of MSS data showed the
need for further software development and
computer programs were written to correct for
image skew for both compressed and full
resolution imagery. The Commission's par-
ticipation in a cooperative Coastal Zone Ocean
Color Experiment is also reviewed: The details
of processing the raw VHRRIR data are
discussed, as are the results of a comparison of
VHRRIR data and sea truth data. A smaller topic
of study was to evaluate VHRR data during a
small Nino condition off Peru during 1975.
Comments on meteorological conditions
together with radiosonde soundings from the
R/V MOANA WAVE are included.
RS77-4-274
RS77-4-272
AO-A04O 275/OGA PC A04/MF A01
Texas A and M Univ College Station Remote
Sensing Center
Radar Studies of Arctic Ice and Development
of a Real-Time Arctic Ice Type Identification
System.
Final rept.
J. A. Scnell. B. R. Jean, and W. C. Hulse. Jan 76,
69p Rept no. RSC-3005-7
Contract N60921-74-C-0008
Descriptors: 'Radar, 'Data processing. Signal
processing, 'Sea ice, 'Identification systems.
Radar signatures. Classification. Arctic regions.
Radar signals. Real time.
Identifiers: 'Scatterometers.
The Remote Sensing Center at Texas A and M
University is conducting studies for the Naval
Surface Weapons Center to develop a real-time,
special purpose radar data processor. The pur-
pose of this processing system is to provide ice
type identification using radar scatterometer
measurements. This document provides infor-
mation for the operation and maintenance of
the developed processor system. (Author)
RS77-4-273
PB-268 674/9GA PC A06/MF A01
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. La
Jolla. Calif.
Comparison of NOAA 3-4 VHRR Imagery and
LANDSAT Multi-Spectral Scanner Images
with Marine Resource Measurements.
Final rept..
Merritt R. Stevenson, Forrest R. Miller, and
Robert G. Kirkham. Dec 76.124p NOAA-
77051117
Grant NOAA-O4-6-158-44043
Descriptors: 'Oceanographic data.
'Meteorological data. 'Data processing. Image
processing. Meteorological satellites. Ocean
temperature. Surface temperature. Coasts.
Color, Infrared scanners. Radiometers, Fishe-
ries, Tunas. Oceanographic surveys.
Chlorophylls. Atmospheric temperature.
Wind(Meteorology). Water vapor. California
Gulf, South Pacific Ocean, Peru, .Spaceborne
PB-268 817/4GA PC AOS/MF A01
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. La
Jolla. Calif.
Computer Processing of LANDSAT-1 MSS
Digital Imagery for Marine Studies.
Technical rept..
Robert G. Kirkham, Merritt R. Stevenson, and
Forrest R. Miller. Feb 76. 78p NOAA-770S1115
Grant NOAA-04-6-158-44043
Descriptors: "Remote sensing, "Ocean environ-
ments. "Image processing. Computer pro-
grams. Fortran. California Gulf, Data
processing.
Identifiers: LANDSAT 1 satellite. CDC 3600
computers.
A procedure is described in which a series of 15
computer programs were developed to process
data-from the 4 spectral bands of the Multispec-
tral Scanner System aboard LANDSAT-1 for the
central part of the Gulf of California. Methods to
specifically produce digital auxiliary tapes of
full scenes from the EROS Computer Compati-
ble Tapes (CCTs) and from these tapes to con-
struct digital images using a high speed line
printer are discussed. Comparison of
prominent surface features in the Gulf with
computer generated benchmarks showed the
gridding program to be quite accurate in
generating geographical benchmarks for the
full scene imagery. Additional' programs pro-
vided for masking land/sea margins. Detailed
discussions related to the production of full
resolution imagery are also presented. Other
programs were written to study calibration data
and to determine ON values characteristic of
water and land in the different bands. Training
areas in both spatially uniform regions and in
those possessing horizontal surface gradients
were studied to evaluate distribution charac-
teristics of ON values. A listing of the computer
programs used in processing MSS data
together with documentation, and additional
information on processing time and costs esti-
mates are included.
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RS77-4-275 RS77-4-277
PB-268 849/7GA PC A04/MF A01
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. Infrared and Optics Oiv.
Spectral Band Positioning for Purposes of
Bathymetry and Mapping Bottom Features
from Satellite Altitudes.
Technical rept..
D. R. Lyzenga. C. T. Wezernak. and F. C. Polcyn.
Jan 76. 61p ERIM-1153OO-5-T, NOAA-77051116
Grant NOAA-04-5-158-58
Descriptors: 'Ocean bottom, 'Submarine
topography, "Remote sensing. Visible spec-
trum. Marine atmospheres. Atmospheric at-
tenuation. Mapping, Scientific satellites.
Bathymetry. Deep water. Oceanographic data.
Underwater light. Reflection. Mathematical
analysis.
Identifiers: LANDSAT satellites. 'Multiband
spectral reconnaissance. Atmospheric trans-
missivity.
An analysis was performed to determine the
proper positioning of a 100 nm wide spectral
band for ourposes of mapping water depth and
bottom features using a LANDSAT series satel-
lite. Calculations were performed for the condi-
tion of clear marine atmospheres and relatively
clear coastal and oceanic waters. The results of
the analysis indicate that a shift in the present
LANDSAT band 4 (SOOnm to 600nm) to shorter
wavelengths is desirable. Positioning the band
to span the spectral region 480 nm to 580 nm
would serve to increase the utility of LANOSAT
for the specif ied application.
31545. Sapp, C D. Remote measurement of shoreline
changes in coastal Alabama: U. S. Nat!. Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo- No. X-58168 (Vol II-B,
Coastal iont management; aati and local users: user
services), p. 224-231. ilius. (incL table, sketch maps).
1975.
RS77-4-278
;3S65 Amos, C. L. Suspended sediment analysis of
seawater using Landsat imagery, Minas Basin, Nova
Scotia: Can-, GeoL Surv., Pap.. No. 76-1C. p. 55-60, il-
lus. find, table, sketch map), 1976. (Project 740012).
RS77-4-279
26463 Caston,G.P. The floor of the North Channel. Ir-
ish Sea; a side-scan sonar survey: O. B, Inst GeoL Set,
Rep., No. 76-7,16 p. (incL French, German mm.), illus.
(incL table, sketch maps), 1976.
RS77-4-280
RS77-4-276
PB-270 323/9GA PC A08/MF A01
Radiometiric Technology. Inc.. Wakef ield. Mass.
Microwave Radlomotric Sensing of Surface
Temperature and Wind Speed from SEASAT.
Final rept.
Ronald A. Porter, and Ping-Tong Ho. 22 Fob 77.
167p NOAA-77062710
Contract NOAA-6-35217
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Ocean tem-
perature. 'Ocean surface. 'Surface tempera-
ture. "Wind velocity. Accuracy. Radiometers,
Microwave frequencies. Emissivity, Dielectric
properties. Sea water. Atmospheric models. Al-
gorithms.
Identifiers: SEASAT satellite.
A comprehensive study has been performed to
determine the accuracy with which sea surface
temperatures and wind speeds can be derived
from brightness temperatures to be sensed by
the SEASAT SMMR microwave radiometer. This
work was based on the use of 2-scale ocean
roughness model. An improved 2-section
ocean foam model, consisting of white-caps
and foam streaks, was applied to trie work per-
formed in the study. Eleven microwave frequen-
cies were used in the study, together with 10 at-
mospheric models, covering Sub-Polar. Mid-
Latitude and Tropical regions. All computations
were performed at a single antenna beam in-
cidence angle of 48.9 degrees, which Is the
SEASAT viewing angle. An evaluation was per-
formed on the effects of scattered solar radia-
tion on sea surface brightness temperatures to
be measured with a 6.6 GHz radiometer. An al-
gorithm for deriving sea surface temperatures
and wind speeds from brightness temperatures,
has been developed for use on SEASAT. A set
of conclusions and recommendations for
further studies are presented.
31009 Bartlett, Dj ffiemas, V.; Philpot. Wj a al Ap-
plications of remote-sensing technology to environ-
mental problems of Delaware and Delaware Bay: U. S.
NatL Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-
58168 (Vol II-B, Coastal zone management; state and
local users user services), p. 188-194, Ulus. (incL geol.
sketch map), 1975.
RS77-4-281
31230 Thomson, K. P. B^ Ross, Sj and Howard-Lock.
H. E. Remote sensing of oil spills: Can. Soc. Pet.
Geol.. Mem, No. 4. p. 829-840, illus. (incL tables),
1975.
RS77-4-282
23337 Miller. G. tt^ and Berg. D. W. An ERTS-1 study
of coastal features on the North Carolina coast: 41 p.,
illus. (incl. tables, sketch map). 1976. (Rep. No. MR 76-
2) arailaolc from: NTIS, Operations Div., Springfield,
Va.. United States. Work done for U. S. Army Carps of
Engineer* Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort
Belvoir, Virginia.
RS77-4-283
22157 Medley, E* and Lntemaner. J. I_ Use of aerial
photographs to map sediment distribution aod to identi-
fy historical changes on a tidal flat Can, GeoL Surv.,
Pap., No. 76-1C, p. 293-304. illus. fincL tables, sketch
maps), 1976. (Project 740062).
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RS77-4-284
TRAJECTORIES USING SEQUENTIAL
ID 110.- EI770970487 770-587
MODELING OF OIL SPILL
SATELLITE IMAGERY.
McLeod. W i l f r e d R.: Kennedy, James H.: Hodder. David T.
Marathon Oil Co
9th Annu. Proc, Houston, Tex, May 2-5
Ne'.v. York, NY, 1977 v 1 Pap OTC 2764 p
POLLUTION, *0il S p i l l s ) . (SATELLITES.
Offshore Technol Cohf
1977. Sponsored by AIME
319-324 CODEN: OSTCBA
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER
Remote Sensing),
CARD ALERT: 453. 655
The s a t e l l i t e analysis methods reported in this study offer
a valuable alternative to the existing numerical models. On
the one hand, they offer a synoptic view of the instantaneous
circulation patterns over 1arqe portions of the gulf, and
secondly. their repetitive nature offers the p o s s i b i l i t y of
timelapse study of suspended sediment boundary movements.
From tnose studies it is cossibl'e to quantify actual vector
movements experienced under a variety of conditions and for
long time periods. Third'y. the sediment movements inferred
actually reflect the integrated 1 i g h t from the top ten meters
or so of the water surface. and hence, at least in part,
bette.r represent the movement of subsurface s p i l l s . The
s a t e l l i t e suspended sediment analysis was done by automated
image density coding and provides new baseline information on
the normal seasonal variation 'in turbidity over a 5 year
period, as well as its geographic distribution. 8 refs.
RS77-4-285
ID NO.- EI771075682 775682
RELATIVE -REFLECTANCE AND COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX IN THE
INFRARED FOR SALINE ENVIRONMENTAL WATERS.
Ouerry, Marvin R.; Holland. Wayne E.; Waring. Richard C.:
Earls, Leonard M.; Ouerry, Mary D.
Univ of Mo at Kansas City
J Geophys Res v 82 n 9 Mar 20 1977 p 1425-1433 CODEN:
JGREA2'
DESCRIPTORS: 'OCEANOGRAPHY. (WATER POLLUTION, Water Quality)
, REMOTE SENSING.
CARD ALERT: 453. 471
By using d i s t i l l e d water as the standard reflector, relative
specular reflectance spectra in tne 2- to 20- SmuS m
wavelength region of the infrared were measured for surface
water samples collected from the San Francisco Bay, the
Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, the Great Salt -Lake (Utah),
the Dead Sea (Israel), and an effluent pit of a phosphate mine
in central Florida. Phase difference spectra and spectral
values of the complex refractive index were computed for each
water sample by applying a Kramers-Krcnig analysis to the
relative reflectance spectra. Spectral values for tne complex
refractive index suitable for-Mie scattering calculations were
tabulated for each water sample. The reflectance spectra of
the natural saline waters bore great s i m i l a r i t y to spectra for
individual aqueous solutions containing NaCl. K//2SO//4.
NH//4H//2PO//4, NaNO/73. and NaHCOY/3. Chemical analyses of
the. water samples are also presented in tabular form. 14
refs.
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RS77-4-286
ID 'JO.- EI770970460 770^60
SATELLITE AND CURRENT DROGUE STUDIES OF OCEAN-DISPOSED WASTE
DRIFT.
Klsinas. Vytautas: Davis. Gary R.; Henry, Robert 0.
Univ. of Del, Newark
J -.'later Pollut Control Fed v 49 n 5 May 1977 p 757-763
CODE-: JV.'PFAS
DESCRIPTORS: *WATER POLLUTION, WASTE DISPOSAL. (REMOTE
SENSING. Environmental Applications).
CARD ALERT: 453. 452. 471
The continuing use of the continental shelf for waste
disposal and the extraction of oil and other resources pose an
environmental threat to the shelf regions. The
offshore-onshore transport rates of pollutants, sediments, and
nutrients strongly influence the ecology of the coastal zone.
In order to keep the environmental impact w i t h i n acceptable
levels, it is important to understand the circulation and
exchange processes on the shelf. Satellites can make synoptic
observations of certain large scale processes indicative of
p o l l u t i o n transport on the continental shelf. The objective
of this study was to determine from LANDSAT imagery the drift
and dispersion of plumes generated oy the dumping of acid
waste and to compare the s a t e l l i t e results w i t h drogue and
current «;eter data. 13 refs.
RS77-4-287
ID NO.- EI771076044 776044
BOTTOM CONFIGURATION AND ENVIRONMENT OF TAMPA BAY.
Rosenshein. J. S.; Goodwin, C. R.; Jurado, Antonio
• US Geol Surv, Tampa, Fla
Photoqramm Eng Remote Sensing v 43 n 6 Jun 1977 p 693-699
CODEN: PERSDV
DESCRIPTORS: *?HOTOGRAMMETRY,
CARD ALERT: 405, 742
Photogrammetric and other methods have been usea
successfully to provide detailed information on bottom
configuration as part of an evaluation of the hydrology of
Tampa Bay. About 200 mi*»2 (520 km«*2) of bay bottom have
been mapped using photogrammetric methods. Detailed
information on bottom configuration has played an important
part in the calibration of a hydrodynarnic model of the bay ana
in the use of this mode) to predict effects on circulation
resulting from proposed deepening of the ship channel in Tampa
Say. 5 refs.
RS77-4-288
ID NO.- EI771076896 776396
REMOTE SENSING OF SEA ICE BY MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY.
T i u r i . Martti; Hal 1 i'kainen, Martti; Laaper f , Antti
Helsinki Univ of Technol, F i n l
Sahko v 50 n 4 Apr 1977 p 149-152 COOEN: SAEFAV
DESCRIPTORS: 'REMOTE SENSING, ICE, RADIOMETERS,
IDENTIFIERS: SEA ICE
CARD ALERT: 443.- 732. 94V, 944
Remote sensing of sea ice has been studied at the Radio
Laboratory at Helsinki University of Technology. In addition
to theory this article presents results obtained in
measurements in the Gulf of Bothnia using UHF and microwave
radiometry. Theory and experiments show that the UHF band is
superior to microwave frequencies in the remote sensing of sea
ice. It has been theoretically proved that using a 3-channel
UHF radiometer the tnicXness of ice can be measured with
sufficient certainty. 5 refs.
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RS77-4-289
u. w.
v AP-24 n 3 May 1976 p 393-394
•Imaging Techniques), OCEANOGRAPHY,
ID NO.- £1770850020 760020
NOTE OH SAR IMAGERY OF THE OCEAN.
Larson, T. R.; Mcskcwitz, L. I.;. Wright,
Nav Res Lab. Washington. DC
IEEE Trans Antennas Propag
CODEN: IETPAK
DESCRIPTORS: (*RADAR.
CARD ALERT: 716, 471
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image formation of the ocean
surface including the Gulf Stream Boundary, is' discussed. It
is pointed out that images in addition to those'due to
modulation of surface scatterer strength may result from
organized scatterer motions such as those due to currents or
wave orbital velocities. The modulation of scattering cross
section by large waves is expected to depend on the magnitude
and direction of the wind, making the relationship between
image strengths and wave amplitudes rather complicated. It is
suggested that the effect of wave orbital accelerations upon
azimuthal focus might provide a more direct measure of wave
amplitude. 5 refs.
RS77-4-290
ID NO.- EI771075689 775699
RECENT PROGRESS IN THE REMOTE
CURRENTS.
M.MU I . George A .
N.-itl Oceanic S Atmos Adm, M
Mar Tochnol Soc J v 11 n 1
DESCRIPTORS: ('OCEANOGRAPHY
CARD ALERT: 471, 732
Under certain conditions,
following may be used to
changes i n
stale, sea
SENSING OF OCEAN SURFACE
i am i, F1 a
1977 p 5-13
. -Currents).
CODEN: MTSJBB
REMOTE SENSING.
any one or a combination of the
identify the current's boundary:
sea surface temperature. s a l i n i t y . color, sea
surface topography, wave refraction patterns, and
modifications to the lower atmosphere. Infrared sensors have
been used most extensively to study ocean circulation;
however. new instruments such as passive and active microwave
sensors can sense temperature. salinity. sea state. and
surface topography, and multi-spectral v i s i b l e scanners and
spectroradiometers are providing new information on ocean
color and sea state. Man's role as an observer and
photographer are described. 24 refs..
RS77-4-291
ID NO.- EI770970486 770486
USE OF LANDSAT DATA FOR THE DETECTION OF MARINE OIL SLICKS.
Deutsch, Morris: Strong, A. E.; Estes, J. E.
US Geol Surv
9th Annu, Proc, Houston, Tex, May 2-5
New York, NY, 1977 v 1 Pap OTC 2763 p
POLLUTION, *0i1 Spills), (SATELLITES,
OIL DETECTION
Offshore Techno! Conf
1977. Sponsored by AIME
311-318 CODEN: OSTCBA
DESCRIPTORS: ( * W A T E R
Remote Sens ing) ,
IDENTIFIERS: LANDSAT,
CARD ALERT: 453, ess
The. capability of Landsat to detect some oil slicks in
marine waters has been verified. Reflectance anomalies
associated with the slicks have been detected v i s u a l l y on f i l m
data, by photo-optical enhancement techniques and by computer
processing. Applications of Landsat oil slick data include
environmental monitoring of coastal waters and detection of
natural seeps sucn as in the Santa Barbara Channel, which may
serve as a worldwide exploration aid. 8 refs.
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RS77-4-292
ID tiQ.- E1770970480 770480 .
0 PRIMENENII LAZERNOI LOKATSII DLYA CPREDELENIYA
ZAGRAYZNENIYA PQV ERKHNOST-I MORYA NEFTEPRODUKTAMI. 31 eft
brackets Lidars Application for Determination of Sea Suface
Po l l u t i o n by Oil Products aright brackets .
Abramov, 0. I.; Eremin, V. I.; Lobov, L.
V.
All-Union Electrotech Inst. USSR
Jzv Akad Nauk 5SSR Fiz Atmos Okeana v
331-334 CODEN: IrAOAV
DESCRIPTORS: (*WATER POLLUTION. *0 i l
OPTICAL. Infrared Radiation), (LASER BEAMS,
OCEANOGRAPHY, Measurements),
LIOARS
453. 744, 471 , 717
of distance laser method applications in marine
are expounded. Mathematical expressions for
analysis are formulated, and laboratory results
Polovi nko, V.
13 n 3 Mar 1977 p
Spills). fRADAR,
Appli cat ions), (
IDENTIFIERS:
CARD ALERT:
Pn i nci p1es
envi ronments
laser spectrum
are compared w i t h
refs. In Russian.
those obtained in natural conditions.
RS77-4-293
ID NO.- EI770860192
REMOTE SENSING OF
POLLUTANTS.
Klemas, V.;
Un i v of Del
Pho toqraimn
CODEN: PERSDV
DESCRIPTORS
CARD ALERT:
Estuar i ne
gradient or
interest, the
fi eIds. - Such
by captur i ng
sur face f i1ms
Imagery from
effective means
frontal systems
i nformati on i s
spreading model.
760192
ESTUARINE
Pol is. D. F.
Newark
Eng Remote Sensing
FRONTS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
v 43 n 5 May 1977 p 599-612
-REMOTE SENSING, WATER POLLUTION.
405, 453. 742
fronts represent regions of extremely high
discontinuity in various parameters of physical
most important being water velocity and density
fronts strongly influence pollutant dispersion
oil slicks and other pollutants concentrated in
and drawing them down into the water column,
the Landsat satellites provided the most
of determining the location and extent of
over all portions of the tidal cycle. This
being used to modify the oil drift ana
16 refs.
i, -Sharkov, E. A. ;
RS77-4-294
ID NO.- EI770857605 757605
STUDY OF THE PROCESSES OF ICE FORMATION BASED ON AIRCRAFT
MEASUREMENTS OF RAOIOTHERMAL EMISSION.
Bespalova. E. A.; Rabinovich, Yu.,
Shiryaeva, T. A.; Etkin. V. S.
Inst of Space Res. Acad of Sci . USS'R
• Sov Meteorol Hydro) n 2 1976 p 54-57
DESCRIPTORS: (-ICE, 'Remote Sensing),
V A R I A B L E S MEASUREMENT,
IDENTIFIERS: RADIOTHERMAL EMISSION
CARD A L E R T : 443. 941, 944 . _:. -
The results of '^mea's'ur.e.'^ en'ts.y of the radiotherma I emission
from the i ce-covered^ !s'G;ij'vfa!c"e.i'6f "the Northern Caspian made from
an IL-18 flying-laboratory' aircraft in December 1973 w i t h a
highly sensitive three-centimeter radiometer are discussed.
The hi\ahr,!t\ensi»tiiv.;iftY-fl:-of-i^ .-the--.Koass.-i'Vie.-^ -.in;strument made i t
COOEN: SMHYOK
, RADIOMETERS. THERMAL
poss
th
the degr'ee of snow
.to estimate the
''s't'age of""' ice formation ana
coverage, and to determine the onset of
'determined. visually or from aerial
i t possi bi e to
in a deta;ul ed «v:cHart. iof ;t'ne,'?rce'--'s:i:t-uat ion on part of the
Northern Caspian under weather conditions, unfavorable for
visual observations or aerial survey vjork, and to observe a
high growth rate of the ice and formation of a land floe.
icing, whi ch£| can.no,t, .be-" determv o^ l y 01
photographs .v^jSe-efra8ji'Qmetr;ic m.eta'sur^emenjts made i'
(""•^"t ' tairt a Ha-^ali^lai—i - --r.t*! '^ iV+ •"/-% f •+• Ha "-iV* -ci . e'i'^ .'i > a *• i r^n f*ti
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Section 5
URBAN LAND USE
Geography, Environmental and Population Studies,
Lower Tropospheric Meteorology and Land-Use Studies
1..!'.
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RS77-5-215 RS77-5-218
N77-28562*# Sheffield Univ. (England).
A METHODOLOGY FOR PRODUCING SMALL SCALE
RURAL LAND USE MAPS IN SEMI-ARID DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES USING ORBITAL IMAGERY Final Rooort
J. L vanGeiideren. Principal Investigator and B. f. Lock Dec.
1976 313 p refs Sponsored by NASA Original contains
imagery. Original photography may be purchased from the EROS
Data Center. Sioux Falls. S. D. 57198 EREP
IE77-10187; NASA-CH-151173) Avail: NTIS
HC A14/MF A01 CSCU 08B
The author has identified the following significant results.
Results have shown that it is feasible to design a methodology
that can provide suitable guidelines for operational production
of small scale rural land use maps of semiand developing regions
from LANDSAT M5S imagery, using inexpensive and unsophisti-
cated visual techniques. The suggested methodology provides
immediate practical benefits to map makers attempting to
produce land use maps in countries with limited budgets and
equipment. Many preprocessing and interpretation techniques
were considered, but rejected on the grounds that they were
inappropriate mainly due to the high cost of imagery and/or
equipment, or due to their inadequacy for use in operational
projects in the developing countries. Suggested imagery and
interpretation techniques, consisting of color composites and
monocular magnification proved to be the simplest, fastest, and
most versatile methods.
RS77-5-216
N77-26587*# Florida Univ.. Gainesville. Dept. of Geology.
BASIC HYDROGEOLOGIC AND REMOTE SENSING DATA
FOR SELECTION OF SANITARY LANDFILL SITES
H. K. Brooks. 8. E. Ruth, and J. 0. Degner 5 Apr. 1977
28 p refs
(Grant NsG-7236)
(NASA-CR-153280: UFL/COEL-77/002: RepM) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL OSG
Solid waste disposal were studied in Volusia County to protect
the water supply in the area. Highlands in this County are of
limited area! extent and. most significantly, the sand hills and
ridges are in areas where recharge of the Floridan aquifer occurs.
This study proves that well drained soils meeting the current
State requirements are of limited area) extent. These areas should
not be utilized as sanitary landfiil sitesl Rather, it is recommended
that tha Tomoka Farm Road site into the adjacent wetlands be
extended. The County site on Rima Ridge recommended by
Greenleaf-Telesca as the primary waste burial site in the County
should be re-evaluated because of potential danger to the Daytona
Beach water supply. Author
RS77-5-217
N77-24563*| Goodwin (Glen). Sun City. Ariz.
BENEFIT AND IMPACT OF THE ARIZONA LAND-USE
EXPERIMENT: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Glen Goodwin 3 Jan. 1977 16 p
(NASA Order A-23739)
(NASA-CR-151985) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
08B
The benefits and impact of the Arizona Land-Use Experiment
on the people of Arizona are examined along with the process
of the technology transfer to the political and private .s.ectpr.£of ••
the Arizona community. Since the remotely-sensed data in ^ajV
in Arizona consisted of a blend of spacecraft 'and aircraft
information, it was hoped that the role of the aircraft in the
transfer process would be identified and its benefit be determined
in a real-world situation. In addition, the role of the institttfibnai'
arrangements set up in Arizona to facilitate the transfe'r of
remotely-sensed information to the user community was
examined. Author
N77-26S81*jjl Kentucky Univ. Research Foundation. Lexington.
Dept. of Forestry.
REMOTE SENSING OF EFFECTS OF LAND USE PRACTICES
ON WATER QUALITY Final Report. 11 Oct. 1974 - 31 May
1977
Donald H. Graves and George B. Colthrap 31 May 1977
170 p refs
(Contract NAS8-31006)
INASA-CR-150306) Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
08H
An intensive study was conducted to determine the utility
of manual densitometry and color additive viewing of aircraft
and LANDSAT transparencies for monitoring land use and land
use change. The relationship between land use and selected
water quality parameters was also evaluated. Six watersheds
located in the Cumberland Plateau region of eastern Kentucky
comprised the study area . for the project. Land uses present
within the study area were reclaimed surface mining and
forestry. Fertilization of one of the forested watersheds also
occurred during the study period. Author
RS77-5-219
N77-24668# Herkimer-Oneida Counties Comprehensive Planning
Program. Utica. N. Y.
LAND USE INVENTORY UPDATE AND PROJECTION
UTICA-HOME AIR QUALITY MAINTENANCE AREA (AQMA)
Final Report
Stephen S. Olney Jan. 1977 52 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-2305)
(PB-262906/1: EPA-902/4-77-001) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 138
The Utica-Rome AQMA consists of 14 Mohawk Valley towns
and cities in Herkimer and Oneida Counties. New York. Land
uses in the area were inventoried based upon aerial photo
measurements of a sample of kilometer squares. Urban land
uses are projected to 1980. 1985. 1990. and 2000. GRA
RS77-5-220
N77-25615# Army Engineer Topographic Labs.. Fort Beivoir,
Va.
CAPABILITIES OF REMOTE SENSORS TO DETERMINE
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION FOR COMBAT
Jack N. Rinker. Judy Ehlen. Alan E. Krusinger. Thomas R. Currin.
and Ambrose 0. Pouiin Nov. 1976 247 p
(DA Proj. 4A1-61102-B-52C)
(AO-A035139: ETL-0081) Avail: NTIS HCA11/MFA01 CSCL
15/4
U.S. Army Field and Technical Manuals were used to develop
a list of 313 environmental information needs, or factors, required
by the Army to accomplish its various tasks. Each factor was
evaluated against a list of remote sensing systems to determine
the extent to which each system could provide the needed
information. Interpretation procedures were restricted to evaluation
of imagery, by conventional interpretation techniques and
equipment. The systems evaluated are LANDSAT (ERTS). radar,
thermal infrared, low-level oblique photography, standard photo
index sheets, stereo 1:100.000 scale vertical aerial photography,
and stereo 1:20.000 scale vertical aerial photography. GRA
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RS77-5-221 RS77-5-224
N77-26701*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF ARCTIC ATMOSPHERIC
TRACE CONSTITUENTS FROM AN AIRCRAFT
Gregory M. Reck. Oaniel Briehl. and Ted W. Nyland Washington
Jun. 1977 64 p refs
(NASA-TN-0-8491: E-9040) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 138
In situ measurements of the ambient concentrations of several
atmospheric trace constituents were obtained using instruments
installed or board the NASA Convair 990 aircraft at altitudes
up to 12.5 kilometers over Alaska and the Arctic Ocean.
Concentration data on ozone, carbon monoxide, water vapor,
and particles larger than 0.5 micrometer in diameter were
acquired. Author
RS77-5-222
N77-26784| Battelle Columbus Labs.. Ohio.
THE TRANSPORT OF OXIOANT BEYOND URBAN AREAS.
COMPILATION OF DATA FOR THE NEW ENGLAND STUDY.
1976 Final Report
Chester W. Spicer. Oarre/l W. Joseph, and Gerald F. Ward Nov.
1978 398 p
(Contract EPA-68-02-2241)
IP8-264205/6: EPA-600/3-76-109) Avail: NTIS
HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 048
. A study of oxidant transport was conducted in New England
for wide area and vertical aerial sampling. The mobile laboratory
was equipped to continuously monitor 03. NO. NO2. NOx. CH4.
C2H2. C2H4. C2H8. non-methane hydrocarbon, fluorocarbon
1KF-11). CC14. CO. temperature, solar intensity, relative humidity,
wind speed, wind direction, and barometric pressure. The airplane
was outfitted to continuously monitor azone. nitric oxide, and
temperature and to collect air samples in Teflon bags. The bag
samples wera analyzed GRA
N77-26568* Cornell Univ.. Ithaca. N.Y.
REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM Semiannual Status Report.
1 Dec. 1976 • 31 May 1977
Ta Liang. Arthur J. McNair. and Warren R. Philipson Jun. 1977
276 p refs
(Grant NGL-33-010-171)
(NASA-CR-153288: SASR-10) Avail: Issuing Activity CSCL
05B
Remotely sensed data obtained by aircraft and satellite were
used to assess land suitability for septic tanks, analyze linears
for ground water sources, delineate town aquifers, evaluate land
for state park development, and assess drainage for an historic
building. Projects in progress include environmental analysis of
proposed fly ash disposal sites, thermal analysis of building
insulation, and an assessment of vineyard-related problems.
Spinoff and future projects are briefly described. A.R.H.
RS77-5-223
N77-23580rjl Geological Survey. Reston. Va.
A LAND USE AND LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
FOR USE WITH REMOTE SENSOR DATA
James fl. Anderson. Ernest E. Hardy, John T. Roach, and Richard
E. Witmer 1976 31 p refs
(USGS-Circ-671: USGS Professional Paper-964) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 088
The framework of a national land use and land cover
classification system is presented for use with remote sensor
data. The classification system was developed to meet the needs
of Federal and state agencies for an up-to-data overview of
land use and land cover throughout the country on a basic that
is uniform in categorization at the more generalized first and
second levels and that will be receptive to data trom satellite
and aircraft remote sensors The proposed system uses the
features of existing widely used classification systems that are
amenable to data derived from remote sensing sources. Author
RS77-5-225
A77-36025 Evaluation of infrared television /IRTV/ for
remote monitoring of stack effluent velocity and SO2 concentra-
tions. E. F. Cross, J. A. McKay, and R. J. Nichols (Aerospace Corp..
El Segundo, Calif.). In: Modern utilization of infrared technology II:
Civilian and military; Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif.,
August 26, 27, 1976. (A77-36014 16-35) Palos Verdes Estates,
Calif., Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1976, p.
74-83. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Contract No.
68-02-2242.
Field measurements were carried out to determine the feasibility
of using infrared television systems to measure plume characteristics
of power plant stack emissions. Emphasis was placed on determining
the suitability of these imaging systems for monitoring sulfur dioxide
concentrations and effluent velocities in stack emissions. Specific
objectives were: (1) to obtain experimental infrared data on stack
plume characteristics, (2) to establish optimum infrared television
system parameters for detection and measurement of these stack
plume emissions, and (3) to determine the feasibility of using the
General Electric infrared vidicon to monitor stack plume parameters
of interest. This paper describes in detail the test equipment,
measurement techniques, and resulting data associated with experi-
ments conducted at the Duke Power Company Riverbend Station.
Data on observed infrared emissions from refinery burn-off stacks are
also presented for comparison. (Author)
RS77-5-226
A77-37504 * ~ Flooding of Monroe County, Michigan - A
comparison of three remote sensor data sets. M. L. Bryan (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. Calif.;
Michigan, Environmental Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
Michigan Academician, vol. 8, Spring 1976, p. 425-440. 8 refs.
During the spring of 1973, three techniques were used to obtain
remotely sensed data pertaining to the flooded shoreline of Monroe
County, Michigan. Although digitized data from the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite were available on magnetic tapes, analysis was
based on interpretation methods normally used for aerial photog-
raphy, since the black and white IR photography and side-looking
airborne radar (SLAR) data were available only as images. Using IR
photography as the standard, it was found that ERTS-1 Band 7
imagery had a 93% accuracy in detecting areas in the combined
category of open water and f'ooded fields. X(HH) data from SLAR
detected that built-up and wet areas were built-up (89 to 100%
accuracy), but not that they were wet. It is suggested that these two
sensors used in concert from orbital heignts could provide informa-
tion useful to relief organizations in flooded areas. It is considered
likely that SLAR data will improve as higher resolution becomes
available. M.L.
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RS77-5-227 RS77-5-230
A77-36028 Remote measurement of gases using discretely
tunabla infrared lasers. E. R. Murray (Stanford Research Institute,
Menlo Park, Calif.). In: Modern utilization of infrared technology II:
Civilian and military; Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif.,
August 26. 27, 1976. (A77-36014 16-35) Palos Verdes Estates.
Calif., Society of .Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1976, p.
96-104. 14 refs. Research supported by the U.S. Geological Survey
and NSF.
Single-ended laser radars using discretely tunable infrared gas
lasers have been demonstrated to be capable of high-sensitivity
remote measurement of gases. Two systems have been investigated:
(1) a deuterium fluoride laser was used for remote measurement of
the integrated concentration of HC1, CH4, and N20 between the
lidar system and a topographic target; and (2) a CO2 laser was used
for range-resolved measurement of water vapor using radiation
backscattered from naturally occurring aerosols in the atmosphere.
Calculations indicate that range-resolved concentration profiles can
be obtained for many gases at a range of 10 km using commercially
available components. (Author)
RS77-5-228
A77-36023 * Remote measurement of pollution from air-
craft. H. G. Reichle, Jr. (NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Va.l. In: Modern utilization of infrared technology II: Civilian and
military; Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August 26.
27, 1976. (A77-36014 16-35) Palos Verdes Estates. Calif.. Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1976. p. 55-65. 13 refs.
This paper discusses the problem of the remote measurement of
tropospheric air pollution from aircraft platforms. Following a
discussion of the energy sources available for passive remote sensing
and the location of the absorption bands of the gases, it describes the
spectral resolution that would be required and the relative merits of
the shorter and longer infrared wavelengths. It then traces the
evolution of one instrument concept (the gas filter correlation
radiometer) to its present state, and describes flight results that show
the technique to be capable of measuring carbon monoxide over
water. A new instrument is described that will allow the measure-
ments to be extended to areas over land. (Author)
RS77-5-229
A77-36433 Regional energy availability from conversion
of solid waste. 0. Garofalo and K. R. Martin (Earth Satellite Corp.,
Washington, D.C.). Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote
Sensing, vol. 43, June 1977, p. 727-738. 12 refs.
Multi-scale remote sensing records, when used in conjunction
with suitable waste production and energy usage multipliers derived
from ground-based investigations, can contribute useful quantitative
and spatial information relating to (1) the generation of solid organic
wastes in urban and rural environments; (2) the energy requirements
in terms of residual fuel oil of urban/industrial areas: and (3) the
collection and transportation of organic wastes to energy conversion
and distribution facilities for meeting regional urban/industrial
energy needs. (Author)
A77-35455 ff Vegetation and land use on the New England
upland, in historical perspective. R. B. Simpson (Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N. H.). Remote Sensing of the Eleczro Magnetic i^ectrum,
vol.4, Jan. 1977. p. 35-41.
Two photographs taken near Hanover. New Hampshire on a
scale of about 1:6000 are given as an exercise in interpretation.
Special attention is given to identification of features reflecting land
use changes over a period of time. Features permitting the
identification of trees typical of the Northern Forest area are
described, as is a method of estimating the height of trees from the
length of their shadows. • C.K.D.
RS77-5-231
A77-41749 # Measurement of the temperature distribution
on urban surfaces. T. Saito, H. Taniguchi. T. Sonoda, Y. Tashiro, and
E. Ishida. Hokkaido University, Faculty of Engineering, Bulletin,
July 1977. p. 27-38. In Japanese, with abstract in English.
This paper presents the results of measurements of the tempera-
ture on the surface areas of the City of Sapporo. Measurements were
conducted in June-July, 1976, and remote sensing using a multi-
spectral scanner and a thermogrophic camera provided the tempera-
ture distribution. Surface temperatures in the central district of the
city were about 20 C higher than in the green zones in the suburbs,
although the temperature showed considerable local differences.
Systematic arranging of wide green zones in the urban area is found
necessary to maintain the comfortable thermal environment for
people residing in the city. (Author)
RS77-5-232
LANDSAT-l DATA AS IT HAS BEEN APPLIED
FOR LAND USE AND WATER QUALITY DATA
BY THE VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL
BOARD,
Virginia State Water Control Board, Richmond.
Div. of Surveillance and Fieid Studies.
P. L. Trexler, and J. L. Barker.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment, Volume .
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston. Texas, p 371-418,
September 1975.22 fig, 7 tab, 7 ref.
Descriptors: 'Water quality, 'Land use, "Remote
sensing. 'Virginia. 'Monitoring, Reservoirs,
VV^'ershedslBasins). Land management. Land
classification. On-site investigations. Water sam-
pling. Surface waters. Census, Turbidity. Secchi
disks, SateUites(Artificial). Spatial distribution.
Data processing. Analytical techniques.
Identifiers: LANDSAT. Pixels.
In a joint project with the Virginia State Water
Control Board and NASA, water quality monitor-
ing possibilities from LANDSAT were demon-
strated, both for direct readings of reflectances
from the water and for indirect monitoring of
changes in use of land surrounding Swift Creek
Reservoir. Film products were shown to have in-
sufficient resolution, and all work was done by
digitally processing computer-compatible tapes.
Perhaps the greatest potential contribution of
LANDSAT is through indirect interpretation, by
detecting changes in land cover in a watershed.
Land cover maps of the 18.000 hectare Swift
Creek Reservoir watershed were prepared for two
dates in 1974. A significant decrease in the pine
cover was observed in a 740 hectare construction
site within the watershed. A measure of the accu-
racy of classification was obtained by comparing
the LANDSAT results with visual classification at
five sites on a U-2 photograph. Such changes in
land cover can alert personnel to watch foe poten-
tial changes in water quality. (See also W77-08408)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-OS432
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RS77-5-233 RS77-5-235
REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN KAN-
SAS,
Kansas Univ., Lawrence. Space Technology
Labs.
B. G. Ban, J. C. Coiner, and D. L. Williams.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agricultural-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12, 1975, Houston, Texas, p 569-584,
September 1975. 8 fig. 7 ref. NASA NGL 17-004-
024.
Descriptors: 'Resource* development. 'Remote
sensing, 'Kansas, 'Land development. Irrigation,
Aerial photography. Project planning. Land use.
Reservoirs. Highways. SateUites(Anificial),
Planning, City planning. Cities, Urban mapping.
Identifiers: LANDSAT.
The Satellite Applications Laboratory of the
University of Kansas Space Technology Center
has carried out since April 1972 a program
designed '.o assist decision makers in local, state,
and regional agencies in the application of remote
sensing techniques to their activities. To date,
twenty projects have been initiated in support of
29 separate municipal, county, regional, and stale
agencies or entities. Several data products have
been prepared for the use of these agencies based
on LANDSAT imagery: high altitude color, color
infrared, and muiu'spectral black and white
photography; and imagery from a Hasselblad
camera cluster flown in the University's aircraft.
Projects organized in the six sequential phases of
contact, project definition, project initiation, on-
going project, project completion, and continuing
support were designed to demonstrate the utility
of remote sensing in the context of the user agen-
cy. After reviewing these phases, four projects
were detailed to illustrate the methods and results
of applications projects: Two of these projects
have resulted in single user decisions during 1974
related to: (1) completion of an interstate highway
and cancellation of construction plans for a large
reseivoir, and (2) zoning changes around a smaller
reservoir. Two on-going projects were also
discussed: (Da multi-user project related to the
expansion of irrigation in Kansas, and (2) a pro-
gram ol activities leading to incorporation of
remote sensing into the data acquisition methods
of Kansas City, Kansas. (See also W77-OS408)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08437
RS77-5-234
USE OF AERIAL REMOTE SENSORS TO
MONITOR DREDGING PROJECTS.
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh. Dept. of Civil
Engineering.
J. L. Machemchl.
In: Proceedings of the Seventh Dredging Seminar;
Held November 8. 1974, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Sea Grant Report No CDS-181. TAMU-SG-76-
105. Texas A and M University. College Station, p
24-28. September 1975.6 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Dredging.
•Monitoring, Aerial photography. Films. Photog-
raphy. COMU, Erosion. Estuaries, Cur-
rents! Water), Sediment distribution, Estuarine en-
vironment, Waves(Water), Water pollution.
Application of aerial remote sensing to the
dredging industry was reviewed. The primary aeri-
al remote sensors considered were black and
white, black and white infrared, color, color in-
frared aerial photographs, and multispectral aerial
photographs. Remote sensing can be utilized to ob-
tain data for designing, planning, and controlling •
dredging project (See also W77-07342)
(Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-073*4
REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN THE
INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS OF ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROBLEMS,
Environmental Protection Agency, Warrenton,
Va. Environmental Photographic Interpretation
Center.
C. E. Howard. Jr., and C. A. Waters, Jr.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations, Agriculture-Environment, Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston. Texas, p 585-598,
September 1975.10 fig.
Descriptors: 'Monitoring, 'Environment.
'Remote sensing. 'Census, Water pollution
sources. Air pollution. Feed lots. Landfills, Pro-
jects. Satellites(Artificial), Aerial photography.
Environmental effects.
Identifiers: LANDSAT, Skylab.
The Environmental Protection Agency, through
the Environmental Photographic Interpretation
Center (EPIC), is actively engaged in die extrac-
tion of environmentally related data from both
high resolution and muiuspectral imaging systems.
From its inception, the EPIC has researched the
various sensing systems available from both a cost
effective and information content standpoint.
Through interagency agreements and cooperative
programs such as the NASA Aircraft Support Pro-
gram, imagery has been acquired in areas where
EPA has operational requirements. Presently, the
efforts of EPIC are directed toward the inventory
and analysis of many types of pollution sources,
both point and non-point. To date (1975), in its
brief 1 1/2 year existence, EPIC has found that the
nature of its requirements has almost exclusively
demanded the use of high resolution photography.
(See also W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08438
RS77-5-236
.URBAN LAND USE: REMOTE SENSING OF
GROl'NDBASIN PERMEABILITY.
Cali/omia Univ.. Sanu Barbara. Geography
Remote Sensing Unit.
L. R. Tinney. J. R. Jensen, and J. E. Estes.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium, June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Water Resources. Volume I-D. Re-
port No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium held
June 9-12. 1975, Houston. Texas, p 2199-2206,
September 1975. 3 fig. 3 tab. 4 ref.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing, 'California.
•Water resources, *Groundwater, Land use,
Groundwater recharge. Groundwater resources.
Pervious soils, Watersheds(Basins). Groundwater
availability. Urbanization. Evaluation. Aerial
photgraphy. Permeability.
A remote sensing analysis of the amount and type
of permeable and impermeable surfaces overlying
an urban recharge basin was discussed. An effec-
tive methodology for accurately generating this
data as input to a safe yield study was detailed and
compared to more conventional alternative ap-
proaches. The amount of area inventoried, ap-
proximately 10 sq miles, should provide a reliable
base against which automatic pattern recognition
algorithms, currently under investigation for this
task, can be evaluated. If successful, such ap-
proaches can significantly reduce the time and ef-
fort involved in obtaining permeability data, an im-
portant aspect of urban hydrology dynamics. (See
also W77-08062) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08065
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RS77-5-237 RS77-5-239
AN OVERVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES FOR THE
SCREWWORM ERADICATION PROGRAM.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Houston. Tex. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
C. M. Barnes, and F. C. Forsberg.
In: Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources
Survey Symposium. June 1975, Technical Session
Presentations. Agriculture-Environment. Volume
I-A. Report No. NASA TM X-58168. Symposium
held June 9-12. 1975. Houston, Texas, p 263-287,
September 1975.16 fig, 8 ref.
Descriptors: 'Insect control. 'Remote sensing,
•Environment, 'Texas, 'Mexico, Land use, Satel-
lites(Artificial), Climatic data. Weather data.
Analytical techniques. Environmental effects, En-
to^oiogy, Air temperature.
Uer.'-i.'icrs: Screwworm, 'Screwworm eradica-
tion.
The p iper reported the current status of remote
sensin; techniques developed for the Screwworm
eradication program of the Mexican-American
Screwworm Eradication Commission. A review of
the type of data and equipment used in the pro-
gram was presented. Future applications of remote
sensing techniques were considered. (See also
W77-08408) (Humphreys-ISWS)
W77-08427
NTIS/PS-77/067S/7GA PC N01/MF N01
National Technical Information Service. Spring-
field, Va.
Remote Sensing Applied to Urban and Re-
gional Planning (A Bibliography with Ab-
stracts).
Rept. for1964-Ju!77.
Audrey S. Hundemann. Aug 77,65p*
Updates NTIS/PS-76/0500 and NTIS/PS-
75/104.
Descriptors: 'Bibliographies, 'Urban planning,
'Regional planning, 'Land use. 'Remote
sensing. Highway planning. Traffic surveys.
Quality of life. Natural resources. Spaceborne
photography, Aerial photography. Mapping,
Abstracts.
Urban and regional planning using aerial
photography and satellite remote sensing
methods is discussed. Abstracts cover the use
of remote sensing in land use mapping, traffic
surveys and urban transportation planning, and
taking Inventories of natural resources for
urban planning. Abstracts dealing with land use
and residential quality associated with and act-
ing as an influence on health and physical well-
being are included. This updated bibliography
contains 60 abstracts, all of which are new en-
tries to the previous edition.)
RS77-5-238 RS77-5-240
NTIS/PS-77/0674/OGA PC N01/MF N01
National Technical Information Service, Spring-
field. Va.
Remote Sensing Applied to Environmental
Pollution Detection and Management (A
Bibliography with Abstracts).
Rept.for1964-Jul77.
Audrey S. Hundemann. Aug 77.138p'
Updates NTIS/PS-76/0500 and NTIS/PS-
75/104.
Descriptors: 'Bibliographies. 'Air pollution,
"Water pollution, 'Remote sensing.
'Environmental surveys. 'Environmental en-
gineering. Water resources. Electric power
plants. Industrial plants. Estuaries, Noise pollu-
tion, Thermal pollution. Eutrophication, Diffu-
sion, Dispersing. Aerosols. Oil pollution,
Spaceborne photography. Aerial photography.
Abstracts.
Application of remote sensing methods to air.
water, and noise pollution problems is
discussed. Topic areas cover characteristics of
dispersion and diffusion by which pollutants
are transported, eutrophication of lakes, ther-
mal discharges from electric power plants, out-
falls from industrial plants, atmospheric
aerosols under various meteorological condi-
tions, monitoring of oil spills, and application of
remote sensing to estuarian problems. (This
updated bibliography contains 133 abstracts,
all of which are new entries to the previous edi-
tion.)
AO-B002 928/OGA PC A03/MF A01
Air Force Armament Lab Eglin AFB Fla
Operation of an Infrared Thermal Scanner for
Plume Measurements.
Final rept. 1 Jul 73-Jun 74,
Charles W. Martin. Raymond F. Askew, and
Davut B. Ebeoglu. Dec 74.35p Rept no. AFATL-
TR-74-204
Distribution limitation now removed.
Descriptors: ('Infrared signatures. Plumes).
('Exhaust gases. Emlssiviry). ('Thermal targets.
Calibration), ('Aerial targets. Target signa-
tures). Infrared scanning. Infrared images.
Signal processing. Photovoltaic effect.
Identifiers: Infrared cameras. Infrared detec-
tors. Intermediate Infrared radiation, Data
processing. Aircraft exhaust
A data processing and system calibration effort
has been conducted to provide spatially accu-
rate quantitative radiant Intensity data on ex-
tended infrared sources. This capability has
been developed to permit tha experimental
study of the infrared exhaust plumes of propul-
sion systems. The objective of this study is to
develop realistic infrared signature simulation
for aerial targets. This report describes how nu-
merically accurate infrared Imagery may be ob-
tained in the 4 to 5.5 micron band with a Bofors
Infrared imaging camera coupled to an
analog/digital data acquisition system. The
general procedures established to calibrate the
instrument and tha data processing now availa-
ble to the user are described in detail. (Author)
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PB-266 824/2GA PC A02/MF A01
Environmental Monitoring and Support Lab-
Las Vegas. Nev.
Tracking Pollutants from a Distance.
Journal article.
S. H. Melfi. John D. Koutsandreas, and John
Moran. 1977.6p EPA/600/J-77/007
Pub. in Environmental Science and Technolo-
gy, vll nl p36-38 Jan 77. :
Descriptors: 'Pollution. 'Monitors. 'Remote
sensing. 'Optical radar. Particles. Plumes.
Trajectories. Laser beams. Fluorescence, Air
pollution. Water pollution, Thermal pollution.
Identifiers: Particulates. 'Air pollution detec-
tion, 'Water pollution detection, Reprints.
Describes usa of laser techniques and remote
sensing for air and water pollution monitoring.
The remote classification of terrain features
and natural materials at a California test site,
obtained by multisensor scanner and computer
assisted processing techniques is compared to
a detailed geologic map that served as ground
truth for evaluating classification accuracy. The
purpose of the study was to determine if the
multispectral method of remotely discriminat-
ing natural materials had practical application
for highway and environmental planning, ana
for route selection. At the present stage of
development the method does not obviate aeri-
al photography and field studies to obtain the
information of engineering significance
required for preconstruction planning.
RS77-5-244
RS77-5-242
PB-266 438/1GA PC A03/MF A01
Environmental Systems Research Inst.,
Redlands. Calif.
DIMECNV: A System for Converting Scanner-
Digitized Mapping Data Tapes to Polygon For-
mat
200ec76.35p
Sponsored in part by Geological Survey,
Reston.'Va. Geography Program.
Descriptors: 'Land use. 'Mapping, 'Computer
programs. Computer graphics. Polygons,
Plotting.
Identifiers: 'DIMECNV computer program,
Montgomery County(Maryland). Fairfax Coun-
ty(Virginia), Format conversion.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) contracted
with Environmental Systems Research Institute
(ESRI) to develop a computer system to convert
scanner-digitized land usa data to polygon for-,
mat suitable for use with computer graphic
devices. Land use maps, correlative census and
county boundary maps, drainage basin maps
and geologic maps were produced by the Cen-
tral Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site
(CARETS) project and digitized by Canada Geo-
graphic Information System (CGIS). ESRI refor-
matted the tapes produced by CGIS to a
polygon format suitable for producing a
graphic display. To demonstrate the system's
capability, color transparencies and black-and-
white printouts of the Montgomery County,
Maryland and Fairfax County, Virginia land use
maps wera produced by playing the digitized
data through plotting devices. Documentation
of the computer conversion program is pro-
vided with this project.
RS77-5-243
PB-267 137/8GA PC A03/MF A01
California State Oept. of Transportation. Sacra-
mento. Transportation Lab.
•Remote Identification of Geologic Materials
by Multispectral Techniques: An Evaluation
of Applicability to Highway Planning in
California.
Final rept..
James Gamble. Sep 76.4Sp 632117. FHWA-CA-
TL-2117-76-57
See also P8-235 991.
Descriptors: 'Geological surveys. 'Remote
sensing. California. Soil classification. Aerial
surveys. Engineering geology. Terrain. Highway
planning. Feasibility. Geological maps.
Identifiers: Multiband spectral reconnaissance.
E77-10148 PC A08/MF A01
Cold Region Research and Engineering Lab..
Hanover. N.H.
Land Usa and Pollution Patterns on the Great
Lakes.
Final rept. Apr 72-Mar 75.
R. K. Haugen, H. L. McKim, and T. L. Marlar. Mar
75,159p NASA-CR-152611
Descriptors:. 'Land use. 'Great Lakes(North
America), Wisconsin, Watersheds. Sediments,
Earth Resources program, Multispectral band
scanners, Multispectral photography.
Identifiers:'Water pollution.
The author has identified the following signifi-
cant results. The final mapping of the large
watersheds of the Manitowoc and the Oconto
was done using the 25% sampling approach.
Comparisons were made with earlier strip
mapping efforts of the Oconto and Manitowoc
watersheds. Regional differences were noted.
Strip mapping of the Oconto resulted in over
estimation of the amount of agricultural land
compared to the random sampling method. For
the Manitowoc, the strip mapping approach
produced a slight underestimate of agricultural
land, and an overestimate of the forest catego-
ry.
RS77-5-245
34430 Airborne measurements of gases and aerosols from vulcan-
ic vents on Mt. Baker. Radke, L.F.; Hobbs, P.V.; Stith, J.L. (Univ. of
Washington, Seattle). Geophyi Res. Lett: 3: No. 2, 93-96(Feb 1976).
Airborne measurements of gases and aerosols from the recent-
ly activated volcanic vents on Mt. Baker were made on March 27
and June 30, 1975. The total rates of emission of gaseous sulfur on
these two days were estimated to be 0.35 and 1.3 kg s~l, respectively.
The latter rate is comparable to the largest single, industrial source
of sulfur in the Pacific Northwest. A significant increase in the
emission of sub-micron aerosols was also observed between March
27 and June 30. Small aerosol particles are produced in the plume of
effluents, probably by gas-to-particle conversion, at a rate of about 2
x 10" s"1. However, the concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei
and ice nuclei in the plume are comparatively small. Aerosols in the
plume, greater than about 1 u.m in diameter, consist predominantly
of Al, Si, S, K and Ca. Some of the aerosols which were collected in
the plume on June 30 might have been Pele's hairs, which are a sign
of new magmauc activity.
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40248 (PB—256939) Remote sensing study of steam-electric
Power plant thermal discharges to Lake Erie. Detroit and St. Clair
Sivers, Ohio and Michigan. (National Field Investigations Center-
Denver, Colo. (USA): Environmental Protection Agency, Chicago,
HI. (USA). Region V). Mar 1974. 98p. NTIS S5.00.
Prepared in cooperation with Environmental Protection
Agency, Chicago, 111. Region V.
An airborne remote sensing study of thermal discharges to
Lake Erie and the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers was conducted on 9
July 1973. The study area encompassed the southern shore of Lake
Erie from about 5 km (3 mi) east of Ashtabula, Ohio, to Toledo
(Maumee Bay), Ohio, and the western shore of Lake Erie from
Toledo to the mouth of the Detroit River. The western shores of the
Detroit and St. Clair Rivers were also included in the study area.
Thermal infrared imagery of the entire study area was obtained
using infrared line scanners mounted in high performance reconnais-
sance aircraft Ground measurements of water temperatures were
made at most of the power plants. This imagery and the ground
truth water temperature data were used to characterize the observed
thermal fields or plumes. (GRA)
27050 Fisera, J. Pouziti fotogrammetrie na stavbe vod-
niho dila Dalesice [Application of photogrammetry to
the dam of Dalesice]: Geol Pruzkum. Ostrava, Sb.
GPO. No. 5. p. 185-187. plate, 1974.
RS77-5-252
39512 Jackso*. T.J.; and Ragan,R.M. Value of Land-
sat in urban water resources planning: Am. Soc. Civ.
Eng, Proc.. J. Water Resour. Manage. Div., Vol. 103,
No. WR1, p. 33-46, illus. (incl tables, sketch map).
RS77-5-253
RS77-5-247
40176 (PB—255886) Airborne LIDAR RAPS studies. February
1974. EnTironmental monitoring series. Eckert, J.A.; McElroy, J.L.;
Bundy, D.H.; Guagliardo, J.L.; Melfi, S.H. (Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, Las Vegas, Nev. (USA). Environmental Monitoring
and Support Lab.). Jun 1976. 24p. (EPA—600/4-76/028). NTIS
53.50.
During February 1974, an airborne downlooking LIDAR
system was flown in support of the Regional Air Pollution Study
being conducted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in St. Louis, Missouri. The LIDAR system was used priiaar-
iiy to measure mixing layer height over the metropolitan area during
the morning and evening transition periods. The flight plan consisted
of south to north and west to east traverses with horizontal data
resolution of 1.5 kilometers and a vertical resolution of 30 meters.
Final data are presented in computer-generated, iso-scattering curves
plotted for altitude versus ground-distance along the particular tra-
verse. (GRA)
30662 Hessling, A. H.; and Mara, T. G. The use of satel-
lite data for regional planning: U. S. NatL Aeronaut.
Space Adm, Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (Vol II-B,
Coaxal zone management; state and local users; ater
unices), p. 355-358. illus, 1975.
RS77-5-254
38808 MacDonald, H. C; and Crnbbs, R. S. Landsat
imagery analysis; an aid for predicting landslide-prone
areas for highway construction: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo, No. X-58168 (VoL 1-B.
Geology-information systems and services), p. 769-778, il-
lus. (incl. sketch maps), 197S. NASA Earth resources sur-
vey symposium.
RS77-5-248
38803 Lovegreen, J. R.; Prosser, W. J.; and Millet, R. A.
Geologic analyses of Landsat-1 multispectral imagery
of a possible power plant site employing digital and
analog image processing: U. S. NatL Aeronaut. Space
Adm, Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL 1-B. Geology-
information systems and unices), p. 1293-1308, illus.
(incl. geoL sketch maps), 1975. NASA Earth resources
survey symposium.
RS77-5-255
38635 Eggenberger. A. J.; Rowlands, O^ and Rizzo, P.
. C. The utilization of Landsat in nuclear power plant sit-
ing U. S. NatL Aeronaut Space Adm., Tech. Memo.,
No. X-58168 (VoL 1-B. Geology-information systems and
services), p. 799-832, illus. (incl. table, geol. sketch
maps), 1975. NASA Earth resources survey symposium.
RS77-5-249
31091 Gordon, J. P.; Schneder. R. It; and CartmiU. R.
H. South Louisiana remote-sensing environmental in-
formation system: U. S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm,
Tech. Memo, No. X-58168 (VoL II-B. Coastal zone man-
agement; state and local users: user services), p. 217-223,
illus. (incl. table, sketch maps), 1975. With discussion.
RS77-5-250
38217 Barrett, E. C,- and Curtis, I_ F. Introduction to
environmental remote sensing: 336 p, illus. fmcL
plates, tables), John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,,
N.Y, United States, 1976. (A Halsted Press Book).
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69th.
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FLUE
ID :;0.- £1770854166 7541C-5
TALL STACKS. PLUME DISPERSION AND EMISSION CALCULATIONS BY
CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY.
Mi II an. M i l l an M. ; Hoff. Raymond M.: Gallant. Alan J.
Environ Can. Toronto, Ont
Pr0c Air Po'lut Control Assoc 1976, for Annu.Meet.
Portland. Oreq. Jun 27-Jul 1 1976 v 3 Pap 76-26. 4.
CODEri: PRAPAP
DESCRIPTORS: (* AIR POLLUTION, *Spectrosccpic Analysis).
GASES. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING.
CARD ALERT: 451. aoi. 521. °ot
Tne application of existing prediction 'formu1 as to plume
t a l l stacks requires questionable
heignt-decendent parameters. As a
exists- a strong requirement for relevant
aspects of effluent dispersion from such
structures. In situ measurements at the appropriate height in
the atmosphere present technical d i f f i c u l t i e s , however, and
the application of ground-cased remote-sensing techniques
should provide an effective alternative. The
Spectrometer (COSPEC) is one of these techniques
for air pollution studies has now been described
of authors. This instrument views ve r t i c a l l y
plume. and is constrained to travel in the
network'. Methodology used ana findings are
ref s.
di si'jers i on from
extracoI ations of
conscquer.ee. there
datn to v a l i date
Correlat i on
and i ts use
by a number
through the
ex i st i nq road
•reported. 13
RS77-5-257
ID NO.- EI771075031 775031
LAND-USE MAPPING BY MACHINE PROCESSING OF LANDSAT-1 DATA.
Odenyo. Victor A. 0.: Pettry. David E.
Inst & State Univ. Blacksburg
Eng Remote Sensing v 43 n 4 Apr 1977 p 515-523
Va Polytech
Photogramm
CODF.M: PERSDV
DESCRIPTORS:
CARD ALERT:
*MAPS AND MAPPING.
405
Data on computer-compatible tapes of LANDSAT-i MSS Frame
E-l483-15132. of August 30. 1973. were analyzed to generate a
map of a portion of the C i t y of V i r g i n i a Beach,
4.. 5, 6. and 7 were used in the supervised
LARSYS software system of Purdue University,
map at a scale of 1:24.000 was obtained,
functional classes delineated were Sleft double quoteS
Si-ight double quotes . Sleft double quotes Agricultural
double quoteS , S l e f t doubIe quotes Wooded Sright
quotes , Sleft double quoteS Water Sright double
Sleft double quoteS Wetland Bright double quoteS ,
Sleft double quoteS Bare Land Sright double quoteS .
Twenty-four subdivisions of these classes were spectrally
separable. Some of these wore subdivisions of Level II of the
Inter-Agency Steering Committee on Land-Use .Information and
Classification. Extent of man-made structures, unit density,
and degree of weathering were important in subdividing the
Urban class. 26 refs.
land-use 
Vi rg i n i a. Bands
approach w i t h the
A Land-Use/Land-Cover
Major
Urban
Sr i ght
double
quoteS
and
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ID NO.- EI770854107 754107
AIRPORT AIR POLLUTION MONITORING PROGRAM.
Zeller, K. F.: Evans. R. B.
US EPA, Las Vsgas, Nev
Proc Air Polljt Control Assoc 1976, for Annu Meet, 69th.
Portland. Oreg, Jun 27-Jul 1 1975 v 1 Pap 76-11. 1. 18 p
CODEN: PRAPAP
DESCRIPTORS: (*AIR POLLUTION, *Monitoring). (REMOTE SENSING.
Environmental Applications), ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING.
CARD ALERT: 451, 941. 901
This paper discusses the fixed base air monitoring network,
plans to use new techniques (s. g- Lidar Doppler Veiocimeter.
the Barringer Correlation Spectrometer and EPA's Remote
Optical Sensing of Emissions System) ana some additional
results of a feasibility study conducted at W i l l i a m s AFB in
A p r i I 1975. 8 refs.
RS77-5-259
ID NO.- EI770962512 762512
AIR MONITOR ING WITH TUNABLE LASERS.
HinXloy. E. David
Laser Anal, Inc. Lexington, Mass
Environ Sci Techno 1 v 11 n 6 Jun 1977 p 564r567 CODEN:
ESTHAG
DESCRIPTORS: (-AIR POLLUTION, *Mon i tor i ng)., LASERS.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING.
. CARD ALERT: 451, 744, 901
It is explained now, because of their unique capabilities,
tunable lasers offer an added dimension to air pollution
surve iliance. especially in remote sensi ng and 'in situ
monitoring. 5 refs.
RS77-5-260
ID NO.- EI770354025 754025
RELATIVE ACCURACY OF SO//2 MASS EMISSION RATES FROM REMOTE
SENSING CORRELATION SPECTROMETERS COMPARED TO REFERENCE
METHODS.
Sperling, Roger 3.; White, Charles L.
Environ Meas. Inc. San Francisco, C a l i f
Proc Air Pollut Control Assoc 1976, for Annu Meet. 69th.
Portland, Oreg, Jun 27-Jul 1 1976 v 3 Pap 76-29. 1. 14 p
CODEN: PRAPAP
DESCRIPTORS: (-AIR POLLUTION, *Analysis). (SULFUR DIOXIDE.
Spectroscopic Analysis). (REMOTE SENSING, Environmental
App1 i cat i ons).
CARD ALERT: esi. eoi. 804
Comparative measurements of SO//2 mass emission rates for a
selected coal-fired power plant were made .with the remote
sensing Correlation Spectrometer (COSPEC. manufactured Dy
Barringer Research. Ltd. ) and in-stack EPA refrence methods.
The purpose was to determine the relative accuracy of tne
COSPEC as a stack emissions monitor for SO//2. The accuracy
of the COSPEC was compared to measurements made using tne
compliance test methods for SO//2 concentration and for
volumetric stack gas flow rate. Three remote sensors were
simultaneously tested to determine the internal consistency of
the technique. 4 refs.
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ID ."JO.- EI771073267 773267
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING.
Barth. 0. S.; Morgan, G. 3.; Schuck . E. A.
Environ Monit & Support Lab, Las Vegas, Nev
Aciv Environ Sc i Techno 1 v 7. Publ by John W i l e y and Sons.
New York, NY, 1977 p 279-314 CODEN: AESTC9
DESCRIPTORS: (-ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, *Monitoring). (AIR
POLLUTION, Participate Emissions), (WATER POLLUTION. Analysis)
CARD ALERT: 901. 451, 453
The purposes of monitoring and a summary of existing
monitoring networks in the United States for monitoring air
pollutants, water pollutants, pesticides, and radiation are
presented. Future directions in the design of monitoring
networks are discussed. including integrated
po11utant-oriented, multimedia networks and approaches to
optimizing single-medium networks. The potential of remote
sensing from airborne platforms are also briefly assessed. The
extreme importance of quality assurance to all aspects of
environmental monitoring is emphasized. 22 refs.
RS77-5-262
ID NO.- EI770S54006 754006
AIR POLLUTION.
Saltzrnan, Bernard E. : Burg. W i l l i a m R.
Un i v of Cincinnati. Ohio
Anal. Cnein v 49 n 5 (Rev) Apr 1977 p 1R-16R CODEN: ANCHAM
DESCRIPTORS: *AIR POLLUTION.
CARD ALERT: 451
This review covers the literature from late 1974 to late
1976. The authors discuss data pertinent to sampling and data
collection. paPticulates and aerosols, inorganic gases and
vapors, organic gases, biological indicators, source analysis,
remote sensincj. and methods for evaluation, standardization
and f i e l d studies. 651 refs.
RS77-5-263
AHBIOHICS INC., IASHIHGTOH, B.C.
1974
B2HOTE SEHSIHG OF COAL HIME POLLUTION IN TEE 0P2ES POTOHAC RIVER BASXB.
SABE AS AUTHOR, FIBAL REPORT. 70 P. AVAILABLE HTIS AS N74-34817/8GA. PAPER
COPT U.25/HICBOFICHE 2.25.
COAL HIHING/EHVIRONHENTAL EFFECTS/BOHITORIHG/REflGTE SEHSIHG/ACID HIHE HASTES/
DRAINAGE/HATER POLLUTION
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Section 6
INSTRUMENTATION
Data Systems and Methods of Remote Sensing
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RS77-6-189 RS77-6-192
N77-26597# Dornier-System G.m.b.H.. Friedrichshafen (West
Germany).
MULTIOISCIPLINARY LIDAH SYSTEM IN SPACELAB <=OH
APPLICATION TO ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS AND REMOTE
SENSING Final Report
Wolfgang Englisch (Batteile Inst.). Eberhara Achtermann. Thorstein
Halldorsson (MSB. Ottobrunn. West Ger.). Basmus Beck (Batteile
Inst.). Gerhard Lorch. Wolf Wiesemann (Battelle Inst.). Erhard
Wedel. and Guenther Wirths Bonn Bundesmir. fuer Forsch. u.
Technol. Dec. 1976 314 p refs In GERMAN; ENGLISH
summary Report will also be announced as translation
(ESA-TT-404)
(Contracts BMFT-WRT-1075; OFVLR-8PT-01-QS-405-V23)
(BMFT-FB-W-76-23) Avail. NTIS HC A14/MF A01; ZLDI.
Munich DM 65.95
Possible applications of a lidar system onboard an airplane
or onboard Spacclab were studied. The selection of lasers and
detection techniques for the different tasks is discussed and
intensity calculations are performed. A combination of an aerosol
and a trace gas lidar is proposed for the first Spacelab mission.
The aerosol lidar uses pulsed lasers, the trace gas lidar. a
CW-C02-laser and a heterodyne detection technique for the
differential absorption method in the IR. The telescope of the
Spacelab lidar lies within the 1 m class. An airborne lidar puts
minor requirements on its subsystems. It is proposed therefore
that this should precede the Spacelab lidar so that experience
can be obtained with the technical subsystems, and the
scientific benefits can be appraised. Author (ESA)
N77-27371# Wyoming Univ.. Laramie.
RAPID. LOW-COST. IMAGE ANALYSIS THROUGH VIDEO
PROCESSING
Richard A. Levinson. Ronald W. Marrs. and Deborah G. Grantham
1 Sep. 1976 66 p refs
(Contract EI05-D-1648)
(GJBX-37I76)) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
The functions, components, and operation of a video system
performing image analysis is described. Video capabilities include:
color separation, color addition/subtraction, contrast stretch, dark
level adjustment, density analysis, edge enhancement, scale
matching, image mixing (addition and subtraction), image ratioing.
and construction of false color composite images. Rapid input
of non-digital image data, instantaneous processing and display,
relatively low initial cost, and iow operating cost gives the video
system a competitive advantage over digital equipment. Complex
preprocessing, pattern recognition, and statistical analyses must
still be handled through digital computer systems. Potential
applications are discussed including uranium exploration, petrole-
um exploration, tectonic studies, geologic mapping, hycroiogy
sedimentology and petrography, anthropology, and studies on
vegetation and wild-life habitat. ERA
RS77-6-193
RS77-6-190
N77-26458*# Morgan State Coll.. Baltimore. Md.
THE CALIBRATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SPECTHO-
GRAPHIC FILMS
Ernest C Hammond. Jr. 3O Sep. 1976 lip ref
(Gram NsG-5074)
(NASA-CR. 152525) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
14E
Certain techniques and procedures are developed and
evaluated for the ascertainment of the relative spectral-photometric
characteristics of standard and special spectroscopic films and
plates in the visible and UV regions. These films are used in
ground based and rocket launched instruments. Two photographic
spectral sensitometers were developed. One instrument is a
vacuum sensitometer covering a range of 1.000 to 3.000
Angstroms and the other sensitometer is the device this
investigator used to study its spectral responses in the visible
region of the spectrum through the utilization of a computer
microdensitometric and photometric plot and contour routines.
Author
N77-27462 Wisconsin Univ.. Madison.
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN REMOTE SENSING AND CARTOGRAPHY
Ph.D. Thesis
Arthur Jon Kimerling 1976 309 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 76-25566
A limited version of a system which combines remote
sensing and cartography into a single improved strategy for
handling geographic information was developed which in expanded
form could serve as a prototype for digitally based thematic
mapping systems. The model utilizes a local smoothing operator
which is iterative and frequency based to simplify nominal level
classified data. A thorough statistical comparison of vegetation
maps of the same area created through application of traditional
manual methods and produced by these two means increases
with each simplification iteration. Guidelines as to the number
of iterations, neighborhood size, and reclassification threshold
needed to satisfactorily simplify classified data were also
determined. The results of this modern mapping experiment
illustrate the close relationship that exists between the two fields
at the present time and demonstrate the need to combine remote
sensing and cartographic activities. Dissert. Abstr.
RS77-6-191
N77 28560*# Kansas Univ. Center for Research. Inc.. Lawrence. '
Remote Sensing Lab. v
RADAR SYSTEMS FOR A POLAR MISSION. VOLUME 1
R. K. Moore. J. P. Claassen. R. U Erickson. R. K. T. Fong. M. J.
Komen. J. McCauley. S. B. McMillan, and S.-K: Parashar Feb.
1977 89 p refs . •"---
(Contract NAS5-22325) . ' • - . - . . . - ' •
(NASA-CR-152510: RSL-TR-291-2-Vol-1) Avail: NTIS'
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 03H
The application of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in monitoring
and managing earth resources is examined. Synthetic aperture
radars form a class of side-looking airborne radar, often referred
to as coherent SLAR. which permits fine-resolution radar,
imagery to be generated at long operating ranges by the use of
signal processing techniques. By orienting the antenna beam
orthogonal to the motion of the spacecraft carrying the radar, a
one-dimensional imagery ray system is converted into a two-
dimensional or terrain imaging system. The radar's ability to
distinguish - or resolve - closely spaced transverse objects is
determined by the length of the pulse. The transmitter components
receivers, and the mixer are described in details. Author
RS77-6-194
N77-23591# Human Engineering Labs.. Aberdeen Proving
Ground. Md.
HUMAN ENGINEERING LABORATORY CAMOUFLAGE
APPLICATIONS TEST (HELCAT) OBSERVER PERFORM-
ANCE Final Report
John A. Barnes and N. William Doss Nov. 1976 51 p refs
(AP-A034048:'' HEL-TM-32-76) Avail: NTIS
.HC-A04/MF-A01 CSCL 01/3
This study..recorded the target-detection ranges achieved by
10 combat-qualified U.S. Army Aviators flown on nap-of-;he-earth
route reconnaissance against camouflaged tanks, and their target
detection times when performing the pop-up maneuver against
' the camouflaged tanks. On 10 of the 20 day flights the aviators'
' eye movements and fixation points were recorded, and the aviators
wore the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggles on 10 of the 20 night
flights. GRA
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N77-26590*# Lockheed Electronics Co.. Houston. Tex.
ADVANCED SENSORS AND APPLICATIONS STUDY
(ASAS)
S. B. Chism and C. L Hughes Nov. 1976 353 p refs
(Contract NAS9-12200)
(NASA-CR-151441: LEC-7790-Rev-A: JSC-10975) Avail.
NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
The present EOD requirements fcr sensors in the space shuuie
era are reported with emphasis on those applications which were
deemed important enough to warrant separate sections. The
application areas developed are: (1) agriculture: (2) atmospheric
corrections: (3! cartography: (4) coastal studies: (5) forestry; (6)
geology: 17) hydrology: (8) land use: (9) oceanography: and (10)
soil moisture. For each application area. The following aspects
were covered: (1) specific goals and techniques. (2) individual
sensor requirements including types, bands, resolution, etc.: (3)
definition of mission requirements, type orbits, coverages, etc.;
and (4) discussion of anticipated problem areas and solutions.
The remote sensors required for these application areas include:
(1) camera systems: (2) multispectral scanners; (3) microwave
scatterometers; (4) synthetic aperture radars: 15) microwave
radiometers: and (6) vidicons. The emphasis in the remote sensor
area was on the evaluation of present technology implications
about future systems. Author
RS77-6-196
A77-36035 Performance evaluation of infrared sensors and
associated processing. E. M. Winter (IBM Corp.. Westlake Village,
Calif.). In: Modern utilization of infrared technology II: Civilian and
military; Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August 26,
27, 1976. (A77-36014 16-35) Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1976, p. 165-175. 6 refs.
A simulation approach for the performance evaluation of both
scanning and mosaic infrared sensor systems and their associated
signal processing is presented. This approach allows a parametric
exploration of design alternatives and environmental extremes.
Various focal plane geometries and alternative signal processing
algorithms can be investigated. The simulation has been implemented
for maximum efficiency to allow the evaluation of system probabili-
ty of detection and false alarm rates. Microscopic effects, such as
optical crosstalk, image motion during the dwell, assymetric point
spread functions, and platform effects, are modelled. Important
models within the simulation are: optics and detector. Time Delay
and Integrate (TDD and Charge Coupled Device (CCD) effects,
object motion, and a band pass filter. The output of the simulation
can be input to alternative data processing algorithms. Individual
algorithms and configurations can be evaluated at several stages in
the flow. The simulation has been configured to model both staring
mosaics and scanning bar sensors. Data supporting model verification
ana an example of the application of the simulation to a scanning
infrared astronomical satellite are discussed. (Author)
N77-25982** Santa Barbara Research Center, Goleta. Calif
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIUM ANTIMONIDE
(InSblCHARGE-COUPLED INFRARED IMAGING DEVICE
(CCIRID). 20-ELEMENT LINEAR IMAGER Final Report
15 Apr. 1977 41 p refs
(Contract NAS1-14395)
(NASA-CR-145204) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20L
Problems encountered in the development of an indium
antimonide charge coupled device for infrared imaging and real
time signal processing on the focal plane are summarized. A
new generation chip is described which contains. 2. 4. and
20-element imagers. a 4-element TDI array, a monolithic gated
charge integrator, and test devices. A system study of a future
LANOSAT sensor system configured around an InSb TDi array
is considered. A.R.H.
RS77-6-199
A77-39525 # Aircraft scatterometer. G. Bommas and G.
Daike. Domier-Post (English Edition), no. 2, 1977, p. 63, 64..
An experimental model of a two frequency microwave scat-
terometer (2FS) containing major system elements of a Spacelab
version has been developed and tested. Making use of the fact that
microwaves couple with surface waves of the same order of
magnitude, the 2FS measures the two-dimensional spectrum of the
ocean surface in the long-wave range from beams directed obliquely
towards it. By simultaneously transmitting two frequencies, the
system measures only the components of the long-wave motion
spectrum meeting the Bragg scatter condition for the defined
difference in frequency. The full two-dimensional spectrum can be
determined by varying the frequency difference and turning the
antenna in azimuth. C.K.D.
RS77-6-197
A77-43803 * The Seaiat-A Synthetic Aperture Imaging
Radar System. R. L. Jordan and D. H. Rodgers (California Institute
of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.). In:
Western Electronic Show and Convention, Los Angeles, Calif.,
September 14-17, 1976, Technical Papers. (A77-43801 20-33) North
Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.. 1976, p. 4/2-1 to 4/2-9.
The Seasat-A Synthetic Aperture Imaging Radar System is the
first radar system of its kind designed for orbital use. The
requirement of this system is to generate continuous radar imagery
with a 100-km swath with 25 m resolution from an orbital altitude
of 800 km. These requirements impose unique system design
problems and a description of the implementation will be given. The
end to end data system will be described including interactions of the
spacecraft, antenna, sensor, telemetry link, and data processor. The
synthetic aperture radar system generates a large quantity of data
(110 megabits per second) requiring the use of a dedicated data link.
The data link selected for use with the synthetic aperture radar is an
analog link with stable local oscillator encoding. The problems
associated in telemetering the radar information with sufficient
fidelity to synthesize an image on the ground will be described as
well as the selected solutions to the problems. The interactions
between ths antenna attitude control system, rotation of the earth
and the data processor will be described as well as proposed
solutions, both optical and digital, to generate final imagery with the
required 25 m resolution. (Author)
RS77-6-200
A77-36037 CCD image simulation. H. J. Schraibman, J. D.
Joseph, and J. R. Parsons (Aerospace Corp.. Los Angeles. Calif.). In:
Modern utilization of infrared technology II: Civilian and military;
Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August 26, 27. 1976.
(A77-36014 16-35) Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1976. p. 188-195. 5 refs.
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) imaging and processing arrays
have shown promise in applications requiring integrated focal plane
data processing such as found in certain 'smart' sensor and data rate
compression designs. This paper presents the results of a computer
simulation effort to determine CCD imaging properties in both
scanning and area array configurations. The ability to simulate
imagery for a variety of array parameters is useful in the design of
such imager/processor systems. Results of the study illustrate effects
which are both general characteristics of sampled systems and
peculiarities of CCDs. Included are resolution loss using computer
generated targets, spurious signals due to the relative position of
target and sample points, distortions due to linear and sinusoidal
smear, effects of target contrast and CCD noise sources. Both tri-bar
and highly over-sampled imagery are used in the demonstrations.
(Author)
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A77-36565 Air route surveillance radar system ABSR-3.
77>e Controller, vol. 15, May 1976, p. 32-35.
Equipment, equipment configurations, and equipment per-
formance characteristics (of systems and components) of the
ARSR-3 air route surveillance radar system for detecting false alarms
and acting as primary sensor for automated ATC are described.
Receivers and transmitters, antenna and pedestal, generators and
digital circuitry, and frequency generators of the ARSR-3 are
described; important performance data are tabulated and charac-
terized. ARSR-3 diplex operation (two radar channels sharing a
single antenna, and each transmitting at different frequency and
polarization) is described. Built-in test equipment is described.
R.O.V.
RS77-6-202
A77-38773 * Thermal inertia mapping • A new view of the
earth. J. C. Price (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center, Atmospheric
and Hydrospheric Applications Div.. Greenbelt, Md.). Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 82, June 20, 1977, p. 2582-2590. 12 refs.
The thermal response of a substance to a time-varying surface
power input is determined by its thermal inertia. Remote sensing
(e.g., from satellites) can be utilized to measure this property, which
is related to surface composition or to near-surface soil moisture. An
algorithm is developed which relates thermal inertia to remote
measurements of surface temperature and reflectance. Application to
geosynchronous satellite data illustrates the contrast between ir-
rigated and desert areas in the region north of the Gulf of California.
The effect of local weather conditions (latent and sensible heat
transfer to the atmosphere) must be estimated before precise values
for thermal inertia can be specified. (Author)
A77-40373 # Reducing the effect of granularity noise on the
error of measurement of aerial photographic system performance IK
voprosu snizheniia vliianiia shuma granuliarnosti na oshibku izmere-
niia kharakteristik kachestva aerofotosistem). V. P. Koroteva, A. F.
Mel'kanovich, and G. P. Vasii'ev. Zhurnal Nauchnoi i Prikladnoi
Fotografii i Kinematografii, vol. 22, May-June 1977, p. 199-204. 10
refs. In Russian.
Three techniques are proposed for measuring the scattering
functions and frequency transfer functions of photographic systems
from the images ot the brightness jumps and bright lines distorted by
the noise due to the granularity of the photographic film. The
techniques are based on using a priori information on the. photo-
graphic system, and achieve nonlinear filtering of the noise. P.T.H.
RS77-6-206
A77-40813 ,7 Optimal calibration of remote sensors using
time averaging (QptimaTnaia kalibrovka distantsionnykh priborov s
primeneniem vremennogo osredneniia). S. V. Dotsenko and L. G.
Salivon. Morskie Gidrofizicheskie Isstedovaniia, no. 4, 1976, p.
92-99. In Russian.
This paper discusses a method for calibrating a remote sensor
from the reading of a contact point sensor, this procedure permitting
a significant reduction in calibration error. Calibration is peiformed
using time realization of the measured field, obtained with a contact
sensor in a specified time interval and corrected. 8.J.
RS.77-6-203 RS77-6-207
A77-40665 Real-time aerial reconnaissance using the
return-beam vidicon. M. J. Cantella and R. J. Gildea. RCA Engineer,
vol. 22. Apr.-May 1977, p. 30-35. 7 refs. USAF-supported research.
Testing has established the return-beam vidicon (R8V) as a
feasible real-time reconnaissance sensor under a variety of flight
profiles and visibility conditions, and especially in low-contrast
conditions. Advantages of the R3V include: one foot resolution at
10.000 feet; 'snapshot' operation, in which exposure, readout, and
erasure time intervals are segregated; slow-scan readout; electronic
zoom; and automatic black-level correction, allowing the camera to
function in poor visibility. The reconnaissance system consists of an
airborne pod. mounted on an RF-4C aircraft, and a ground station to
monitor and record data. The ground station includes a cathode ray
tube display and a primary recorder using an electron beam to record
on 5-inch film. J.M.B.
A77-41795 Earth studies from sstBllite-bome sensors. F.
Honey (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza-
tion, Perth, Australia). In: Australian Astronautics Convention.
Perth. Australia, August 27-30. 1975, Proceedings. (A77-41785 19-
12) Perth, Astronautical Society of Western Australia, Inc.. 1977, p.
141-143.
The measurement of electromagnetic (optical) properties of
terrestrial materials using satellite-borne sensors hows promise in
earth resources evaluation and monitoring. Several scanner systemj
will be described and applications of the data and imagery generated
will be discussed. (Author)
RS77-6-208
RS77-6-204
A77-38537 SPOT - Trial earth observation system (SPOT -
jy steme probatoire d'observation de la terre). G. Brachet (Centre
National d'Etudes Spatiales, Division des Programmes de Hecherchs.
Paris, France) and M. Courtois (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales,
Centre Spatial de Toulouse, Toulouse. France). L'Aeronautique et
I'Astronautique. no. 64. 1977, p. 37-53. In French.
The SPOT system for satellite remote sensing of the earth is
described. The article deals with the general characteristics of the
SPOT system, inertia! platform, attitude control and recovery
subsystem, orbit adjustment subsystem, antenna pointing, and the
subsystem for telemetry, remote control, onboard computing, and
tracking. Instruments to be carried on the first mission, scanning
techniques to be employed in remote sensing work, and the
scheduling of project development stages are discussed. R.D.V.
A77-43S64 Determination of optical transfer functions by
direct measurement. W. C. Martin (USAF, Avionics Laboratory.
Wright-Patterson AF8, Ohio). Photorjrammatria, vol. 33, Aug. 1977.
p. 133-144.
The success of using the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
in characterizing image location and image quality for aerial mapping
cameras is dependent upon the ability to successfully and accurately
measure this quantity. This paper presents the results of such
measurements, made by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, on two
cameras, A Wild RC-8 R-10 and a Zeiss RMK AR 15/23. MTF
measurements were made on-axis and at 10, 20, 30. 4Q. and 45
degrees for both radial and tangential orientations. Through-focus
runs at each field position were conducted. All measurements were
made in filtered green light at a wavelength of 546.1 nm. (Author)
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A77-38192 What can artificial intelligence technique) do
for processing of satellite pictures. R, Bajcsy (Pennsylvania, Univer-
sity, Philadelphia. Pa.). In: Modeling and simulation. Volume 7 -
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Pittsburgh Conference, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.. April 26. 27, 1976. Part 1. (A77-38176 17-66) Pitts-
burgh, Pa.. Instrument Society of America. 1976, p. 277-280. 13
refs. NSF Grant No. GJ-43440.
A description is presented of examples which illustrate applica-
tions of artificial intelligence techniques in satellite picture process-
ing. A program which recognizes bridges, rivers, and lakes is
considered as an example for the use of a three-dimensional model of
the world. In this case use is made of the fact that bridges are above
the water area. Artificial intelligence techniques take into account
that the world has three dimensions although the images are
two-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional objects. It is
pointed out that the recognition process should provide a description
of objects, their properties, and their relationships rather than just a
classification of objects. G.R.
A77-37463 The efficient display of electro-optical
imagery. R. A. Gagnon (USAF, Aerospace Medical Research Labora-
tory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: NAECON '76: Proceedings of
the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Day;on. Ohio,
May 18-20, 1976. (A77-37352 17-33) New York. Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976. p. 873-381. 12 refs.
Many remote systems require the use of electro-optical sensors
and television displays. These systems require a wide bandwidth and
a high ratio of picture element transmitted to picture element used.
These two requirements exist because of inability of system designers
to specify what information in a visual scene is important to the
operator. A model of the human visual system (HVS) is used to
identify prospective objects of interest in a visual scene. The
approach is to use a coarse (peripheral vision) scan of the field of
view, apply the HVS model to emphasize prospective objects, and
apply a high-resolution (foveal) scan to each prospective object. The
'procedure was applied to a set of photographs in which 89% of the
targets were detected using only 5% of the resolution elements
required in a 512-line television system. (Author)
RS77-6-210
A77-36431 Progress in the specification and analysis of
image quality. R. Welch (Georgia. University, Athens, Ga.). (interna-
tional Society for Photogrammetry, Congress for Photogrammetry,
13th, Helsinki, Finland, July 11-23, 1976.> Photogrammetric Engi-
neering and Remote Sensing, vol. 43, June 1977, p. 709-719. 27 refs.
The paper examines some of the possible objections that can be
raised against the use of modulation transfer function (MTF)
measurements for evaluating the performance of photogrammetric
camera systems. In order, the following sources of error in MTF
analyse] are considered: (1) errors or variations in the MTF's of
lenses and films due to nonstandardized measurement techniques and
variable development conditions; (2) nonlinearity of the photo-
graphic process; (3) target fidelity; and (4) degradations introduced
by the microdensitometer and film granularity. In general, predicted
MTF's have been found to correspond to within 10 to 15 per cent of
measured values, and this is adequate for system evaluation. The
concepts of instantaneous field-of-view end effective instantaneous
field-of-view for defining Landsat MSS detector performance are
explained. P.T.H.
RS77-6-213
A77-37437 Common aperture technique for imaging
electro-optical sensors. 0. 8. Learish (USAF, Avionics Laboratory,
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: NAECON '76; Proceedings of the
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton Ohio, May
18-20. 1976. (A77-37352 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc.. 1976. p. 669-672.
This paper describes the CATIES targeting and weapon delivery
system. CATIES incorporates a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR)
system, an Active Television (ATV) and a laser designator/ranger
(LOR). CATIES utilizes a single gimbal for pointing and stabilization
and a broadband'zinc selenide (ZnSe) window. Included is an
overview of the technology developments and rationale that have
been the impetus for CATIES. (Author)
RS77-6-214
RS77-6-211
A77-37436 A variable acuity remote viewing system. V. E.
Diehl (USAF. Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio).
In: NAECON '76: Proceedings of the National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference. Dayton, Ohio. May 18-20. 1976. (A77-
3735217-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. Inc.. 1976, p. 663-668. 5 refs. USAF-Navy-supported
research.
The current emphasis on real time reconnaissance from low
flying high-performance aircraft has brought to light a serious
deficiency to transmit imagery with both high resolution and wide
field of view (FOV). The recent development of a nonlinear foveal
optic offers the capability to provide high on-axis resolution, wide
FOV and reduced information bandwidth. This paper describes the
concept and relevant programs to develop this nonlinear electro-
optical sensor. The basic tystem provides one-third milliradian
on-axis resolution with degraded off-optical-axis resolution which
follows the acuity function of the human eye. The total FOV is 160
degrees. It is real time, data-linkable in a high threat environment.
Growth potential to the far infrared spectrum is currently being
investigated. (Author)
A77-41635 =f Space methods for investigating the environ-
ment (Kosmicheskie metody izucheniia prirodnoi sredy). B. V.
Vinogradov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mysl', 1976. 288 p. 411 refs. In
Russian.
Techniques and instrumentation for studying the environment
from a variety of space platforms, including ballistic missiles, manned
spacecraft and orbiting laboratories and satellites are discussed.
Methods used for the analysis of satellite imagery are outlined. The
use of remote-sensed information in oceanography, cartography, and
meteorology is examined, together with applications in agriculture,
pollutant monitoring, and land use planning. C.K.D.
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PATENT-3 960 !••' - Not available NTIS
Department of the. Army Washington O C
Automatic Exposure Control Circuit for an
Image Intenslfler Camera.
Patent, -..
John A. D'Agostino. Filed 4 Apr 74, patented 14
Sep 76,4p AD-O003 677/2. PAT-APPL-457 867
Supersedes PAT-APPL-457 867-74.
Availability: This Government-owned invention
available for U.S. Licensing and, possibly, for
foreign licensing. Copy of patent available
Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D. C.
20231 SO.SO.
Descriptors: 'Patents, 'Exposure meters,
'Photographic equipment, 'Image inten-
sifiers(Electronlcs), Capacitors. Energy
storage. Aerial photography. Response.
Identifiers: PAT-CL-250-213. Automatic expo-
sure control. Control circuits.
This Invention relates to automatic exposure
control for an image-intensification photo-
graphic camera through the employment of a
capacitor discharge circuit. The electrical ener-
gy stored in a capacitor is discharged to ac-
tivate an image intensifier tube which forms
part of the photographic camera system. The
characteristics of the capacitor discharge cir-
cuit are chosen to correspond to the energy
required for proper exposure time through the
image intensifier tube and onto a photographic
emulsion. (Author)
RS77-6-216
AD-A040 426/9GA PC A04/MF A01
Grumman Aerospace Corp Bethpage N Y
Research Oept
Baseline Test of a Matched Filter Correlator
for Screening Aerial Reconnaissance Film,
Kenneth G. Leib. M. Ronald Wohlers, and
Ronald Herold. May 77.68p Rept no. RE-540
Descriptors: 'Target detection. Reconnais-
sance film, 'Optical correlators. Optical filters.
Matched filters. Selection, Sampling, Band
pass filters. Base lines. Test methods, "Aerial
reconnaissance. Target recognition. Accuracy,
False targets. Signal to noise ratio. Clutter.
Trade off analyses.
Identifiers: Terrain.
An optical matched filter Image correlator
previously reported upon was used to perform a
screening mission on aerial reconnaissance
film with limited sampling of various terrain
Imagery. The sampling was limited to several
scans of each Image in the correlator plane.
The target was generally recognizable when tha
signal-to-clutter ratio was in the range of one to
ten dB depending upon the type of terrain and
the band pass characteristics (or order) of the
matched filter used. In some cases false alarm
detection was experienced and a tradeoff
between false alarms or clutter, and probability
of detection can be made. The results obtained
through the sampling of the correlation plane
show that the probability of detection could be
99 percent for the most complex terrain en-
countered if 10.5 percent false alarm rate are
also accepted. Thus, the correlator can perform
the screening mission. Predictions on the
system detection of targets in various terrain
are given. (Author)
AO-A040 428/5GA PC AO3/MF A01
Grumman Aerospace Corp Bethpage N Y
Research Dept
Detection Aspects of an Optical Matched
Filter Image Correlator.
Research memo-
Glenn M. MehaleK. Mar 77,41 p Rept no. RM-
628
Descriptors: 'Optical correlators. 'Optical de-
tection. Target detection. Optical filters.
Matched filters. Spatial filtering, Aerial photog-
raphy, Photointerpretation, Aerial reconnais-
sance. Signal to noise ratio, Normaliz-
lng(Statistics).
Aerial photography for reconnaissance pur-
poses is currently examined by human photoin-
terpreters - a slow, costly, tedious process.
Grumman, however, has developed an Optical
Matched Filtered Image Correlation technique
for automating the screening of aerial recon-
naissance film. For the investigation described
in this document, some detection aspects of
this system were examined. A set of matched
filters was made for an M-60 Army tank. A set of
three filters varying in optimized spatial
frequency was then selected. Correlation
signat-to-noise ratios were obtained, and nor-
malizations of the correlation plane signals to
total scene intensity and total correlation plane
Intensity were performed. A simple threshold-
ing technique was suggested. A point-by-point
normalization technique was proposed with the
intent of improving the signal-to-noise ratio for
the system, and a simple application of this
technique was implemented. (Author)
RS77-6-218
AD-A039 S76/4GA PC A08/MF A01
.Analytics Inc Willow Grove Pa
The AIRS CDC-6600 User's Guide.
Final rept.,
Paul L. Lewln, and Sydney F. Martin. 30 May 74
119pReptno.1120-A
Contract N62269-74-C-0692
Descriptors: 'Aerial reconnaissance,
'Computerized simulation, 'Tactical reconnais-
sance, Multisensors. Executive control pro-
grams. Punched cards, FORTRAN. User needs.
Computer files. Models, Row charting. Digital
computers.
Identifiers: 'Computer models, CDC 6000 com-
puters. A1RS(Alrbome Reconnaissance
System), 'Airborne reconnaissance system.
Scenarios.
This report presents the instructions for the use
of the AIRS(Airborne Reconnaissance System)
Performance Simulation Model on the CDC
6600 Computer. This model uses an expected
value approved to determine the performance
of a multisensor reconnaissance aircraft
operating in a specified target scenario.(Author)
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AO-A039 S77/2GA PC A10/MF A01
Analytics Inc Tinton Falls N J
Improvements and Modifications of the AIRS
Performance ModeL
Final rept..
Sydney F. Martin, Stephen Leibholz, Morris
Plotkln. Lawrence Rafsky, and Willard
Sunstein. 27 Feb 70.204p Rept no. 1010-1
Contract N622S9-69-C-0532
Descriptors: "Tactical reconnaissance,
'Computer programs. Integrated systems. Tar-
get detection. Aerial reconnaissance. Mathe-
matical models. Algorithms. Computerized
simulation. Subroutines, Programming
manuals.
Identifiers: AIRSfAirborne Integrated Recon-
naissance System), Airborne integrated recon-
naissance system.
This report describes improvement which have
been made to the AIRS(Airborne Integrated
Reconnaissance System) Performance Simula-
tion Model. It also contains the user instruc-
tions for the modified computer programs.(Author)
25798 St-Hilalre, C Cartographic electromagnetique
, aeroportee [Airborne electromagnetic cartography]:
(incl. English sum.), Master's, 1975, Ecole Polytech-
nique: Canada.
RS77-6-222
38333 Seige, P. Sensor equipment of the German Earth
Scientific Airplane Program: U. S. Nad. Aeronaut.
Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-58168 (VoL l-B.
Geology-information systems and services), p. 1483-1497,
itlus. (incl. table, sketch map), 1975. NASA Earth re-
sources survey symposium
RS77-6-223
RS77-6-220
PB-287 824/1GA PC A03/MF AO1
Purdue Univ.. Lafayette. Ind. Lab. for Applica-
tions of Remote Sensing.
Analysis of Mullispectral Data Using Com-
puter Techniques: Pennsylvania, Kansas, Vir-
ginia, and California Test Sites.
Final rept. Jun 70-Oec 74.
Terry R. West. Ray L. Frederking. Christopher J.
Stohr. and Stanley M. Woodring. Mar 75.39p
LARS-196200-1-T-FR. FHWA/RD-77-34
Contract DOT-FH-11-7565
See also PB-267 823.
Also available in set of 5 reports PC E10. PB-267
819-SET.
Descriptors: 'Remote sensing. 'Soils, Terrain,
'Mapping, Digital techniques. Aerial photog-
raphy. Infrared detection. Ultraviolet detection.
Topography, Agriculture, Optical images,
Photogrammetry, Pennsylvania. Kansas,
California, Virginia. Highways, Site surveys.
Identifiers: Multiband spectral reconnaissance.
Ground truth. Imagery, Computer aided analy-
sis.
This report summarizes analysis of multispec-
tral scanner data collected over FHWA test sites
in Pennsylvania; Kansas, Virginia and Califor-
nia. Day and night time imagery collected at air-
craft altitudes in discrete bands of ultraviolet
through thermal infrared radiation, were
analyzed using computer-assisted, techniques
at the Laboratory for Applications of Remote
Sensing (LARS). The overall objective for the
test sites studied was to develop techniques for
identifying and classifying through computer
applications, those surface materials which are
significant to highway location and design.
Specific accomplishments of the study were (1)
mapping surface geology, both unconsolidated
and consolidated materials (California): (2)
mapping agricultural soils (Pennsylvania): (3)
engineering soils mapping (Kansas and to a
lesser extent, Pennsylvania); (4) investigation of
subsurface caverns (Kansas) and surface
depressions (Virginia): (5) evaluating terrain ef-
fects on spectral response (California and Vir-
ginia and to lesser extent Kansas).
38329 Schaller, E. S.; and Towles, R. W. Image 100; the
interactive multispectral image processing system: U.
S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Adm., Tech. Memo., No. X-
58168 (VoL /'S. Geoiogy-injormaiion systems and 5tv-
wiw). p. 1275-1291, illus., 1975. NASA Earth resources
survey symposium.
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ID MO.- EI770968546 763546
COMPUTER-ASSISTED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR REMOTE SENSING
DATA INTERPRETATION.
Anuta. Paul E.
Purdue Univ. West Lafayette, Indiana
Geophysics v 42 n 3 Apr 1977 p 468-481 CODEN: GPYSA7
DESCRIPTORS: ("RADIOMETERS. 'Computer Applications), (
SATELLITES. Re:r.ote Sensing). PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS.
CARD ALERT: 941. 944, 655. 723. 732
App l y i n g airborne and s a t e l l i t e mu1tispectral scanning
radiometers. the energy sensed in each band can be used as a
parameter in a computer-based, mu1tidimensiona1-pat tern-recog-
nition process to aid in the interpretation of the nature of
elements in the scene. Images fro'" each band can also be
interpreted v i s u a l l y . Visual interpretation of 5 or 10
mu 1 t i spectral images si:nu 1 tar.eous 1 y becomes impractical,
especially as the area studied increases; .hence. great
emphasis is placed on macnine (computer-assisted) techniques
in the interpretation process. A number of other data sets
are studied and integrated by digital registration with the
multispectra 1 reflectance and radiance phenomena. Topographic
data,, registered w i t h four-band Landsat mu1tispectral scanner
(MSS) data, are being studied to determine .re'ationships
between spectral and topographic variables. Geophysical
variables, incVuding gamma-ray and magnetic data are
registered and studied using the multivariate analysis
approach. 22 refs.
RS77-6-225
ID NO.- EI771078153 778153
AUTOMATION IN SURVEYING AND MAPPING: PRESENT AND FUTURE
Thompson, Morris M.
Topogr Div, US Geol Surv, Reston, VA
ASCE J Surv Mapp Div v 103 n 1 Sep 1977 p 15-24 COOEN:
JSUEAX
DESCRIPTORS: (-SURVEYING, "Computer Applications), AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY, MAPS AND MAPPING, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, REMOTE SENSING.
IDENTIFIERS: TERRAIN MODELS
CARD ALERT: 405, 723, 732, 742
Patterns of present-day automation in phdtogra-iimetry are
examined in seven broad categories: stereop1otter-computer
interface; automatic image correlation; offline orthophoto
systems: automated image processing; d i g i t a l terrain data
for engineering; ancillary photogrammetric operations; anc!
nondigital automation. Future objectives of surveying and
mapping: land data records computerized in a universal
coordinate system; a nevj unified World datum e l l i p s o i d ;
widespread use of image maps and thematic maps; a central
bank of digitized cartographic information. Predicted
components of a future surveying and mapping system are:
position determination by use of Earth satellites; position
and elevation determination by use of an inertial package in a
moving vehicle; imaging systems using mu11ispectra 1 scanners
and solid-state sensors: automated production of orthophotos,
contours, and d i g i t a l terrain data; automated map-finishing
operations; and powerful computer techniques for complex
computations ana data handling.
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RS77-6-226
ID r:0.~ EI771078154 778|54
VERTICAL CONTROL FOR INDEPENDENT MODELS BLOCKS
raig. Wolfgang; El Hakim, Sabry; Mathew. Thomas
Univ of N3, Fredericton
A5CE d Surv Mapo Oiv v 103 n 1 Sep 1977 p 37-46 CODEN:
JSUEA.X
DESCRIPTORS: (-SURVEYING, »Triangu1 ation), PHOTCGRAMMETRY .
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,
IDENTIFIERS: LEVELING DEVICES
CARD ALERT: 405, 742, 943
In simultaneous block adjustments vertical control points
need to be located in dense cross chains if no auxiliary
information 'is available. One additional perimeter control
point each between them strengthens the solution, and a
further reduction of the vertical block, deformation is
achieved by normaIizing the x-residuals in the projection
centers. The use of auxiliary data leads to substantial
saving of vertical control points. The interaction between
vertical control point distribution, statoscope-, APR-, lake
data. and combinations of these is studied w i t h several
•.Me 1 1-centro 1 1 ed independent model production blocks adjusted
w i t h PAT-M-43. The tests indicate
can be increased to the extent that
for control points w i t h i n the block
mapping purposes. 13 refs.
that the bridging distance
there is v i r t u a l l y no need
for smal1 and medium-scale
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1-491 LANDSAT, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT,
6-19r> CTRCGRAPHIC. FILMS, HAMMOND /
6-206 IME-AVERAGING, CCTSENKO S V*/
3-293 L-PHOTCGRAPHY, LANDSAT, SCHA/
4-237 LANOSAT, SEDIMENTS,, PIRIE /
2-785 TOINTEEPRETATION, LANDSLIDES.
2-777 OTOINTERPRETATION, LANDSLIDE,
5-243 TECHNIQUES, HIGHWAY PLANNING,
3-276 AT, PLANT-OEVELCPMENT, RANGE,
2-615 SNOWPACK, GROUND-TRUTH,
1-532
2-743 S. SKYLAB, PENINSULAR-RANGES,
2-721 NOSAT. FAULTS. SANTA-BARBARA,
3-28£ T-MANAGEMENT, LANOSAT, FUELS,
2-729 CTOINTERPRETATION, LANDSLIDE,
2-696 RIFIELD P M**
2-669 BROWN 6*# WATER-RESOURCES,
5-236 URBAN, LAND-USE, GROUNDBASIN,
6-21£ MODULAITCN-TRANSFER-FUNCTICN,
6-195 , SPACE-SHUTTLE, AGRICULTURE,
5-231 CTRAL-SCANNER. THERMOGRCPHIC,
6-2C8 ER-FUNCTIONS, AERIAL-MAPPING,
6-194 GHT-VISION. BARNES J A*»
2-675 WATER-TRANSPORT, TELEMETRY,
2-64^ LANDSAT, HYDPGLCGY, MAPPING,
2-711 SEIER R 0*# LANDSAT.
1-559 TTEL A**
1-534 RADAR-IMAGERY, ALASKA,
2-639 TER, ALASKA, LANDSAT-IMAGERY,
2-77$ LANDSAT, GEOLOGY,
2-254 HOEF/ ROW-CROPS, SUITS MODEL,
3-256 ULTISP/ CROP-CHARACTERISTICS,
6-2C3 ISSANCE, RETURN-BEAM—V IDI CON,
1-S45 TEXAS.
3-315 MELALEUCA, FLORIDA,
3-276 RANGE, CALIFORNIA, GRASSLAND,
2-617 CURRENCES. COLORADO, LANDSAT,
1-557 NSEN J R** OfiTHOPHOTO,
1-495 ION, BARROW H G*»
6-193 KIMERLING A/ REMOTE-SENSING,
6-221 ELECTROMAGNETIC,
4-252 V*# OPTICAL-EMISSION, SEA,
2-764 ITALY, SKYLAB,
4-279 , IRISH-SEA, SIDE-SCAN SONAR,
2-692 R-TEMPERATURE, THERMAL-PLUME,
1-478 LANOSAT. U.S..
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
3-PYAN M L*£ / FLOODING, MICHIG
BUILDING-INSULATION, LIANG T*#
BUKATA R P** WATER-
BURNS J J*# /LS, ALASKA, SEA-I
C • NOT INDEXED
C* ' NOT INDEXED
CALABRESI G*# AGRESITE,
CALIBRATION, PHOTOGRAPHIC. SPE
CALIBRATION, REMOTE-SENS ING. T
CALIFORNIA. AGRICULTURE, AERIA
COASTAL-PROCESSES,
FHIZZELL V A JR*#
FRIZZELL V A JR*«
GAMBLE J***# /RAL-
GRASSLAND, CARNE3G
JONES E B*#
KROHN J
LAMAR D
LAMAR D
NICHOLS
SIMS J
SKYLAB,
SURVEYS,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
/TCNIC
* LA
D*# /RES
PH
FAULTS. ME
LANDSAT .
URBANIZATION, T I N N
CAMERA- SYSTEMS, WELCH R*# /Y .
CAMERA, COASTAL-STUDIES, MULTI
CAMERA, SAITO T** /N, MULTISPE
CAMERAS, MARTIN M C*# /— TRANSF
CAMOUFLAGE, RECONNAISSANCE, NJ
CANADA, BUKATA R P*#
CANADA, CHARRON J E*»
CANADA, ICE, ARCTIC-BASIN, RAM
CANADA, SATELLITE-PROGRAMS, HI
CANNON P J*#
CANNON P J*# METEOR! TE-CRA
CANOBS C A*#
CANOPY- REFLECTANCE, WHEAT, VER
CANCPY-SPECTRAL-REFLECTANCE, M
CANTELLA M J*# AER I AL-RECONNA
CAOSTAL-ZONE. WELLS J*#
CAPEHART 3 L*rf
CARNEGGIE 0 M** /DEVELOPMENT,
CARPENTER -R H** MJNERAL-OC
CARTOGRAPHIC-COMMUNICATION, JE
CARTOGRAPHY, PHOTO-I NTERPRET AT
CARTOGRAPHY, THEMATIC-MAPPING,
CARTOGRAPHYL, ST-HILAIRE C*#
CASPIAN-SEA, OIL, PCLOVINKO V
CASSINIS R**
CASTON G F*# NORTH-CHANNEL
CATALOG J C** / INFRARED, WATE
CATALOG*
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i-477 LANDSAT. NCN-U.S».
6-213 UE, ELECTRO-OPTICAL. SENSORS*
2-762 PHOTOGRAPH, ACCNCAGUA. CHILE•
2-716 GECLCG1C MAPPING. SKYLAB,
6-?200 MAN H J*# IMAGE-SIMULATION,
2-646 , HYDROLOGY. MAPPING, CANADA,
l-£63 EARTH-RESOURCES,
4-271 HIES, OCEANS, SEA-ICE. BICLO/
l-£ll GRAM, FULLER O B*#
2-762 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH. ACONCAGUA,
6-JS5 DIES. MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNERS.
2-636 KNESS. AIRBORNE-MEASUREMENTS.
4-256 W/ OCEAN-COLOR. REFLECTANCE.
2-664 DSAT. WATER-QUALITY, SURVEYS.
3-28S ATI ON, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER.
5-233 KANSAS. HIGHWAYS, RESERVOIRS.
£-223 N J R*/ LAND-USE. LAND-COVER,
1-S33 IN P H*tf
4-244 CNMENTS. HAYDEN B**
3-25© MARCA, EUCALIPTUS, LANDSAT* /
3-252 P*# CLUSTERING.
1-S09 . KAZAKOS D*# TWO-STAGE
4-2S7 SURFACE, TEMPERATURE. MODE-1,
3-252 PENTLAND A P##
2-£61 DSAT, ENVIRONMENTAL-PROBLEMS,
5-263 -RIVER-BASIN. WASTES*
4-282 LANDSAT. NORTH-CAROLINA,
2-€26 K*» GEOLOGICAL, FLORIDA,
4-238 NT MODELS. REFLECTANCE. SHUC/
2-788 GECLOGY. BRAZIL
2-646 IMAGERY, VONOERHAA/ FLOODING,
4-237 DIMENTS,, PIRIE / CALIFORNIA.
€-195 SHUTTLE. AGRICULTURE, CAMERA,
4-251 SAN-ANTONIO-BAY. TEXAS.
4-231 E. HARWCOD P*» TEXAS.
l-*36 MINNESOTA.
l-£46 ARIZONA.
4-244 B** CLASSIFICATION.
4-248 SURVEYING. TECHNIQUES,
4-264 IMENT-MEASUREMENT. ESTUARIES,
1-481 PHOTOGRAPHY, BIBLIOGRAPHY,
3-322 • IOWA, INFRARED-PHOTOGRAPHY,
2-623 PPING, FERRIC-IRCN. MINERALS.
3-264 PAINING-GUIOE. HIGH-ALTITUDE.
2-701 TRUX LANDSAT. IMAGE-ANALYSIS.
2-617 H** MINERAL-OCCURRENCES,
2-727 GEOLOGY,
5-220 , RINKER J N*#
1-575 OTOGRAPHY, ANDERSON E G*#
6-205 IC/ THERMAL-INERTIA. MAPPING.
2-656 LANDSAT-BASED, WATERSHEDS.
1-564
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
CATALOG*
CATIES. LEARJSH C 3*# /TEChNIQ
AERIAL-
I JR*£
SCHRA IB
LANDSAT
CAVIEDES C**
CENTRAL-AMERICA, ROSE
CHARGE-CCUPLED-DEV1CE.
CHARRON J E*#
CHEESEMAN C E*rf
CHEMISTRY. GEOLOGY, BI3LIOGRAP
CHESAPEAKE-BAY, ECOLOGICAL-PRO
CHILE, CAVIEDES C*#
CHISM S B** /MERA, COASTAL-STU
CHIZHOV A N*# / ICE-COVER-THIC
CHLOROPHYLL. RADJOMETEH. HCVIS
CHOPTANK RIVER. JOHNSON J M*#
CIBULA W G*# COMPUTER, VEGET
CITY-PLANNING. LANDSAT, BARR 8
CLASSIFICATION-SYSTEM, ANDERSO
CLASSIFICATION-TECHNIQUES, SWA
CLASSIFICATION. COASTAL. ENVIP.
CLASSIFICATION. SOILS. HUAYLLA
CLASSIFIER, LACIE. PENTLAND A
CLASSIFIER, MACHINE-PROCESSING
CLIMATE-PATTERNS, VOORHIS A*#
CLUSTERING. CLASSIFIER. LACIE.
COAL MINING, AMATO R V*# / LAN
COAL, MINE, POLLUTION, POTOMAC
COAST, MILLER G H**
COASTAL ENGINEERING, BROOKS H
COASTAL -ARE AS, 8 EACH-ENV IRON ME
COASTAL-AREAS, JOST H*#
COASTAL-ENVIRONMENTS, ORBITAL-
COASTAL-PROCESSES. LANDSAT. SE
COASTAL-STUDIES. MULT I SP ECTR AL
COASTAL-ZONE. HOLZ R*#
COASTAL-ZONE, LANDSAT, LAND-US
COASTAL-ZONE. SIZER J E* *
COASTAL-ZONE. WINIKKA C C*#
COASTAL. ENVIRONMENTS. HAYOEN
COASTS. SEAS. KONECNY G* #
COASTS, SHELLEY P E*# SED
COHEN L H**
COLLINS M E*# SOIL-SURVEYS
COLLINS *** /RIC-OETECTICN, MA
COLOR- INFRARED, SOIL-MAPS. WEA
COLCRADO-FRCNT-RANGE, LINEAR-S
COLORADO. LANDSAT. CARPENTER P
COLORADO. SAWATZKY D L*#
COMBAT, ENVIRONMENTAL, LANOSAT
COMMERCIAL. MAPPING. AERIAL PH
COMPOSITION, SOIL-MOISTURE, PR
COMPUTER MODELS. JACKSON T J*#
COMPUTER-ANALYSIS. ANUTA P E*#
S P*
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1-524 OTCGRAFHS. UNDEKVsCOO 3 A«*
3-287 PSY MOTH, DEFOLIATION, LANDS/
6-224 . PATTERN-RECOGNITION. ANUTA/
4-263 TINENTAL-SHELF, WAVE-SPECTRA,
6-218 AERIAL, RECONNAISSANCE,
2-792 INCENT/ URANIUM, EXPLORATION,
6-219 N S F*# RECONNAISANCE,
2-€52 ES S A** SNOW-COVER,
5-242 R-DIGITIZED MAPPING, MAPPING,
6-220 SITE SURVEYS,/ MULTI SPECTRAL,
3-363 * RANGELANC-PRODUCTION,
4-274 LANDSAT, MSS. MARINE-STUDIES.
6-225 TOMATION. SURVEYING. MAPPING,
3-289 CTRAL-SCANNER. CIBULA W G**
3-247 CA. LE£/ VEGETATION-PATTERNS.
3-285 SON P H*# WETLAND. FORESTS,
2-€24 PENNSYLVANIA, SURFACE MINING,
2-681 CKIM H L*/ LINEATIONS, MAINE,
4-2C3 A, COMPUTER-MODEL, POOLS L R/
2-797 SURVEYS, HARDWICK C D*#
2-€45 VOIR-MANAGEMENT, NEW-ENGLAND,
1-E5O T J M/ MULTI SPECTRAL-SCANNER.
2-715 LANOSAT, TECTONIC-ANALYSIS.
1-494 SIS, DIGITAL. MODEL, IMAGERY,
3-323 FLECTANCE. GRAINS, AHLRICHS /
3-256 PECTRAL-REFLECTANCE, MULT ISP/
3-261 E T*# WHEAT-YEILO.
3-244 ATIC-MAPPER, ANDREWS / MODEL,
3-243 ANDREWS J** MODEL.
3-262 ANNERS. SPECTRAL-SIGNATURES./
3-245 ** WHEAT,
2-273 EVAPORATION, SOIL, WATER.
5-225 CK-EFFLUENT, SO2. MONITORING.
2-706 FIC-RISE, GULF-GF-CAL I FOR N.I A,
2-€22 . FAULT-ZONE. RANGING-SYSTEM/
4-286 POLLUTION. WASTE-OIS/ OCEANS,
4-266 LANTIC-OCEAN. WASTE-DISPOSAL,
4-266 E-DISPCSAL, CURPENT-DROGUES,/
4-265 ICE-PACK, ARCTIC-OCEAN,
2-766 CTING, ORE-DEPOSITS, HUNGARY,
6-215 UIPTMENT, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
3-284 SHED. MULTISPECTRAL-ANALYSIS.
3-321 HOTOGRAPHY* THERMAL-INFRARED,
5-251 PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
2-681 AINE. CONSTRUCTION-MATERIALS.
1-547 CANNER. WHITLEY S L*«
1-46S LIVIA*
2-£34 ** HYDROLOGIC,
1-57C EN E Y*«
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
COMPUTER-ANALYSIS. INFRARED-PH
COMPUTER-ANALYSIS. MAPPING. GY
COMPUTER-ASSISTED. RADIOMETERS
COMPUTER-MAPPING, SWEDES H W*#
COMPUTER-MODEL, POOLE L P*# /N
COMPUTER-MODELS, LEW IN P L**
COMPUTER-PROCESSED. LANDSAT. V
COMPUTER-PROGRAMS. AIRS, MARTI
COMPUTER-PROGRAMS. MODELS. LUC
COMPUTEP-PROGRAMS* SCANNE
COMPUTER-TECHNIQUES, MAPPING,
COMPUTER, LANOSAT, REEVES C A*
COMPUTER, OCEAN-ENVIRONMENTS,
COMPUTER, THOMPSCN M M*# AU
COMPUTER, VEGETATION, MULTISPE
CONIFEROUS FOREST, SIERRA-NEVA
CONNECTICUT, SOIL-TYPES. ANDER
CONSERVATION, RECLAMATION. RUS
CONSTRUCTION-MATERIALS, DAM, M
CONTINENTAL-SHELF, WAVE-SPECTR
CONVAIR-5S$, RADAR, GEOLOGICAL
COOPER S*# LANDSAT, RESER
CORRESPONDENCE-ANALYSIS. MONGE
CROATIA, SLOVENIA. QLUIC M**
CROMBIE M A** STEREO-ANALY
CROP-CANCPY, MULTI SPECTRAL. RE
CROP-CHARACTERISTICS, CANOPY-S
CROP-GROWTH, LANDSAT. KANEMASU
CROP-PRODUCTION. LANDSAT. THEM
CRCP-PRCOUCTION, WHEAT, LAC IE,
CROP-SPECTRA. MULT ISPECTRAL-SC
CRCP, ECON. LANDSAT, KINNE I L
CROP. IDSO S 3*#
CROSS E F*# /D-TELEVISION, STA
CRUSTAL-ACCRETION, NCRMARK W R
CRUSTAL-MOVEMENTS, SAN-ANDREAS
CURRENT-DROGUE-STUDIES, WATER-
CURRENT -DROGUES , KLEMAS V*# /T
CURRENTS, ATLANTIC-OCEAN, WAST
CURRENTS, LANOSAT, MARKO J R*ff
CZAKO T*# /CTONIC-MAPS, PROSPE
•O • NOT INDEXED
•D* • NOT INDEXED
O'AGOSTINO J A*# /TOGRAPHIC-EQ
DALLAM W C*# /ENT-RIVER, WATER
DALSTED K J** /INS, INFRARED-P
DAN, F I SERA J**
DAM. MCKIM H L*# /INEATICNS, M
DATA-ANALYSIS. MULT ISPECTR AL-S
DATA-COLLECTION. PLATFORMS. BO
DATA-RELAY. GCES. HALLIDAY R A
DATABASE. IMAGE-PROCESSING. LI
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2-601 DIGITAL-THERMATICS. MAPS,
1-49O EDUCATIONAL-MATERIALS.
2-6S6 AWRENCE-RI VER, RAOAR. RIVERS,
2-790 AWRENCE-RIVER. RIVERS, RADAR,
2-784 SKYLAB. EXPLORATION,
3-287 NALYSIS, MAPPING, GYPSY MOTH,
2-773 XPLORATICN. INFRARED-SENSING.
1-470 ICAL-STRUCTURE * WATER, SPAIN.
4-280 ENVIRONMENTAL, DELAWARE.
4-247 -FRONTS. POLLUTANTS, LANDSAT,
4-28C TT D** ENVIRONMENTAL.
3-308 WETLAND REFLECTANCE.
2-641 ON. GECMORPHOLCGY, PETERSON /
2-627 PHOTO-ANALYSIS.
4-291 OIL-SLICKS, WATER-POLLUTION.
5-215 IMAG/ RURAL. MAPS, SEMI-ARID.
1-S10 LANDSAT,
6-211 NCE. ELECTRO-OPTICAL, SENSOR.
2-631 RAL-SCANNER. HYDROLCGIC-APPL/
1-493 ELL J W** RADAR.
3-305 SOIL-IDENTIFICATION,
1-555 SS. RIFMAN S S*#
2-865 AT. INVENTORY, SURFACE-MINED.
2-801 ES W A**
1-528 GOOD R E**
1-494 IE M A** STEREO-ANALYSIS.
2-65§ ACIOLCGY, RADIO-ECHO. SURVEY.
2-768 OUNTAINS-QUADRANGLE. ARIZONA.
2-765 STRUCTURES, SATELLITE- IMAGES,
2-769 OGRAPHS, GEOLOGI CAL-STUDI ESS ,
6-206 MOTE-SENSING, TINE-AVERAGING,
5-234 ESTUARIES, MACHEMEHL J L*#
2-698 *# INFRARED,
3-259 , THOMPSON D R*# LAC IE,
2-794 APPING, MINERAL. EXPLORATION,
2-637 PHOTOGRAPHS, SEEPAGE-FLCW,
3-294 CROWAVES, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
1-S43 STEMS. WATKINS A H**
3-291 IUM, AGRICULTURE-ENVIRONMENT/
l-f29 I U M , SWISTAD O*/ PROCEEDINGS,
2-672 IUM, WATER-RESC/ PROCEEDINGS,
1-514 **
1-521
1-563 *#
1-527 BANGLADESH, LANDSAT.
1-520 RVEY*
1-519 RVEY*
1-565 -SCANNER, ERICKSCN J D**
2-635 SOURCES. URANIUM, SATELLITES.
2-633 ANOV V V*#
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
ICE, STo-L
ST.-L
BECHTOLD I C*«
LANOSAT, PENNSYLV
GEQTHERMAL-E
DA VIES .W A*#
DAVIS S M**
DEAN A M JR*#
DEAN A M JR*#
DEATH-VALLEY,
DEFOLIATION.
DEL-GRANCE N
DELASCUEVAS N*# /PPING, GEOLOG
DELAWARE-BAY, BARTLETT O**
DELAWARE-BAY, KLEMAS V*# /R INE
DELAWARE, DELAWARE-BAY, BARTLE
DELAWARE, KLEMAS V*#
DELINEATION, LANOSAT, GLACIATI
DESERT, ARIZONA*
DEUTSCH M*0 LANDSAT,
DEVELOPING-COUNTKIES, ORBITAL-
DIAZO-METHOO, ERNST C L*#
OIEHL V E*» /TIME, RECONNAISSA
DIGITAL-PROCESSING, MULTISPECT
DIGITAL-SIMULATICN, IMAGERY, B
DIGITAL-SYSTEMS, WONG K W*»
DIGITAL-TECHNIQUES, LANDSAT, M
DIGITAL-TECHNIQUES, ANDERSON A
DIGITAL-THERMATICS. MAPS, DAVI
DIGITAL, IMAGE-PROCESSING. TWO
DIGITAL. MODEL. IMAGERY, CROM3
DOAKE C S M*tf GL
DOCKTER R D** /TS, TQRTOLITA-M
DOL1VO-DCBROVOLSKIY A V** /NG-
DOLIVO-DOBROVOLSKIY A V*# /HOT
DOTSENKC S V*# /ALI8RATICN, RE
DREDGING, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY.
DRILLING, MANGANESE, MCGRE 8 R
DRCUGHT-ANALYSIS, SOUTH-DAKOTA
DUVAL J S** /A-RAY, GEOLOGIC M
OZHAMALCV R G*#
E • NOT INDEXED
E* • NOT INDEXED
EAGLEMAN J R*# /RE, SKYLAB, MI
EARTH-RESOURCES-OBSERVAT ION-SY
EARTH-RESOURCES-SURVEY, SYMPCS
EARTH-RESOURCES-SURVEY, SYMPCS
EARTH-RESOURCES-SURVEY, SYMPCS
EARTH-RESOURCES, BEREGOVOI G T
EA RTH-RE SOURCES,
EARTH-RESOURCES ,
EARTH-RESOURCES ,
EARTH-RESOURCES ,
EA RTH-RESOURCES.
EARTH-RESOURCES.
SA RTH-RESOURC5S.
EA RTH-RESOURCES .
BIBLIOGRAPHY*
CHEESEMAN C E
HOSSIAN A*#
LITERATURE-SU
LITERATURE-SU
MULT I SPECTRAL
SEAMANS R C J
TECTONICS. IV
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4-242
5-247
1-511
3-245
4-233
1-542
5-255
2-€44
6-212
6-211
6-213
6-221
6-207
2-68$
1-525
1-500
5-229
5-229
2-626
1-562
6-18S
5-266
3-265
6-214
1-518
5-261
5-222
5-258
4-26?
4-268
2-734
2-661
1-488
1-482
4-28C
5-249
5— 22C
5-247
5-238
5-250
4-244
2-661
2-C43
3-297
1-565
1-510
3-280
2-€5l
4-264
IFCRNIA, CRUSTAL-ACCRET 1C N , /
WATEP-ANALYSIS. MARS/ SKYI.AS,
L. MONITORING, AI R-POLLUT I ON,
*# CHESAPEAKE-BAY,
WHEAT, CROP,
SEASAT-A, OCEAN-INDUSTRY,
M*«
LANDSAT, POWER-PLANT-SITING,
L-SCAMNER. RIVERS, POLLUTION,
ORS, TELEVISION, GAGNON R A*/
M, REAL-TIME* PECONNAISSANCE •
ES, LEAR/ APERTURE-TECHNIQUE,
ST-HILAIRE C*#
MS,/ SATELLITE-BCfiNE SENSORS,
HYORCGRAPHIC. SURVEY,
C L**
MAL-RADIAITON. SCHANDA E**
, RURAL. ENERGY-REQUIREMENTS,
NVEFSI/ WASTES, URBAN, RURAL,
GEOLOGICAL, FLORIDA, COASTAL
MICROWAVE.
ATMOSPHERIC. REMOTE-SENSING,
TION, SPECTROSCOPIC^-ANALYSIS.
ORPHOLCGY, SOIL, AGRICULTURA/
VINGGRADOV B/ REMOTE-SENSING.
RMAND N A**
R-PCLLUTION. AIR-POLLUTION. /
L-ANALYSIS, /REMOTE-SENSING,
L/ AI R-POLLUT I CN, MONITORING,
IN/ SEABIPD. MAPPING, ALASKA,
S J / SEALS. ALASKA, SEA-ICE.
E G*« INVENTORIES. MAPPING.
INING. AMATO / EREP, LANDSAT,
SON L J** ATMOSPHERE.
ES C L**
ARE-BAY, BARTLETT 0**
LOUISIANA,
J N*« COMBAT,
-POLLUTION, ECKERT J / LIOAR.
TION. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. HUNOEM/
BARRETT E C*#
CLASSIFICATION, COASTAL,
ROBLEMS, COAL MINING. AMATO /
KYLAB, BARNES J/ SNOW-SURVEY.
ANA, LAND-USE. SILVA L F**
URGES, MULTI SPECTRAL-SCANNER,
LANDSAT, DI A2O-METHOD,
TION-SERVICE. SEDIMENT-YIELD.
ROLOGIC-BUDGET. WATER-DEMAND,
*# SEDIMENT-MEASUREMENT,
SENSOR, DIEhL
SENSORS, CATI
CARTOGRAPHYL,
SCANNER-SYSTE
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
EARTH-SURVEY, FISCHER W A*d
EAST-PACIFIC-RISc. GULF-CF-CAL
EASTERN-SHELF, UNITED-STATES.
ECKERT J A*# /AR, ENVJRONMENTA
ECOLOGICAL-PROGRAM, FULLER D B
ECCN, LANDSAT, KINNE I L**
ECCNOMIC*
EDUCATION, HANK INS O B*#
EDUCATIONAL-MATERIALS, DAVIS S
EGGENBERGER A J* *
EHEART J W** THERMA
ELECTRO-OPTICAL. IMAGERY, SENS
ELECTR 0-CPTICAL.
ELECTRO-OPTICAL ,
ELECTROMAGNETIC.
ELECTROMAGNETIC,
ELECTRONICS, HEINZ R A**
ELEVATION-DETERMINATION, SMITH
EMISSION-CHARACTERISTICS. THER
ENERGY-CCNVERSICN, GAROFALC D*
ENERGY-REQUIREMENTS, ENERGY-CO
ENGINEERING, BROCKS H K*0
ENGLAND A W*«*
ENGLISCH W*# LIDAR,
ENVIROMENTAL-APPLICATIONS, SPE
ENVIRONMENT, GEOBOTANICS, GECM
ENVIRONMENT, INSTRUMENTATION,
ENVIRONMENT, RADIO-PHYSICAL, A
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, MATE
ENVIRONMENTAL-ANALYSIS, THERMA
ENVIRGNMENTAL-APPLICATONS. ZEL
ENVIRONMENTAL-ASSESSMENT. LENS
ENVIRONMENTAL-ASSESSMENT, BURN
ENVIRONMENTAL-GEOLOGY, WERMUND
ENVI RONMENTAL-PRCBLSMS, COAL M
ENVIRONMENTAL-SATELLITES, ALLI
ENVIRONMENTAL-SATELLITES, HUGH
ENVIRONMENTAL, DELAWARE. OELAW
ENVIRONMENTAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL,
'ENVIRONMENTAL,
ENVIRONMENTS,
G CROON J P*#
LANDSAT, RINKER
MONITORING, AIR
POLLUTION-DETEC
R EMOTE-SENSING,
HAYDEN B*#
EPEP, LANOSAT, ENVIRONMENTAL-P
EREP, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, S
EREP, WABASH-RI VER-BASIN, INDI
ERICKSON J D*# EARTH-RESO
ERNST C L**
EROSION, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, N
ESTES J E*# /ODEL-STUDIES, HYD
ESTUARIES, COASTS. SHELLEY P E
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5-234 DREDGING* AER I AL-PHOTOGRAPHY ,
4-262 IPPI» THGMAN/ WATER-SALINITY,
4-247 i_ANDSAT» DELAWARE-BAY, KLEMA/
4-293 LANDSAT. QIC-DRIFT, KLEMAS V/
4-235 , PHCTCGRAMMETRY, MARSH, OIL/
2-717 * LANDSAT, MAPPING, YEMEN,
3-25C ICATICN, SOILS, HUAYLLAMARCA,
1-471
2-677 ATER-QUALITY, ROGER/ LANDSAT,
3-273 . IDSC S B*#
3-2?5 RIGATION. M/ THERMAL. SKYLAB,
2-792 0, LANOSAT, VINCENT/ URANIUM,
2-784 HTOLD I C*# SKYLAB,
2-754 Y, GEOLOGIC MAPPING, MINERAL,
2-754 R K*« URANIUM,
2-74€ GEOTHERMAL. MI NEPAL
2-800 VEYING, GEOCHEMICAL, MINERAL,
2-755 SIOE-LCOK RADAR,
2-705
6-226 RIANGULATION, PHOTOGRAMMETRY*
2-622 USTAL-KOVEMENTS. SAN-ANDREAS,
2-743 NSULAR-RANGES. CALI/ LANDSAT,
2-C96 CALIFORNIA, SKYLAB,
2-721 NIA, LAMAR D L*# LANDSAT,
2-623 DIOMETRIC-DETECTION. MAPPING,
4-249 E-REFRACTION, SOUTH-CHINA-SEA
3-246 RIATICN. MATHEMATICAL-MODELS,
2-774 SCAPE, GRANITE, BLACK-FOREST,
5-217 LATCR. AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE,
6-19C PHOTOGRAPHIC, SPECTROGRAPHIC,
2-772 PARENCIES, GOEPFERT/ MAPPING,
1-566
1-E61 EARTH-SURVEY,
5-251 PHOTOGRAMMETRY, DAM,
2-630 OR. SURFACE MINING, KENTUCKY,
2-628 OR, SURFACE MINING, KENTUCKY,
2-642 ANDSAT, LAKES, WATER QUALITY,
1-480 LANDSAT,
1-479 LANDSAT,
2-659 GEOMORPHOLOGY, BAKER V R*#
2-603 DELS. BAKER/ HYOPOGEOMORPH1C,
2-646 * ORBITAL-IMAGERY, VONDERHAA/
5-226 TCGRAPHY, SLAR , BRY/ LANDSAT,
3-315 MELALEUCA.
2-626 BROOKS H K## GEOLOGICAL.
1-S6C MULTI SPECTRAL-CLASSIFICATION,
3-288 ELS,/ SANTA-MONICA-MOUNTAINS,
3-281 NOSAT, LEE Y J*« LANDSAT.
3-247 GETATI CM-PATTERNS, CONIFEROUS
3-263 LANDSAT. AIRBORNE-PLATFORMS,
Index
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word
ESTUARIES. MACHEWEHL J
ESTUARINE-ENVIRONMENT, MISSISS
ESTUAPINE-FRONTS. POLLUTANTS.
ESTUARINE-FRONTS , POLLUTANTS,
ESTUARINE-MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA
ETHIOPIA. SOMALIA, KRONBERG P*
EUCALIPTUS. LANDSAT, QUIKOGA Q
EUROPEAN. SATELL ITE-NETVoORK »
EUTROPHICATION, SAGINAW-8AY. W
EVAPORATION, SCIL, WATER, CROP
EVAPOTRANSPORTATION, SOILS. IR
EXPLORATION. COMPUTER-PROCESSE
DEATH-VALLEY, BEC
DUVAL J S*# /A-RA
LANDSAT, VINCENT
LYAL»KO V I*#
MERCURY, ABRAMOVS
PAN Y S*#
EXPLORATION,
EXPLORATION,
EXPLORATION.
EXPLORATION.
EXPLORATION,
EXPLORATION*
EXPLORATIONS, TIN,
F • NOT INDEXED
F* • NOT INDEXED
FAIG W*# SURVEYING. T
FAULT- ZONE, RANG ING- SY STEM , KU
FAULT, TECTONICS, SKYLAB, PEN I
FAULTS, MERIFIELD P M* #
FAULTS, SANTA-BARBARA, CAL IFCR
FEPRIC-IRON, MINERALS. CCLL INS
FETT R*« /ITE-OBSERVATION. WAV
FEYERHERM A M** /OROLOGI CAL- VA
FEZER F*# /L-PHOTOGRAPHY, LAND
FILM, TERRAIN, LEIB K G*# /RRE
FILMS, HAMMOND E C JR*# /ION,
FILTER-CO«RELATICN, STERCTRANS
FINLAND, HCLTMEIER F K*#
FISCHER M A*#
FISERA J**
FISH B R*# /TE, IMAGERY, MONIT
FISH B R*# /TE. IMAGERY. MONIT
FISHER L T*# L
FL I GHT- EVALUAT I 0 N#
FLIGHT-EVALUATION*
FLGOD-HAZARD, TEXAS, IMAGERY,
FLOOD-HAZARDS. MATHEMATICAL-MO
FLOODING. COASTAL-ENVIRONMENTS
FLOODING* MICHIGAN* AERIAL-PHO
FLORIDA, CAPEHART B L*»
FLORIDA. COASTAL ENGINEERING,
FOKTANEL A*# LANCSAT,
FOREST-MANAGEMENT. LANDSAT. FU
FOREST-MANAGEMENT. MAPPING, LA
FOREST, SIERRA-NEVADA, LESKINE
FOREST, t«S«, MAPPING, BARKER
S P*
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Number
3-
2-
2-
1-
3-
3-
2-
2-
3-
1-
279
285
•2£i
•€35
-783
• £ 1 2
•3«J7
•300
• 765
•777
•28€
-£11
2-786
6-212
£-243
2-794
2-£99
5-229
5-245
5-227
1-S13
1-484
3-265
2-eeo
2-787
2-794
2-718
5-243
2-746
2-730
2-797
2-744
2-782
2-757
2-758
1-470
2-769
2-626
2-751
i-sse
4-271
2-788
2-770
2-727
2-756
2-723
2-713
2-714
2-726
2-724
MBER, LNITED-STATES, MAPPING,
ES» ANDERSON P H*# WETLANO,
D L*0 LANDSAT,
RCES, URANIUM, SATELLITES, E/
SHORELINE-EROSICN. WISCONSIN,
RPRETATION-EXERCIZE. LANDSAT,
LTISPECTRAL, VIRGINIA, SOILS,
CEMENT, TEXAS, MAPS, LANDSAT,
TION, LANDSLIDES, CALIFORNIA,
ATICN, LANDSLIDE, CALIFORNIA,
. FOREST-MANAGEMENT. LANDSAT,
EAKE-BAY, ECOLOGICAL-PROGRAM,
AERIAL-EVALUATION, LANDSLIDE,
IMAGERY, SENSORS, TELEVISION,
HIGHWAY PLANNING, CALIFORNIA,
INERAL, EXPLORATION, DUVAL J/
DJI M**
UIREMENTS. ENERGY-CONVERSION,
S, RADKE L F*# AIRBORNE,
E P** REMOTE-MEASUREMENT,
TICAL-WINOOtf, INTERFEROGRAMS.
IL, AGRICULTURA/ ENVIRONMENT,
ION, MERCU/ AERIAL-SURVEYING,
THERMAL-MODEL,
LORATICN, DUVAL J/ GAMMA-RAY,
RAL-AMERICA, ROSE W I JR*#
RAL-TECHNIQUES, HIGHWAY PLAN/
SKYLAB,
» LANOSAT,
0** CONVAIR-580. RADAR,
ABDEL-CAWAD/ MINERAL, NEVADA,
ATIC MAPPING, BKACONNE S**
F, AMSBURY D L** MAPPING,
IAL-PHCTOGRAPHS, HORVATH I**
PAIN, DELASCUEVAS NX MAPPING,
E-I MAGES, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS,
NGINEERING, BROOKS H K**
BALKHASH, SALYUT, YAKOVLEV /
L*# UTAH, NEVADA,
S, SEA-ICE, BIOLC/ CHEMISTRY,
JOST H*»
LANDSAT,
L*«
-MINE, HARRISON G B**
PHOTO-IMAGES,
LANDSAT,
w T G*a
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
FORESTRY, LANDSAT. KAN E
FORESTS, CONNECTICUT, SOIL-TYP
FORESTS, VEGETATION, WILLIAMS
FOSSIL-FUELS, GECTHERMAL-RESOU
FRANKOVIC E A*# /KE-MICH IGAN,
FRASCA J W*# INTE
FREDERKING R L## MU
FRENTRESS C D** WILOLIFE-MANA
FRIZZELL V A JR** /O1NTEFPRETA
FRIZZELL V A JR*# /TOINTERPRET
FUELS. CALIFORNIA, NICHOLS J O
FULLER D B** CHESAP
'G • NOT INDEXED
'G* • NOT INDEXED
GAGNON H**
GAGNON R A** /LECTRQ-OPT1CAL,
GAMBLE J**** /RAL-TECHNIGUES,
GAMMA-RAY, GEOLOGIC MAPPING, M
GANATS, KASHAN-PLAIN, IRAN, NA
GAROFALC D*# /URAL, ENERGY-REQ
GASES, AEROSOLS, VOLCANIC-VENT
GASES, INFRARED LASERS, MURRAY
GEARY J M*# CP
GEMINI, INDEX, GIDDINGS L E*#
GEOBOTANICS, GEOMORPHOLOGY , SO
GEOCHEMICAL, MINERAL. EXPLCRAT
GEOLOGIC MAPPING, KAHLE A 8-**
GEOLOGIC MAPPING, MINERAL, EXP
GEOLOGIC MAPPING, SKYLAB, CENT
GEOLOGIC-MATERIALS, MULTISPECT
GEOLOGIC, MAPPING, MAFFI C**
GEOLOGICAL MAPPING, SMITH A F*
GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS, HARDWICK C
GECLCGICAL-ANALYSIS, LANDSAT,
GEOLOGICAL-EXPLOITATION, AUTGM
GEOLOGICAL-FEATURES, TEXAS-GUL
GEOLOGICAL-INTERPRETATION, AER
GEOLOGICAL-STRUCTURE, WATER, S
GEOLOGICAL-STUD I ESS, DOLIVO-OO
GEOLOGICAL, FLORIDA, COASTAL E
GEOLOGICAL, SATELLI TE-IMAGERY ,
GEOLOGY-INFORMATION, JENSEN M
GEOLOGY, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, OCEAN
GEOLOGY, BRAZIL COASTAL-AREAS,
GEOLOGY, CANOBS C A*#
GEOLOGY, COLORADO, SAWATZKY C
GEOLOGY, INFRARED, THUNDERBIRD
GEOLOGY, KCMAROV V B*#
GEOLOGY, ROSENMAN H L**
GEOLOGY, SABINS F F JR*#
GEOLOGY, SABINS F F JP*#
GEOLOGY, SPECTROSCOPY, LCNGSHA
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AERIAL.
LANOSAT,
ORBITAL.
2-719 P*#
3-257 ROY N E**
2-739 AT. STEINER
2-632 NORTHEKN-APPENNINE— RANGE, MA/
2-759 PHOTOGRAPH, BELLEDCNNE-R ANGE,
2-659 FLOCD-HAZARD. TEXAS, IMAGERY.
2-641 NEATICN, LANOSAT, GLACIATION,
3-265 RA/ ENVIRONMENT, GEOBOTANICS,
2-771 SATELLITE-PHOTO, STRUCTURE,
1-498 ICONOMETRIC-ANALYSIS,
2-767 ITALY, LINEAMENTS, LANOSAT,
2-773 ED- SENSING, DEL-GRANDE N K*#
2-635 SATELLITES, E/ FOSSIL-FUELS,
2-74€ N, LYAL»KO V I**
2-732 *#
2-702 INFRARED,
1-504 YUZ-22, SAGDEEV R Z*« USSR.
6-222 E P** SENSCR-ECIUIPTMENT,
1-484 GEMINI, INDEX,
2-641 ERSON / DELINEATION, LANDSAT,
2-676 RADIG-ECHO, ICE-PROPERTIES,
2-650 . OCAKE C S M*#
2-772 ELATION, STEROTR ANSPAR ENC I ES .
2-634 HYDROLOGIC, DATA-RELAY,
1-554 OHIO.
5-217 BENEFIT, ARIZONA, LAND-USE.
1-516 RETATICN, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS,
5-249 LOUISIANA. ENVIRONMENTAL,
3-323 . MULTISPECTRAL, REFLECTANCE.
2-774 ERI AL-FHCTOGRAPHY. LANDSCAPE.
2-779 TCGRAMMETRIC, SINKHOLE, IOWA,
3-276 VELOPMENT, RANGE. CALIFORNIA,
5-218 LANDSAT, MONITORING, KENTUCKY
5-244 LAND-USE. POLLUTION-PATTERNS.
2-625 MICROWAVE-PROPERTIES, ICE,
3-321 APHY, THERMAL-/ SAL INE- SEEPS ,
3-255 REEN- WAVE-EFFECT, VEGETATION.
3-255 GREAT-PLAINS, R/ MONITORING,
3-268 VEGETATION, MSS . URBAN-AREA,
2-615 S E B** SNOWPACK,
2-776 ER A J*# THERMAL- 1 NFRARED,
5—236 IZATICN, TI/ URBAN, LAND-USE,
4-288 EA-ICE, MI CROWAVE-RADI OMET RY ,
2-706 CRETION. / EAST-PACIFIC-RISE,
4-259 -APERTURE-RADAR. OCEAN-WAVES.
3-287 COMPUTER-ANALYSIS. MAPPING,
3-282 SAT, RANGE-MANAGEMENT, TEXAS,
1-526 PPING, SWITZERLAND, LAND-USE,
2-629 EATURES, NORTH-SLOPE, ALASKA,
4-232 K-BIGHT, NASA, OCEAN—DUMP ING.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
GECLGGY. STRUCTURES, KREN3ERG
GEOLOGY, VEGETATION, SOILS, HA
GEOMETRICAL-REFERENCING, LANDS
GECMCRPHIC. LANOFORM, SURVEY,
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL-INTERPRETATIO
GEOMORPHCLOGY. BAKER V R*#
GEOMORPHOLOGY. PETERSON J B*«
GECMORPHOLOGY, SOIL, AGR ICULTU
GEORGIA, BRUSNICHKINA N A**
GEOSYSTEM, VINOGRAOOV B V*#
GECTHERMAL-ENsRGY, BARBIER E*#
GEOTHERMAL-EXPLORATION, INFRAR
GEOTHERMAL-RE5OURCES. URANIUM,
GEOTHERMAL, MINERAL EXPLORATIO
GEOTHERMAL. SKYLAB, SIEGAL B S
GEOTHERMICS, OELSNER C*#
GERMAN-DEMOCRAT IC-REPUBLIC, SO
GERMAN, AIRPLANE-PROGRAM, SEIG
GI DOINGS-L E*#
GLACIATICN, GEOMCRPHCLQGY, PET
GLACIERS. WATTS R D**
GLACIOLOGY, RADIO-ECHO. SURVEY
GOEPFERT W M*# /G. FILTER-CORR
GOES. HALLIDAY R A**
GOESLING P*#
GOODWIN G*#
GCRBUNOV V I*# /TQMATIC-INTERP
GORDON J P*#
GRAINS, AHLRICHS J S*# /CANOPY
GRANITE, BLACK-FOREST, FEZER F
GRANT S C*0 PHO
GRASSLAND, CARNEGGIE D M** /DE
GRAVES C H** / WATER-QUALITY,
GREAT-LAKES. HAUGEN R K**
GREAT-LAKES, VICKERS R S*#
GREAT-PLAINS, INFRARED-PHOTOGR
GREAT-PLAINS. ROUSE J W JR*» /
GREEN-WAVE—EFFECT. VEGETATION,
GROSSMANN H*# TEMPERATURE,
GROUND-TRUTH, CALIFORNIA, JONE
GROUND-WATER, MONTANA, BOETTCH
GRCUNDBASIN, CALIFORNIA, URBAN
GULF-OF-BOTHNIA, TIURI M*# S
GULF-CF-CALIFORNIA, CRUSTAL-AC
GULF-STREAM, SHUCHMAN fi A*# /C
GYPSY MOTH, DEFOLIATION, LANDS
H • NOT INDEXED
H* • NOT INDEXED
HAAS R H*# VEGETATION, LAND
HAEFNER H## SNOW-MA
HALL D K** /IONS. HYOROLCGIC-F
HALL J B JR*# NEW-YOR
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i - £cS ALASKA,
2-C24 HYDRQLCGIC. DATA-RELAY. GOES.
4-258 AT, HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY, MSS,
6-19© APHIC, SPECTRCGRAPHIC. FILMS.
1-542 EDUCATION.
2-759 MCRPHCLCGICAL-INTERPRETATION,
2-797 C. RADAR, GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS,
3-257 , GEOLCGY, VEGETATION, SOILS,
3-320 • LAC IE, REGRESSION-ANALYSIS,
2-674 Y, HYDROGRAPHY, LAKE-ONTARIO,
2-756 , INFRARED, THUNDERS!RD-MINE*
2-296 TATIQN, INSECTS, HOST PLANTS,
4-231 STAL-ZCNE. LANDSAT. LAND-USE,
1-487 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER,
5-244 LUT ION-PATTERNS, GREAT-LAKES.
4-244 ATION, COASTAL. ENVIRONMENTS.
l-££2 LANDSAT, SMS/GOES,
2-653 TER-RESOURCES. UNI TED-STATES.
2-68© GRAPHIC, SURVEY, ELECTRONICS,
2-656 , WATER-QUALITY, SCANDINAVIA.
5-253 LITE-DATA, REGIONAL-PLANNING,
2-660 RBIDITY-PLUMES, LAKE-ONTARIO.
3-264 SOIL-MAPS, / TRAINING-GUIDE.
4-254 SPACECRAFT, TEMPERATURES. SA/
5-243 LS. MULTISPECTRAL-TECHNIQUES,
5-254 E, MACDONALD H C** LANDSAT.
5-233 NNING, LANDSAT, BARR/ KANSAS.
2-796 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS. LANDSAT,
5-259 S, AIR-MONITORING, POLLUTION,
5-230 ATION, LAND-USE, NEW-ENGLAND,
4-283 RAPHS, SEDIMENT-D I STR I BUT I ON .
1-553 USER-REQUIREMENTS.
1-S59 CANACA, SATELLITE-PROGRAMS.
2-665 ICS. LANDSAT. PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
1-566 FINLAND.
4-251 NIO-BAV. TEXAS, COASTAL-ZONE,
6-207 TROMAGNETIC, SCANNER-SYSTEMS,
2-666 TION, MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNING,
3-319 SSED, SOIL-SURVEY, SOUTHWEST,
2-756 RETATICN, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS,
1-483 BANGLADESH, LANDSAT,
l-£27 SH, LANOSAT, EARTH-RESOURCES,
3-296 SKYLA8, VEGETATION, INSECTS,
4-256 NCE. CHLOROPHYLL, RADIOMETER.
5-235 PHOTOGRAPHY, LANOSAT, SKYLAB,
1-486 GE-STRLCTURE, IMAGE-ANALYSIS,
3-250 SAT, / CLASSIFICATION, SOILS*
1-482 ENVIRONMENTAL-SATELLITES,
2-664 NERALCGY, SURVEYS, TECTONICS,
2-685 IBLIOGRAPHY, WATER-RESOURCES,
5-239 BIBLIOGRAPHY,. URBAN-PLANNING,
5-238 ON-DETECTION, B I BLI OGRAPHI ES ,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
HALL J L*#
HALLIDAY R A**
HAMMACK J C*# LANDS
HAMMOND E C JR*# /ION, PHOTOGP.
HANKINS D 8*#
HANNSS C** /LEOONNE-RANGE, GEO
HARDWICK C D** CONVAIR-58
HARDY N E** AERIAL. ORBITAL
HARLAN J''C*0 /T-YI ELD, LANDSAT
HARRIS G P*« WATER-CUALIT
HARRISON G B*# GEOLOGY
HART W G** SKYLAB. V£GE
HARWOOO P*/» TEXAS, CGA
HASELL P G JR*#
LAND-USE, POL
CLASSIFIC
HAUGEN
HAYDEN
HEASLIP G
HEINOL L A**
HEINZ R
HELLDEN
HESSLING A H*#
HYDROLOGY. XA
HYDRO
LANDSAT
SATEL
HIGH-ALTITUDE PHOTOGRAPHY, PLU
HIGH-ALTITUDE, C CLOR-I NFRARED,
HIGH-RSSOLUTION IMAGERY, NCAA-
HIGHWAY PLANNING, CALIFORNIA,
HIGHWAY-CONSTRUCTION, LANOSLID
HIGHWAYS, RESERVCIRS, CITY-PLA
HINE A C** /LOGY, PROSPECTING.
HINKLEY E** LASER
HIStORICAL. SIMPSON R B** /GET
HISTORICAL. TIDAL-FLAT. MEDLEY
HITCHCOCK H C*#
HITTEL A*»
HOLLYDAY E F** /W-CHARACTERIST
HOLTMEIEfi F K**
HOLZ R** SAN—ANTO
HONEY F*« /BORNE SENSORS. ELEC
HORNE A J** /C. ALGAL-OISTRIBU
HORVATH E H*# MACHINE-PROCE
HORVATH I** GEOLOGICAL-INTEPP
HOSSAIN A*#
HOSSIAN A** BANGLADE
HOST PLANTS. HART W G*#
HOVIS W A** /N-CGLOR. REFLECTA
HOWARD C E JR*« /TION. AERIAL-
HUANG T S* # I MA
HUAYLLAMARCA, EUCALIPTUS. LAND
HUGHES C L**
HUNDEMANN A S*# MI
HUNDEMANN A S** HYDROLOGY, B
HUNDEMANN A S*# /AL-PL ANN ING ,
HUNDEMANN A S** /NTAL. POLLUTI
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Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
2-766
2-753
5-216
2-682
2-803
4-258
2-eec
2-674
2-683
2-655
2-631
2-651
2-629
2-667
2-634
3-284
2-621
3-27C
3-272
2-ees
2-€46
2-862
4-287
2-678
2-653
2-712
2-63 8
4-294
4-265
2-670
4-239
2-711
2-625
2-678
2-662
4-234
4-272
2-616
2-686
2-708
1-498
2-273
1-508
2-701
1-466
6-192
1 - £06
1-576
5-248
2- 731
S» PROSPECTING. ORE-OEPGSITS.
GNATUfcES. INFRARED* MINERALS.
WASTE-DISPOSAL, BROOKS H K4/
, BIGHCRN-MCUNTAINS. WYOMING,
* MATHEMATICAL-MODELS. BAKER/
ACK J C**
ICS. HEINZ
RIS G P*#
LANDSAT,
WATER-QUALITY,
MISSISSIPPI-RIVER,
T, SKYLAB, KRUCK / ARGENTINA,
SSING, MULTI SPECTRAL-SCANNER,
D, ESTES J E*/ MODEL-STUDIES,
MULTISPECTRAL-OBSERVATIONS,
A, JACKSON T J** LAND-USE,
HALLIDAY R A**
-RIVER, WATERSHED, MULTISPEC/
** LANDSCAPE,
-SCANNER, LANOSAT, AGRONOMIC,
OMETERS, ULABY/ RADAR-SYSTEM,
-RESOURCES, HUNDEMANN A S**
ARRCN J E** LANDSAT,
SNOWCOVER, RUNOFF,
ONFIGURATION. PHCTQGRAMMETRY.
EYS* SNOW, ICE,
ITED-STATES, HEINDL L A**
PECTRAL-IMAGES, ROWAN L C**
MEASUREMENTS, CH/ PULSE-ECHO,
EMENTS, RADIOMETERS, RADIOTH/
TS, LAr^OSAT, MARKC J R*#
S R D** RADIO-ECHO,
FILE. POLAR-REGIONS, MITCHEL/
O*# LANOSAT, CANADA,
* MICROWAVE-PROPERTIES.
SURVEYS* SNOW*
*# ANTARCTIC.
» MICROWAVE* RADIOMETER, SEA
A** RAOAR, ARCTIC
OPTICAL-ARRAY. SPECTROMETERS,
. RIVERS. DEAN A M JR*»
VOLCANIC,
M. VINCGRADOV B V*«
APCRATION, SOIL, WATER. CROP.
POV A I**
-RANGE, LINEAR-STRU/ LANDSAT,
IMAGE-STRUCTURE.
NG, LEVINSON R A**
A*# RADAR,
DATABASE.
R/ LANDSAT. POWER-PLANT-SITE,
» LANDSAT. SULFI DE-BEAR ING.
HYDROLOGY,
HYDROLOGY,
HYDROLOGY,
HYDROLOGY,
HYDROLOGY,
HYDROLOGY.
HUNGARY, CZAKO.T* * /CTCNIC-MAP
HUNT G P*# SPECTRAL-SI
HYDROGEOLOGJC'. L ANOF ILL-SI TES .
HYDROGECLOGY, TOMES B J# tt /SAT
HYDROGEOMORPHIC, FLOOD-HAZARDS
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY. MSS. HAMM
HYDROGRAPHIC. SURVEY, ELECTRON
HYDROGRAPHY, LAKE-ONTARIC, HAR
HYDROGRAPHY, RUFF J F*"#
HYDROLGECLOGY, SURVEYS * LANDSA
HYDRCLOGIC-APPLICATIONS, BARTO
HYDROLOGIC-BUDGET, WATER-OEMAN
HYOROLOGIC-FEATURES. NORTH-SLO
HYDROLOGIC-MODELS, LANDS AT-D AT
HYOROLOGIC, DATA-RELAY, GOES,
HYOROLOGIC. LAND-USE. PATUXENT
HYORCLOGIC, MODELS, MILLER L 0
HYDRCLOGICAL* LEMOS G L*# /RAL
HYDROLOGY, AGRICLLTURE. SPECTR
BIBL'ICGRAPHY, WATER
MAPPING, CANADA, CH
RANGO A*#
ROSENhEIN J S** /-C
UNITED-STATES, SURV
WATER-RESOURCES. UN
HYDROTHERMAL. INFRARED. MULTIS
I • NOT INDEXED
I* • NOT INDEXED
ICE-COVER-THICKNESS, AIRBORNE-
ICE-FOHMATION, AIRCRAFT-MEASUR
ICE-PACK, ARCTIC-OCEAN, CURREN
ICE-PROPERTIES, GLACIERS. W A T T
ICE-RECONNAISSANCE. MICRCFILM-
ICE. ARCTIC-BASIN. RAMSEIER R
GREAT-LAKES. VICKERS R S*
HYDROLOGY. UNITED-STATES.
MODEL-STUDIES. MARTIN P J
PROJECT-SEA-ICE. TIURI M*
SCATTEfiOMETERS, SCHELL J
SNCW, KNOLLENBERG R G**
ST.-LAWRENCE-RIVER. RADAR
ICELAND, PREU5SER H*#
ICONOMETRIC-ANALYSIS, GECSYSTE
I DSC S 8** EV
ILLUMINATION, PHOTOMETRIC. LAV
IMAGE-ANALYSIS. COLORADO-FRONT
IMAGE-ANALYSIS, HJANG T S**
I MAGE-ANALYSIS, VI DEO-PROCESSI
IMAGE-INTERPRETATION, MORA IN S
IMAGE-PROCESSING, LIEN E Y*»
IMAGE-P-RCCESSING, LOVEGREEN J
I MAGE-PROCESS ING, SCHMIDT R G*
ICE,
ICE,
ICE,
ICE,
ICE,
ICE,
ICE,
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Number
2-72£ * SULFIDE-3EARING. LANDSAT,
1-S.2Q it DIGITAL,
1-496 * PATTERN-RECOGNITION,
6-210 SFER-FUNCTION, CAMERA-SYSTEM/
1-SS5 G K V K*#
6-200 ED-DEVICE, SCHRAIBMAN H J**
1-486 S» HUANG T S*#
1-493 RADAR, D I G I TAL-S I MULAT I CN ,
1-494 REO-ANALYSIS. DIGITAL, MODEL,
2-659 V R*» FLOOD-HAZARD, TEXAS,
1-551 PHOTO
2-679 WATER-QUALITY. SATELLITE
2-616 BASIN/ PHOTOGELOLGY, LANDSAT.
2-63C NG. KENTUCKY, F I S/ SATELLITE,
2-626 NG. KENTUCKY, F I S/ SATELLITE,
4-254 ERATURES, SA/ HIGH-RESOLUTION
1-548 LANDSAT,
6-212 GAGNON R A*/ ELECTRO-OPTICAL,
1-538
1-561 INFRARED,
2-761 TAKHOV V I**
1-502 SIOE-LCOK-RAOAR,
1-E17 THERMAL,
4-269 HY, LARSON T R** SAR,
5-221 E. ARCTIC-OCEAN, RECK G M**
1-484 GEMINI,
2-695 MINERALS,
3-297 EREP, WABASH-RIVER-BASIN,
5-227 REMOTE-MEASUREMENT. GASES,
4-246 AUL/ OCEAN, SURFACE-CURRENTS.
6-198 SIGNAL-PROCESSING, WINTER E /
2-693 -ONTARIO, THERMAL-DISCHARGES ,
6-196 AT, SENSOR-SYSTEM*
1-524 D S A*# COMPUTER-ANALYSIS,
3-321 SALINE-SEEPS, GREAT-PLAINS,
3-322 M E*» SOIL-SURVEYS, IOWA,
4-292 S, A8RAM/ LIDARS, OIL-SPILLS,
2-773 K*# GEOTHERMAL-EXPLORATION,
5-225 LUENT, SC2, MONITORING, CRCS/
2-698 MOORE B R*»
2-702 C*»
1-501
2-690 WCOVER, ADIRONDACK-MOUNTAINS,
2-753 SPECTRAL-SIGNATURES,
2-712 * ROWAN L C** HYDROTHERMAL,
3-275 ETLANDS. MAPPING. VEGETATION.
4-261 EFLECTANCE. REFRACTIVE-INDEX,
2-688 PECTRAL-SCANNER, BARNES J C*/
5-240 ME-MEASUREMENTS, MARTIN C «*/
2-756 RRISCN G B*« GEOLOGY,
4-285 LECTANCE. /REFRACTIVE-INDEX.
2-692 HERMAL-/ MATHEMATICAL-MODELS.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
IMAGE-PRGCESSING. SCHMIDT R G*
IMAGE-PROCESSING, TWOGOCD R E*
IMAGE-PRCCESSING . 2O3RIST A L*
IMAGE-QUALITY, MCDULA I TON-TR AN
IMAGE-REGISTRATION, OVERLAY. N
IMAGE-SIMULATION, CHARGE-CGUPL
IMAGE-STRUCTURE, I MAGE-A NALY S I
IMAGERY, 3 ELL J W*#
CROMSIE M A** STE
GECMORPHOLOGY, BAKER
KROECK C*#
LAKE, SCHERZ J P*#
MINERAL-EXPLORATION,
MONITOR. SURFACE MINI
MONITOR, SURFACE MINI
NOAA-SPACECRAFT , TEMP
OGROSKY C E*#
SENSORS, TELEVISION.
LANDSAT, SMITH O
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY.
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGERY,
IMAGES.
IMAGES, MOKAIN S
IMAGES, SATELLITE. SIBERIA, AS
IMAGES, TRUITT T P* tf
IMAGING-SENSCRS, BENTZ W J*ff
1MAGING-TECHNIQUES, OCEANOGPAP
IN-SITU MEASUREMENT. ATMCSPHER
INDEX, G1OOINGS L E*#
INDIA, MITRA 5 N *#
INDIANA, LAND-USE, SILVA L F*#
INFRARED LASERS. MURRAY E P*«
INFRARED SENSORS, MICROWAVE, M
INFRARED SENSORS. SIMULATION.
INFRARED-IMAGERY # LAKE
INFRARED-IMAGING-DEVICE, LANDS
INFRARED-PHOTOGRAPHS. UNDERVKCO
INFRARED-PHOTOGRAPHY, THERMAL-
INFRARED-PHCTOGRAPHY, COLLINS
INFRAPED-RAOIAT ICN. LASER-BEAM
INFRARED-SENSING, DEL-GRANDE N
INFRARED-TELEVISION. STACK-EFF
INFRARED, DRILLING, MANGANESE,
INFRARED, GEQTHERMICS, CELSNER
INFRARED, I MAGES , MORA IN S A*#
INFRARED," MEISNEfi D E*# SNO
INFRARED, MINERALS, HUNT G R*#
INFRAP.ED. MULT I SPECTRAL- IMAGES
INFRARED. PHOTOGRAPHY, MEALOR
INFRARED, SALINE WATER. CUERRY
INFRARED, SNOW, SKYLAB, MULT IS
INFRARED, THERMAL-SCANNER, PLU
INFRARED. THUNDE KB I RO-M I NE. HA
INFRARED, W ATER- POLLUT I ON. REF
INFRARED, WATER-TEMPERATURE, T
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1
1
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2
3
2
2
3
2
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3
2
2
2
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260
286
256
475
214
£13
£12
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734
317
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779
222
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279
295
767
764
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243
663
252
667
656
556
255
557
£56
664
720
615
197
£15
788
787
279
261
233
749
249
€47
699
671
£09
218
630
626
CAROLINA, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY.
. / VEGETATION. SALT MARSHES,
*# SKYLAB, VEGETATION.
REMOTE-SENSING, ENVIRONMENT.
OPTICAL-WINDOW.
AT, FRASCA J W**
ERY T E*#
ENTAL-CEOLOGY, ViERMUND E G*#
L-MAP, MOORE D G*#
TAL-TECHNIQUES. AND/ LANDSAT.
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC, SINKHOLE,
LLJNS M E*# SOIL-SURVEYS.
GANATS. KASHAN-PLAIN.
STON G F*# NORTH-CHANNEL.
. EVAPCTRANSPORTATION. SOILS,
OTHERMAL-ENERGY, BAR3IER E**
EARTH-RESOURCES, TECTONICS,
PLANNING, CALIFORNIA, GAMBLE
WATER-RESOURCES. URBAN-AREAS.
DSAT. URBAN. WATEK-RESOURCES,
ROLOGIC-MODELS , LANOSAT-DATA.
WATERSHEDS, CCMFUTER MODELS.
PERU,
S. SYNTHETIC-APERTURE, RADAR,
* CARTCGRAPHIC-CCMMUNICATION.
NEVADA. GEOLOGY-INFORMATION.
1TY. SURVEYS, CHOPTANK RIVER.
SKYLAB, LANDSAT, LINEAMENTS.
CK, GRCUND-TRUTH, CALIFORNIA.
HETIC-APERTURE-IMAGING-RAOAR.
AIR-PHOTOGRAPHY. SAINT
EOLCGY. BRAZIL CCASTAL-AREAS.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word index
INLETS W A T E R W A Y S , BAKER S* # /-
INSECT-CONTROL. TEXAS, MAPPING
INSECTS, HOST PLANTS. HART W G
INSTRUCTION. RUSSELL J D**
INSTRUMENTATION, VINOGRACOV B
INTERFERC-GRAMS, GEARY J M* #
INTERPRETATION-EXERCIZE, LANCS
INTERPRETATION-PHOTOGRAPHS, AV
INVENTORIES. MAPPING. ENVIRONM
INVENTORY. SUDAN. LANDSAT, SCI
INVENTORY. SURFACE-MINED, DIGI
IOWA, GRANT S C*#
IOWA, INFRARED-PHOTOGRAPHY, CO
IRAN, NADJI M*#
IRISH-SEA. SIDE-SCAN SONAR. CA
IRRIGATION, MOORE D G** /KYLAB
ITALY, LINEAMENTS. LANOSAT. GE
ITALY, SKYLAB* CASSINIS R**
IVANOV V V**
J » NOT INDEXED
J* • NOT INDEXED
/RAL-TECHNIQUES, HIGHWAY
LANDSAT,
LAN
LAND-USE, HYO
LANDSAT-BASED.
OCEAN W A V E
ORTHCPHOTO
UTAH,
tiATER-QUAL
JACKSON T J*#
JACKSON T
JACKSON T
JACKSON T J**
JAETZCLD R*«
JAIN A**
JENSEN J R**
JENSEN M L*#
JOHNSON J M*# /SAT.
w S*# /YLVANIA.
SNOVJPA
SEASAT-A, SYNT
RMAL-MCDEL. GECLOGIC MAPPING,
. MAPPING. FORESTRY, LANDSAT,
-YEILD. CROP-GROVSTH, LANDSAT,
CITY-PLANNING. LANDSAT. BARR/
STREAM-ANALYSIS.
, MODELING-ANALYSIS. LANDSAT.
TER-QUALITY, LANOSAT, SKYLA8,
GANATS,
TICN. SIERRA-NEVADA. LANDSAT.
ASSIFIER. MACHINE-PROCESSING.
QUALITY. LANDSAT, MONITORING,
ERY. MONITOR. SURFACE. MINING,
ERY. MCNITOR. SURFACE MINING.
JOINT. KCWALIK
JONES E E**
JORDAN R L*#
JOSEPH J K S*#
JOST H*i* G
JR* • NCT I N D E X E D
K » NOT INDEXED
K* • NOT I N D E X E D
KAHLE A E*« THE
KAN E P*ff /M8ER. UNITED-STATES
KANEMASU E T*# WHEAT
KANSAS, HIGHWAYS. RESERVOIRS,
KANSAS. MCCAULEY J*#
KANSAS, NALEPKA R F*tf /GNATURE
KANSAS, YARGER H L*# MA
KASHAN-PLAIN. IRAN. NADJI M*0
KATIBAH F F*«f SNOtf-ESTIMA
KAZAKOS D*# TWO-STAGE CL
KENTUCKY GRAVES C H*» / WATER-
KENTUCKY, FISH B R*# /TE, IMAG
KENTUCKY, FISH B R*# /TE. IMAG
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Number
2-c97 NDSAT. PETRCLEUM-EXPLOPATICN,
1-522 NVENTCRY, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY*
6-193 ARTCGRAPHY, THEMATIC-MAPPING,
3-245 WHEAT, CROP, ECON, LANDSAT,
4-274 COMPUTER, OCEAN-ENVIRONMENTS,
4-293 LLUTANTS, LANDSAT, OIL-DRIFT,
4-267 . MONITORING, LANOSAT, MODEL,
3-30C ETLAND REFLECTANCE, DELAWARE,
4-247 TANTS, LANOSAT, DELAWARE-BAY,
4-266 ER-POLLUTION, WASTE-DISPOSAL,
4-266 TE-DISPOSAL, CURRENT-DROGUES.
2-616 AY, SPECTROMETERS, ICE, SNOW,
2-76C PERMAFROST, ALASKA, MAPPING,
2-723 PHOTO-IMAGES. GEOLOGY,
3-271 RESERVES, AGRICULTURAL, SOIL,
4-248 NG, TECHNIQUES, COASTS, SEAS,
6-202 RAPHIC, SCATTERING-FUNCTIONS,
1-531
2-725 EAMENTS. MINERAL-OCCURRENCES,
2-720 , LANOSAT, LINEAMENTS, JOINT,
2-719 LANDSAT, GECi-CGY, STRUCTURES,
1-551 PHOTO IMAGERY,
1-532 CALIFORNIA,
2-705 EPOSITS. BALD-EAGLE-MOUNTAIN,
2-717 NG, YENEN, ETHIOPIA, SOMALIA,
2-C55 GY, SURVEYS. LANCSAT. SKYLAB,
2-C22 , FAULT-ZONE, RANGING-SYSTEM,
2-61S LCANOLCGICAL. MAPPING, ANDES,
3-271 ICULTURAL, SOIL, KONDRAT'EV X
3-243 ODEL. CROP-PRODUCTION, WHEATt
3-259 -DAKOTA, THOMPSON D R**
3-218 MAY G A**
3-252 CLUSTERING, CLASSIFIER,
3-320 RLAN J/ WHEAT-YIELD. LANDSAT,
3-251 AGE, MACDONALD R B-**
5-246 OHIO, MICHIGAN/ POWER-PLANT,
2-783 ON, WISCO/ AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH,
2-674 WATER-QUALITY, HYDROGRAPHY,
2-eee OTOGRAPHY,/ TURBIDITY-PLUMES,
2-654 PLUHO.WSKI / TURBIDITY-PLUMES,
2-693 ES, INFRARED-IMAGERY*
2-€79 R-QUALITY, SATELLITE IMAGERY,
2-668 W Y A T T A W**
2-642 T** LANDSAT.
2-649 NDSAT. MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER,
2-721 S, SANTA-BARBARA, CALIFORNIA,
2-743 ENINSULAR-RANGES, CALIFORNIA,
5—223 TEM, ANDERSON J R*/ LAND-USE,
5-217 BENEFIT, ARIZONA,
5-236 NIA, URBANIZATION. TI/ URBAN,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
KENYA, MILLER J 3** LA
KHAR1N N G*# HE3QURCE-I
KIMERLING A J*# /TE-SENSING, C
KINNE I L**
KIRKHAM R G*# /ARINE-STUDIES.
KLEMAS V**# /UAR INE-FRONTS, PO
KLEMAS V*# OIL-SLJCX
KLEMAS V** W
KLEMAS V*# /RINE-FRONTS, PCLLU
KLEMAS V*# /ROGUE-STUDIES, WAT
KLEMAS V*# /TLANTIC-OCEAN, WAS
KNGLLEN8ERG R G** OPTICAL-ARR
KCEKSTRA P*#
KCWAROV V B*«
KONDRAT'EV K LA*# /, MOISTURE-
KONECNY G*» SURVEYI
KOROLEVA V P*# / AERIAL-FHCTOG
KOVER A N**
KOWALIK W S** /NNSYLVANIA, LIN
KOWALIK W S*rf /YLVANIA, SKYLAB
KRENBERG P**
KROECK D**
KROHN J P*#
KRGHN M D*# /AMENTS. SULFIOE-D
KRONBERG P*« LANOSAT, MAPPI
KRUCK W** /ENTINA, HYDRCLGEGLO
KUMAR M*# /EMENTS, SAN-ANDRE AS
KUSSMAUL S** LANOSAT, VO
L • NOT INDEXED
L* • NOT INDEXED
LA*# /, WOISTURE-RESERVES, AGR
LACIE, ANDREWS J*# M
LACIE, DROUGHT-ANALYSIS. SOUTH
LACIE, LANDSAT, AGROPHYS1CAL,
LAC1S, PENTLANO A P*#
LACIE, REGRESSION-ANALYSIS, HA
LACIE, YIELD, MONITORING-, ACRE
LAKE-ERIE, THERMAL-DISCHARGES,
LAKE-MICHIGAN, SHORELI NE-ERO SI
LAKE-ONTARIO, HARRIS G P**
LAKE-ONTARIO, HIGH-ALTITUDE PH
LAKE-ONTARIO, LANDSAT-IMAGES ,
LAKE-ONTARIO, THERMAL-OISCHARG
LAKE, SCHERZ J P*# WATE
LAKES. TEXAS, PLAYAS, LANOSAT.
LAKES, WATER QUALITY, FISHER L
LAKES, WATER-QUALITY, BCLANO D
LAMAR D L** LANOSAT, FAULT
LAMAR D L** /TONICS, SKYLAB, P
LAND-COVER. O_A SSI F ICAT I CN-SYS
LAND-USE. GOODWIN G**
LAND-USE. GROUNDBASIN. CALIFGR
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! - •; 2 c
4-231
•2-667
5-223
5-257
5-230
3-264
5-244
3-297
5-218
5-232
5-216
2-722
2-632
2-656
2-667
1-472
2-639
2-654
2-744
3-214
3-270
3-31 6
3-283
4-278
5-233
4-275
2-682
2-7C3
2-669
2-711
2-61 7
4—247
1-51©
l-£27
2-€61
2-677
2-743
2-721
1-480
1-479
5-226
3-261
3-301
1-S12
3-306
3-286
2-730
2-770
2-713
2-719
2-767
SNCW-MAPPING. SWITZERLAND,
T E X A S , COASTAL-ZONE, LANOSAT,
ANDSAT-OATA, JACKSON T J*.«
CATION-SYSTEM, ANDERSON J R*/
CESSING, LANDSAT, OOENYO V A/
CAL, SIMPSON R B/ VEGETATION,
RSHED, MULTISPEC/ HYDROLOGIC,
GREAT- LAKES, HAUGEN R K*#
WABASH-RIVER-BASIN, INDIANA,
AT, MCMTORING, KENTUCKY GRA/
NIA, TREXLER P L** LANDSAT,
, BROOKS H K*X HYDROGEOLOG 1C.
URANI AN-PLATFCRM. ABROS1MOV /
ENNINE-RANGE, MA/ GEOMCRPHIC,
PUTER MODELS, JACKSON T J*0
LAND-USE, HYDROLOGIC-MODELS,
NI V ER SAL-TRANS VERSE-MERCAT CR ,
METEORITE-CRATER, ALASKA,
RBIDITY-PLUMES, LAKE-ONTARIO,
NEVADA, GEOLOGICAL-ANALYSIS,
RICHARDSON A J*0
ITION, MULTI SPECTRAL-SCANNER,
** LACIE,
CREST. U.S.. MAPPING, BARKER/
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT, SEAWATER,
S, RESERVOIRS, CITY-PLANNING,
R** OCEAN-BOTTOM, MAPPING,
OMING, HYOROGEOLCGY,/ SKYLAB,
N, ME TALL/ STRUCTURE MAPPING,
SOURCES, CALIFCRNIA, SURVEYS,
ASIN. RAMSEIER R O*#
INERAL-OCCURRENCES, COLORADO,
ESTUARINE-FRONTS, POLLUTANTS,
IAN A** BANGLADESH,
S, COAL MINING, AMATO / EREP,
AW-BAY, WATER-QUALITY, ROGER/
LAB, PENINSULAR-RANGES, CALI/
, CALIFORNIA, LAMAR D L*#
ERIAL-FHOTOGRAPHY, SLAR, BRY/
PPING, LANOSAT, LEE Y J*#
WILLIAMS D L*«
INTERPRETATION-EXERCIZE,
LIFE-MANAGEMENT. TEXAS, MAPS,
MOUNTAINS, FOREST-MANAGEMENT,
MITH A F*#
KREKBERG P**
RBIER E*# ITALY, LINEAMENTS,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
LAND-USE, hA'dFNES H*#
LAND-USE, HARWCGC P**
LAND-USE, HYDROLCGJC-MODELS, L
LAND-USE, LAND-COVER. CLASSIFJ
LAND-USE, MAPPING, MACHINE-PRO
LAND-USE, NEW-ENGLAND. HISTORI
LAI<>O-USE, FATUXENT-RIVER, '*ATE
LAND-USE, POLLUTION-PATTERNS,
LAND-USE, SILVA L F*# EREP,
LAND-USE, WATER-GUALITY, LANDS
LAND-USE, WATER-QUALITY, VIRGI
LANDFILL-SITES, WASTE-DISPOSAL
LANOFORM, SATELLITE-SURVEYS. T
LANDFORM, SURVEY, NORTHERN-APP
LANDSAT-BASED, WATERSHEDS, CCM
LANDSAT-DATA, JACKSON T J*#
LANOSAT-CATA, PENDLETON T W*»
LANDSAT-IMAGERY, CANNON P J*0
LANDSAT-IMAGES, PLUHOWSKI E J*
LANDSAT, ABDEL-GAWAD M*# /RAL,
LANDSAT, AGRICULTURAL. SURVEY.
LANDSAT. AGRONOMIC. HYOROLQGIC
LANDSAT. AGROPHYSICAL. MAY G A
LANDSAT. AIRBORNE-PLATFORMS, F
LANDSAT, AMOS C L*#
LANDSAT, BARR B G*# /, HIGHWAY
LANDSAT, BATHYMETRY, LYZENGA D
LANDSAT, BIGHORN-MOUNTAINS. WY
LANDSAT, BRAZIL, MINERALIZAT10
LANDSAT, BROWN B*# WATER-RE
LANDSAT, CANADA, ICE. ARCTIC-8
LANDSAT. CARPENTER R H** M
LANDSAT. DELAWARE-BAY, KLEMAS
LANOSAT, DIAZO-METHOO, ERNST C
LANDSAT. EARTH-RESOURCES, HGSS
LANDSAT, ENVIRONMENTAL-PROBLEM
LANOSAT, EUTROPHICATION, SAGIN
LANDSAT, FAULT. TECTONICS. SKY
LANDSAT, FAULTS. SANTA-BARBARA
LANDSAT, FLIGHT-EVALUATION*
LANDSAT, FLIGHT-EVALUATION*
LANDSAT. FLOODING, MICHIGAN, A
LANDSAT, FOREST-MANAGEMENT. MA
LANDSAT, FORESTS, VEGETATION,
LANDSAT. FRASCA J W**
LANDSAT, FKENTRESS C O*# WILD
LANDSAT, FUELS, CALIFORNIA, NI
LANDSAT, GEOLOGICAL MAPPING. S
LANDSAT, GEOLOGY, CANOBS C A*»
LANDSAT, GEOLOGY, ROSENMAN H L
LANDSAT, GEOLOGY, STRUCTURES.
LANDSAT. GEOTHERMAL-ENERGY. EA
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Number Aut]
2-641
5-254
2-796
1-483
4-258
2-64£
2- 7G 1
2-728
2-618
1-548
2-865
3-27S
3-261
3-249
2-671
3-245
3-320
2-642
4-231
5-222
3-281
2-720
2-657
2-717
4-273
4-265
2-793
4-267
5-218
4-274
1-555
2-649
1-560
2-733
2-707
1-477
4-282
5-257
4-293
4- 291
3-287
2-624
2-657
3-290
2-665
3-276
5-248
5-255
1-541
3-25C
3-253
3-29?
LCGY. PETERSON / DELINEATION.
LANDSLIDE, MACOCNALD H C**
SPECTING. AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS,
BANGLADESH,
MSS, HAMMACK J C*#
ANADA, CHARRCN J E**
ADO-FRCNT-RANGE. LINEA P-STPU/
MIDT R G** SULFI DE-BEAR ING,
ORATION, BASIN/ FHOTOGELOLGY .
ft
NED. DIGITAL-TECHNIQUES, AND/
ED-STATES, MAPPING. FORESTRY,
WHEAT-YEILD. CROP-GROWTH,
SIGNATURE. MODELING-ANALYSIS.
OW- ESTIMATION. SIERRA-NEVADA,
WHEAT, CROP, ECON.
LYSIS. HARLAN J/ WHEAT-YIELD,
FISHER L T*#
TEXAS, COASTAL-ZONE.
TY, VIRGINIA. TREXLER P L**
, FOREST-MANAGEMENT. MAPPING.
WALIK / PENNSYLVANIA, SKYLAB.
JR*# SNOW-ASSESSMENT,
PIA. SCMAL1A. KRONBERG P**
NGGRAPHIC, SURVEYS, ST/ NOAA,
PACK. ARCTIC-OCEAN. CURRENTS.
L, TECTON/ MAPPING-STRUCTURE,
OIL-SLICK, MONITORING,
GRA/ LAND-USE, WATER-QUALITY,
COMPUTER, OCEAN-ENVIRONMENTS/
DIGITAL-TECHNIQUES.
. LAKES, WATER-QUALITY. SOLA/
ICATICN, FONTANEL A*#
A*# LINEAMENT-ANALYSIS.
IA, OMAN, PCHN H A*#
. MILLER G H*#
MAPPING, MACHINE-PROCESSING,
ESTUARINE-FRONTS. POLLUTANTS.
LUTION, DEUTSCH M*#
ING, GYPSY MOTH, DEFOLIATION.
MINI.NG. CONSERVATION, RECLA/
, KENYA, MILLER J E*#
AGRICULTURE. ARIZONA,
STREAMFLOW-CHARACTERISTICS,
NGE. CALIFORNIA. GRASSLAND. /
GE-PROCESSING, LCVEGREEN J R/
GGENBERGER A J*tf
THERMAL- SENS OR .
LS. HUAYLLAMARCA. EUCALIPTUS.
WETALNCS. AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
ETA TICK, SEEVERS P M##
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
LANOSAT
LANDSAT
LANDSAT
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A hor/Key Word Index
GL-ACIATION, GEOMORPHO
HIGHWAY-CONSTRUCTION,
HINE A C*# /LOGY, PRO
HOSSAIN A**
HYDRQGRAPHIC SURVEY,
HYDROLOGY, MAPPING. C
IMAGE-ANALYSIS, COLOR
I MAGE-PROCESS INC, SCH
IMAGERY, MINERAL-EXPL
IMAGERY, OGROSKY C E*
INVENTORY, SURFACE-MI
KAN E P*# /MBER, UNIT
KANEMASL E T*#
KANSAS, NALEPKA R F*«
KATIBAH F F** SN
KINNE I L*#
LACIE, REGRESSION-ANA
LAKES, WATER QUALITY,
LANO-USE. HARaCCO P**
LAND-USE, WATER-QUALI
LEE Y J** LANOSAT
LINEAMENTS. JOINT, KO
MAPPING, MCGINNIS D F
MAPPING, YEMEN, ETHIO
MARINE-RESOURCE. OCEA
MARKO J R*# ICE-
MINERALIZATION, BRAZI
MODEL, KLEMAS V*#
MONITORING, KENTUCKY
MSS, MARINE-STUDIES,
MSS, RIFMAN S S*#
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER
MULTISPECTRAL-CLASS IF
NETHERLANDS, SESCEREN
NIMBUS, THERMAL-INERT
NCN-U.Sat CATALOGS
NORTH^CARCLINA, COAST
ODENYO V A O*# /-USE,
OIL-aRIFT, KLEMAS V**
OIL-SLICKS, KATER-PCL
PENNSYLVANIA, WILLIAM
PENNSYLVANIA. SURFACE
PETROL SUM-EX PL ORATION
PHELPS fi A**
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, HCLLY
PLANT-DEVELOPMENT. RA
POWER-PLANT-SITE, IMA
POWER-PLANT-SITING. E
PREBLE C M*#
QUIROGA Q S*# /N, SOI
RADAR, MULTISPECTRAL-
RANGE-MANAGEMENT, VEG
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Number
3-262
2-673
3-3G3
2-645
1-491
5-22G
2-293
4-270
4-237
2-263
6-196
5-235
2-647
2-655
1-S38
1-552
3-317
3-2CS9
2-739
1-466
2-731
2-715
3-256
1-S03
1-492
3-244
1-574
2-798
1-478
5-252
2-792
2-754
2-619
2-656
2-664
2-663
3-302
2-666
2-774
2-621
3-265
2-729
2-777
2-786
5-254
2-7CC
2-785
4-289
4-292
5-241
4-253
5-259
AS, HAAS R H*« VEGETATION,
-COVER, HINO-PIVEfi-MOUNTA INS,
NGELANC-PROOUCTICN, COMPUTER.
NEW-ENGLAND, CCCPER S*#
CALABRESI G*« AGRESITE,
COMBAT, ENVIRONMENTAL,
ICULTURE, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
ZAK L W## BEAUFORT- SEA.
ALI FORMA, COASTAL -PROCESSES,
RNER P M*# VEGETATION.
I NFRARED- I MAG I NG-OEV I CE *
OLLUTICN, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
R H L** WATER-QUALITY.
TINA, HYDROLGECLOGY. SURVEYS.
IMAGES.
** INVENTORY, SUDAN,
STATION. BENTLEY R G JR*#
CECMETRICAL-REFERENC I KG.
E-PROCESSING. SCHMIDT R G*«
OATIA. SLOVENIA, OLUIC M*#
SOIL. W A T E R . VEGETATION,
VE C J** RADIOMETRIC.
ANDER L**
EWS / MODEL, CRCF-PRODUCT ION,
OVE C J*# RADIOMETRIC.
ING. CWAN. POHN H A*#
S. JACKSON T
LORATION, COMPUTER-PROCESSED,
URANIUM, EXPLORATION,
NG, ANCES, KUSSMAUL S*#
N A V I A « HELLDEN U*#
S, CHOFTANK RIVER, JOHNSON J/
N-AREAS. JACKSCN T J**
SOIL SURVEYS, SOUTH-DAKOTA,
LAKES. TEXAS. PLAYAS,
ST. FEZE/ AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
MILLER L D*#
RPHCLOGY, SOIL. AGRICULTURAL,
0*# PHQTOINTERPRETATION,
L V A J/ PHOTCINTERPRETATICN.
AER I AL-EVALUAT I CN *
ANDSAT, HIGHWAY-CONSTRUCTION.
LL V A / PHOTOINTERPRETATION.
ING-TECHNIQUES, OCEANOGRAPHY.
L-SPILLS. INFRARED-RADIATION,
R-POLLUTION. WATER-POLLUTION.
URFACE, ABRAMOV O I*tf
ION . HINKLEY E*0
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
LANDSAT. RANGE-MANAGEMENT, TEX
LANOSAT, RANGQ R*# /WENT, SNO'Jl
LANDSAT, REEVES C A** RA
LANDSAT, RESERVOIR-MANAGEMENT,
LANDSAT, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT,
LANDSAT, RINKER J N*«
LANOSAT, SCHALLER E S*0 /, AGR
LANDSAT, SEA-ICE, ARCTIC, SC8C
LANDSAT, SEDIMENTS,, PIRIE D M
LANDSAT. SEMIARIC. ARIZONA, TU
LANDSAT. SENSOR-SYSTEM*
LANDSAT. SKYLAB. HOWARD C E JP
LANDSAT. SKYLA3. KANSAS. YARGE
LANDSAT, SKYLAB, KRUCK W*# /EN
LANOSAT. SMITH D P*#
LANDSAT. SMS/GOES. HEASLIP G B
LANDSAT. SOIL-MAP, MOORE D G*#
LANDSAT, SOILS, RANGELAND. VEG
LANDSAT. STEINER D**
LANDSAT. STROUO W G**
LANDSAT. SULFIDE^BEARING. IMAG
LANDSAT. TECTONIC-ANALYSIS, CR
LANDSAT. TEXAS, ViIEGANO C L**
LANDSAT. THEMATIC MAPS, RGB I NO
LANDSAT, THEMATIC-MAPPER, ALEX
LANDSAT. THEMATIC-MAPPER. ANDR
LANDSAT, THEMATIC, MAPS, ROBIN
LANDSAT, THERMAL-INERTIA. MAPP
LANDSAT* U«S«. CATALOG*
LANDSAT, URSAN. WATER-RESOURCE
LANOSAT. VINCENT R K** /M, EXP
LANDSAT, VINCENT R K*#
LANDSAT. VCLCANOLOGICAL. MAPPI
LANDSAT. WATER-QUALITY, SCANOI
LANDSAT. WATER-QCALITY, SURVEY
LANDSAT, WATER-RESOURCES. URBA
LANDSAT. WESTIN F C*#
LANDSAT. W Y A T T A W**
LANDSCAPE. GRANITE. BLACK-FORE
LANDSCAPE. HYOROLOGIC. MODELS,
LANDSCAPE, ZONI S V*# /, GEOMO
LANDSLIDE, CALIFORNIA, SIMS J
LANDSLIDE. CALIFORNIA, FRIZZEL
LANDSLIDE. GAGNON H*#
LANDSLIDE. MACDONALO H C** L
LANDSLIDE, UTAH, OLSON E P**
LANDSLIDES. CALIFORNIA. FRIZZE
LARSON T R*# SAR, IMAG
LASER-BEAMS, ABRAMOV O I*# /GI
LASER-TECHNIQUES, MELFI S h**
LASER, RADAR, POLLUTION, SEA-S
LASERS. AIR-MONITORING. POLLUT
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5-227 -MEASUREMENT. GASES* i.\.-RARiO
2-616 EXPLORATION, 8AS I N-AND-R ANGE.
2-747 PHOTOGEOLCGIC, ZAIRE, UGANDA.
1-SC8 ILLUMINATION, PHOTOMETRIC,
2-745
6-213 TRO-OPTICAL. SENSORS. CATIES.
3-281 MANAGEMENT, MAPPING. UANDSAT,
6-217 ECONNAISSANCE, FILM, TERRAIN,
1-523 TION. RECONNAISSANCE-SYSTEMS,
3-276 SAT, AGRONOMIC, HYORCLOGICAL,
4-26? KA, ENVIRONMENTAL-ASSESSMENT,
1-549 OHIO,
3-247 FERGUS FOREST, SIERRA-NEVADA,
6-1S2 E-ANALYSIS, VIDEC-PROCESSING.
6-218 GNNAISSANCE, COMPUTER-MODELS,
4-24C NATURES, OCEAN-DUMPED, WASTE,
5-222 NALYSIS, BUILDING-INSULATICN.
6-189 SING, ENGLISCH W**
5-247 NG. AIR-PCLLUTICN, ECKERT J /
4-2S2 ADIATICN. LASER-BEAMS. ABRAM/
1-576 DATABASE, IMAGE-PROCESSING,
2-733 ETHERLANDS, SESOEREN A**
2-720 ENNSYLVANIA. SKYLAB, LANDSAT,
2-767 L-ENERGY, 8ARBIER E*# ITALY,
2-725 S, KOWALIK W S/ PENNSYLVANIA,
2-691 ENERGY. NIGERIA, NORMAN J*#
2-709 BALD-EAGLE-MOU/ PENNSYLVANIA.
2-701 ALYSIS. COLORADC-FRONT-RANGE.
2-681 N-MATERIALS. DAM, MCKIM H L*/
l-£2© EARTH-RESOURCES.
1-519 EARTH-RESOURCES,
2-742 PHOTOGEOLCGIC, NEW YORK,
2-724 GEOLOGY, SPECTROSCQPY,
1-497 ARCHEOLOGY, VEGETATION-COVER,
5-249 ON J P*#
5-248 PLANT-SITE, IMAGE-PROCESSING,
2-652 P. COMPUTER-PROGPAMS. MODELS,
2-750 ATELLITE-PHOTOS. ALTAI-SAYAN.
2-746 THERMAL. MINERAL EXPLORATION.
•»-275 MAPPING, LANDSAT. BATHYMETRY,
5-254 HWAY-CCNSTRUCTICN, LANDSLIDE,
3-251 , YIELD. MONITORING, ACREAGE.
5-234 ERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY. ESTUARIES.
3-319 * SOUTHWEST, HORVATH E H*tf
5-2S7 DENYO V A/ LANO^USE. MAPPING.
1-509 * TWO-STAGE CLASSIFIER.
2-746 SKYLAB, GEOLOGIC. MAPPING,
2-681 DAM, MCKIM H L*/ LINEATIONS,
2-698 INFRARED. DRILLING.
2-793 NERALI2ATICN, BRAZIL. TECTCN/
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
LASERS, MURRAY E R** REMOTE
LATTMAN L H*# /AGERY. MINERAL-
LAVREAU J* *
LAVROV A I*«
LAWRENCE G R*#
LEARISH C B*# /TECHNIQUE, ELEC
LEE Y J** LANOSAT, FOREST-
LEIB K G** /RRELATOR. AEPIAL R
LEIBHOLZ S W*# SIMULA
LENDS G L*# /RAL-SCANNER, LAND
LENSINK C J*# /, MAPPING, ALAS
LEONE F*#
LESKINEN P H** /PATTERNS, CONI
LEVINSON R A** IMAG
LEWIN P L** AERIAL, R EC
LEWIS B W*# SPECTRAL-SIG
LIANG T*# /ANALYSIS. THERMAL-A
LIDAR, ATMOSPHERIC. REMOTE-SEN
LIDAR, ENVIRONMENTAL, MONITORI
LIDARS, OIL-SPILLS, INFRARED-R
LIEN E Y*#
LINEAMENT-ANALYSIS, LANOSAT, N
LINEAMENTS. JOINT, KOWALIK W S
LANDSAT, GEOTHERMA
MINERAL-OCCURRENCE
MINERALS. THEPMAL-
SULF IDE-DEPOSITS.
OFF IELD T W
CONST RUCTIO
LINEAMENTS.
LINEAMENTS.
LINEAMENTS.
LINEAMENTS.
LINEAR-STRUCTURES,
LINEATIONS. MAINE,
LITERATURE-SURVEY*
LITERATURE-SURVEY*
LOFTHOUSE S
LONGSHAW T
LOPENZ O*«
LOUISIANA, ENVIRONMENTAL, GGRD
LCVEGREEN J R*# /NOSAT» POWER-
LUCES S A** SNOW-COVE
LUKASHEV G N*# /-STRUCTURES, S
LYAL'KO V I*# GEO
LYZENGA O R*# CCEAN-BOTTCM,
M • NOT INDEXED
M* • NOT INDEXED
MACDONALD H C*#
MACDCNALD R B*#
MACHEMEHL J L*#
MACHINE-PROCESSED,
LANOSAT, HIG
LACIE
DREDGING* A
SOIL-SURVEY
LANDSAT, O
KAZAKOS D*
MACHINE-PROCE5SING,
MACHINE-PROCESS ING,
MAFFI C**
MAINE, CONSTRUCTION-MATERIALS.
MANGANESE, MOORE 3 R*#
MAPPING-STRUCTURE. LANDSAT, MI
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i-275 NDERSCN £ G*# COMMERCIAL,
3~^a6 RSHES. INSECT-CONTROL. T E X A S .
4-265 -ASSESSMENT, LE NSI N/
 ( SEAB I RO ,
2-61S LANDSAT, VOLCANOLOGICAL*
1-£71 SCANNEO-OATA, MODELS,
3-283 ORNE-PLATFORMS. FOREST, U. Sa .
2-782 GICAL-EXPLOITATION, AUTOMATIC
2-£46 LANDSAT, HYDROLOGY,
6-2C5 STURE, PRIC/ THERMAL-INERTIA,
5-242 SCANNER-DIGITIZED MAPPING,
6-225 M*# AUTOMATION, SURVEYING.
2-734 , WERMUNO E G** INVENTORIES.
2-€23 SPECTRCRADIOMETRIC-OETECTICN.
2-772 TEROTRANSPARENCIES, GOEPFERT/'
3-275 N E P/ TIMBER, UNITED-STATES.
2-757 TEXAS-GULF, AMSBURY D L*#
1-47C WATER, SPAIN, DELASCUEVAS N/
3-287 ON, LANDS/ COMPUTER-ANALYSIS,
2-787 THERMAL-MODEL. GEOLOGIC
2-766 PERMAFROST. ALASKA,
4-275 LYZENGA D R*# OCEAN-BOTTOM.
2-703 RALIZATION, METALL/ STRUCTURE
3-281 LANOSAT, FOREST-MANAGEMENT,
5-257 ANDSAT, ODENYO V A/ LAND-USE.
2-746 SKYLAB, GEOLOGIC,
5-242 GRAMS# SCANNER-DIGITIZED
2-€57 SNCW-ASSESSMENT, LANDSAT,
2-794 DUVAL J/ GAMMA-RAY. GEOLOGIC
2-804 * PHOTOGRAMMETRY, OPEN-PIT,
2-795 # PHGTOGRAMMETRY, OPEN-PIT,
2-798 LANDSAT, THERMAL-INERTIA,
2-676 R S fi*0 RIVER-BASIN, SNOW
1-499 RADIOMETER, STREMUER F G*«
6-220 PECTRAL. COMPUTER-TECHNIQUES.
2-71fi CA. ROSE W I JR*» GEOLOGIC
2-730 LANDSAT, GEOLOGICAL
3-275 PHOTOGRAPHY. MEAL/ WETLANDS.
2-717 LIA, KRONBERG P*# LANDSAT,
2-601 OIGITAL-THERMATICS.
3-3C<5 - WILDLIFE-MANAGEMENT, TEXAS.
1-574 DIOMETRIC, LANDSAT, THEMATIC,
1-503 AOICMETRIC, LANDSAT. THEMATIC
5-215 UNTRIES, ORB ITAL-IMAG/ RURAL.
4-236 SEASAT-A, NOAA,
4-273 . SURVEYS. ST/ NOAA. LANDSAT,
4-274 N-ENVIRONMENTS/ LANDSAT, MSS,
2-632 EY, NCKTHERN-APPENNINE-RANGE,
4-265 TIC-OCEAN, CURRENTS. LANDSAT.
4-235 NT. VIRGINIA. PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
4-242 NITED-STATES, MATER-ANALYSIS,
3-286 . MAPPING. / VEGETATION. SALT
5-240 -SCANNER. PLUME-MEASUREMENTS.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
MAPPING, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, A
MAPPING, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, A
MAPPING, ALASKA, ENVIRONMENTAL
MAPPING. ANDES. KUSSMAUL S**
MAPPING, 3AKER J R*0
MAPPING, BARKER G R*# /T, A IRS
MAPPING, BRACONNE S** GEOLO
MAPPING, CANADA, CHAF.RON J E*.«
MAPPING, COMPOSITION, SOIL-MCI
MAPPING. COMPUTER-PROGRAMS*
MAPPING. COMPUTER. THOMPSON M
MAPPING. ENVIRONMENTAL-GEOLOGY
MAPPING, FERRIC-IRON. MINERALS
MAPPING, FILTER-CORRELATION. S
MAPPING, FORESTRY, LANDSAT, KA
MAPPING. GEOLOGICAL-FEATURES.
MAPPING, GEOLOGICAL-STHUCTURE,
MAPPING, GYPSY MCTH, DEFCLIATI
MAPPING, KAHLE A B*#
MAPPING, KOEKSTRA P**
MAPPING, LANDSAT, BATHYMETRY,
MAPPING. LANDSAT, BRAZIL. MINE
MAPPING, LANOSAT, LEE Y J*0
MAPPING, MACHINE-PROCESSING, L
MAPPING , MAFFI C*#
MAPPING, MAPPING, COMPUTER-PRO
MAPPING, MCGINNIS D F JR*#
MAPPING, MINERAL, EXPLORATION,
MAPPING* MINING. MCCARTER M K*
MAPPING, MINING, MCCARTER M K*
MAPPING, OMAN. PCHN H A**
MAPPING, RADIOMETERS, SCHNEIOE
MAPPING, RESOLUTION, SCANNING,
MAPPING, SITE SURVEYS, WEST T
MAPPING. SKYLAB, CENTRAL-AMERI
MAPPING, SMITH A F*#
MAPPING, VEGETATION. INFRARED,
MAPPING. YEMEN, ETHIOPIA, SOMA
MAPS, DAVIES W A*#
MAPS, LANOSAT. FRENTRESS C O*#
MAPS. ROEINOVE C J*# RA
MAPS. ROBINOVE C J** R
MAPS, SEMI-ARID, DEVELOP ING-CO
MARINE-APPLICATIONS, MONITOR*
MARINE-RESOURCE. OCEANQGRAPH1C
MARINE-STUDIES, COMPUTER, OCEA
MARINE C M*# /• LANDFCRM, SURV
MARKO J fi*# ICE-PACK, ARC
MARSH, OIL-SPILL, MUNOAY J C J
MARSHALL H G*# / STERN-SH ELF. U
MARSHES, INSECT-CONTROL, T E X A S
MARTIN C W*# /NFRARED, THERMAL
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2-662 NTAfiCTIC, ICE. MCDEL-STUDIES»
6-219 NCE, CCMPUTER-PRCGRAMS, AIRS.
6-2t58 ONS. AERIAL-MAPPING, CAMERAS.
6-217 IAl_ RECONNAISSANCE. FILM. TE/
6-216 RAPHV , / OPTICAL-CORRELATORS.
2-803 OROGECMORPHIC, FLOOD-HAZARDS,
2-692 WATER-TEMPERATURE. THERMAL-/
3-246 OS, METEOROLOGICAL-VARIATION,
4-246 INFRARED SENSORS. MICROWAVE.
4-290 ANCGRAPHY, MI CRCViAVE-SENSORS.
3-316 LAC IE. LANDSAT, AGROPHVSICAL.
.2-8C4 Y. OPEN-PIT, MAPPING, MINING.
2-795 Y, CPEN-PIT. MAPPING. MINING,
2-749 STREAM-ANALYSIS. KANSAS,
3-278 E, MICROWAVES. PRECIPITATION.
2-657 ASSESSMENT, LANDSAT, MAPPING,
2-681 CONSTRUCT ION-MATERIALS, DAM,
2-640 INAL-MCRAINE. CUTWASH-PLAINS•
4-284 ITE-IMAGERY, WATEF-PCLLUTI ON.
3-275 ATION. INFRARED, PHOTOGRAPHY.
5-221 C-OCEAN, RECK G M*# IN-SITU
4-283 TION. HISTORICAL. TIDAL-FLAT,
6-216 -FILTERS. AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
2-C9G IRONDACK-MOUNTAINS. INFRARED,
3-315 L**
5-241 -POLLUTION. LASER-TECHNIQUES,
2-800 EMICAL, MINERAL, EXPLORATION.
2-696 CALIFORNIA. SKYLAB, FAULTS,
2-763 DSAT. BRAZIL, MINERALIZATION,
2-639 SAT-IMAGERY. CANNON P J**
1-544 HKURAK S*#
3-246 EMATICALX WHEAT-GRAIN-YIELDS,
5-237 SCREWWORM-ERAOICAT10N, TEXAS.
5-226 SLAR. ERY/ LANOSAT. FLOODING,
1-473 SATTINGER I J*#
5-246 IE. THERMAL-DISCHARGES. OHIO.
4-239 MITCHEL/ ICE-RECONNAISSANCE,
1-485
2-625 AT-LAKES, VICKERS R S**
4-288 BOTHNIA, TIURI M*# SEA-ICE.
4-29C RFACE-CURRENTS. OCEANOGRAPHY.
3-311 . . RUNCF.F-PCTENTIAL,
1-562
4-246 E-CURRENTS, INFRARED SENSORS,
3-271 AGRICULTURAL. SOIL, KONDRAT'/
6-199 AS G** SCATTEROMETER,
4-234 . PROJECT-SEA-ICE. TIURI M*#
4-276 E-TEMPERATURE, SEASAT, PORTE/
3-304 , SCHMUGGE T J**
3-298 TAT ION, NIMBUS-5, ULABY F T*/
3-269 OIL-MOISTURE, NJOKU/ PASSIVE.
3-294 , EAG/ SOIL-MOISTURE, SKYLAB,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
MARTIN P J** A
MARTIN 5 F** RECONNAISA
MAFTIN W C*# /-TKANSFER-FUNCT!
MATCHED-FILTER-CCRRELATOfi. AER
MATCHED-FILTERS. AERIAL-PHOTOG
MATHEMATICAL-MODELS, BAKER V R
MATHEMATICAL-MODELS. INFRARED.
MATHEMATICAL-MODELS. FEYERHERM
MAUL G A*# / SURFACE-CURRENTS.
MAUL G A** /FACE-CURRENTS. OCE
MAY G A*#
MCCARTER M K*# PHOTOGRAMMETR
MCCARTER M K*# PHQTOGRAMMETR
MCCAULEY J*«
MCFARLAND M J** / SOIL-MOISTUR
MCGINNIS D F JR*# SNOW-
MCKIM H L** /I NEAT IONS, MAINE.
MCKINNEY W M*# / ISCONSIN, TERM
MCLEQD tf R*# /IL-SPILL. SATELL
MEALCR K T JR*# /APPING. VEGET
MEASUREMENT. ATMOSPHERE, ARCTI
MEDLEY E*# / SEOIMENT-DISTRieU
MEHALEK G M*# /LATCRS. MATCHED
MEISNER C E*# SNOWCOVER, AD
MELALEUCA, FLORIDA, CAPEHART B
MELFI S H** /-POLLUTION, WATER
MERCURY, ABRAMOVSKII B P*# /CH
MERIF1ELC P M*#
METALLOGENY, OFFIELO T W** /AN
METEOR ITE-CRATER, ALASKA * LAND
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITES, WAS
METEOROLOGICAL-VARIATION, MATH
MEXICO, EARNES C M*# /NICUES.
MICHIGAN, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
MICHIGAN, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT,
MICHIGAN* /OtfER-PLANT, LAKE-ER
MICROFILM-FILE. POLAR^RE CI ONS,
MICROiKAVE-FREQUENCI ES#
MICROWAVE-PROPERTIES, ICE, GRE
MICROWAVE-RADIOMETRY, GULF-CF-
MICROWAVE-SENSORS. MAUL G A*#
MICROWAVE, BLANC HARD B J *#
ENGLAND A W*#
MAUL G A** / SURFAC
MOISTURE-RESERVES.
OCEAN-SURFACE. BOMM
RADIOMETER. SEA ICE
RADIOMETRIC, SURFAC
SOIL-MOISTURE, U.S.
SOIL-MOISTURE, VEGE
THERMAL-EMISSION, S
AERIAL-PHOTO GRAPHY
MICROWAVE,
MICROWAVE,
MICROWAVE*
MICROWAVE.
MICROWAVE,
MICROWAVE.
MICROWAVE.
MICROWAVE.
MICROWAVE,
MICROWAVES,
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3-313 ** SOILS. MOISTURE.
3-27£ ARLANy SKYLAB, SOIL-MOISTURE,
5-256 TION. SPECTROSCCPIC-ANALYSIS.
4-282 NDSAT. NORTH-CAROLINA, COAST.
2-697 PETROLEUM-EXPLORATION, KENYA,
2-621 ANOSCAPE, HYDRCLCGIC, MODELS,
5-263 -BASIN, WASTES* COAL,
2-748 I*# GEOTHERMAL,
2-618 OTOGELGLGY, LANOSAT. IMAGERY.
1-S7C F SHORE-TECHNOLOGY-CONFERENCE,
2-617 LANDSAT. CARPENTER R H*#
2-725 S/ PENNSYLVANIA, LINEAMENTS,
2-794 GAMMA-RAY, GEOLGGIC MAPPING,
2-8S© EfiIAL-SURVEY ING, GEOCHEMICAL,
2-744 ALYSIS, LANOSAT, ABOEL-GAWAO/
2-793 MAPPING-STRUCTURE, LANDSAT,
2-703 URE MAPPING, LANDSAT, BRAZIL,
2-684 * HUNDEMANN A S**
2-623 ECTION, MAPPING, FERRIC-IRON,
2-753 PECTRAL-SIGNATUfiES, INFRARED,
2-695
2-691 RIA, NCRMAN J** LINEAMENTS,
2-78? 0 T** PHOTOLI.NEAMENTS,
2-661 ENVIRCNMENTAL-PRCBLEMS, COAL
2-€89 IRGINIA. PHOTOINTERPRETATI ON,
2-624 ANDSAT, PENNSYLVANIA, SURFACE
2-626 TE, IMAGERY, MCNITQR, SURFACE
2-63O TE, IMAGERY, MONITOR, SURFACE
2-604 GRAMMETRY, OPEN-PIT, MAPPING,
2-795 GRAMMETRY. OPEN-PIT, MAPPING,
1-536 J E*»
2-799 D W*y TECTONISM, SEISMICITY,
2-704 D W*# TECTONISM, SEISMICITY,
2-683 , RUFF J F*#
1-569
4-262 INITY, ESTUARINE-ENVIRONMENT,
4-239 ICROFILM-FILE, PGLAR-REGIONS.
2-695 MINERALS. INDIA,
4-257 HI/ SEA-SURFACE, TEMPERATURE,
2-651 ET, WATER-DEMAND, ESTES J E*/
2-662 ANTARCTIC, ICE,
3-254 AT, VERHOEF/ ROW-CROPS, SUITS
C-243 LACIE, ANDREWS J*#
3-244 T. THEMATIC-MAPPER, ANDREWS /
1-494 STEREO-ANALYSIS, DIGITAL,
4-267 L-SLICK, MONITORING, LANDSAT,
3-249 NSAS, NALEP/ WHEAT-SIGNATURE,
3-213 SOILS, MOISTURE, MICROWAVES,
2-656 T-BASEC, WATERSHEDS, COMPUTER
2-652 NOW-COVER, COMPUTER-PROGRAMS,
1-S71 SCANNED-OATA,
2-621 LANDSCAPE, HYDROLOGIC,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word index
M I C R O W A V E S . MODELS, BHAGAT P K
M I C R O W A V E S . PRECIPITATION, MCF
MILLAN M M*# AIR-PCLLU
MILLER G H*# LA
MILLER J 3*# LANDSAT,
MILLER L D*# L
MINE, POLLUTION, POTOMAC-RIVER
MINERAL EXPLORATION, LYAL 'KO V
MINERAL-EXPLORATION, BASIN-ANO
MINERAL-EXPLORATION* XINGS, CF
MINERAL-CCCURRENCES, COLCRADO,
MINERAL-OCCURRENCES. KOWALI.K W
MINERAL, EXPLORATION, OUVAL J
MINERAL, EXPLORATION, MERCURY,
MINERAL, NEVADA, GEOLOGICAL-AN
MINERALIZATION, BRAZIL, TECTCN
MINERALIZATION, MET ALLOCiENY , O
MINERALOGY, SURVEYS. TECTONICS
MINERALS, COLLINS W*# /RIC-OET
MINERALS. HUNT G R*# S
MINERALS, INDIA, MITRA S N*/»
MINERALS, THERMAL-ENERGY. NICE
MI MNG-APPLICATIONS. ANDERSON
MINING, AMATC R V*» / LANDSAT,
MINING. BENCH 3 M*# /A, WEST-V
MINING, CONSERVATION, RECLAMAT
MINING, KENTUCKY, FISH B R*# /
MINING. KENTUCKY, FISH B R** /
MINING, MCCARTER M K*» PHOTO
MINING, MCCARTER M K*# PHOTO
MINNESOTA, COASTAL-ZONc• SIZER
MISSISSIPPI-EM8AYMENT, O'LEARY
MISSISSIPPI-EMBAYMENT, CLEARY
MISSISSIPPI-RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY
MISSISSIPPI, BANKSTON P T* 0
MISSISSIPPI, THOMANN G C** /AL
MITCHELL P A*# /CNNAISSANCE, M
MITRA S N*«
MODE-1 . CLIMATE-PATTERNS, VOCR
MODEL-STUDIES. HYDROLOGIC-BUOG
MODEL-STUDIES. MARTIN P J*#
MODEL, CANCPY-REFLECTANCE, WHE
MODEL, CFOP-PRODUCTION. WHEAT,
MODEL, CROP-PRODUCTION, LANDSA
MODEL* IMAGERY* CROMBIE M A*#
MODEL, KLEMAS V*0 01
MODELING-ANALYSIS, LANDSAT, KA
MODELS, BHAGAT P K*«
MODELS, JACKSON T J*» LANDSA
MODELS, LUCES S A*# S
MODELS, MAPPING, BAKER J R*#
MODELS. MILLER L D*#
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Number
4-238 STAL-AREAS* BEACH-ENVIRCNMcNT
3-31C UREt CL/ RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT.
6-210 CAMERA-SYSTEM/ IMAGE-QUALITY,
3-271 L, SOIL, KONDRAT1/ MICROWAVE,
2-213 BHAGAT P K*# SOILS,
1-550 NER, CORRESPONDENCE-ANALYSIS,
2-630 CKY, FIS/ SATELLITE, IMAGERY.
2-628 CKY. FIS/ SATELLITE. IMAGERY,
4-236 A. NCAA, MARINE-APPLICATIONS,
3-251 R B*» LACIE. YIELD,
5-247 ERT J / HOAR, ENVIRONMENTAL.
5-225 EVISION, STACK-EFFLUENT, S02.
5-258 ICATONS, ZELL/ AIR-POLLUTICN,
3-2SS VEGETATION, GREAT-PLAINS. R/
5-218 -USE. WATER-QUALITY, LANDSAT,
4-267 EMAS V*# OIL-SLICK,
4-243 OLLUTICN. RADAR-C3SERVAT I ONS,
5-261 IR-POLLUTION, / ENVIRONMENTAL
5-241 -POLLUTION, LASER-TECHNIQUES/
2-776 EPMAL-INFRARED, GROUND-WATER.
2-698 NFRARED, DRILLING, MANGANESE,
3-317 RY. SUDAN, LANDSAT. SOIL-MAP,
3-295 PORTAT ION, SOILS, IRRIGATION,
6-191 RADAR. POLAR-MISSION. SAP,
1-5G6 RADAR. I MAGE-INTERPRETATION.
1-£01 INFRARED, IMAGES.
2-694 J E*» ARGENTINA.
3-287 UTER-ANALYSIS, MAPPING. GYPSY
4-258 LANDSAT, HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY,
4-274 OCEAN-ENVIRONMENTS/ LANDSAT,
1-555 DIGITAL-TECHNIQUES, LANDSAT,
3-266 TEMPERATURE, VEGETATION,
1-487 P G Jfi*#
3-284 E, PATUXENT-RI VER, WATERSHED,
1-560 FONTANEL A** LANDSAT,
2-712 C*# HYDROTHERMAL, INFRARED,
2-625 DROLOGIC-FEATURES, NORTH-SLO/
3-2711 TI SPECTRAL-SCANNER, LANDSAT,/
5-231 PERATURE-OISTRIBUTION. URBAN,
3-285 W G*# COMPUTER. VEGETATION,
C-195 URE, CAMERA, COASTAL-STUDIES,
3-270 ,/ WULTISPECTRAL-RECOGNITION,
1-550 ONOENCE-ANALYSIS. MONGET J M/
1-E47 S L*# DATA-ANALYSIS.
1-565 N J D*# EARTH-RESOURCES,
2-£4« WATER-CUALITY, BCLA/ LANOSAT,
2-C31 GIC-APPL/ DIGITAL-PROCESSING,
2-643 BARNES J/ SNOW-SURVEY, EREP,
2-688 J C*/ INFRARED, SNOW, SKYLAB,
3-262 AL-SIGNATURES./ CROP-SPECTRA,
3-253 -PHCTOGRAPHY, LANDSAT, RADAR,
2-666 ANKTONIC, ALGAL-DISTRIBUTION,
M O N I T O R I N G ,
MONITOR ING,
M O N I T O R ING,
M O N I T O R I N G ,
M O N I T O R I N G ,
M O N I T O R I N G .
M O N I T O R I N G ,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word index
MODELS * ScFLECTANCE. SMUCHMAN
MODELS, SOUTH-DAKOTA. AGRICULT
MODULAITCN-TRANS FER-FUNCTICN,
MOISTURE-RESERVES, AGRICULTURA
MOISTURE, MICROWAVES. MODELS.
MONGET J M** /LT ISPECTRAL^SCAN
MONITOR. SURFACE MINING, KENTU
MONITOR, SURFACE MINING, KENTU
MONITOR* SEASAT-
MONITORING, ACREAGE, MACDONALD.
MONITORING, AIR-POLLUTION, ECK
CROSS E F** /O-TEL
ENVIRONMENTAL-APPL
GREEN-WAVE-EFFECT.
KENTUCKY GRAVES 0
LANDSAT* MODEL, KL
VANKUILEN3URG J**
WATER-POLLUTION, A
MONITORS, AIR-POLLUTION, WATER
MONTANA, BOETTCHER A J*# TH
MOORE B R*0 I
MOORE D G** INVENTO
MOORE D G*# /KYLAB, EVAPOTRANS
MOORE R K*#
MORAIN S A*#
MORAIN S A**
MOSAICS. PHOTOGEOLOGIC, CNESTI
MOTH, DEFOLIATION, LANDSAT. PE
MSS, HA*MACK J C*#
MSS. MARINE-STUDIES. COMPUTER,
MSS, RIFMAN S S*#
MSS, URBAN-AREA. GRCSSMANN H*«
MULTISPECTPAL SCANNER. HAS ELL
MULTISPECTRAL-ANALYSIS, DALLAM
MULT ISPECTRAL-CLASSIFICATION,
MULTISPECTRAL-IMAGES, ROWAN L
MULTISPECTRAL-OBSERVATIONS, HY
MULT ISPECTRAL-RECOGNIT JON, MUL
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, t^ERMCG
MULT I SPECTRAL-SCANNER, CIBULA
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNEfiS, CHISM
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNEft, LANDSAT
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER. CORRESP
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, WHITLEY
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, ERICKSO
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, LAKES,
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, HYDROLO
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, SKYLAB,
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNER, BARNES
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNERS, SPECTR
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNERS, ROLLER
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNING, HORNE
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Number
3-256
5-243
6-22©
6-223
3-323
3-307
4-235
5-227
2-C99
3-24?
4-232
4-245
2-733
2-744
1-S56
2-742
2-645
5-23Q
5-224
2-780
2-776
2-775
4-232
5-219
1-505
3-28C
3-288
3-312
2-691
6-194
3-296
2-707
3-269
4-254
4-273
4-236
6-202
1-477
2-C91
2-706
4-26C
4-282
3-316
4-279
2-€29
2-632
2-687
2-799 ICITY, MISSISSIPPI-EMBAYMENT,
CANOPY-SPECTRAL-REFLECTANCc,
WAY PLAN/ GEOLOGIC-MATERIALS.
QUESt MAPPING. SITE SURVEYS./
EM, SCHALLER E S**
AINS, AHLRICHS / CROP-CANOPY.
. FKEDERKING R L**
OGRAMMETRY, MARSH. OIL-SPILL.,
MENT, GASES. INFRARED LASERS.
GANATS, KASHAN-PLAIN. IRAN.
NG-ANALYSIS. LANDSAT, KANSAS.
JR** NEW-YORK-BIGHT.
NIQUES. VCNBUN F 0*#
LINEAMENT-ANALYSIS. LANDSAT,
ANOSAT. ABDEL-GAWAD/ MINERAL.
ENSEN W L*# UTAH.
PHOTOGEOLOGIC.
ANOSAT, RESERVOIR-MANAGEMENT.
ON f? B/ VEGETATION. LAND-USE,
* SPICER C tt** URBAN-AREAS.
AERIAL RADIOMETRIC, TEXAS.
AERIAL RADICMETRIC, TEXAS.
AERIAL RADICMETRIC. TEXAS,
MPING, HALL J B JR**
OLV UTICA-ROME, AIR-QUALITY,
IMAGE-REGISTRATION. OVERLAY,
EROSICN. AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY,
. LANDSAT, FUELS. CALIFORNIA.
FADAR. SOILS*
TS, MINERALS. THERMAL-ENERGY,
CAMCLFLAGE. RECONNAISSANCE.
E. SOIL-MOISTURE, VEGETATION.
POHN H A** LANDSAT.
RMAL-EMISSION, SOIL-MOISTURE,
SA/ HIGH-PESOLUTICN IMAGERY,
, OCEANCGRAPHIC. SURVEYS, ST/
ITCR*
ATTERING-FUNCTIONS.
SEASAT-A,
KOROLEVA/
LANDSAT.
ALS. THERMAL-ENEFGY. NIGERIA.
AH FORNIA, CRUSTAL-ACCRETION,
APHY. INLETS W A T E R W A Y S . BAKE/
G H** . LANDSAT,
VEGETATION, BARRIER-DUNE.
-SCAN SONAR, CASTON G F*»
VATIONS, HYOROLCGIC-FEATURES.
GEOMORPHIC. LANOFORM, SURVEY,
SURVEY, AFCONE S
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNING, VEPHOE
MULTISPECTRAL-TECHNIQUES, HIGH
MULTISPECTRAL, CCMPUTER-TECHNI
MULT1SPECTRAL. PROCESS IN G-SYST
MULTISPECTRAL, REFLECTANCE, GR
MULTISPECTRAL, VIRGINIA. SOILS
MUNDAY J C JR*J» /IRGINIA, PHOT
MURRAY E R** REMOTE-MEASURE
N • NOT INDEXED
'N* • NOT INDEXED
NAOJI M**
NALEPKA P F*# /GNATURE, MODEL1
NASA, OCEAN-DUMPING, HALL J B
NASA, OCEANS, SATELLITES, TECH
NETHERLANDS, SESCEREN A**
NEVADA, GEOLOGICAL-ANALYSIS, L
NEVADA, GEOLOGY-INFORMATION, J
NEW YORK, LOFTHOUSE .S T* #
NEW-ENGLAND, COOPER S*# L
NEW-ENGLAND, HISTORICAL, SIMPS
NEW-ENGLAND, OXJCANT-TRANSPCRT
NEW-MEXICO*
NEW-MEXICO*
NEW-MEXICO*
NEW-YORK-BIGHT, NASA, OCEAN-OU
NEW-YORK, AERIAL-PHOTO. URBAN,
NG K Y K**
NICHOLAS E C** /EDIMENT-YIELD,
NICHOLS J D*# /REST-MANAGEMENT
NIEUWENHUIS E*#
NIGERIA, NORMAN J** LINEAMEN
NIGHT-VISION, BARNES J A*#
NIM8US-5, ULABY F T** / ICROWAV
NIMBUS. THERMAL-INERTIA, OMAN,
NJOKU E G** /E. MICROWAVE, THE
NOAA-SPACECRAFT, TEMPERATURES,
NOAA,, LANOSAT, MARINE-RESOURCE
NCAA, MARINE-APPLICATIONS. MON
NOISE. AERIAL-PHCTOGRAPHIC, SC
NON-U. S,. CATALOG*
NORMAN J** LINEAMENTS. MINER
NORMARK W R* /-RISE. GULF-OF-C
NORTH-CAROLINA. AERIAL-PH3TOGR
NORTH-CAPOHNA. COAST. MILLER
NORTH-CAROLINA, SCHROEDER P**
NORTH-CHANNEL. IRISH-SEA. SIDE
NORTH-SLOPE, ALASKA, HALL 0 K*
NORTHERN-APPENNINE-RANGE, MARI
NUMERICAL-STUDIES, RESISTIVITY
O • NOT INDEXED
O* • NOT INDEXED
O'LEARY C W*» /ECTONISM, SEISM
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Number
4-2S5
4-275
4-256
4-24C
4-232
4- 2 74
4-233
6-199
4-259
4-246
4-256
4-273
4-28S
4-29O
4-286
4-245
4-271
5-257
2-702
2-793
2-703
2-701
1-570
l-£48
1-5S4
1-549
5-246
4-293
4-243
4-241
4-267
4-291
4-235
4-284
4-292
4-281
4-252
3-277
2-704
5-219
3-310
2-70C
2-715
2-707
2-79C
2-C94
2-795
2-804
2-616
6-216
4-252
6-208
E. 1
. B,
ROPI
*#
ss.
HM/
RED
AA.
S.
, w
. V'
TRY
MA
RAL
MI
ONT-
. M
AKE
-FR
ONS
. P
. M
EUT
GIN
WAT
. L
L-E
BLA
ICI
EW-
S.
-AN
SAT
AT*
TIN
ART
ART
ICE
ILT
-SE
RIA
RADAR, JAIN A**
BATHYMETRY. LYZENGA O R*#
HYLL. RADIOMETER. HOVIS W/
SPECTRAL-SIGNATURES.
NEW-YORK-BIGHT. NASA,
MARINE-STUDIES, COMPUTER.
SEASAT-A,
SCATTEROMETER. MICROWAVE,
SYNTHETIC- APERTURE-RADAR,
SENSORS. MICROWAVE. MAUL/
ULTRASCUND. TURBULENCE.
LANDSAT, MARINE-RESOURCE.
SAR. IMAGING-TECHNIQUES.
MAUL G / SURFACE-CURRENTS.
WASTE-DIS/
NASA,
GEOLOGY. BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
ACHINE-PROCESSING. LANDSAT.
INFRARED, GEOTHERMIC3,
ICN. BRAZIL. TECTONIC,
NERALIZATION, MSTALLOGENY,
LINEAR-STRUCTURES,
INERAL-EXPLCX PROCEEDINGS,
LANDSAT, IMAGERY.
WATER-POLLUTION,
VCNBUN F O*#
-ERIE, THERMAL-DISCHARGES.
CNTS, POLLUTANTS, LANDSAT,
• MCNITCRING. VANKUILENBU/
PRONK A C*»
ODEL, KLEMAS V**
H M** LANDSAT.
, PHOTOGRAMMETRY, MARSH,
TER-POLLUTION. MCLEOD W R*/
LASER-BEAMS. ABRAM/ LIDARS,
MISSION. SEA. CASPIAN-SEA,
NCHARD / WATERSHED RUNOFF,
TY, MISSISSIPPI—5MBAYMENT,
YORK. AERIAL-PHOTO, URBAN.
SOUTH-DAKOTA, AGRICULTURE,
LANDSLIDE, UTAH.
ALYSIS. CROATIA, SLOVENIA.
, NIMBUS, THERMAL-INERT IA.
THERMAL-INERTIA. MAPPING,
A. MOSAICS, PHOTOGEOLOGIC.
ER M K*« PHOTOGRAMMETPY,
ER M K*# PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
. SNOW, KNOLLENBERG R G*#
ERS, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, /
• CIL, POLOVINKO V V*#
L-MAPPING. CAMERAS. MARTI/
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
CCEAN W A V E S . SYNTHETIC-APERTUR
OCEAN-BOTTOM. MAPPING, LANDSAT
GCEAN-COLCR. REFLECTANCE, CHLO
OCEAN-DUMPED. W A S T E , LEWIS B W
OCEAN-DUMPING. HALL J B JR*#
OCEAN-ENVIRONMENTS. KIRKHAM R
OCEAN-INCUSTRY, ECONOMIC*
OCEAN-SURFACEi BCMMAS G**
OCEAN-WAVES. GULF-STREAM. SHUC
OCEAN. SURFACE-CURRENTS. INFRA
OCEAN. VCLKOVA A V**
OCEANOGRAPHIC. SURVEYS. STEVEN
OCEANOGRAPHY, LARSON T R**
OCEANOGRAPHY, MICROWAVE-SENSOR
OCEANS, CURRENT-CROCUE-STUDIES
OCEANS, SATELLITES, TECHNIQUES
OCEANS, SEA-ICE, BIOLOGY, BRCW
OOENYO V A O*# /-USE, MAPPING.
OELSNER C*#
CFFIELO T W*# /, LANDSAT. MINE
OFFIELD T W*# /ANOSAT, BRAZIL ,
OFFIELD T W** /IS. CCLCRADC-FR
OFFSHORE-TECHNOLCGY-CONFERENCE
OGROSKY C E**
OHIO, GCESLING P*#
OHIO, LEONE F**
OHIO, MICHIGAN* /OWER-PLANT, L
OIL-DRIFT, KLEMAS V***f /UARINE
OIL-POLLUTION, RAOAR-OBSERVATI
OIL-POLLUTION, SLAR, SEA-WAVES
OIL-SLICK, MONITORING, LANOSAT
OIL-SLICKS, WATER-POLLUTION, D
OIL-SPILL, MUNDAY J C JR*# /IR
OIL-SPILL, SATELLITE-IMAGERY,
OIL-SPILLS, INFRARED-RADIATION
OIL-r-SPILLS, THOMSON K P B*#
GIL, POLCVINKO V V*# -CPTICA
OKLAHOMA, AER I AL-PHOTOGR APHY ,
CLEARY C W*# TECTONISM, SEISM
OLNEY S S** /E, AIR-QUALITY, N
OLSCHMER F A*# /AGEMENT, MODEL
OLSON E ?*#
OLUIC M*# LANCSAt, TECTONIC
OMAN, POHN H A * * LAND
OMAN, PCHN H A*# LANDS
ONESTI J E** ARGEN
OPEN-PIT, MAPPING, MINING, MCC
OPEN-PIT, MAPPING. MINING. MCC
OPTICAL-ARRAY, SPECTROMETERS,
OPTICAL-CORRELATORS, MATCHED-F
OPTICAL-EMISSION, SEA, CASPIAN
OPTICAL-TRANSFER-FUNCTIONS, AE
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Number
l-f!3 , G E A R Y J M*#
5-215 I-ARIC. DEVELCPIN<i-CCUNTRIES»
2-€46 CODING. COASTAL-ENVIRONMENTS.
3-257 SOILS. HARDY N E** AERIAL.
2-766 CTOECTCNIC-MAFS, PROSPECTING,
2-716 PHOTO-GEOLOGY,
1-557 NICATICN, JENSEN J R**
2-64G WISCONSIN, TERMINAL-MORAINE.
1-S65 IMAGE-REGISTRATICN.
5-224 * URBAN-AREAS. NEW-ENGLAND,
2-705 EXPLORATIONS, TIN,
3-269 ISSION, SOIL-MOISTURE, NJOKU/
6-215 NT, AERIAL-PHCTOGRAPHY. D•AG/
1-496 CESSING. ZOBRIST A L*#
6-224 MPUTER-ASSISTEO, RADIOMETERS,
3-284 TISPEC/ HYDRGLCGIC. LAND-USE.
1-472 VERSE-MERCATOR, LANDSAT-DATA,
2-743 AT, FACLT, TECTONICS, SKYLAB,
2-725 RAL-OCCURRENCES, KOWALIK W S/
2-709 IDE-DEPOSITS, BALD-EAGLE-MCU/
2-720 LINEAMENTS, JOINT. KOWALIK /
2-C24 CONSERVATION, RECLA/ LANDSAT.
2-689 H O T O I N T E R P R E T A T I O N . M I N I N G , /
3-267 Y MOTH, DEFOLIATION, LANDSAT,
3-252 LUSTER ING. CLASSIFIER, LAC IE,
2-76C CEKSTRA P**
1-558
2-641 T, GLACIATION, GEOMORPHOLOGY,
2-697 MILLER J B*# LANDSAT,
2-796 , AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS. LANOSA/
3-290 GRICULTURE, ARIZONA, LANDSAT,
1^551
2-627 A*
2-716 ALL L £*#
2-723 V B*«
1-495 G*# CARTOGRAPHY,
2-768 UNTAINS-OUADRANGLE, ARIZONA,/
2-766 . ORE-DEPOSITS, HUNGARY. CZA/
2-61S • MINERAL-EXPLORATION, BASIN/
2-742 OUSE S T**
2-694 ARGENTINA* MOSAICS,
2-747 LAVREAU J**
1-507 NATION, WROBEL B*ff
2-779 A, GRANT S C*#
1-S72 TH G L*/ POINT-CO-ORDINATION,
5-251 *
6-226 SURVEYING, TRIANGULATIGN,
2-665 LOW-CHARACTERISTICS, LANDSAT,
4-287 PA-BAY, BOTTOM-CONFIGURATION,
4-235 TUARINE-MANAGEMENT. VIRGINIA.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
INTERFSftCGSAMS
ORBITAL-IMAGERY, VANGENOEREN J
ORBITAL-IMAGERY, VONOESHAAS* /
ORBITAL, GEOLOGY, VEGETATION,
ORE-DEPOSITS, HUNGARY, CZAKO T
ORE-DEPOSITS. ZALL L S*#
ORTHOPHOTO, CARTCGRAPHIC-CCMMU
OUTWASH-PLAINS, MCKINNEY W M*#
OVERLAY, NG K Y K*#
OXIDANT-TRANSPORT. SPICER C W*
P • NOT INDEXED
P* • NOT INDEXED
PAN Y S*#
PASSIVE. MICROWAVE. THERMAL-EM
PATENTS, PHCTOGRAPHIC-EQUIPTME
PATTERN-PECOGNIT ION, IMAGE-PRO
PATTERN-RECOGNITION, ANUTA P E
PATUXENT-RIVER. WATERSHED, MUL
PENDLETON T *•** /I VERSAL-TRANS
PENINSULAR-RANGES, CALIFORNIA,
PENNSYLVANIA, LINEAMENTS, MINE
LINEAMENTS, SULF
SKYLAB, LANDSAT,
SURFACE MINING.
WEST-VIRGINIA. P
WILLIAMS D L*# /
C
S P*
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENTLAND A P**
PERMAFROST, ALASKA, MAPPING, K
PERU. JAETZCLD R*#
PETERSON J E*# /EATION, LANDSA
PETROLEUM-EXPLORATION, KENYA,
PET ROLEUA*- GEOLOGY. PROSPECTING
PHELPS R A*# A
PHOTO IMAGERY, KROECK 0*»
PHOTO-ANALYSIS, DESERT. ARIZON
PHOTO-GEOLOGY, ORE-DEPOSITS, Z
PHOTO-IMAGES, GECLQGY, KOMARCV
PHOTO-INTERPRETATION, BARROW H
PHOTO-LINEAMENTS, TORTOLITA-MO
PHOTOECTCNIC-MAPS. PROSPECTING
PHOTOGELCLGY, LANOSAT, IMAGERY
PHOTOGEOLOGIC, NEW YORK, LOFTH
PHOTOGEOLOGIC, QNESTI J E*#
PHOTOGEOLOGIC, ZAIRE, UGANDA,
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC, POINT-DETERMI
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC, SINKHOLE, ICW
PHOTGGRAMMETRY-ANALYTICAL, SMI
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 0AM. F IS ERA J*
PHCTCGRAMMETRY, FAIG
PHOTOGR AMMETRY.
PHCTOGRAMMETRY,
PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
HOLLYDAY E F*#
HYDROLOGY, ROS
MARSH, OIL-SPI
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Number
2-795 INGi .V INI NO. MCCAKTER A4 K**
2-SC4 ING. MINING* MCCARTER M K**
6-215 L-PHOTCGRAPHY, D 'AGX PATENTS.
6-190 FILMS, HAMMOND / CALIBRATION,
1-516 OMATIC-INTERPRETATION, AERIAL
l-£4«5 AERIAL
2-637 AMALOV R G**
1-575 COMMERCIAL, MAPPING, AERIAL
1-481 EN L H**
1-522 RESOURCE-INVENTORY, AERIAL
3-275 APPING, VEGETATION. INFRARED,
2-660 . LAKE-ONTARIO, HIGH-ALTITUDE
2-669 PENNSYLVANIA, WEST-VIRGINIA,
2-729 • CALIFORNIA, SIMS J D**
2-777 . CALIFORNIA. FRI2ZELL V A J/
2-785 S. CALIFORNIA, FRIZZELL V A /
2-789 ATIONS, ANDERSON D T**
l-SaS ILLUMINATION,
2-763 C**
4-237 OCESSES, LANDSAT, SEDIMENTS,,
2-666 , MULTISPECTRAL-SCANNING, HO/
5-243 ISPECTFAL-TECHNIGUES. HIGHWAY
3-276 FORNIA, GRASSLAND, / LANDSAT.
3-296 AS, VEGETATION, INSECTS, HOST
1-489 DATA-COLLECTION,
2-668 LAKES, TEXAS,
2-66© O, HIGH-ALTITUDE PHOTOGRAPHY,
2-654 LAKE-ONTARIO, LANDSAT-IMAGES ,
5-240 */ INFEARED» THERMAL-SCANNER,
2-752 SATELLITE-IMAGES. VOLCANIC,
2-7C7 IMBUS, THERMAL-INERTIA, OMAN,
2-798 ERMAL-INERTIA, MAPPING. OMAN,
1-572 METRY-ANALYTICAL, SMITH G L*/
1-507 0 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC,
6-191 * RADAR,
4-239 CONNAISSANCE, MICROFILM-FILE.
4-293 , KLEMAS V/ ESTUARINE-FRONTS,
4-247 BAY, KLEMA/ ESTUARINE-FRONTS,
5-238 PHIES, HUNDEM/ ENVIRONMENTAL,
5-244 S. HAUGEN R K** LAND-USE,
5-228 RIC, REI/ REMOTE-MEASUREMENT,
2-644 .THERMAL-SCANNER. RIVERS,
5-259 LASERS, AIR-MONITOR ING,
5-263 * WASTES* COAL, MINE,
4-253 V 0 1*0 LASER. RADAR,
4-252 SSI ON, SEA, CASPIAN-SEA, OIL,
4-263 WAVE-SPECTRA, COMPUTER-MODEL,
4-276 SURFACE-TEMPERATURE, SEASAT,
5-263 COAL, MINE. POLLUTION,
5-248 SING, LOVEGREEN J R/ LANOSAT.
5-255 R A J*« LANOSAT.'
5-246 L-DISCHARGES. OHIO. MICHIGANX
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
PHCTOGRAMMETRY. OPEN—PIT, MAPP
PHCTOGRAMMETRY, OPEN-PIT, MAPP
PHCTOGRAPHIC-EQUIPTMENT, A E R I A
PHOTOGRAPHIC, SPECTRCGRAPHIC,
PHOTOGRAPHS, GORBUNCV V I** /T
PHOTOGRAPHS,
PHOTOGRAPHS,
PHOTOGRAPHY,
PHOTOGRAPHY ,
PHOTOGRAPHY,
PHOTOGRAPHY,
PHOTOGRAPHY ,
PHGTOINTERPRETATION,
PHOTOINTERPPETATION,
SARKANY J**
SEEPAGE-FLO\», DZH
ANDERSON E G* *
31BLIOGRAPHY, CGH
KHAHIN N G*«
MEALOR W T JR*# /
PLUhOWSKI E J** /
MINING. B
LANDSLIDE
PHOTOINTERPRtTATION. LANDSLIDE
PHOTOINTERPRETATION. LANDSLIDE
PHOTOLINEAMENTS. MINING—APPL1C
PHOTOMETRIC, LAVROV A I* ft
PHYSICAL-GEOGRAPHY, BARRETT E
PIRIE D M** XORNIA, COASTAL-PR
PLANKTONIC, ALGAL-DISTRIBUTION
PLANNING. CALIFORNIA, GAMBLE J
PLANT-DEVELOPMENT. RANGE, CALI
PLANTS. HART W G*# SK YL
PLATFORMS. BOLIVIA*
PLAYAS. LANDSAT. W Y A T T A W*/»
PLUHOWSKI E J*# /. LAKE-ONTARI
PLUHOWSKI E J*# /OITY-PLUMES,
PLUME-MEASUREMENTS, MARTIN C W
PLUTONIC. RING-STRUCTURES. YAK
POHN H A*# LANDSAT. N
POHN H A*# LANOSAT. TH
POINT-CO-ORDINATION, PHOTOGRAM
POINT-DETERMINATION, WROEEL B*
POLAR-MISS I ON, S AR , MOORE R K*
POLAR-REGIONS, MITCHELL P A*»
POLLUTANTS, LANDSAT, OIL-DRIFT
POLLUTANTS, LANDSAT, DELAWARE-
POLLUTION-DETECT ION, BIBLIOGRA
POLLUTION-PATTERNS. GREAT-LAKE
POLLUTION, AIRCRAFT, TROPOSPHE
EHEART J. W*#
HINKLEY E*#
POTOMAC-RIVER-BASIN
SEA-SURFACE, ABRAMO
V** OPTICAL-EMI
POLLUTI ON,
POLLUTION,
POLLUTI ON,
POLLUTION.
POLOVINKC
POOLE L R** /NTINENTAL-SHELF,
PORTER P A** /VE, RADIOMETRIC,
POTOMAC-filVER-BASIN. WASTES*
POWER-PLANT-SITE, IMAGE-PROCES
POWER-PLANT-SITING. EGGEN8ERGE
POWER-PLANT , LAKE-ERIE, THERMA
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1-541
3-276
2-708
6-2CS
2- 672
1-529
1-570
6-223
4-234
4-241
2-796
2-766
2-€38
2-€42
4-261
4-285
3-25C
1-534
4-243
3-272
4-272
2-79C
1-493
2-755
2-797
1-536
4-255
3-253
6-191
4-253
2-666
3-312
2-670
2-650
1-518
3-267
4-256
4-234
1-499
6-224
4-294
2-676
1-574
1-503
4-276
2-78C
2-775
2-776
2-781
THERMAL-SENSCR. LANDSAT.
8. SOIL-MOISTURE, MICROWAVES*
VOLCANIC* ICELAND.
* COMPOSITION. SCIL-MGISTURE,
URVEY, SYMPOSIUM. WATER-RESOX
URVEY, SYMPOSIUM, SMISTAD G*X
GY-CONFERENCE, MINERAL-EXPLO/
S*# MULTISPECTRAL,
CROWAVE* RADIOMETER* SEA ICE*
L-POLLUTICN. SLAR, SEA-WAVES,
S. LANDSAX PETROLEUM-GEOLOGY,
GARY, CZAX PHOTOECTONIC-MAPS*
S* AIRBORNE-MEASUREMENTS* CHX
i
LANDSAT* LAKES* WATER
NDEX. INFRARED. SALINE WATER,
WATER-POLLUTION. REFLECTANCE.
LAMARCA, EUCALIPTUS. LANOSAT,
P J**
. VANKUJLENBU/ OIL-POLLUTIGN,
ULTURE, SPECTROMETERS, ULA8Y/
ERS» SCHELL J A**
ST.-LAWRENCE-R1VER* RIVEPS,
GERY. BELL J W**
SIDE-LCOK
DWICK C D*# CCNVAIR-560,
ORAIN S A**
AN WAVES. SYNTHETIC-APERTURE.
AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY. LANOSAT.
RE R K*#
ABRAMCV O I** LASER.
ICE, ST.-LAWRENCE-RIVER,
ACIERS. WATTS R
M*# GLACIOLOGY.
ENVIRONMENT,
ANOV V A** SCATTERING*
OR, REFLECTANCE. CHLOROPHYLL,
EA-ICE. TIURI M*« MICROWAVE*
APPING. RESOLUTION, SCANNING,
ON, ANUTAX COMPUTER-ASSISTED,
ATI ON. AIRCRAFT—MEASUREMENTS,
RIVER-BASIN. SNOW MAPPING.
. MAPS* ROBINOVE C
MAPS* ROBINOVE C
RE* SEASAT, PORTEX MICROWAVE,
0 AERIAL
» AERIAL
0 AERIAL
AERIAL,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
PREBLE C M*#
PRECIPITATION, MCFARLAND M J*.*
PREUSSER H*# .
PRICE J C** X-INERTIA, MAPPING
PROCEEDINGS, EARTH-RESCURCES-S
PROCEEDINGS* EARTH-RESOUPCES-S
PROCEEDINGS. OFFSHORE-TECHNOLO
PROCESS ING-SYSTEM, SCHALLER E
PRCJECT-SEA-ICE. TIURI M** MI
PRCNK A C*# CI
PROSPECTING, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH
PROSPECTING. ORE-DEPOSITS. HUN
PULSE-ECHO. ICE-COVER-THICKNES
Q • NOT INDEXED
QUALITY, FISHER L T*«
QUERRY M R** XCE, REFRACTIVE-I
GUERRY M R*# /NDEX. INFRARED.
QUIROGA G S*# XN» SOILS. HUAYL
R • NOT INDEXED
R* • NOT INDEXED
RADAR-IMAGERY, ALASKA, CANNON
RADAR-OBSERVATIONS, MONITORING
RADAR-SYSTEM. HYDROLOGY, AGRIC
RADAR. ARCTIC ICE, SCATTEROMET
DEAN A M JR*#
DIGITAL-SIMULATION, IMA
EXPLORATION*
GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS. HAR
IMAGE-INTERPRETATION, M
JAIN A*# OCE
MO. T I SPE C TRAL-SCA NNER S,
PCLAR-MISSION, SAR, MCO
POLLUTION, SEA-SUPFACE.
RIVERS. DEAN A M JR*#
SOILS, NIEUWENHU1S E*#
ICE-PROPERTIES. GL
SURVEY, OOAKE C S
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR,
RADAR*
RADAR*
RADAR*
RADAR.
RADIO-ECHO,
RADIO-ECHO,
RADIO-PHYSICAL, ARMAND N A**
RADIO-WAVES* VEGETATION* ANORI
RADIOMETER, HOVIS W A*# XN-CGL
RADIOMETER, S£A ICE, PROJECT-S
RADIOMETER. STREMLER F G*» M
RADIOMETERS, PATTERN-RECCGNITI
RADIOMETERS*
RADIOMETERS.
RAD1CMETPIC.
RAOIGMETRIC,
RADICMETRIC,
RAOIOMETPIC,
RADIOMETRIC,
RADICMETRIC,
RADIOMETRIC.
RAO IOTHERMAL-EMIS
SCHNEIDER S R*»
LANCSAT, THEMATIC
LANDSAT, THEMATIC
SURFACE-TEMPERATU
TEXAS, NEW-MEXICO
TEXAS, NEW-MEXICO
TEXAS. NEW-MEXICO
TEXAS*
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4-294 FT-MEASUREMENTSo RADIOMETERS.
5-245 ES. AEROSOLS* VOLCANIC-VENTS.
2-711 T» CANADA, ICE. ARCTIC-BASIN,
3-2€2 R H*#. VEGETATION. LANOSAT.
3-295 SEEVERS P M*# LANDSAT,
3-276 LANDSAT, PLANT-DEVELCPMENT ,
3-303 . LANOSAT. REEVES C A*#
3-269 R G JR*tf LANDSAT, SOILS,
2-622 NTS. SAN-ANDREAS, FAULT-ZONE,
2-602 SNOWCOVER, RUNCFF. HYDROLOGY,
2-673 IND-RIVER-MOUNTAINS. LANDSAT,
6-211 CTRO—/ REMOTE-VIEWING-SYSTEM,
5-221 NT, ATMOSPHERE, ARCTIC-OCEAN,
2-624 SURFACE MINING, CONSERVATICN,
6-219 MS. AIRS, MARTIN S F*#
1-E23 LZ S W*# SIMULATION,
6-218 S, LEWIN P L*# AERIAL,
6-211 TE-VIEWING-SYSTEM, REAL-TIME,
6-217 HED-F ILTER-CORRELATOR, AERIAL
6-194 BARNES J A** CAMOUFLAGE.
2-741 SLAR,
2-303 RCDUCTICN, COMPUTER, LANDSAT.
4-256 OMETEfi, HOVIS W/ OCEAN-COLOR.
3-308 V*# WETLAND
3-223 CROP-CANOPY. MULT I SPECTRAL .
4-2SS X, INFRARED. WATER-POLLUTION.
4-261 INFRARED. SALINE WATER, QUEy
3-292 SOIL, WATER, ARIZONA,
4-238 AS, BEACH-ENVIRONMENT MODELS,
3-306 YLCR S E*tf
4-261 LINE WATER, CUE/ REFLECTANCE.
4-285 TER-PCLLUTION, REFLECTANCE, /
2-71©
3-292 WATER. ARIZONA, REFLECTANCE.
5-239 Y, URBAN-PLANNING. HU/ URBAN.
5-253 H*# SATELLITE-DATA.
3-320 WHEAT-YIELD. LANOSAT, LACIE,
5-228 TION. AIRCRAFT. TROPOSPHER1C,
5-228 AIRCRAFT. TROPOSPHERIC, REI/
5-227 RARED LASERS. MURRAY E R*»
5-25C ENVIRONMENTAL,
6-204 SPOT.
6-193 HEMATIC-MAPPING, KIMERL1NG A/
6-189 LJDAR, ATMOSPHERIC,
5-222 ANALYSIS. THERMAL-ANALYSIS, /
6-214 NSTRUMENTATION, VINOGRADOV &/
6-206 , DOTSENKO S V*X CALIBRATION,
6-211 ME, RECONNAISSANCE, ELECTRC-/
2-645 AND, CCCPER S** LANDSAT,
£-233 OSAT, 6ARR/ KANSAS, HIGHWAYS,
2-687 *'# NUMERICAL-STUDIES,
1-499 ER, STREMLER F G*# MAPPING.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
RADICTHEfi.MAL-SMISSION, BESPALO
RAOKE L F*/» AIRBORNE. GAS
RAMSEIER 3 0** LANOSA
RANGE-MANAGEMENT, TEXAS, H A A S
RANGE-MANAGEMENT. VEGETATION,
RANGE. CALIFORNIA, GRASSLAND,
RANGELAND-PROOUCTICJN. COMPUTER
RANGELANC, VEGETATION. BENTLEY
RANGING-SYSTEM, KUMAR M* ft /EME
RANGO A**
RANGO R*# XMENT, SNOW-COVER. W
REAL-TIME, PECONNAISSANC E, ELE
RECK G M*# IN-SITU MEASUREME
RECLAMATION, RUSSELL 0 R*0 /,
RECONNAISANCE. COMPUTER-PROGRA
RECONNAISSANCE-SYSTEMS, LEIBHO
RECONNAISSANCE, COMPUTER-MODEL
RECONNAISSANCE,
"RECONNAISSANCE.
RECCNNAISSANCE.
REC ONN A I SS ANCE .
REEVES C A'*#
REFLECTANCE.
REFLECTANCE.
REFLECTANCE,
REFLECTANCE,
REFLECTANCE.
REFLECTANCE.
REFLECTANCE,
REFLECTANCE.
REFRACT IVE-INDEX,
REFRACTIVE-INDEX.
REGAN R C**
REGINATG R J** SGIL.
REGIONAL-PLANNING, BIBLIOGRAPH
REGIONAL-PLANNING. HESSLING A
REGRESS ICN-ANALYSIS. HARLAN J
REICHLE H G JR** /EMENT, PCLLU
REMOTE-MEASUREMENT, POLLUTION,
REMOTE-MEASUREMENT, GASES. INF
REMOTE-SENS ING, BARRETT E C**
RE MOTE- SEN SING .
REMOTE-SENS ING,
REMOTE-SENSING,
R EMOTE-SEN SING,
REMOTE-SENSING,
REMOTE-SENSING,
ELECTRG-CPTICA
FILM, TERRAIN,
NIGHT-VISION,
WING R S*«
RANGELANO-P
CHLOROPHYLL, RAOI
DELAWARE. KLEVAS
GRAINS, AHLRICHS
QUERRY M R*# /NCE
REFRACTIVE-INDEX.
REGINATO R J*#
SHUCHMAN ft A** /E
SOIL-MOISTURE. TA
INFRARED, SA
INFRARED, WA
ERACHET G**
CARTOGRAPHY, T
ENGLISCH W*#
ENVIRONMENTAL-
ENVIRONMENT. I
TIME-AVERAGING
REMOTE-VIEW ING-SYSTEM, REAL-TI
RESERVOIR-MANAGEMENT, NEW-ENGL
RESERVOIRS, CITY-PLANNING, LAN
RESISTIVITY SURVEY, ARCONE S A
RESOLUTION. SCANNING. RAOIOMET
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1-522 TOGRAPHY, KHARIN N
1-473 I J** MICHIGAN.
2-31O OUTH- DAKOTA, AGRICULTURE, CL/
1-491 G** AGRESITE. LANDSAT,
1-573 SOUTH-DAKOTA, STATE-AGENCIES.
2-74P E. STOW W K*#
6-203 M J*# AERIAL-RECONNAISSANCE,
3-314 ANOSAT, AGRICULTURAL. SURVEY,
1-474 TRIANGULATICN,
l-£55 TAL-TECHNIQUES. LANOSAT. MSS.
2-750 TOS, ALTAI-SAYAN, LUKASHEV G/
2-765 GES, OCLIVO-DOBROVOLSKIY A V/
2-752 E-IMAGES. VOLCANIC, PLUTONIC,
5-22C MBAT, ENVIRONMENTAL, LANOSAT,
2-676 IOMETERS, SCHNEIDER S R**
2-664 ER-OUALITY, SURVEYS, CHCPTANK
2-686 E. ST.-LAWRENCE-FIVER, RADAR,
2-644 # THERMAL-SCANNER,
2-790 ST. -LAWRENCE-RIVER,
l-=74 RIC. LANDSAT, THEMATIC, MAPS,
1-503 TRIC, LANDSAT. THEMATIC MAPS,
2-677 . SAGINAW-BAY. MATER-QUALITY,
3-253 ADAR, MULT I SPECTRAL- SCANNERS .
2-718 ING, SKYLAB, CENTRAL-AMERICA,
4-287 N. PHGTOGRAMMETFY, HYDROLOGY,
2-713 LANDSAT, GEOLOGY,
3-255 CT, VEGETATION, GREAT-PLAINS,
3-254 -REFLECTANCE, WHEAT. VERHOEF/
2-712 FRARED. MULTI SPECTRAL- IMAGES,
2-683 SSI SSIPPI-RI VER, HYDROGRAPHY,
3-211 LANCHAKO B J*#
2-802 SNOWCCVER,
3-277 GRAPHY, 8LANCHARD / WATERSHED
5-229 ERGY-CCNVERSI/ WASTES, URBAN.
5-215 PING-CCUNTRIEE, ORB ITAL- I MAG/
1-475 INSTRUCTION,
2-624 G, CONSERVATION, RECLAMATION.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
RESOURCE-INVENTDRY, AERIAL PHO
RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, SATTINGER
RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT. MODELS. S
RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT. CALABRESI
RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT, 5CHNER F
RESOURCES-SURVEY, SPACE-SHUTTL
RESTEC*
RETURN-BEAM-VIDICON. CANTELLA
RICHAROSCN A J*# L
RIDING T**
RIFMAN S S*#
RING-STRUCTURES,
RING-STRUCTURES,
RING-STRUCTURES *
RINKER J N*v»
RIVER-BASIN, SNOW
O I G I
SATELHTE-PHO
SATELLITE-IMA
YAKOVLEV N A*
CO
MAPPING, RAO
2-714 GEOLOGY,
2-726 GEOLOGY,
l-f04 EMOCRATIC-REPUBLIC. SOYUZ-22,
2-677 GER/ LANDSAT, EUTRCPHICAT I ON.
1-515 AIR-PHOTOGRAPHY,
5-231 ANNER, THERMCGRCPHIC, CAMERA.
4-261 • REFRACTIVE-INDEX, INFRARED.
3-221 FRAREO-PHOTOGRAPHY, THERMAL-/
3-286 TEXAS, MAPPING. / VEGETATION,
4-254 OAA—SPACECRAFT, TEMPERATURES,
5-262 AIR-POLLUTION.
2-751 SATELLITE-IMAGERY. BALKHASH,
RIVER. JCHNSON J M*# /SAT, WAT
RIVERS, CEAN A M JR*# 1C
RIVERS. POLLUTION, EHEART J W*
RIVERS. RAOAR, DEAN A M JR*#
ROB I NOVE C J*# RADICMET
ROBINOVE C J*# RADIOME
ROGERS R H*# /, EUTROPHI CATION
ROLLER N E G*# /HY, LANDSAT, R
ROSE W I JR*0 GEOLOGIC MAPP
ROSENHEIN J S*# /-CONFIGURATIO
ROSENMAN H L*#
HOUSE J W JR*# /REEN-WAVE-EFFE
ROW-CROPS, SUITS MODEL, CANOPY
ROWAN L C** HYCRCTHERMAL, IN
RUFF J F*# MI
RUNOFF-PCTENTIAL» MICROWAVE, B
RUNOFF, HYDROLOGY, RANGO A*#
RUNOFF, OKLAHOMA, AERIAL-PHOTO
RURAL, ENERGY-REQUIREMENTS, EN
RURAL, MAPS, SEMI-ARID. DEVELO
RUSSELL J 0**
RUSSELL O R*# /. SURFACE MININ
S • NOT INDEXED
S* • NOT INDEXED
SABINS F F JR#«
SABINS F F JR*#
SAGDEEV R Z*# USSR, GERMAN-D
SAGINAW-6AY, WATER-QUALITY. RO
SAINT JOSEPH J K S**
SAITG T*« /N, MULTISPECTRAL-SC
SALINE WATER, QUERRY M R*# /CE
SALINE-SEEPS, GREAT-PLAINS, IN
SALT MARSHES, INSECT-CONTROL,
SALTER P R S*# /ION IMAGERY, N
SALT2MAN 3 E**
SALYUT, YAKOVLEV N A** /GICAL,
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2-622 NG-SYSTEN/ CRUSTAL-MOVEMENTS»
4-251 L-ZONE, HCLZ R*J*
2-721 AR O L*# LANDSAT, FAULTS.
3-288 -MANAGEMENT. LANCSAT. FUELS./
4-277 SHORELINE-CHANGES. ALABAMA.
4-2S9 OGRAPHY, LARSON T R*»
6-191 RADAR, PCLAR-MISSI ON.
1-E4© AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
2-679 Z J P*# WATER-QUALITY.
6-207 ROMAGNETIC. SCANNER-SYSTEMS./
5-253 ING. HESSLING A H**
2-751 ALYUT, YAKOVLEV / GEOLOGICAL.
4-284 TION. NCLEOD W R*/ OIL—SPILL.
2-769 GRAPHS, GEOLOG ICAL-STUOI ESS, /
2-765 VOLSKIY A V/ RING-STRUCTURES.
3-26© S-i SCHWARTZ D / AGRICULTURAL.
2-752 UTONIC. RING-STRUCTURES. YAK/
1-471 EUROPEAN,
4-249 FRACTION. SOUTH-CHINA-SEA FE/
2-771 GRGIA, 6RUSNICHKINA N A*#
2-75C LUKASHEV G/ RING-STRUCTURES.
6-209 ICAL-INTELLIGENCE-TECHNIQUES.
1-559 CANADA,
2-722 ATFORM. ABROSIMOV / LANDFOPM.
2-628 URFACE MINING. KENTUCKY, FIS/
2-630 URFACE MINING. KENTUCKY, FIS/
2-761 J*# IMAGES,
2-€35 EOTHERMAL-RESOURCES. URANIUM,
4-245 F O*# NASA, OCEANS.
1-473 ICHIGAN, RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT.
2-727 GEOLCGY. COLORADO,
2-656 LANDSAT, WATER-QUALITY,
1-571 BAKER J R*#
5-242 PING. COMPUTER-PROGRAMS*
6-2C7 RNE SENSORS, ELECTROMAGNETIC,
1-487 MULTISPECTRAL
1-499 F G** MAPPING, RESOLUTION,
6-202 NOISE, AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHIC,
3-267 ATION, ANDRIANGV V A**
6-199 N-SURFACE, BOMMAS G**
4-272 RADAR, ARCTIC ICE,
1-537
6-223 ISPECTRAL, PROCESSING-SYSTEM,
3-293 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY, LANDSAT.
1-EGC TERISTICS, THERMAL-RADIAITON.
4-272 . ARCTIC ICE, SCATTEROMETERS,
2-679 ITY, SATELLITE IMAGERY, LAKE,
1-573 GENCIES. RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT,
2-731 DE-BEARING, IMAGE-PROCESSING.
2-726 G, LANDSAT, IMAGE-PROCESSING.
3-304 CROWAVE. SOIL-MOISTURE. U.S..
2-676 N. SNGto MAPPING, RADIOMETERS,
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
SAN-ANDREAS. FAULT-ZONE, 3ANGI
SAN-ANTONIO-BAY, TEXAS, C O A S T A
SANTA-BAR3ARA. CALIFORNIA, LAM
SANTA-MONICA-MOUNTAINS, FOREST
SAPP C D*#
SAR. IMAGING-TECHNIQUES. OCEAN
SAR, MOGRE R K*rf
SARKANY J*#
SATELLITE IMAGERY, LAKE, SCHER
SATELLITE-BORNE SENSORS. ELECT
SATELLITE-DATA, REGIONAL-PLANN
SATELLITE-IMAGERY, BALKHASH, S
SATELLITE-IMAGERY, WATER-PCLLU
SATELLITE-IMAGES, AERIAL-PHOTO
SATELLITE-IMAGES, DCHVC-DC8RO
SATELLITE-IMAGES. UNITED-STATE
SATELLITE-IMAGES, VOLCANIC, PL
SATELLITE-NET WORK*
SATELLI TE-OBSERV ATION, 1*AVE-fiE
SATELLITE-PHOTO, STRUCTURE, GE
SATELLITE-PHOTOS, ALTAI-SAYAN.
SATELLITE-PICTURES, BAJCSY R*#
SATELLITE-PROGRAMS. HITTEL A*#
SATELLITE-SURVEYS, TURANIAN-PL
SATELLITE, IMAGERY, MONITOR, S
SATELLITE, IMAGERY, MONITOR, S
SATELLITE, SIBERIA, ASTAKHCV V
SATELLITES. EARTH-RESOURCES. S
SATELLITES, TECHNIQUES, VONBUN
SATTINGER I J*# M
S A W A T Z K Y D L*#
SCANDINAVIA, HELLDEN U*#
SCANNED-DATA. MODELS. MAPPING,
SCANNER-DIGITIZED MAPPING, MAP
SCANNER-SYSTEMS. HONEY F*# /BO
SCANNER, HASELL P G JR*#
SCANNING, RADIOMETER. STPEMLE9
SCATTERING-FUNCTIONS, KOROLEVA
SCATTERING, RADIC-WAVES, VEGET
SCATTEROMETER, MICROWAVE. OCEA
SCATTERONETERS, SCHELL J A*#
SCHAGEN P*#
SCHALLER E S*# MULT
SCHALLER E S*# /, AGRICULTURE,
SCHANOA E*» EMISSION-CHAPAC
SCHELL J A*# RADAR
SCHERZ J P*» WATER-QUAL
SCHMER F A** /-DAKOTA, STATE-A
SCHMIDT R G*0 LANDSAT.^SULFI
SCHMIDT R G** SULF IDE-BEAR IN
SCHMUGGE T J** VI
SCHNEIDER S R** RIVER-BASI
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6-200 ATICN, CHARGE-CGUPLED-OEVICE,
3-316 BARRIER-DUNE, NORTH-CAROLINA.
3-26G ELL ITE-IMAGES, UNITED-STATES,
1-539
5-237 MEXICO, BARNES C/ TECHNIQUES.
4-234 I M*# MICROWAVE. RADIOMETER,
4-27C BEAUFORT-SEA, LANDSAT,
4-271 UOGY, BIBLIOGRAPHIES. OCEANS,
4-268 ENT. BURNS J / SEALS, ALASKA,
4-288 GULF-CF-BOTHNIA, TIURI M*#
4-253 LASER. RADAR. POLLUTION,
4-257 -1. CLIMATE-PATTERNS, VOORHI/
4-241 OIL-POLLUTION, SLAR,
4-252 KO V V*# OPTICAL-EMISSION,
4-269 RONMENTAL-ASSESSMENT, LENS IN/
4-268 NMENTAL-ASSESSMENT, BURNS J /
2-635 SATELLITES, EARTH-RESOURCES,
4-248 URVEYING, TECHNIQUES, COASTS.
4-236 TIONS, MONITOR*
4-233 CMIC*
6-197 MAGING-RADAR, JORDAN R L*«
4-276 OMETRIC, SURFACE-TEMPERATURE,
4-278 SUSPENDED SEDIMENT.
4-283 CAL. TID/ AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHS.
4-264 S, COASTS. SHELLEY P E*#
3-28C L/ SOIL-CCNSERVATICN-SERVICE,
4-278 MOS C L*# SUSPENDED
4-237 , COASTAL-PROCESSES, LANDSAT,
2-637 PHOTOGRAPHS.
3-29S RANGE-MANAGEMENT. VEGETATION.
6-222 NT. GERMAN, AIRPLANE-PROGRAM,
2-704 ENT, OLEARY D W** TECTONISM.
2-799 ENT, O'LEARY O **/ TECTONISM,
5-215 S. CRBITAL-IMAG/ RURAL, MAPS.
3-263 » VEGETATION. LANDSAT.
6-222 PLANE-PROGRAM, SEIGE P**
6-196 AR ED-I MAG ING-DEVICE. LANDSAT,
6-211 ONNAISSANCE, ELECTRO-OPTICAL,
6-195 AGRICULTURE, CAMERA, COASTAL/
6-213 E-TECHNIQUE. ELECTRO-OPT I CAL ,
6-207 NER-SYSTEMS,/ SATELLITE-BORNE
4-246 N, SURFACE-CURRENTS, INFRARED
6-198 OCESSING. WINTER E / INFRARED
6-212 A*/ ELECTRO-OPTICAL, IMAGERY,
2-733 ALYSIS, LANDSAT, NETHERLANDS.
4-264 ASUREMENT, ESTUARIES. COASTS,
4-277 PP C O**
2-783 AL-PHOTOGRAPH. LAKE-MICHIGAN.
2-738 - ANOMALY,
4-259 AR, OCEAN-WAVES. GULF-STREAM,
4-238 IRONMENT MODELS. REFLECTANCE.
2-761 IMAGES, SATELLITE.
Alphabetical
Author/Key Word Index
3CHRAI8MAN H J** I.MAvit-SIMUL
SCHRCEDER P** VEGETATION,
SCHWARTZ O E** /ICULTURAL. SAT
SCHWEICKAHT R L*»
SCREWWORM-SRAOICATION. TEXAS.
SEA ICE, PROJECT-SEA-ICE. TIUR
SEA-ICE, ARCTIC. S08CZAK L W*#
aiGLOGY. BROWN R J**
5NVIRONMENTAL-ASSESSM
M1CRQWAVE-RAOICMETRY,
ABRAMOV O I*#
TEMPERATURE, MODE
SEA-ICE,
SEA-ICE.
SEA-ICE,
SEA-SURFACE.
SEA-SURFACE,
SEA-WAVES, PRONK A C*#
SEA, CASFIAN-SEA, OIL, PCLOVIN
SEABIRD, MAPPING, ALASKA, ENVI
SEALS, ALASKA, SEA-ICE. ENVIPO
SEAMANS R C JR*>* /ES. URANIUM,
SEAS, KCNECNY G*A S
SEASAT-A, NOAA, WARINE-APPLICA
SEASAT-A, OCEAN-INDUSTRY, ECCN
SEASAT-A. SYNTHETIC-APERTURE-I
SEASAT, PORTER R A** /VE, RADI
SEAWATER, LANDSAT, AMOS C L*»
SEDIMENT-DISTRIBUTION, HISTORI
SEDIMENT-MEASUREMENT, ESTUARIE
SEDIMENT-YIELO. EROSION, AERIA
SEDIMENT, SEAWATER, LANDSAT, A
SEDIMENTS,, PIRIE D M*# /ORNIA
SEEPAGE-FLOW, OZHAMALOV R G**
SEEVERS F M** LANCSAT.
SEIGE P*# SENSOR-EQUIPTME
SEISMICITY, MISSISSIPPI-EMBAYM
SEISMICITY, MISSISSIPPI-EMBAYM
SEMI-ARID. DEVELGPING-COUNTRIE
SEMIARIO, ARIZONA, TURNER R M*
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WATERSHED
WATERSHED,
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